




CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL 

At its June 12, 2014 hearing, the Planning Commission approved Alternative 9 (enhanced retail) (the 
“Enhanced Retail Alternative”) in lieu of the Modified Project. The Enhanced Retail Alternative involves 
slight changes to the Modified Project that include a slight decrease in the total office square footage 
proposed for the Modified Project, and a slight increase in the retail square footage proposed for the 
Modified Project to further activate the Transit Plaza around the proposed portal for the Century City 
Westside Subway Extension station. Accordingly, these Conditions of Approval reflect the Enhanced Retail 
Alternative as approved by the City Planning Commission.  

A. Entitlement Conditions (Project Permit) 

1. Site Plan 

The use and development of the subject property shall be in substantial conformance with 
the site plan (Exhibit A) and elevations attached to the subject case file and as approved 
by the City Planning Commission. Minor deviations may be allowed in order to comply with 
the provisions of the Municipal Code and the Conditions of Approval. All signage shall be 
implemented in accordance with the Los Angeles Municipal Code and any applicable 
regulations of the Specific Plan. The project shall be constructed consistent with the 
following project description: 

 One 37-story building containing approximately 700,000-square feet of office space; 

 Approximately 10,338 square feet of low-rise, one- and two-story office space;  

 An approximate 2,389-square-foot Mobility Hub; 

 Transit Plaza; 

 Approximately 17,102 square feet of ancillary retail, and a partially subterranean 
parking structure; 

 The parking structure shall feature an approximate 2.14-acre (approximately 93,000 
square feet) landscaped green roof deck open to members of the public between 6:00 
a.m. - 8:00 p.m., seven days per week, subject to reasonable rules and regulations, 
including the allowance for periodic use of the deck by the Applicant for private, non-
public events; and 

 Approximately 39,037 square feet of additional public open space on the project site. 

The Enhanced Retail Alternative shall also be designed to achieve a Leadership in Energy 
and environmental Design (LEED) Platinum rating or equivalent green building standard.  
In total, the Enhanced Retail Alternative shall not exceed 729,829 square feet of floor area. 

2. Landscape Plan. See Environmental Conditions.  

3. Lighting. See Environmental Conditions. 

4. Specific Plans. The project shall comply with all applicable provisions of the Century City 
North Specific Plan and the West Los Angeles Transportation Mitigation Specific Plan, 
unless otherwise granted herein. 

5. Community Plan. The project shall comply with all applicable provisions of the West Los 
Angeles Community Plan. 

6. Use. The use of the subject property shall be limited to those uses permitted in the C2 
Zone as defined in Section 12.14 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code (“L.A.M.C.”). 

7. Height/Floor Area Ratio/Trips.  The project shall be limited to a height of 570 feet or 
approximately 849 feet above mean sea level.  The Century City North Specific Plan 
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restricts the Floor Area Ratio (FAR) to a maximum of 6:1 for the subject site.  However, the 
maximum total Floor Area is further limited to the number of Trips allocated to the site and 
therefore is limited to a 3.03:1 FAR.  This approval exhausts all Phase II Trips allocated to 
the project site. 

8. Vehicular and Bicycle Parking  

a. Vehicular Parking.  Vehicular parking shall be provided pursuant to the Los Angeles 
Municipal Code and further restricted as follows: 

 The maximum number of parking spaces provided for the project shall be equal to 
the minimum number of parking stalls required by the Los Angeles Municipal Code 
(surplus parking is prohibited). 

Note: Additional parking stalls may be allowed to accommodate flex cars and/or 
be utilized for bicycle parking spaces only  

 20 percent of the minimum parking spaces required by the Los Angeles Municipal 
Code shall be constructed to accommodate the future placement of facilities for 
the recharging of electric vehicles  

b. Bicycle Parking.  Long Term and Short Term bicycle racks and parking devices shall 
be provided pursuant to the Los Angeles Municipal Code.  Bicycle racks shall be placed 
in convenient locations for tenants and guests. 

9. Solid Waste.  See Environmental Conditions. 

B. Environmental Conditions (Environmental Impact Report) 

10. Compliance Measure LU-1 

Compliance with CCNSP. To ensure consistency with Century City North Specific Plan 
Sections 3(C)(2)-(4), the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative shall have sufficient Trips 
under the Specific Plan to be developed.  If the Project site requires additional Trips in 
order to permit the development of the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative, the applicant 
shall acquire such Trips from any source that is permissible under the Specific Plan prior 
to Enhanced Retail Alternative construction.  Total Trips assigned to the site are currently 
limited to 4,114.957 Trips.   

11. Project Design Feature TRA-1 

Construction Staging and Traffic Management Plan. A Construction Staging and Traffic 
Management Plan shall be prepared for approval by the Los Angeles Department of 
Transportation and other appropriate agencies and implemented during proposed 
Enhanced Retail Alternative construction. The Construction Staging and Traffic 
Management Plan shall also include the name and phone number of a contact person who 
can be reached 24 hours a day regarding construction traffic complaints or emergency 
situations. In addition, the Construction Staging and Traffic Management Plan shall take 
into account and be coordinated with other Construction Staging and Traffic Management 
Plans that are in effect or have been proposed for other projects in Century City. The 
Construction Staging and Traffic Management Plan shall include, but not be limited to, the 
following: 

 Provisions for temporary traffic control during all construction activities adjacent to 
public right-of-way to improve traffic flow on public roadways (e.g., flag person); 
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 Scheduling construction activities to reduce the effect on traffic flow on arterial streets;  

 Rerouting construction trucks to reduce travel on congested streets; 

 Prohibiting construction-related vehicles from parking on public streets; 

 Providing safety precautions for pedestrians and bicyclists through such measures as 
alternate routing and protection barriers;  

 Requiring contractors to participate in a common carpool registry during all periods of 
contract performance monitored and maintained by the general contractor; 

 Scheduling construction-related deliveries, other than concrete and earthwork-related 
deliveries, so as to reduce travel during peak travel periods as identified in this study; 

 Coordination with other construction projects in the vicinity to minimize conflicts; 

 Obtaining the required permits for truck haul routes from the City of Los Angeles prior 
to the issuance of any permit for the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative; 

 Obtaining a Caltrans transportation permit for use of oversized transport vehicles on 
Caltrans facilities; 

 Submitting a traffic management plan to Caltrans for review and approval; 

 All emergency access to the Project site and adjacent areas shall be kept clear and 
unobstructed during all phases of demolition and construction; 

 Flag persons in adequate numbers shall be provided to minimize impacts to traffic flow 
and to ensure the safe access into and out of the site; 

 Flag persons shall be trained to assist in emergency response by restricting or 
controlling the movement of traffic that could interfere with emergency vehicle access; 

 Construction vehicles, including construction personnel vehicles, shall not park on 
public streets, including streets outside Century City; 

 Construction vehicles shall not stage or queue where they interfere with pedestrian 
and vehicular traffic or block access to nearby businesses; 

 If feasible, any traffic lane closures shall be limited to off-peak traffic periods, as 
approved by the Los Angeles Department of Transportation; 

 The Los Angeles Police Department shall be notified a minimum of 24 hours in 
advance of any lane closures or other roadway work; and 

 To the extent feasible, the delivery of construction materials shall be scheduled during 
the off-peak traffic periods. 

 All haul trucks leaving the Project site shall access I-405 either via Santa Monica 
Boulevard or via Pico Boulevard. 

 Construction haul trucks containing concrete and earthwork-related deliveries and 
excavated materials shall be prohibited from using Pico Boulevard from 7:00 am 
through 9:00 am and from 1:00 pm through 3:00 pm. During these periods all such 
trucks shall travel to and from I-405 on Santa Monica Boulevard. 

12. Project Design Feature TRA-2 

Participation in and Contribution to the Century City Transportation Management 
Organization (CCTMO).  The Applicant shall participate in and contribute to the CCTMO to 
support its existing programs which include: 

 Guaranteed Ride Home program 

 Rideshare matching 

 Administrative and financial support for formation of vanpools and/or carpools 

 Bike and walk to work promotions 

 Preferential load/unload or parking location for high-occupancy vehicles (HOV) 

 Promotion of Internal Revenue Code Section 132(f), which allows for employers to 
arrange pre-tax dollar transit commute expense accounts to provide transportation 
fringe benefits to eligible employees. 

13. Project Design Feature TRA-3 
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Transportation Demand Management (TDM) Program. The TDM program outlined in 
Chapter 4.2, Traffic and Circulation, of this the Subsequent EIR is a set of strategies 
proposed for the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative that shall encourage proposed 
Enhanced Retail Alternative employees to reduce vehicular traffic on the streets and 
freeway system during the most congested time periods of the day by promoting non-auto 
travel, travel outside of traditional peak commute hours, or telecommuting. The proposed 
Enhanced Retail Alternative shall develop and implement a TDM program containing 
features that are as stringent as existing programs at Constellation Place (10250 
Constellation Boulevard) and the SunAmerica building (1999 Avenue of the Stars), by 
including Project Design Features TRA-4, TRA-5, TRA-6, and TRA-7, as well as one or 
more of the following: 

 Providing resources and/or incentives to building tenants to encourage and implement 
flexible work schedules and telecommuting programs 

 Providing resources and/or incentives to building tenants to encourage and implement 
alternative work schedules 

 Pedestrian-friendly environment 

 Bicycle amenities (bicycle racks, lockers, showers etc.) 

 Rideshare/carpool/vanpool promotion and support 

 Education and information on alternative transportation modes 

 Guaranteed Ride Home (GRH) program  

In addition to these strategies, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative is designed to 
integrate with the proposed Westside Subway Extension station portal at the northeast 
corner of Constellation Boulevard and Avenue of the Stars if the portal is ultimately placed 
in this location when the subway is built  

14. Project Design Feature TRA-4 

Mobility Hub. The 2,389 square-foot Mobility Hub, provided at the Project site, shall help to 
provide first-mile and last-mile service for transit users. The first mile/last mile problem is 
characterized by the situation where bus stops and mass transit stations are often located 
too far from a commuter’s origin or final destination to make walking to or from that 
destination practical or convenient. The Mobility Hub shall help to get transit users the first 
mile from their origin to a transit hub or the last mile from a transit hub to their destination 
by providing amenities such as bicycle parking and rentals, shared vehicle rentals, and 
transit information (including commuter applications). 

15. Project Design Feature TRA-5  

Transportation Information Center. A Transportation Information Center (TIC) is a centrally-
located commuter information center where a building’s employees, residents, and patrons 
can obtain information regarding commute programs, and individuals can obtain real-time 
information for planning travel without using an automobile. A TIC shall be provided in the 
proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative and shall include orientations for new employees 
and residents as well as providing information about transit schedules, commute planning, 
rideshare, telecommuting, and bicycle and pedestrian plans: 

16. Project Design Feature TRA-6 

Transit Passes. All eligible employees, which shall include all employees who do not park 
at the Project site, shall be provided with a discounted monthly transit pass giving them 
access to Metro rail and bus service. The Applicant shall coordinate with Metro to 
implement the discount program. 
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17. Project Design Feature TRA-7 

The proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative shall provide unbundled leases for the office 
and ancillary retail space. The tenants shall have the option of leasing the parking spaces 
on a monthly or yearly basis separate from the building space. This shall provide tenants 
with the option of offering a parking cash-out allowance for those employees who choose 
to park at another location or take transit to work. 

18. Project Design Feature TRA-8 

Bicycle Safety Equipment. The proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative shall provide an 
audible buzzer system to indicate the approach of an exiting vehicle from the alley 
bordering the northern edge of the Project site at Avenue of the Stars and shall install 
convex mirrors at exit points where visibility is hindered.  

19. Mitigation Measure 4.2.1:  

This Mitigation Measure is applicable to all trip generation rates. The Applicant or its 
successor shall install or pay the Los Angeles Department of Transportation (LADOT) a 
fixed amount of $750,000 to provide for design and installation of closed-circuit television 
(CCTV) cameras and the necessary infrastructure (including fiber optic and interconnect 
tubes) at key locations in the Study Area to be determined by LADOT. The CCTV cameras 
shall be located as necessary to provide visual monitoring of traffic conditions and to 
provide automated counts of traffic volumes. This provides LADOT with the ability to 
monitor traffic operations and, through modification of signal timing and phases using the 
Adaptive Traffic Control System (ATCS), respond instantly to incidents that delay vehicles 
and transit service. These improvements shall be implemented prior to issuance of a 
certificate of occupancy either by the Applicant through the B-permit process of the City of 
Los Angeles Bureau of Engineering, or through payment of the $750,000 fixed fee amount 
to LADOT to fund the cost of these improvements. If LADOT selects the payment option, 
then the Applicant shall be required to pay up to $750,000 to LADOT prior to issuance of 
a certificate of occupancy and LADOT shall design and construct these improvements in 
the Study Area prior to issuance of a certificate of occupancy. 

20. Mitigation Measure 4.2.2: 

This Mitigation Measure is applicable to all trip generation rates. The Applicant shall work 
with the Century City Transportation Management Organization (CCTMO) to develop a 
high-quality mobile (cell phone) application for the use of residents, employees, and visitors 
to the Study Area, and Century City in particular. The application shall be developed fully 
at the Applicant’s sole expense, and shall be maintained at the Applicant’s sole expense 
for a period of ten (10) years. This application shall: 

 Alert drivers of congestion on key routes serving Century City 

 Identify alternate routes that bypass congestion 

 Identify real-time visitor parking availability within Century City 

 Identify transit options for travel to and from Century City 

The application shall be promoted by the CCTMO and the Applicant and shall help to 
relieve congestion, reduce vehicle miles travelled (VMT) through the identification of 
available parking, and promote transit usage by suggesting non-automotive methods of 
travel for a proposed route. The application shall help reduce peak-hour vehicular trips 
throughout the Study Area, and particularly within Century City. The application shall not 
direct traffic through residential neighborhoods. 
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21. Mitigation Measure 4.2.3: 

This Mitigation Measure is applicable to all trip generation rates. If the intersection of Merv 
Griffin Way and Santa Monica Boulevard (North [N]) is not signalized by the time the 
proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative is constructed, the Applicant shall pay to install the 
traffic signal with an agreement from the City of Beverly Hills that, should one of the two 
developments currently responsible for the improvement commence construction, the 
Applicant shall be reimbursed for the cost.  

22. [DELETED] 

23. Mitigation Measure 4.2.5.1 is applicable to the Enhanced Retail Alternative under any trip 
generation scenario (Empirical Rate, Economy Adjustment, Published Rates) if the 
Westside Subway Extension is not operating in Century City in year 2021 or by the date 
that the Certificate of Occupancy is issued for the Enhanced Retail Alternative, whichever 
is earlier. In order to provide additional transportation capacity and mitigate traffic impacts, 
the Applicant shall pay to provide additional peak hour bus service for the Metropolitan 
Transportation Authority (Metro) Rapid Line 704 on Santa Monica Boulevard. A new 
articulated bus for Santa Monica Metro Rapid Line 704 shall be added that travels 
eastbound during the morning peak hour and westbound during the afternoon peak hour. 
The Applicant shall pay $750,000 toward the procurement of a new 40-foot bus and an 
average of $110,000 per year for 10 years ($1,100,000 total) toward the operating and 
maintenance costs for morning and afternoon peak hour service. Farebox revenues and 
State and Federal transit subsidies shall be credited against operating and maintenance 
costs for the 10-year period. This bus shall no longer be required to be provided upon 
completion of the Westside Subway Extension to Century City.   

(Note: DOT has determined that the 10-year period is necessary in order for the bus service 
to become self-sustaining)  

24. Mitigation Measure 4.2.5.2: 

The proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative shall be subject to on-going monitoring to 
ensure that the actual automobile trip generation is at or below the projected afternoon 
peak hour estimate for the Enhanced Retail Alternative with Economy Adjustment that 
would require the implementation of additional mitigation (392 afternoon peak hour 
automobile trips). LADOT has established this on-going monitoring program to determine 
if additional transit mitigation shall be required in the event that the Enhanced Retail 
Alternative exceeds 392 afternoon peak hour automobile trips. For this purpose, LADOT 
has established four afternoon peak hour automobile trip generation thresholds: (i) 392 
trips; (ii) 451 trips; (iii) 510 trips; and (iv) 588 trips (together, the “Trip Generation 
Thresholds”), the exceedance of which shall require the Applicant to implement additional 
transit mitigation measures as provided below. 

Monitoring of automobile trips to and from the Project site shall occur on a real-time basis 
using video cameras mounted above the Enhanced Retail Alternative’s driveways. The 
cameras shall operate 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. The cameras and the count system 
shall be connected to the LADOT Traffic Management Center or another appropriate facility 
of LADOT’s selection. 

The Enhanced Retail Alternative’s trip generation level shall be the weekly average of the 
Monday through Friday afternoon peak hour automobile trips in and out of the Enhanced 
Retail Alternative driveways (excluding any Federal, State or local holidays). The 
Enhanced Retail Alternative’s building operator shall provide weekly reports of the average 
trip generation level to LADOT. LADOT shall review the weekly reports and compare the 
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Enhanced Retail Alternative’s weekly average trip generation level to the Trip Generation 
Thresholds.  

Should the Enhanced Retail Alternative’s weekly average afternoon peak hour trip 
generation level exceed a number that is 10 percent below any of the four Trip Generation 
Thresholds for four consecutive weeks, the building operator shall in good faith implement 
additional or modified trip reduction measures with the goal of helping to ensure that the 
Enhanced Retail Alternative’s trips do not exceed the applicable Trip Generation 
Threshold. Further, should the Enhanced Retail Alternative’s weekly average afternoon 
peak hour trip generation level exceed any of the four Trip Generation Thresholds for four 
consecutive weeks, the Enhanced Retail Alternative shall undergo a three-month 
probationary period during which time the building operator shall be required to implement 
further trip reduction measures. Such measures may include, but are not limited to, 
modifications to the Transportation Demand Management Program (see Project Design 
Feature TRA-3). Weekly average afternoon peak hour trip generation measurements 
during the final four weeks of the three-month probationary period shall determine the 
effectiveness of the additional trip reduction measures. Pursuant to this process, if the 
Enhanced Retail Alternative’s weekly average afternoon peak hour trip generation level in 
the final four weeks of the three-month probationary period exceeds any of the four Trip 
Generation Thresholds, the phased mitigation program described below would apply 
based on the threshold exceeded. 

The phased mitigation program requires the implementation of the following transit 
measures at the time that each of the specified Trip Generation Thresholds is exceeded 
for the first time following the three month probationary period:  

 At 392 afternoon peak hour trips, a new 40-foot bus for Santa Monica BBB Rapid 7 
shall be added on Pico Boulevard that travels eastbound during the morning peak hour 
and westbound during the afternoon peak hour. 

 At 451 afternoon peak hour trips, a new 40-foot bus for Santa Monica BBB Line 5 shall 
be added on Olympic Boulevard that travels eastbound during the morning peak hour 
and westbound during the afternoon peak hour. 

 At 510 afternoon peak hour trips, a new 40-foot bus for Santa Monica BBB Line 5 shall 
be added on Olympic Boulevard that travels westbound during the morning peak hour 
and eastbound during the afternoon peak hour. 

 At 588 trips, a new 40-foot bus for Metro Line 4 shall be added on Santa Monica 
Boulevard that travels westbound during the morning peak hour and eastbound during 
the afternoon peak hour. 

If required by the phased mitigation program, the Applicant shall be responsible for the cost 
of procurement of the buses as well as a portion of the operating and maintenance costs 
for 10 years. For the 40-foot buses, the Applicant shall pay $500,000 each for procurement 
and an average of $103,000 per year for 10 years. Farebox revenues from each bus, as 
calculated by the appropriate transit agency (e.g., Metro or Santa Monica BBB) and 
applicable state or federal transit subsidies shall be credited against the Applicant’s 
operating and maintenance costs for the 10-year period.  

In addition, if the articulated bus on Santa Monica Boulevard as provided in Mitigation 
Measure 4.2.5.1 has not been provided because the Westside Subway Extension has been 
completed to Century City, this bus shall be provided at 404 afternoon peak hour trips 
following the three month probationary period described above. The Applicant shall pay 
$750,000 for procurement and an average of $110,000 per year for 10 years for an 
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articulated bus on Metro Rapid Line 704 traveling eastbound during the morning peak hour 
and westbound during the afternoon peak hour. Farebox revenues from this bus, as 
calculated by the appropriate transit agency, and applicable state or federal transit 
subsidies shall be credited against the Applicant’s operating and maintenance costs for the 
10-year period. 

The monitoring program described in this mitigation measure shall continue for a minimum 
of five years after full occupancy of the Enhanced Retail Alternative (defined as having 
leased 88% of the building’s gross leasable area). If during that period the Enhanced Retail 
Alternative’s trip generation level exceeds any of the Trip Generation Thresholds following 
the three month probationary period described above, the monitoring program shall 
continue for an additional five years following the exceedance. The monitoring program 
shall cease when five years of monitoring demonstrate a stable trip generation level 
(defined as not exceeding the next highest of the Trip Generation Thresholds).   

25. Project Design Feature VIS-1 

Maintenance of Construction Barriers.  The Applicant shall ensure, through appropriate 
postings and daily visual inspections, that no unauthorized materials are posted on any 
temporary construction barriers or temporary pedestrian walkways, and that any such 
temporary barriers and walkways are maintained in a visually attractive manner throughout 
the construction period.  

26. Project Design Feature VIS-2 

Street Tree Plan. The Applicant shall prepare a street tree plan to be reviewed and 
approved by the City’s Department of Public Works, Urban Forestry Division. All plantings 
in the public right-of-way shall be installed in accordance with the approved street tree plan 
and shall be maintained by the Property Owner for the life of the planting and shall be 
replaced by the Property Owner if they die.  

27. Project Design Feature VIS-3 

Landscape Plan. The proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative shall implement the proposed 
Landscape Plan shown on Figure 3.8 in Chapter 3.0, Project Description, including the 
planting of California sycamores along the sidewalks on Avenue of the Stars and 
Constellation Boulevard, as well as around the pedestrian walkway on the northern and 
eastern site perimeter, to establish a tree canopy and to create a human scale for 
pedestrians in the area. Tree installation, including number and location of trees, species 
type, and tree size, shall be completed to the satisfaction of the Urban Forestry Division of 
the Department of Public Works. 

28. Project Design Feature VIS-4 

Publically Accessible Open Space. The proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative shall include 
approximately 132,037 square feet of open space accessible to the public, including a 
Transit Plaza on the corner of Avenue of the Stars and Constellation Boulevard that shall 
provide convenient access for the community, seating areas for public gathering places, 
and is designed to facilitate pedestrian connections throughout the Project site, and a 2.14-
acre Green Roof open to members of the public between 6:00 a.m. – 8:00 p.m., seven 
days per week, subject to reasonable rules and regulations, including the allowance for 
periodic use of the deck by the Applicant for private, non-public events.  

29. Project Design Feature VIS-5 
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Mid-Block Pedestrian Pathways. The proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative shall construct 
a pedestrian walkway along the northern and eastern perimeter of the Project site to further 
facilitate the establishment of mid-block pedestrian pathways as described in the Century 
City North Specific Plan, which are intended to provide pedestrian paths that shall intersect 
the adjacent streets approximately midblock. The pedestrian pathways shall be consistent 
with relevant policies and principles of the Greening of 21st Century City Pedestrian 
Connectivity Plan. Although there are currently no plans for the City to construct a 
pedestrian crossing over Constellation Boulevard to the south of the Project site, as 
provided for in the Century City North Specific Plan, the proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative shall not impede a future pedestrian crossing at this location. The pedestrian 
walkway to be constructed along the eastern perimeter of the Project site shall be designed 
to connect to such a pedestrian crossing. 

30. Project Design Feature VIS-6 

Graffiti Removal. The Project site shall be maintained to be clean and free of debris and 
rubbish, and any graffiti from walls shall be removed pursuant to Los Angeles Municipal 
Code (LAMC) Sections 91.8104 and 91.8904.1. 

31. Project Design Feature VIS-7 

Public Sidewalks. Reconstructed sidewalks along Avenue of the Stars and Constellation 
Boulevard frontages that are removed during construction shall be paved with concrete or 
other safe, non-slip material. 

32. Project Design Feature VIS-8 

Low Reflectivity Glass. All exterior windows and glass used on the building surfaces shall 
be of low reflectivity glass. 

33. Project Design Feature VIS-9 

Street Lighting. Any street or pedestrian lighting installed by the proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative in the public right-of-way shall be compatible with the existing design for street 
furniture and street lighting along Century City’s public streets and have low reflectivity to 
minimize glare and limit light onto adjacent properties. The pedestrian lighting in the public 
right-of-way shall be approved by the Bureau of Street Lighting and shall be tested in 
accordance with the requirements of the Bureau of Street Lighting. 

34. Project Design Feature VIS-10 

Architectural Lighting. Architectural lighting on the Project site shall be downcasted and 
directed onto the building surfaces and have low reflectivity to minimize glare and limit light 
onto adjacent properties. In addition, all pole-mounted light fixtures on the Project site shall 
be shielded to limit spillover of lighting onto adjacent properties and to minimize glare. 

35. Project Design Feature VIS-11 

Signage. Signage for the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative shall consist of a high rise 
wall sign pursuant to the Los Angeles Municipal Code, building identification signage and 
tenant monument signage. The proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative may also include 
construction and sales/leasing signage. Signage shall only be allowed if such signage is 
consistent with the applicable provisions of the Los Angeles Municipal Code. 

36. Project Design Feature VIS-12  
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Mechanical Equipment. All ventilation, heating, and air conditioning ducts, tubes, and other 
such mechanical equipment shall be screened from the line of sight of pedestrians and 
motorists. 

37. Project Design Feature VIS-13 

Utility Lines. All new utility lines and connections shall be constructed underground. 

38. Project Design Feature VIS-14 

Trash Collection Areas. Trash collection areas shall be contained in the loading dock at 
ground level in a collection area screened from view by a solid masonry wall. 

39. Project Design Feature VIS-15 

Architectural Concept. All ground-level building fixtures, including but not limited to security 
gates, landscape light fixtures, pedestrian lights, air intake shafts, and other 
appurtenances, shall be incorporated into the architectural concept for the proposed 
Enhanced Retail Alternative. 

40. Compliance Measure AQ-1 

SCAQMD Rules 402 and 403. The proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative shall comply with 
South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) Rules 402 and 403 regarding 
fugitive dust control. Control measures shall control fugitive dust and include the following 
measures:  

 Use watering to control dust generation during the demolition of structures or the break-
up of asphalt, surface parking lots, and various remnant structures such as walls and 
foundations from the prior uses on the Project site. 

 Install wheel washers for all exiting trucks, or wash off the tires or tracks of all trucks 
and equipment leaving the site.  

 All haul trucks shall be covered or shall maintain at least 6 inches of freeboard. 

 Suspend earthmoving operations; or additional watering shall be implemented to meet 
Rule 403 criteria if wind gusts exceed 25 miles per hour (mph). An information sign 
shall be posted at the entrance to each construction site that identifies the permitted 
construction hours and provides a telephone number to call and receive information 
about the construction project or to report complaints regarding excessive fugitive dust 
generation. Any reasonable complaints shall be rectified within 24 hours.  

41. Compliance Measure AQ-2 

SCAQMD Rule 1113 - Coatings and Solvent. The Applicant shall utilize coatings and 
solvents that are consistent with applicable SCAQMD Rule 1113. 

42. Project Design Feature AQ-1 

Dust Suppression. Notes shall be included on construction and grading plans and 
referenced in the contractor’s agreement that require the use of dust suppression 
measures in the South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) California 
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Air Quality Handbook during project grading and 
construction. The construction contractor shall be responsible for the implementation of the 
following dust suppression measures: 

 Revegetate disturbed areas as soon as possible. 
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 Increase active site watering to three times daily. 

 When visible soil materials are carried to adjacent streets, those streets shall be swept 
once per day to the extent necessary to remove the visible soil material (recommend 
water sweepers with reclaimed water). 

 All on-site roads shall be paved as soon as feasible, watered periodically, or chemically 
stabilized.  

 The area disturbed by clearing, grading, earthmoving or excavation operations shall 
be minimized at all times.  

43. Project Design Feature AQ-2 

Construction Vehicle Maintenance. Construction contracts shall include a statement 
specifying that all construction equipment shall be tuned and maintained in accordance 
with manufacturer’s specifications.  

44. Project Design Feature AQ-3 

Equipment Shut Off and Smog Season Hours. Construction contracts shall include a 
statement specifying that general contractors shall maintain and operate construction 
equipment so as to minimize exhaust emissions. During construction, trucks and vehicles 
in loading and unloading queues shall turn their engines off when not in use to reduce 
vehicle emissions. Construction emissions shall be phased and scheduled to avoid 
emissions peaks and discontinued during second-stage smog alerts. 

45. Project Design Feature AQ-4 

Construction Electricity. Construction contracts shall include a statement specifying that 
electricity from power poles rather than temporary diesel- or gasoline-powered generators 
shall be used to the extent feasible.   

46. Project Design Feature AQ-5 

Construction Vehicle Idling. Construction contracts shall include a statement specifying 
that all construction vehicles shall be prohibited from idling in excess of 10 minutes, both 
on- and off-site.   

47. Mitigation Measure 4.4.1: 

Application of Architectural Coatings. The applicant shall make available to the City of Los 
Angeles Department of Building and Safety representatives records showing compliance 
with South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) Rule 1113. In addition, the 
applicant shall require that the construction contractor further reduce emissions associated 
with architectural coatings by using one or more of the following additional measures: using 
precoated/natural colored building materials, using water based or low-volatile organic 
compounds (VOC) coating, or using coating transfer or spray equipment with high transfer 
efficiency.  The project applicant shall make available  to the City of Los Angeles 
Department of Building and Safety representatives records showing use of one or more of 
the methods named above  

48. Mitigation Measure 4.4.2: 

EPA Tier 4 Emissions Standards. The applicant shall make available to the City of Los 
Angeles Department of Building and Safety a comprehensive inventory of all off-road 
construction equipment, equal to or greater than 50 horsepower, that will be used an 
aggregate of 40 or more hours during any portion of construction activities for the Project. 
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The inventory shall include the horsepower rating, engine production year, and certification 
of the specified Tier standard. A copy of each such unit’s certified tier specification, best 
available control technology (BACT) documentation, and California Air Resources Board 
(ARB) or Air Quality Management District (AQMD) operating permit shall be provided 
onsite at the time of mobilization of each applicable unit of equipment. Off-road diesel-
powered equipment that will be used an aggregate of 40 or more hours during any portion 
of the construction activities for the Enhanced Retail Alternative shall meet the United 
States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Tier 4 emissions standards and off-road 
equipment greater than 300 horsepower shall be equipped with diesel particulate filters.  

49. Compliance Measure HAZ-1 

Methane Mitigation System.  Methane and hydrogen sulfide testing is required to reduce 
or eliminate the identified potential impacts resulting from the possible presence of’ 
methane and hydrogen sulfide on the site in the postgrading condition. In accordance with 
P/BC 2002-101, site testing shall be scheduled either before, or 30 days after, any site 
grading. Prior to issuance of any building permit or authorization to construct hardscape, 
the Director of the City of Los Angeles Department of Building and Safety, or designee, 
shall review and approve a report by a registered geologist, reporting methane and 
hydrogen sulfide testing results and recommendations and verify that project plans include 
a methane and/or hydrogen sulfide mitigation system that was designed in compliance with 
Division 71 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code. The Applicant shall follow the specifications 
identified in the Los Angeles Department of Building and Safety’s Standard Plan: Methane 
Hazard Mitigation. Once constructed, inspection by a City of Los Angeles Department of 
Building and Safety inspector shall be conducted prior to the covering of any component 
required by the Methane Mitigation System. All components of the system shall be 
maintained and serviced to ensure that the system remains in proper working condition. 

50. Compliance Measure HAZ-2 

Determination of No Hazard to Air Navigation. The Applicant shall file a Notice of Proposed 
Construction or Alteration (Form 7460-1) with the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) in 
accordance with Federal Aviation Regulation Part 77. The Director of the City of Los 
Angeles Department of Building and Safety, or designee, shall verify that the Applicant has 
received a Determination of No Hazard to Air Navigation prior to the issuance of building 
permits. All required notifications applicable to building height and related potential lighting 
requirements shall be completed and submitted to the appropriate agency. In addition, FAA 
recommendations regarding marking and/or lighting requirements shall be incorporated 
into the building design.  

51. Compliance Measure HAZ-3 

Soil and Air Monitoring Plan and Health and Safety Plan. Prior to issuance of any grading 
permit, the Applicant shall submit a Soil and Air Monitoring Program and associated Health 
and Safety Plan to the Director of the City of Los Angeles Department of Building and 
Safety, or designee, for review and approval. The Plan shall be consistent with local, State, 
and federal regulations including but not limited to the requirements of California 
Occupational Safety and Health Act (Cal/OSHA) and shall encompass all subsurface soil 
disturbance and any groundwater activities. The Health and Safety Plan shall include, at a 
minimum, the following components: 

 A summary of all potential risks to construction workers, monitoring programs, 
maximum exposure limits for all site chemicals, and emergency procedures. 
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 During all subsurface excavation activities, field technicians shall continuously monitor 
the soil as it is being excavated with an organic vaporizer and appropriate field 
instruments.  

 During all subsurface excavation activities, soil gases including but not limited to 
methane and hydrogen sulfide shall be continuously monitored and compared to 
appropriate levels of concern (e.g., Permissible Exposure Levels [PELs], Threshold 
Limit Values [TLVs], or concentrations Immediately Dangerous to Life and Health 
[IDLH] in the breathing zone). 

 Methane concentrations shall be regularly monitored and compared against the Lower 
Explosive Level (LEL). 

 Hydrogen sulfide monitoring equipment shall be available on the construction site. If 
any odors are detected, all work in the immediate area shall stop, and the area shall 
be monitored by the Site Health and Safety Officer using a calibrated hydrogen sulfide 
meter. 

 Specifications for use of the subterranean parking structure ventilation system, and 
any additional systems, to ensure maximum air exchanges, as necessary, within the 
facility during construction. 

 Identification of a Site Health and Safety Officer. 

 Methods of contact, phone number, office location, and responsibilities of the Site 
Health and Safety Officer. 

 Emergency Response Plan. 

 Specification that the Site Health and Safety Officer shall be contacted immediately by 
the construction contractor if evidence of soil or groundwater contamination is 
encountered during site preparation and construction.  

 Specification that the City of Los Angeles Fire Department shall be notified if evidence 
of soil or groundwater contamination is encountered.  

52. Compliance Measure HAZ-4 

Closed Oil Wells. Prior to issuance of building permits, the Applicant shall comply with 
applicable requirements for State Division of Oil, Gas and Geothermal Resources 
(DOGGR) site plan review. If any portions of the former oil wells are encountered during 
excavation and construction, work shall stop at that immediate location and the DOGGR 
shall be provided an opportunity to investigate the oil wells.  If the DOGGR determines that 
a reabandonment is required, this reabandonment shall be completed in accordance with 
all applicable federal, State and local regulations, including but not limited to Title 14 of the 
California Code of Regulations, as well as with appropriate Los Angeles Fire Department 
recommendations.  

53. Compliance Measure HAZ-5 

Potentially Hazardous Materials. During construction activities, the Applicant shall 
immediately notify the Director of the City of Los Angeles Department of Building and 
Safety, or designee, and the City of Los Angeles Fire Department if any contaminated soil, 
groundwater, toxic materials, subsurface tanks/piping, or potentially hazardous materials 
are encountered. The City of Los Angeles Fire Department shall determine the appropriate 
procedures for handling and disposal of the materials in accordance with local, State, and 
federal regulations. In the event that contaminated materials are encountered during 
grading activities, all work within that immediate area shall be temporarily halted and 
redirected around the area until the appropriate evaluation and follow-up remedial and 
clean-up measures are implemented so as to render that area suitable for work to resume.  

54. Compliance Measure HAZ-6 
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Soil Contaminants. Prior to issuance of any grading permit, the Applicant shall provide the 
Director of the City of Los Angeles Department of Building and Safety, or designee, with 
documentation that the project area does not contain hazardous levels of residual oil and 
petroleum components (e.g., methane, benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, and xylene 
[BTEX]) or other known contaminants in the soils and that no further investigation is 
needed. This documentation shall include a report prepared by a California Registered Civil 
Engineer or Registered Geologist with experience in hazardous materials investigation and 
remediation that specifies that hazardous levels of containments are not present at the site, 
as confirmed by historical information and/or soil sampling.  

If further investigation or soil remediation is required, a “No Further Action” letter from the 
City of Los Angeles Fire Department shall be provided to the Director of the City of Los 
Angeles Department of Building and Safety, or designee, once the remediation is complete. 
Any soils uncovered during grading activities that contain petroleum components or other 
known contaminants shall be stockpiled separately and properly disposed of or remediated 
in accordance with all applicable federal, State, and local regulations. 

55. Compliance Measure HAZ-7 

Predemolition Surveys. Prior to commencement of demolition activities, the Director of the 
City of Los Angeles Department of Building and Safety, or designee, shall verify that 
predemolition surveys for asbestos-containing materials (ACMs) and lead-based paints 
(LBPs) (including sampling and analysis of all suspected building materials) and 
inspections for polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB)-containing electrical fixtures shall be 
performed. All inspections, surveys, and analyses shall be performed by appropriately 
licensed and qualified individuals in accordance with applicable regulations (i.e., American 
Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) E 1527-05, and 40 Code of Federal Regulations 
(CFR), Subchapter R, Toxic Substances Control Act [TSCA], Part 716). If the predemolition 
surveys do not find ACMs, LBPs, or PCB-containing electrical fixtures, the inspectors shall 
provide documentation of the inspection and its results to the City of Los Angeles Building 
and Safety Department to confirm that no further abatement actions are required. If the 
predemolition surveys find evidence of ACMs, LBPs, or PCB-containing electrical fixtures, 
all such materials shall be removed, handled, and properly disposed of by appropriately 
licensed contractors according to all applicable regulations during demolition of structures 
(40 CFR, Subchapter R, TSCA, Parts 745, 761, and 763). Air monitoring shall be 
completed by appropriately licensed and qualified individuals in accordance with applicable 
regulations both to ensure adherence to applicable regulations (e.g., South Coast Air 
Quality Management District [SCAQMD]) and to provide safety to workers and the adjacent 
community. The Applicant shall provide documentation (e.g., all required waste manifests, 
sampling, and air monitoring analytical results) to the City of Los Angeles Fire Department 
showing that abatement of any ACMs, LBPs, or PCB-containing electrical fixtures identified 
in these structures has been completed in full compliance with all applicable regulations 
and approved by the appropriate regulatory agency(ies) (40 CFR, Subchapter R, TSCA, 
Parts 716, 745, 761, 763, and 795 and California Code of Regulations [CCR] Title 8, Article 
2.6). An Operating & Maintenance Plan (O&M) shall be prepared for any ACM, LBP, or 
PCB-containing fixtures to remain in place and shall be reviewed and approved by the City 
of Los Angeles Fire Department. 

56. Project Design Feature HAZ-1 

Construction Management Plan. A general Construction Management Plan shall be 
prepared and implemented to the approval of the City of Los Angeles Fire Department. The 
Construction Management Plan shall outline best management practices for the handling 
and storage of all flammable construction materials, specify methods and requirements for 
cleanup of flammable materials, and show specific well-marked entrances/emergency 
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access points to the Project site that shall remain clear and unobstructed at all times during 
construction. 

57. Compliance Measure WQ-1 

National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System General Permit. Prior to issuance of a 
grading permit, the Applicant shall obtain coverage under the State Water Resources 
Control Board National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System General Permit for Storm 
Water Discharges Associated with Construction and Land Disturbance Activities (Order 
No. 2009-0009-DWQ, National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System No. CAS000002) 
(Construction General Permit) for Phase 1 of the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative. 
The Applicant shall provide the Waste Discharge Identification Number to the City of Los 
Angeles to demonstrate proof of coverage under the Construction General Permit. A Storm 
Water Pollution Prevention Plan shall be prepared and implemented for the proposed 
Enhanced Retail Alternative in compliance with the requirements of the Construction 
General Permit. The Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan shall identify construction Best 
Management Practices to be implemented to ensure that the potential for soil erosion and 
sedimentation is minimized and to control the discharge of pollutants in stormwater runoff 
as a result of construction activities.  

58. Compliance Measure WQ-2 

Dewatering. If required, any dewatering activities during construction shall comply with the 
requirements of the Waste Discharge Requirements for Discharges of Groundwater from 
Construction and Project Dewatering to Surface Waters in Coastal Watersheds of Los 
Angeles and Ventura Counties (Order No. R4-2008-0032, National Pollutant Discharge 
Elimination System No. CAG994004) or subsequent permit. This shall include submission 
of a Notice of Intent for coverage under the permit to the Los Angeles Regional Water 
Quality Control Board at least 45 days prior to the start of dewatering and compliance with 
all applicable provisions in the permit, including water sampling, analysis, and reporting of 
dewatering-related discharges.  

59. Compliance Measure WQ-3 

Low Impact Development Plan. Prior to issuance of grading permits, the Applicant shall 
submit a Low Impact Development Plan and/or Standard Urban Stormwater Mitigation Plan 
to the City of Los Angeles Bureau of Sanitation Watershed Protection Division for review 
and approval. The Low Impact Development Plan and/or Standard Urban Stormwater 
Mitigation Plan shall be prepared consistent with the requirements of the Development 
Best Management Practices Handbook.   

60. Compliance Measure WQ-4 

Treatment Best Management Practices. The Best Management Practices shall be 
designed to retain or treat the runoff from a storm event producing 0.75 inch of rainfall in a 
24-hour period, in accordance with the Development Best Management Practices 
Handbook Part B Planning Activities. A signed certificate from a licensed civil engineer or 
licensed architect confirming that the proposed Best Management Practices meet this 
numerical threshold standard shall be provided.  

61. Project Design Feature WQ-1 

Storm Drain Stenciling. All storm drain inlets and catch basins within the Project site area 
shall be stenciled with prohibitive language such as “NO DUMPING - DRAINS TO OCEAN” 
and/or graphical icons to discourage illegal dumping.  
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62. Project Design Feature WQ-2 

Storm Drain Stenciling Legibility. The legibility of signs and stencils discouraging illegal 
dumping shall be maintained.  

63. Project Design Feature WQ-3 

Containment of Potential Storm Water Contaminates. Materials used on site with the 
potential to contaminate storm water shall be: (1) placed in an enclosure such as, but not 
limited to, a cabinet, shed, or similar roofed, walled building; or (2) protected by secondary 
containment structures such as berms, dikes or curbs. 

64. Project Design Feature WQ-4 

Structural Best Management Practices. The Applicant shall prepare and execute a 
covenant and agreement (Department of City Planning General form (CP-6770)) 
satisfactory to the Department of City Planning binding the owners to postconstruction 
maintenance of all structural Best Management Practices in accordance with the Standard 
Urban Stormwater Mitigation Plan. 

65. Project Design Feature WQ-5 

Rooftop Runoff Containment. Roof runoff controls shall be employed to reduce the total 
runoff volume and rate of runoff, while retaining the pollutants on site that may be picked 
up from roofing materials and atmospheric deposition. This can be accomplished by 
directing roof runoff away from paved areas and directing flow to the storm drain system.  
(This is applicable only on the office and retail buildings where roof runoff capture and 
treatment systems are not employed.) 

66. Project Design Feature WQ-6  

Loading Dock Runoff Containment. The design of the loading docks shall encourage 
containment through the use of overflow containment structures and a roof or berm system 
to preclude urban run-on and runoff. 

67. Project Design Feature WQ-7 

Covered Trash Storage. Trash storage areas shall be covered and screened or walled to 
prevent off site transport of trash or rainfall from entering the containers. They shall be 
designed so that drainage from adjoining roofs and pavements is diverted around the 
area(s) to avoid run-on. Bins or dumpsters shall be lined to reduce leaking of liquid waste, 
and trash storage areas shall be paved with an impervious surface to mitigate spills. Storm 
drains shall not be located in the immediate vicinity of the trash storage areas, and signs 
shall be posted on all dumpsters prohibiting the disposal of hazardous materials.  

68. Compliance Measure NOISE-1 

Construction Schedule. The proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative shall comply with the 
City of Los Angeles Municipal Code, which limits exterior construction hours to Monday 
through Friday, 7:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m., and Saturday from 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. No 
construction activities shall occur on Sundays or federal holidays. 

69. Compliance Measure NOISE-2 
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Hauling Activities. Hauling activities shall be limited to the hours of 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., 
Monday through Saturday. No hauling shall occur on Sundays or federal holidays. 

70. Compliance Measure NOISE-3 

Truck Routes. All hauling truck traffic shall be restricted to truck routes approved by the 
City of Los Angeles Department of Building and Safety, and shall avoid residential areas 
and other sensitive receptors to the extent feasible. 

71. Compliance Measure NOISE-4 

Mechanical Equipment. Heating, Air Conditioning, and Ventilation (HVAC) equipment shall 
be designed with appropriate noise control devices such as sound attenuators or acoustics 
louvers. In compliance with Los Angeles Municipal Code Section 112.02, the HVAC 
equipment shall be designed so as to not cause the noise level on the premises of any 
other occupied property to exceed the ambient noise level by more than five (5) decibels. 
The building mechanical design shall be reviewed by a qualified acoustical consultant to 
ensure that the design shall meet the stated criteria. 

72. Compliance Measure NOISE-5  

Compliance with the City of Los Angeles Noise Ordinance Nos. 144,331 and 161,574. The 
proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative shall comply with the City of Los Angeles Noise 
Ordinance Nos. 144,331 and 161,574 and any subsequent ordinances that prohibit the 
emission or creation of noise beyond certain levels at adjacent uses unless technically 
infeasible. 

73. Project Design Feature NOISE-1 

Construction Equipment. The proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative contractor shall equip 
all construction equipment used at the Project site with properly operated and maintained 
noise shielding and/or muffling devices that are consistent with manufacturer’s standards. 
In addition, all construction equipment shall be stored on site. 

74. Project Design Feature NOISE-2  

Construction Community Liaison Officer. The Applicant shall designate a Construction 
Community Liaison Officer to serve as a liaison with the surrounding property owners. The 
Construction Community Liaison Officer shall be responsible for responding to any 
concerns regarding construction noise, dust, and security. In compliance with City of Los 
Angeles Building Regulations Ordinance No. 178,048, a construction site notice shall be 
posted and maintained at the construction site prior to the start of construction and 
displayed in a location that is readily visible to the public and approved by the City’s 
Department of Building and Safety. At a minimum, the notice shall provide the following: 
job site address, permit number, name and phone number of the contractor and owner or 
owner’s agency, hours of construction allowed by code and any discretionary approval for 
the site; the Construction Community Liaison Officer’s telephone number(s); and the City 
telephone number where violations can be reported. 

75. Project Design Feature NOISE-3 

Loading Dock and Trash Enclosures. The outdoor loading dock and trash/recycling areas 
shall be covered and screened or walled such that the line-of-sight between these noise 
sources and any adjacent noise sensitive land uses shall be obstructed. 
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76. Mitigation Measure 4.8.1: 

Construction Noise Barrier. Prior to commencement of construction activities, and when 
construction activities are within 200 feet of the southwestern boundary of the Project site, 
a temporary construction barrier with a minimum height of 8 feet shall be required along 
the southwest corner of the Project site. The construction noise barrier shall extend a 
minimum of 200 feet east on Constellation Boulevard and 200 feet north on Avenue of the 
Stars. The construction barrier may be a 0.5-inch thick plywood fence or another material 
that has a minimum Sound Transmission Class (STC) rating of 28. 

77. Mitigation Measure 4.8.2: 

Construction Loading and Staging. Construction loading and staging areas shall be located 
on site. The construction contractor shall locate equipment staging in areas that shall 
create the greatest distance between construction-related noise sources and 
noise-sensitive receptors nearest the project site during all project construction activities. 

78-A Compliance Measure FIRE-1 

Fire Suppression Training. Construction managers and construction personnel shall be 
trained in emergency response and fire safety. Fire suppression equipment specific to 
construction shall be maintained on site in accordance with Occupational Safety and Health 
Administration (OSHA) and Fire Code requirements. 

78-B Project Design Feature FIRE 1 - Fire and Emergency Medical Measures. The Applicant 
shall implement the following measures during operation of the proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative: 

 Owner supplied automated external defibrillators (AEDs) on selected floors to be used 
by on-site security as necessary. Security personnel to be fully trained on the use and 
operation of AEDs;  

 Training on the AEDs for tenant floor wardens and others; tenants to be encouraged 
to Purchase their own AEDs;  

 CERT/first aid training for all floor wardens and others; 

 CERT/first aid training made available and encouraged for all building occupants, if it 
can be accessed online; 

  Joint training for Los Angeles Fire Department personnel and building personnel on-
site;  

 A dedicated parking bay for an emergency ambulance at the Century Park West 
Garage with a dedicated break area, equipment storage, and a direct communication 
link to the Los Angeles Fire Department. Please note that the City has no obligation to 
staff this resource until such time as it deems appropriate. 

79. Compliance Measure FIRE-2 

Fire Code. The Applicant shall comply with all State and local building codes relative to fire 
protection, safety, and suppression. Specifically, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative 
shall incorporate the standards and requirements as set forth by Title 24, the City of Los 
Angeles Safety Element, and the Los Angeles Municipal Code Fire Code (Chapter V, 
Article 7), and any additional code requirements established by the Los Angeles Fire 
Department. Provisions include requirements pertaining to access, signage, locations of 
hydrants, fire flow, the provision of a fire control room, and installation of fire sprinklers in 
all new buildings. The automatic fire sprinkler system shall be installed prior to final building 
inspection. 
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80. Compliance Measure FIRE-3 

Fire Access Lane. The proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative shall maintain the existing 
fire lane on the northern and eastern site perimeters.  The fire lane shall be a minimum of 
25 feet wide, with no side parking. 

81. Compliance Measure FIRE-4 

Fire Control Room. A Fire Control Room shall be located near or adjacent to the main 
entrance to the tower building; the Fire Control Room shall be a minimum of 100 square 
feet. 

82. Compliance Measure FIRE-5 

Emergency Helipad. The proposed office tower shall include rooftop emergency helicopter 
landing facilities, as required by the Los Angeles Municipal Code Fire Code, in a location 
to be approved by the Fire Chief. 

83. Compliance Measure FIRE-6 

Site Plan Approval. The Applicant shall submit a plot plan for approval of access and 
hydrants by the Los Angeles Fire Department prior to the issuance of a building permit by 
the City. The plot plan shall include fire prevention and access features to the satisfaction 
of the Los Angeles Fire Department, including the following standard requirements to be 
determined by the Fire Department: 

 Access for Fire Department apparatus and personnel to and into all structures shall be 
required. 

 Entrances to the main lobby shall be located off the address side of the buildings. 

 Any required Fire Annunciator panel or Fire Control Room shall be located within 50 
feet visual line of sight of the main entrance stairwell or to the satisfaction of the Los 
Angeles Fire Department. 

 Any required fire hydrants to be installed shall be fully operational and accepted by the 
Los Angeles Fire Department prior to any building occupation. 

 All structures must be within 300 feet of an approved fire hydrant. 

 All water systems and roadways are to be improved to the satisfaction of the Los 
Angeles Fire Department prior to any building occupation. 

 All structures shall be fully sprinklered pursuant to Los Angeles Municipal Code 
Chapter V, Article 7, Division 9, Section 57.09.07(A). 

 No building or portion of a building shall be constructed more than 150 feet from the 
edge of a roadway of an improved street, access road, or designated fire lane. 

 At least two different ingress/egress roads for each area, which shall accommodate 
major fire apparatus and provide for major evacuation during emergency situations, 
shall be required. 

 Construction of new project roadways, either public or private, shall not exceed 15 
percent in grade, unless otherwise approved. 

 The project shall utilize standard cut-corners on all turns, if applicable. 

 If applicable, fire lanes and dead-ending streets shall terminate in a cul-de-sac or other 
appropriate turning area. 

 No dead-ending street or fire lane shall be greater than 700 feet in length, or secondary 
access shall be required. 

 If applicable, where access for a given development requires accommodation of Fire 
Department apparatus, minimum outside radius of the paved surface shall be 35 feet. 
An additional 6 feet of clear space shall be maintained beyond the outside radius to a 
vertical point 13 feet, 6 inches above the paved surface of the roadway.  
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84. Mitigation Measure 4.10.BProject Design Features - Police 

Project Design Feature POLICE-1 
Construction Security. The Applicant shall maintain a 7-day-per-week, 24-hour on-site 
security patrol during construction activities. The Applicant shall also provide perimeter 
fencing and nighttime security lighting to reduce the potential for trespassing and acts of 
vandalism. 

Project Design Feature POLICE-2 
Crime Prevention Through Design. The proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative shall comply 
with the design guidelines outlined in the Los Angeles Police Department’s Design Out 
Crime Guidelines, which recommend using natural surveillance to maximize visibility, 
natural access control that restricts or encourages appropriate site and building access, 
and territorial reinforcement to define ownership and separate public and private space. 
Specifically, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative shall, at a minimum, incorporate the 
following features: 

 Install industry standard security lighting at recommended locations including, but not 
limited to, parking structures and walking pathways; 

 Install closed-circuit television at select locations including, but not limited to, all exit 
points, outdoor seating areas, loading docks, and the parking structure; 

 Provide adequate lighting of the parking structure, elevators, and lobby to reduce areas 
of concealment; 

 Provide lighting of building entries, pedestrian walkways, and public open spaces to 
provide pedestrian orientation and to clearly identify a secure route between parking 
areas and points of entry into buildings; 

 Design public spaces to be easily patrolled and accessed by safety personnel; 

 Design entrances to, and exits from, buildings, open spaces around buildings, and 
pedestrian walkways to be open and in view of surrounding sites; 

 Provide a keycard access system for commercial uses in the office tower with a central 
station and keycard readers placed in all elevators to limit access to employees and 
building visitors that are screened through building security; 

 Limit visually obstructed and infrequently accessed “dead zones;” 

 Provide a 7-day-per-week, 24-hour on-site security patrol during operation. 

Project Design Feature POLICE-3  
Facilitating Police Response. Upon completion of the Enhanced Retail Alternative, the 
Applicant shall provide the West Los Angeles Area Commanding Officer with a diagram of 
each portion of the property, including access routes, and provide additional information, 
as requested by the Los Angeles Police Department, that might facilitate police response. 

85. Mitigation Measure 4.10.C Public Schools 

86.85. Compliance Measure SCH-1 

Payment of Development Fees. Prior to issuance of a building permit, the General Manager 
of the City of Los Angeles, Department of Building and Safety, or designee, shall ensure 
that the Applicant has paid all applicable school facility development fees in accordance 
with California Government Code Section 65995. 

87.86. Project Design Feature WTR-1 

Water Conservation. The proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative shall exceed the water 
conservation requirements contained in City Ordinance No. 180,822 and the LA Green 
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Code through the utilization of additional water conservation measures. Such measures 
may include one or more of the following:  

 All indoor faucets not already subject to the provisions of City Ordinance No. 180,822 
and the LA Green Code shall have a flow rate of 1.5 gallons per minute or less;  

 No more than one showerhead per stall; 

 Weather-based irrigation controller; 

 Drought tolerant plant species to comprise at least 50 percent of total landscaping; 

 Drip/subsurface landscape irrigation;  

 Landscaping to be properly hydro-zoned (plants with similar water requirements shall 
be grouped together); 

 Zoned irrigation; 

 Landscaping shall be contoured to minimize precipitation runoff; 

 Cooling tower pH conductivity controllers shall be used to monitor water treatment to 
limit concentration; and 

 Greywater system. 

88.87. Compliance Measure SW-1 

Designated Recycling Area. In compliance with Los Angeles Municipal Code, the proposed 
Enhanced Retail Alternative shall provide readily accessible areas that serve the entire 
building and are identified for the depositing, storage, and collection of nonhazardous 
materials for recycling, including (at a minimum) paper, corrugated cardboard, glass, 
plastics, and metals. 

89.88. Compliance Measure SW-2 

Construction Waste Recycling. In order to meet the diversion goals of the California 
integrated Waste Management Act and the City of Los Angeles, which will total 70 percent 
by 2013, the Applicant shall salvage and recycle construction and demolition materials to 
ensure that a minimum of 70 percent of construction-related solid waste that can be 
recycled is diverted from the waste stream to be landfilled. Solid waste diversion shall be 
accomplished though the on-site separation of materials and/or by contracting with a solid 
waste disposal facility that can guarantee a minimum diversion rate of 70 percent. In 
compliance with the Los Angeles Municipal Code, the General Contractor shall utilize solid 
waste haulers, contractors, and recyclers who have obtained an Assembly Bill (AB) 939 
Compliance Permit from the City of Los Angeles Bureau of Sanitation. 

90.89. Project Design Feature NRG-1 

Electricity and Natural Gas. The proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative shall incorporate a 
combination of energy conservation measures to exceed the requirements of Title 24 
(2005) and City of Los Angeles codes in effect at the time of circulation of this the 
Subsequent EIR by 20 percent, including one or more of the following: 

 A green roof with 90,000 square feet of open and planted space 

 High-performance facade to reduce solar heat gain 

 Exterior shading devices   

 Daylight illumination of occupied spaces 

 Centrally monitored electronic electricity metering network that allows for tenant 
submetering 

 Renewable energy generation (solar photovoltaics on the roof of the creative office 
space buildings) 

 Use of ice tanks to shift chilled water production to nighttime hours when the electricity 
grid is operating more efficiently 
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 Any other energy conservation measures available at the time that building permits for 
the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative are submitted to the City of Los Angeles 
Building and Safety Department, which may incorporate newly developed technology 
that has been proven to conserve energy. 

In the event Title 24 is amended such that the energy conservation requirements exceed 
Title 24 (2005) by more than 20 percent, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative shall 
comply with the amended Title 24. Plans submitted for building permits shall include written 
notes or calculations demonstrating exceedance of energy standards and shall be 
reviewed and approved by the Director of the City of Los Angeles Building and Safety 
Department, or designee, prior to issuance of building permits. 

91.90. Project Design Feature GEO-1 

Incorporation of and Compliance with the Recommendations in the Final Geotechnical 
Investigation. Prior to issuance of a grading permit, a qualified geotechnical engineer shall 
prepare and submit to the Department of Building and Safety a final Geotechnical 
Investigation that provides final recommendations to address seismic safety and design 
requirements for foundations and excavation. The final Geotechnical Investigation shall 
include all applicable recommendations included in the Updated Geotechnical Site 
Investigation Report (December 2011) prepared by GeoKinetics and included as Appendix 
L to this the Subsequent EIR. A qualified geotechnical engineer shall be retained by the 
Applicant to be present on the Project site during excavation, grading, and general site 
preparation activities to monitor the implementation of the recommendations specified in 
the Geotechnical Investigation as well as the recommendations made in subsequent 
geotechnical investigations prepared for the project subject to City review and approval. If 
needed, the geotechnical engineer shall provide structure-specific geologic and 
geotechnical recommendations that shall be documented in a report to be approved by the 
City and appended to the project’s previous geotechnical investigations.  

92.91. Mitigation Measure CR-1: 

If archaeological resources are discovered during excavation, grading, or construction 
activities, work shall cease in the area of the find until a qualified archeologist has evaluated 
the find in accordance with federal, State, and local guidelines, including those set forth in 
California Public Resources Code Section 21083.2. Personnel of the proposed Enhanced 
Retail Alternative shall not collect or move any archaeological materials and associated 
materials. Construction activity may continue unimpeded on other portions of the Project 
site. The found deposits shall be treated in accordance with federal, State, and local 
guidelines, including those set forth in California Public Resources Code Section 21083.2. 

93.92. Mitigation Measure CR-2: 

If paleontological resources are discovered during excavation, grading, or construction, the 
City of Los Angeles Department of Building and Safety shall be notified immediately, and 
all work shall cease in the area of the find until a qualified paleontologist evaluates the find. 
Construction activity may continue unimpeded on other portions of the Project site. The 
paleontologist shall determine the location, the time frame, and the extent to which any 
monitoring of earthmoving activities shall be required. The found deposits shall be treated 
in accordance with federal, State, and local guidelines, including those set forth in 
California Public Resources Code Section 21083.2. 
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C. Administrative Conditions 

94.93. Grant. The entitlements granted herein shall be effectuated as prescribed by the Los 
Angeles Municipal Code. 

95.94. Approval, Verification and Submittals. Copies of any approvals, guarantees or 
verification of consultations, review or approval, plans, etc., as may be required by the 
subject conditions, shall be provided to the Planning Department for placement in the 
subject file. 

96.95. Code Compliance. All regulations of the zone classification of the subject property shall 
be complied with, except where herein conditions or grants have been modified. 

97.96. Covenant. Prior to the issuance of any permits relative to this matter, an agreement 
concerning all the information contained in these conditions shall be recorded in the County 
Recorder’s Office. The agreement shall run with the land and shall be binding on any 
subsequent property owners, heirs or assign. The agreement must be submitted to the 
Planning Department for approval before being recorded. After recordation, a copy bearing 
the Recorder’s number and date shall be provided to the Planning Department for 
attachment to the file. 

98.97. Definition. Any agencies, public officials or legislation referenced in these conditions shall 
mean those agencies, public officials, legislation or their successors, designees or 
amendment to any legislation. 

99.98. Enforcement. Compliance with these conditions and the intent of these conditions shall 
be to the satisfaction of the Planning Department and any designated agency, or the 
agency’s successor and in accordance with any stated laws or regulations, or any 
amendments thereto. 

100.99. Building Plans. Page 1 of the grants and all the conditions of approval shall be printed on 
the building plans submitted to the Department of City Planning and the Department of 
Building and Safety. 

101.100. Indemnification. The applicant shall defend, indemnify and hold harmless the 
City, its agents, officers, or employees from any claim, action, or proceeding against the 
City or its agents, officers, or employees relating to or to attack, set aside, void or annul 
this approval which action is brought within the applicable limitation period. The City shall 
promptly notify the applicant of any claim, action, or proceeding and the City shall 
cooperate fully in the defense. The applicant shall notify the City if the City fails to cooperate 
fully in the defense and the City shall have a period of fifteen (15) days in which to cure 
such non-cooperation. If the City fails to promptly notify the applicant of any claim, action 
or proceeding, or if the City fails to cooperate fully in the defense after notice thereof, the 
applicant shall not thereafter be responsible to defend, indemnify, or hold harmless the 
City. 

102.101. Project Plan Modifications. Any corrections and/or modifications to the Project 
plans made subsequent to this grant that are deemed necessary by the Department of 
Building and Safety, or other Agency for Code compliance, and which involve a change in 
site plan, floor area, parking, building height, yards or setbacks, building separations, or lot 
coverage, shall require a referral of the revised plans back to the Department of City 
Planning for additional review and final sign-off prior to the issuance of any building permit 
in connection with said plans. This process may require additional review and/or action by 
the appropriate decision making authority including the Director of Planning and/or City 
Planning Commission. 
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103.102. Mitigation Monitoring. The applicant shall identify mitigation monitors who shall 
provide periodic status reports on the implementation of the Environmental Conditions 
specified herein, as to area of responsibility, and phase of intervention (pre-construction, 
construction, post-construction/maintenance) to ensure continued implementation of the 
Environmental Conditions. The applicant shall adhere to the Mitigation Monitoring and 
Reporting Program as approved by this determination. 
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FINDINGS 

At its June 12, 2014 hearing, the Planning Commission approved Alternative 9 (Enhanced Retail) 
(the “Enhanced Retail Alternative”) in lieu of the Modified Project. As approved by the Planning 
Commission, the Enhanced Retail Alternative would include the construction of one 37-story, 700,000 
square foot office building, approximately 10,338 square feet of low-rise, one- and two-story office space, 
a 2,389-square foot Mobility Hub, a 39,037-square foot Transit Plaza, approximately 17,102 square feet of 
ancillary retail, and a partially subterranean parking structure with 1,5390 stalls on the Project Site. In 
addition, the Enhanced Retail Alternative would include a 2.14-acre landscaped green roof deck on the 
parking structure which would be open to members of the public between 6:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m., seven days 
per week, as an additional public amenity. In total, the Enhanced Retail Alternative would comprise 
approximately 729,829 square feet of occupiable square footage, which would be a reduction of 
approximately 1,421 total square feet as compared with the Modified Project. 

The Enhanced Retail Alternative involves the following changes to the Modified Project: the low-
rise, one- and two-story office space would be reduced from 25,830 square feet in the Modified Project to 
10,338 square feet in the Enhanced Retail Alternative; the ancillary retail space would be increased from 
4,120 square feet in the Modified Project to 17,102 square feet in the Enhanced Retail Alternative; the 
Mobility Hub would be increased from 1,300 square feet in the Modified Project to 2,389 square feet in the 
Enhanced Retail Alternative; and the Transit Plaza would be increased from 35,380 square feet in the 
Modified Project to 39,037 square feet in the Enhanced Retail Alternative. In addition, while the total square 
footage of the green roof deck is identical in both the Modified Project and the Enhanced Retail Alternative, 
this space would have been private under the Modified Project and will be open to members of the public 
between 6:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m., seven days per week, as an additional public amenity under the Enhanced 
Retail Alternative. 

In addition, the Enhanced Retail Alternative approved by the Planning Commission is slightly 
modified from Alternative 9 (Enhanced Retail) analyzed in the Final Subsequent EIR. The modifications the 
Commission approved include: the one- and two-story low-rise, creative office space is reduced from 
10,450 square feet described in the Final Subsequent EIR to 10,338 square feet; the ancillary retail space 
is reduced from 19,500 square feet described in the Final Subsequent EIR to 17,102 square feet; the 
Mobility Hub is increased from 1,300 square feet described in the Final Subsequent EIR to 2,389 square 
feet; and the Transit Plaza is increased from 35,380 square feet described in the Final Subsequent EIR to 
39,037 square feet. These modifications resulted in an overall decrease in occupiable square footage from 
731,250 square feet described in the Final Subsequent EIR to 729,829 square feet for the Enhanced Retail 
Alternative as approved by the Planning Commission. 

Due to the reduction in occupiable square footage, the Enhanced Retail Alternative approved by 
the Planning Commission is within the scope of the Subsequent EIR’s analysis of Alternative 9. Further, 
due to the Enhanced Retail Alternative’s reduction in office square footage from the Modified Project 
(reduced from 25,830 square feet in the Modified Project to 10,338 square feet in the Enhanced Retail 
Alternative), the Enhanced Retail Alternative would result in fewer automobile trips than the Modified 
Project, which would reduce potential traffic and circulation impacts. This reduction in automobile trips also 
fully addresses the comments of certain project opponents that are described and analyzed in Topical 
Response 7 in the Final Subsequent EIR. 

Based on the foregoing, these Findings reflect the Enhanced Retail Alternative as approved by the 
Planning Commission. 

1. Century City North Specific Plan Section 6 (Alternative Calculation of Trip Generation 
Factors) Findings 

Pursuant to Section 6 of the Century City North Specific Plan (Ordinance No. 156,122) (CCNSP), 
the Applicant requested approval of an Alternative Calculation of Trip Generation Factors for the 
Modified Project. That request also applies to the Enhanced Retail Alternative, which contains the 
same uses as the Modified Project but would generate fewer automobile trips due to a reduction in 
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office square footage. The Applicant submitted an empirical trip generation study prepared by 
Gibson Transportation Consulting, Inc. (GTC) for the Modified Project to the Los Angeles 
Department of Transportation (LADOT) for review on December 1, 2011, prior to the 
commencement of the Modified Project’s Transportation Study. The empirical trip generation study 
developed trip generation factors for the Modified Project based on empirical data collected in 
Century City. LADOT approved of the base assumptions and methodologies in the empirical trip 
generation study, which was used as the basis for the Modified Project’s Transportation Study, as 
shown in the Memorandum of Understanding attached as Appendix A to the Modified Project’s 
Transportation Study (Appendix C to the Draft Subsequent EIR.). Following the receipt of the 
Modified Project’s Transportation Study in May 2012, with subsequent revisions through 
September 2012, LADOT reviewed and approved the Transportation Study in its Revised Traffic 
Assessment for the Proposed Modified Project at 1950 Avenue of the Stars, dated December 18, 
2012 (see Appendix C to the Draft Subsequent EIR). The Revised Traffic Assessment found that 
the Economy Adjustment Rate of 4.97 trips per 1,000 square feet was the appropriate trip 
generation rate to evaluate the Modified Project’s impact on transportation and circulation. In 
October 2013, the Applicant submitted a request that LADOT review the empirical trip generation 
study and Transportation Study to confirm an Alternative Calculation of Trip Generation Factors as 
applied to the Modified Project under CCNSP Section 6. In a memorandum to the Planning 
Commission dated October 28, 2013, LADOT recommended approval of an Alternative Calculation 
of Trip Generation Factor of 4.97 Trips per 1,000 square feet for the Modified Project. Chapter 3.0 
of the Final Subsequent EIR contains an analysis of the Enhanced Retail Alternative’s compliance 
with the CCNSP using the recommended Alternative Calculation of Trip Generation Factors of 4.97 
Trips per 1,000 square feet. In its memorandum to the Department of City Planning dated August 
8, 2014, LADOT confirmed that its December 18, 2012 and October 28, 2013 determinations also 
apply to the Enhanced Retail Alternative, which contains the same uses as the Modified Project 
but would generate fewer automobile trips due to a reduction in office square footage. 

The CCNSP is an ordinance which governs development in Century City primarily through 
automobile trip allocations. The intent of the CCNSP is to assure orderly development and provide 
street capacity and other public facilities adequate for the intensity and design of development in 
the CCNSP area. The CCNSP assigned certain “Trips” to various properties within the Specific 
Plan area during two phases of development to establish the overall development parameters 
within the Specific Plan. The CCNSP is currently in the second phase of development, and the 
Enhanced Retail Alternative is governed by the regulations affecting second phase projects. 

In addition, the CCNSP allows properties to create Trips through demolition or a change of use 
(“Replacement Trips”). Trips assigned by the CCNSP or Replacement Trips are permitted to be 
transferred between properties within the CCNSP. The Department of City Planning maintains a 
record of all Trips assigned by the CCNSP and Replacement Trips that have been utilized or are 
remaining to be used for each affected property. 

The Project Site is identified as Parcels 7 and 8 within the Los Angeles Department of City 
Planning’s Century City Trip Allocations Charts. The Trip Allocations Charts as of January 1, 2011, 
show that there are 1,541.190 Trips currently available on Parcel 7, and 2,573.767 Replacement 
Trips currently available on Parcel 8, based on the demolition of the uses previously existing on the 
Project Site.  Thus, in total, the Project Site has 4,114.957 Trips available for new development 
under the CCNSP. The Los Angeles Department of City Planning has confirmed that the Century 
City Trip Allocations Charts were not modified in 2012 and remain current. 

“Trip” is defined in CCNSP Section 2 as a “unit of real property development rights pursuant to this 
Specific Plan and means a calculation of daily arrivals at and departures from a building or structure 
by motor vehicles of four or more wheels.” Accordingly, the number of Trips a particular 
development project might require is inherently tied to the number of traffic trips (i.e., daily arrivals 
and departures) that the uses in that building will generate. The CCNSP states that for commercial 
office development, a default value of 14 Trips per 1,000 square feet of Floor Area generally 
applies. This Trip generation factor, along with the other Trip generation factors in CCNSP 
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Section 2 (Medical, Drive-Through Bank Facility, etc.) are based on traffic trip generation rates for 
those uses that were contained in the City’s EIR Manual that existed at the time the CCNSP was 
adopted in 1981, on other local and national transportation studies, and on studies performed 
specifically in connection with the development of the CCNSP. 

The current Trip generation factor for “Other Office Commercial” uses in CCNSP Section 2 was 
created in 1981, and reflects a different office environment than currently exists in modern office 
buildings. The workplace and office set-up have changed drastically in the last 30 years, and 
professional office layouts currently include fewer people per square foot given advances in 
technology and communications infrastructure. In particular, office towers in Century City have a 
lower level of employee density and a high rate of employees on alternative work schedules that 
reduce the number of trips generated during peak traffic hours. This is especially true of the 
entertainment, financial services, and legal professionals that are prevalent in Century City office 
buildings, who do not typically follow a 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. work schedule. The declining trend 
in office trip generation rates and office density is supported by research into historical Institute of 
Traffic Engineers (ITE) office trip generation rates. Historical data from ITE show that office density 
was much higher in the 1970s (4.25 to 4.4 employees per 1,000 square feet in Trip Generation, 1st 
Edition, published 1975) than in more recent versions of the ITE Trip Generation Report (3.29 
employees per 1,000 square feet in Trip Generation, 5th Edition, published 1991) and that actual 
office density in Century City today (2.84 employees per 1,000 square feet at the time of the 
empirical trip generation surveys) is still lower than data extrapolated from ITE. In addition, is 
outmoded. Hhistorical trip generation data from ITE’s Trip Generation Manuals from the 1st Edition 
(1975) to the 5th Edition (1991) shows a general downward trend in daily office trip generation from 
12.30 trips per 1,000 square feet to 8.73 trips per 1,000 square feet. The last three editions of the 
ITE Trip Generation Manuals have not added any new data for office buildings nor have they 
removed the outdated data from the early 1970’s from statistics used to develop the current 
published rates, so the trip rates have remained constant at 8.46 daily trips per 1,000 square feet. 

An alternative calculation of Trip generation factors may be utilized for a second phase project 
when considered and approved pursuant to Section 6 of the CCNSP. This procedure is allowed 
because the use will not result in greater traffic generation (i.e., development intensity) than was 
contemplated when the CCNSP was adopted in 1981. Approval of a Trip generation factor for a 
particular project that is lower than the default Trip generation factor listed in CCNSP Section 2, 
and the larger floor area allowed under the lower Trip generation factor, will not result in more traffic 
generated by that project because the project is still limited to the total number of Trips assigned to 
its site. The approval of an alternative Trip generation factor confirms that a proposed project will 
generate less traffic than the default rates in the CCNSP, and therefore that more square footage 
may be developed without exceeding the traffic intensity limits imposed by the CCNSP upon its 
adoption. Therefore, the approval of a lower Trip generation factor under CCNSP Section 6 cannot 
create density or growth beyond what is contemplated in the CCNSP, because a new development 
project is still limited based on the number of Trips that are allocated to its project site through the 
CCNSP. So long as an individual project does not exceed that the number of Trips available to it 
for development, it will not generate more traffic and development intensity than the CCNSP 
contemplates for the future buildout of Century City. 

Under CCNSP Section 6, the developer of a project may submit a proposed Alternative Trip 
Generation Factor for a project, along with a trip generation study prepared by a registered traffic 
engineer, for review by LADOT. As described above, the Applicant and its consultants prepared 
and submitted both an empirical trip generation study describing the development of an Alternative 
Trip Generation Factor based on empirical data and a Transportation Study using empirical trip 
generation rates to identify traffic impacts associated with the Modified Project. Additional 
supporting information was provided in the Subsequent EIR, including information related to the 
traffic impacts of the Enhanced Retail Alternative. 

The Transportation Study assessed the Modified Project’s significant traffic impacts based on three 
sets of trip generation factors (each set consisted of a daily factor and morning and afternoon peak 
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hour factors), and Chapter 3.0 of the Final Subsequent EIR applied these analyses to the Enhanced 
Retail Alternative: 

1. Empirical Rate — based on the results of the Gibson Transportation Consulting, Inc. (GTC) 
empirical trip generation study conducted at four existing high-rise office towers in Century 
City similar to the proposed Project; the daily trip generation factor under the Empirical 
Rate methodology is 4.69 trips per 1,000 square feet for both the Modified Project and the 
Enhanced Retail Alternative. 

2. Economy Adjustment Rate — reflected a 6% adjustment to the Empirical Rate to account 
for reduced economic conditions at the time the GTC empirical trip generation study was 
conducted; the daily trip generation factor under the Economy Adjustment methodology is 
4.97 trips per 1,000 square feet for both the Modified Project and the Enhanced Retail 
Alternative. 

3. Published Rates — used trip generation estimates published by the Institute of 
Transportation Engineers (ITE) Trip Generation, 8th Edition, 2008, and Appendix “A” of the 
West Los Angeles Transportation Improvement and Mitigation Specific Plan Ordinance 
No. 171,492 (WLA TIMP); the daily trip generation factor under the Published Rates 
methodology is 6.34 trips per 1,000 square feet for the Modified Project. As analyzed in 
the Final Subsequent EIR, the daily trip generation factor under the Published Rates 
methodology for the Enhanced Retail Alternative would increase a negligible amount (6.37 
trips per 1,000 square feet for the Enhanced Retail Alternative as compared to 6.34 trips 
per 1,000 square feet for the Modified Project) due to the slight changes in project 
components and square footages in the Enhanced Retail Alternative as compared with the 
Modified Project 

The high-rise low employee-density office towers in Century City have substantially different trip-
generating characteristics than the typical office buildings surveyed for the ITE Trip Generation. 
The GTC empirical trip generation study included data from four high-rise office towers in Century 
City and found the following results: 

Building Size Daily Trip Rate1 

10250 Constellation 
Boulevard 

704,000 sf 4.63 

1999 Avenue of the Stars 723,746 sf 4.57 

1901 Avenue of the Stars 442,925 sf 4.93 

1801 Century Park East 336,510 sf 4.78 

Weighted Average of Empirical Rates 4.69 

Economy Adjustment Rate (6% Increase) 4.97 

 
1 Daily Trip Rate is based on Trips per 1,000 square feet of development. 

LADOT reviewed the methodology of the GTC empirical trip generation study and found that it 
followed best practices for an empirical trip generation study: 

 Based on criteria described in ITE Trip Generation Handbook, 2nd Edition, 2004, the Project 
Site is not consistent with the data provided in ITE Trip Generation, and an empirical trip 
generation study should be conducted as recommended by the Handbook (the Project Site is 
in a downtown setting, served by significant public transit, and has an extensive transportation 
TDM program both as part of the Project and through the Century City Transportation 
Management Organization). 

 The office trip generation rates reported in editions of ITE Trip Generation through the years 
have trended downward. 
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 The empirical trip generation study inherently included TDM program efforts that are currently 
in effect at the four high-rise office towers that were studied. 

 The empirical trip generation study accounted for off-site parking by patrons of the office 
towers. 

 The empirical trip generation study considered building vacancy, and the 6% adjustment for 
economic conditions reflected in the Economy Adjustment Rate accounted for possible 
employee workforce reductions at the time the data was collected. The 6% adjustment was 
found to be a conservative estimate of potential employment loss in Century City based on 
countywide unemployment statistics. 

 The empirical trip generation study followed procedures developed by ITE for conducting 
empirical trip generation surveys. 

 The results of the trip generation surveys at the four high-rise office towers were statistically 
very similar to each other, which supports a lower trip generation factor for similar high-rise 
office uses in Century City. 

In addition, the results of a trip monitoring report for 2000 Avenue of the Stars, an office 
development across the street from the Project, was conducted in 2011 when the Modified Project’s 
empirical trip generation study was conducted. This monitoring report demonstrated similar peak 
hour trip generating characteristics as the office towers evaluated in the empirical trip generation 
study. (See CPC-2002-4621-CU-SPP-DD.) This data, from a third-party source, provided 
independent corroboration of the validity of the results of the empirical trip generation study. 

The validity of the empirical trip generation study is discussed in detail in Topical Response 5 in 
the Final Subsequent EIR. 

CCNSP Section 6 allows for the use of empirical trip generation data instead of the default Trip 
generation factors in CCNSP Section 2, because the empirical data may more accurately reflect a 
project’s trip generation characteristics than the default Trip factors. Based on its review of the 
relevant data in the empirical trip generation study, the Transportation Study, and the Subsequent 
EIR, LADOT found the methodology and results of the empirical trip generation study, when 
adjusted by 6% to account for economic conditions, to be an accurate representation of the daily 
Trip generation factor for the Project. In its October 28, 2013, memorandum to the City Planning 
Commission, LADOT recommended approval of an Alternative Calculation of Trip Generation 
Factor of 4.97 Trips per 1,000 square feet for the Modified Project, pursuant to CCNSP Section 6. 
In its memorandum to the Department of City Planning dated August 8, 2014, LADOT confirmed 
that its October 28, 2013 determination also applies to the Enhanced Retail Alternative, which 
contains the same uses as the Modified Project but would generate fewer automobile trips due to 
a reduction in office square footage. 

Based on the Economy Adjustment methodology, LADOT found that the Modified Project is 
expected to create a net increase of 4.97 daily Trips per 1,000 square feet of office uses, which 
would result in 3,607 daily Trips based on the 725,830 square feet of office uses (consistent with 
the CCNSP, “incidental retail” not exceeding 3% of the floor area of a commercial office building 
would not generate additional Trips; the Project’s incidental retail uses are therefore inherent in the 
office trip generation factor). Chapter 3.0 of the Final Subsequent EIR analyzed the Enhanced 
Retail Alternative under all Trip scenarios, and found that the Enhanced Retail Alternative would 
result in 3,530.38 daily Trips based on the 710,450 square feet of office space analyzed in the Final 
Subsequent EIR (the total office square footage has been revised slightly to 710,338 square feet 
based on the site plan approved by the Planning Commission). Consistent with Section 2 of the 
CCNSP, the Trip generation factor for office buildings includes the Trip generation potential of office 
uses, and incidental Retail Commercial uses in the same building not to exceed 3 percent of the 
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Floor Area of such building. The Enhanced Retail Alternative would provide 17,102 square feet of 
ancillary retail space and a 2,389-square foot Mobility Hub, whose combined area of 19,491 square 
feet is approximately 2.7 percent of the total floor area of the Enhanced Retail Alternative. 
Therefore, the ancillary retail and Mobility Hub uses in the Enhanced Retail Alternative will not 
generate additional Trips beyond the 3,530.38 Trips generated by the Enhanced Retail Alternative’s 
710,338 square feet of office uses. As a project design feature, the Enhanced Retail Alternative will 
implement a TDM program (including the installation of an on-site Mobility Hub and investment in 
new transportation management technologies) to ensure it will have similar trip-generating 
characteristics to the high-rise office towers that provided the basis for the empirical data. 

After a careful review of the pertinent data, LADOT’s findings and recommendations, the empirical 
trip generation study, the Transportation Study and the Subsequent EIR, the City approves an 
Alternative Calculation of Trip Generation Factor of 4.97 Trips per 1,000 square feet for the 
Enhanced Retail Alternative pursuant to CCNSP Section 6. Based on this Alternative Calculation 
of Trip Generation Factor, the 729,829 square foot project (consisting of 710,338 square feet of 
office uses and 19,491 square feet of ancillary uses) would require 3,530.38 Trips under the 
CCNSP. Because the Project Site currently has 4,114.957 Trips available for new development 
according to the Department of City Planning’s Century City Trip Allocations Charts, the Project 
Site has sufficient Trips to allow for development of the Enhanced Retail Alternative. It is also 
important to note that the Applicant has agreed to record a covenant relinquishing 52.871 
Replacement Trips upon the issuance of the First Structural Building Permit for the Enhanced Retail 
Alternative, pursuant to Sec. 5(c) of the Amendment to Development Agreement. The 52.871 Trips 
relate to the previously demolished Bank Building Second Floor Office space on the Project Site. 
The Replacement Trips for the demolition of that use were previously calculated using a Trip 
generation factor that is higher than the approved alternative factor of 4.97 Trips per 1,000 square 
feet. Pursuant to Sec. 5(c) of the Amendment to Development Agreement, the Applicant has agreed 
to recalculate those Replacement Trips at the approved alternative factor of 4.97 Trips per 1,000 
square feet, which results in a difference of 52.871 Replacement Trips. With the removal of 52.871 
Replacement Trips from the Department of City Planning’s Century City Trip Allocations Charts for 
the Project Site, there are 4,062.086 Trips available for new development, which is more than 
sufficient to allow development of the Enhanced Retail Alternative as approved. 

Based on the express language of CCNSP Section 6, the City also finds that its approval of an 
Alternative Calculation of Trip Generation Factors for the Enhanced Retail Alternative is a project-
specific entitlement that cannot be applied to other development projects in Century City. Any future 
projects seeking an Alternative Calculation of Trip Generation Factors must apply to the City and 
satisfy CCNSP Section 6’s procedural requirements. All applications pursuant to CCNSP Section 6 
are subject to the City’s discretionary review. 

Because development on properties within the CCNSP area remains limited based on the number 
of Trips allocated by the CCNSP, and because CCNSP Section 6 has been in place since the 
CCNSP was adopted by the City Council in 1981, the approval of an Alternative Calculation of Trip 
Generation Factor for the Enhanced Retail Alternative or any future project cannot create growth 
beyond what was contemplated at the time the CCNSP was adopted. During the second phase of 
development, a project in the commercially zoned areas of the CCNSP is permitted only if the 
CATGP does not exceed 30,516.789 Trips. Section 6 of the CCNSP makes clear that alternative 
calculations of Trip generation factors may only be granted for projects during the second phase of 
development. In its first sentence, Section 6 states that “[i]f the developer of a Project, the Director 
of Planning or any other interested person disputes any of the Trip generation factors enumerated 
in the definition of CATGP of this Ordinance, as applied to a particular Project during the second 
phase of development, such person may submit a proposed alternative Trip generation factor for 
the Project...” (CCNSP, Sec. 6.) Therefore, once Phase II ends, Section 6 will no longer be 
operative. Development of the Enhanced Retail Alternative and utilization of its available 1,541.190 
Phase II Trips will leave only two parcels within the CCNSP area still in possession of Phase I and 
Phase II Trips: Parcel 6 will have 156.789 unused Phase II Trips, and Parcel 13 will have 28.757 
unused Phase I Trips. After those Trips are used, and Phase II comes to an end, Section 6 will no 
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longer be available. The small number of outstanding Phase I and Phase II Trips, and the 
foreseeable end of the second phase of development, demonstrate that opportunities for the use 
of Section 6 are limited. 

Nevertheless, approval of an Alternative Calculation of Trip Generation Factors for the Enhanced 
Retail Alternative will not induce growth or density in Century City beyond what the CCNSP 
contemplates for several reasons. First, the CCNSP regulates density through limits on floor area 
ratio (FAR), and an alternative Trip generation factor does not change the available FAR density 
limit on any property. Within that FAR density limit, a Project may be developed to the maximum 
density provided it has sufficient Trips under the CCNSP for the uses proposed. Second, approval 
of an alternative Trip generation factor is an acknowledgment that the trip generation potential of a 
particular project’s mix of uses is not accurately captured in the CCNSP Section 2 Trip generation 
rates. The approval of an alternative Trip factor confirms the number of Trips that a particular project 
will generate at the density and with the uses it proposes. An alternative Trip factor does not create 
more total traffic than was projected when the CCNSP was adopted. Because the CCNSP limits 
the total number of Trips that can be generated on a property, and a project with an approved 
alternative Trip generation factor still cannot exceed the number of Trips available to its property, 
the approval of an alternative Trip generation factor cannot create more Trips and development 
intensity than was contemplated for future growth when the CCNSP was adopted. Third, approval 
of a request for an Alternative Calculation of Trip Generation Factors is project-specific. Any other 
person who wishes to utilize an alternative Trip generation factor must submit an application to the 
City with a traffic study that is reviewed and approved by LADOT, and must go through the same 
public hearing and discretionary approval process that the Applicant has undertaken. Approval of 
one alternative Trip generation factor does not transfer that rate to other properties. 

Therefore, given that approval of an alternative Trip generation factor pursuant to CCNSP Section 6 
does not increase density or intensity beyond what was contemplated for future growth in the 
CCNSP, and such alternative factors are project-specific, the approval of the Applicant’s request 
for an Alternative Calculation of Trip Generation Factors for the Enhanced Retail Alternative will 
not induce growth or density in Century City beyond what is contemplated in the CCNSP. 

2. Multiple Approvals Ordinance (LAMC Sec. 12.36) Findings 

The Los Angeles Municipal Code’s (LAMC) Multiple Approvals Ordinance [Ordinance No. 182,106], 
effective as of May 20, 2012, provides that “[i]f a project requires any approval or recommendation 
separately decided by an Area Planning Commission, the Zoning Administrator, and/or the Director, 
as the initial decision-maker, and also requires any approval or recommendation by the City 
Planning Commission as the initial decision-maker, then the City Planning Commission shall have 
initial decision-making authority for all of the approvals and/or recommendations.” (LAMC 
Sec. 12.36.C.1.) The Multiple Approvals section applies only “[i]f an applicant files for a project that 
requires multiple Legislative and/or Quasi-judicial Approvals.” (LAMC, § 12.36.B.) 

The Enhanced Retail Alternative’s Applicant filed applications for all approvals reasonably related 
and necessary to complete the Enhanced Retail Alternative simultaneously on January 24, 2013. 
These requested approvals include numerous Quasi-judicial Approvals, such as a Modified Project 
Permit, Modified Site Plan Review, and a request for an Alternative Calculation of Trip Generation 
Factors pursuant to Century City North Specific Plan (CCNSP) Section 6. These requested 
approvals also include a Legislative Approval for which the City Planning Commission is the initial 
decision-making authority, an application to amend the Development Agreement between Century 
City Realty, LLC and the City of Los Angeles as approved by Ordinance No. 180,765, dated 
September 16, 2009. 

Therefore, the Multiple Approvals Ordinance is properly applied to all of the Applicant’s requested 
approvals, and the City Planning Commission properly served as the initial decision-maker for all 
of the Applicant’s requested approvals in the first instance. 
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3. General Plan/Charter Findings 

General Plan Land Use Designation. The Project Site is located within an area covered by the 
West Los Angeles Community Plan, which was adopted by the City Council on July 27, 1999 (Case 
No. CPC 97-0048 CPU; CF 98-2024). The Plan Map designates the Project Site as Regional 
Commercial, which designation has corresponding zones of C2, C4, P and PB. The subject site is 
zoned C2-2-0 and therefore is consistent with the Regional Commercial land use designation. 

General Plan Text. The West Los Angeles Community Plan text includes the following relevant 
land use objectives, policies and programs: 

The West Los Angeles Community Plan states that a Commercial Opportunity is provided by 
existing Specific Plans for Century City South and North that regulate land uses by vehicle trip 
generation, and provide traffic mitigation. The Project Site is located within the Century City North 
Specific Plan. 

The Community Plan states that Transportation Opportunities include the West Los Angeles 
Transportation Improvement and Mitigation Specific Plan (WLA TIMP), which mitigates the impact 
of new development on the circulation system primarily through transportation impact fees and 
project phasing. Also included on the list of Transportation Opportunities are the street 
improvements of Santa Monica Boulevard completed in 2007 by the Metropolitan Transportation 
Authority (Metro) and the City of Los Angeles to improve traffic flow, reduce congestion, and 
enhance the appearance of the street; improved and expanded bicycle lanes coordinated with 
systems in adjacent communities to provide convenient access to major activity centers; and 
implementation of traffic mitigation measures required for major projects in the area. 

a. Commercial Land Use 

1) Objective 2-1: To conserve and strengthen viable commercial development and to 
provide additional opportunities for new commercial development and services 
within existing commercial areas. 

i. Policy 2-1.1: New commercial uses shall be located in existing established 
commercial areas or shopping centers. 

ii. Program: The West Los Angeles Community Plan map designates 
appropriate locations where commercial uses are permitted. 

2) Objective 2-2: To promote distinctive commercial districts and pedestrian-oriented 
areas. 

i. Policy 2-1.1: Encourage pedestrian-oriented design in designated areas 
and in new development. 

ii. Program: Implement design policies in designated areas to ensure the 
creation of pedestrian friendly commercial development. 

3) Objective 2-3: To enhance the appearance of commercial districts. 

i. Policy 2-3.2: Require that commercial projects be designed and developed 
to achieve a high level of quality, distinctive character and compatibility 
with surrounding uses and development. 

ii. Program: The West Los Angeles Community Plan contains Design 
Guidelines for commercial development. 
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b. Transportation Improvement and Mitigation Program 

A Transportation Improvement and Mitigation Program (TIMP) was prepared for the West 
Los Angeles Community Plan area that analyzes land use impacts on transportation 
projected to the year 2010 (WLA TIMP). 

The WLA TIMP establishes a program of specific measures to be undertaken during the 
life of the Community Plan. It also takes into account and incorporates the local, state and 
regional programs noted above. Due consideration should be given to individual 
recommendations regarding residential neighborhoods and any potential adverse impacts 
of a project on existing commercial activities. 

Implementation measures listed in the Community Plan, taken from the TIMP, are identified 
by “[TIMP]” after the program description. The TIMP document provides an implementation 
program for the circulation needs of the Plan area which consist of recommendations as 
follows: 

1) Public Transportation 
2) Transportation Demand Management strategies (TDM) 
3) Residential Neighborhood Protection Plans 
4) Transportation System Management strategies (TSM) 
5) Highway Infrastructure Improvements 

4. Transportation Element. The Transportation Element of the General Plan is relevant to the 
development of the Enhanced Retail Alternative. Any necessary dedication and/or improvement of 
Avenue of the Stars to Plan designated Major Highway standards and Constellation Boulevard to 
Plan designated Secondary Highway standards will assure compliance with this Element of the 
General Plan and with the City’s street improvement standards pursuant to Municipal Code 
Section 17.05. 

5. Sewerage Facilities Element. The Sewerage Facilities Element of the General Plan is relevant to 
the development of the Enhanced Retail Alternative. Requirements for construction of sewer 
facilities to serve the Project Site and complete the City sewer system for the health and safety of 
City inhabitants will assure compliance with the goals of this General Plan Element. 

6. Street Lights. Any City required installation or upgrading of street lights as necessary to complete 
the City street improvement system so as to increase night safety along the streets that adjoin the 
subject property will be provided. 

7. Traffic. The Modified Project’s vehicular trip generation was analyzed according to three different 
trip generation alternative analyses: (a) using an empirical rate that reflects actual project traffic 
generation based on studies of existing, similar nearby projects (“Empirical Rate”), (b) using an 
adjustment of the first analysis to account for the level of regional economic activity at the time the 
analysis was conducted (“Economy Adjustment Rate”), and (c) using published trip generation 
rates from the Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE) manual, “Trip Generation 8th Edition,” for 
the morning peak hour and daily estimates and the West Los Angeles Transportation Improvement 
and Mitigation Specific Plan (WLA TIMP) for the afternoon peak hour (“Published Rates”). In 
Chapter 3.0 of the Final Subsequent EIR, the Enhanced Retail Alternative’s vehicular trip 
generation was analyzed under all three scenarios. Each of the analyses uses the same 
assumptions, methodologies, and impact criteria. 

a. Empirical Rate based on Traffic Measurements at Similar, Nearby Projects. The traffic 
consultants for the Modified Project researched and tracked empirical trip generation rates 
for office land uses by utilizing parking and daily and peak period (A.M. and P.M.) traffic 
counts conducted at four office buildings proximate to the Project Site in Century City 
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(Constellation Place tower, SunAmerica tower, 1901 Avenue of the Stars building, and 
1801 Century Park East building). These buildings were selected given their proximity to 
the Project Site, as well as their size and similar characteristics as compared to the 
Modified Project. The trip generation rates for the four comparable office sites in Century 
City were then calculated from this data set, and an overall weighted average trip rate (daily 
and peak periods) was developed for the Century City office buildings. The validity of the 
empirical trip generation study is discussed in detail in Topical Response 5 in the Final 
Subsequent EIR. This rate was used to determine the daily trip generation rate for the 
Modified Project, as described in the Transportation Study for the Modified Project 
(Appendix C to the Draft Subsequent EIR), which also applies to the Enhanced Retail 
Alternative (Chapter 3.0 of the Final Subsequent EIR). 

Based on the empirical data, the Transportation Study determined that the actual trip rate 
for an office building of the Modified Project’s or Enhanced Retail Alternative’s size is 
approximately 4.69 trips per 1,000 square feet. This generation rate reflects actual 
conditions for an office building of this size in today’s business environment. The workplace 
and office set-up has changed drastically in the last 30 years, and professional office 
layouts currently include fewer people per square foot given advances in technology and 
communications infrastructure. In particular, office towers in Century City have a lower level 
of employee density and a high rate of employees on alternative work schedules that 
reduce the number of trips generated during the peak hours. This is especially true of the 
entertainment, financial services, and legal professionals that are prevalent in Century City 
office buildings, who do not typically follow a 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. work schedule. The 
declining trend in office trip generation rates and office density is supported by research 
into historical Institute of Traffic Engineers (ITE) office trip generation rates. Historical data 
from ITE show that office density was much higher in the 1970s (4.25 to 4.4 employees 
per 1,000 square feet in Trip Generation, 1st Edition, published 1975) than in more recent 
versions of the ITE Trip Generation Report (3.29 employees per 1,000 square feet in Trip 
Generation, 5th Edition, published 1991) and that actual office density in Century City today 
(2.84 employees per 1,000 square feet at the time of the empirical trip generation surveys) 
is still lower than data extrapolated from ITE. In addition, historical trip generation data from 
ITE’s Trip Generation Manuals from the 1st Edition (1975) to the 5th Edition (1991) shows 
a general downward trend in daily office trip generation from 12.30 trips per 1,000 square 
feet to 8.73 trips per 1,000 square feet. The last three editions of the ITE Trip Generation 
Manuals have not added any new data for office buildings nor have they removed the 
outdated data from the early 1970’s from statistics used to develop the current published 
rates, so the trip rates have remained constant at 8.46 daily trips per 1,000 square feet. 

It should be noted that this Empirical Rate inherently includes the effects of both transit 
usage and Transportation Demand Management (TDM) programs utilized by the 
employees and visitors to the four sites surveyed, and therefore no deductions were taken 
from the Empirical Rate to account for transit usage or participation in a TDM program. As 
a project design feature, the Modified Project and the Enhanced Retail Alternative are 
required to implement a TDM program to ensure they have similar trip generation features 
to the four sites surveyed.  

The Modified Project would have included 725,830 square feet of office floor space, which, 
with the Empirical Rate of 4.69 Trips per 1,000 square feet, will generate approximately 
3,404 daily trips. The Modified Project also would have included 4,120 square feet of 
ancillary Retail Commercial floor space, as well as a 1,300 square foot Mobility Hub. In 
accordance with LADOT policy for small retail uses, a 50 percent reduction in trips was 
applied to account for “pass-by” trips, or trips patronizing the retail use that were already 
on adjacent streets for another purpose. In consultation with LADOT, in recognition of the 
fact that nearly all of the people expected to patronize the retail use would likely already be 
on the Project Site at other components of the Modified Project or from other nearby 
developments within walking distance of the Project Site, an additional 50 percent 
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reduction in trips was applied to account for “internal capture.” Therefore, the retail 
component of the Modified Project was not expected to generate any net trips of its own. 
Accordingly, based on the Empirical Rate, the Modified Project would have generated 
approximately 3,404 daily trips. 

This total of approximately 3,404 daily trips generated by the Modified Project includes 414 
total A.M. peak-hour trips and 370 total P.M. peak-hour trips. The Modified Project trip 
generation does not assume any explicit reduction in automobile trips as a result of transit 
usage by employees and visitors of the Project Site or a TDM program, because both 
reductions are inherent in the empirical trip generation rate. The Modified Project would 
have resulted in a net increase of 1,385 daily trips from the Approved Project and net 
increases of 250 total A.M. peak-hour trips and 186 total P.M. peak hour trips. 

The Enhanced Retail Alternative includes 710,338 square feet of office floor space, which, 
with the Empirical Rate of 4.69 Trips per 1,000 square feet, will generate approximately 
3,332 daily trips. The Enhanced Retail Alternative also includes 17,102 square feet of 
ancillary Retail Commercial floor space, as well as a 2,389 square foot Mobility Hub. In 
accordance with LADOT policy for small retail uses, a 50 percent reduction in trips was 
applied to account for “pass-by” trips, or trips patronizing the retail use that were already 
on adjacent streets for another purpose. As with the Modified Project, in recognition of the 
fact that nearly all of the people expected to patronize the retail use would likely already be 
on the Project Site at other components of the Enhanced Retail Alternative or from other 
nearby developments within walking distance of the Project Site, an additional 50 percent 
reduction in trips was applied to account for “internal capture.” Therefore, the retail 
component of the Enhanced Retail Alternative is not expected to generate any net trips of 
its own. Accordingly, based on the Empirical Rate, the Enhanced Retail Alternative will 
generate approximately 3,332 daily trips. 

This total of approximately 3,332 daily trips generated by the Enhanced Retail Alternative 
includes 405 total A.M. peak-hour trips and 362 total P.M. peak-hour trips. The Enhanced 
Retail Alternative trip generation does not assume any explicit reduction in automobile trips 
as a result of transit usage by employees and visitors of the Project Site or a TDM program, 
because both reductions are inherent in the empirical trip generation rate. The Enhanced 
Retail Alternative will result in a net increase of 1,313 daily trips from the Approved Project 
and net increases of 241 total A.M. peak-hour trips and 178 total P.M. peak hour trips. 

The Final Subsequent EIR’s analysis identified six study intersections that would be 
significantly impacted at anticipated Enhanced Retail Alternative buildout in 2015, prior to 
mitigation, as compared to the Approved Project, and ten study intersections that would be 
significantly impacted at anticipated Enhanced Retail Alternative buildout in 2015, prior to 
mitigation, as compared to existing conditions. The proposed transportation improvements 
under the Enhanced Retail Alternative’s mitigation program are expected to mitigate all 
potential impacts at the identified intersections below the applicable thresholds of 
significance. Thus, with the implementation of the proposed mitigation program, no 
significant impact to transportation and circulation would remain as a result of the 
Enhanced Retail Alternative under the Empirical Rate analysis. 

Although construction is expected to be completed by 2015, it is at least possible that the 
Enhanced Retail Alternative might not be built until as late as 2021 as contemplated under 
the proposed amendment to the Development Agreement. In the event that the buildout 
year were to be extended by six years to coincide with the anticipated expiration of the 
amended Development Agreement, the Final Subsequent ElR’s analysis identified six 
study intersections could be significantly impacted at anticipated Enhanced Retail 
Alternative buildout in 2021, prior to mitigation, as compared to the Approved Project, and 
ten study intersections could be significantly impacted at anticipated Enhanced Retail 
Alternative buildout in 2021, prior to mitigation, as compared to existing conditions. The 
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proposed transportation improvements under the Enhanced Retail Alternative’s mitigation 
program are expected to mitigate all potential impacts at the identified intersections below 
the applicable thresholds of significance. Thus, with the implementation of the proposed 
mitigation program, no significant impact to transportation and circulation would remain as 
a result of the Enhanced Retail Alternative under the Empirical Rate analysis in 2021. 

b. Adjustment of Empirical Traffic Data to Account for Current Level of Economic Activity. At 
the request of the Los Angeles Department of Transportation, the Economy Adjustment 
analysis increases the trip generation estimates above in finding 6(a) by six percent to 
offset the potential effect of current unemployment levels on the Empirical Rate due to the 
economic recession. The validity of the adjustment of empirical traffic data to account for 
the current level of economic activity is discussed in detail in Topical Response 5, Section 
3, in the Final Subsequent EIR. 

This analysis found a total of 3,607 daily trips generated by the Modified Project, including 
435 total A.M. peak-hour trips and 392 total P.M. peak hour trips. The Modified Project 
would result in a net increase of 1,588 daily trips from the Approved Project and net 
increases of 271 total A.M. peak-hour trips and 208 total P.M. peak hour trips. 

As to the Enhanced Retail Alternative, the Final Subsequent EIR’s analysis found a total 
of 3,531 daily trips generated by the Enhanced Retail Alternative, including 426 total A.M. 
peak-hour trips and 384 total P.M. peak hour trips. The Enhanced Retail Alternative would 
result in a net increase of 1,512 daily trips from the Approved Project and net increases of 
262 total A.M. peak-hour trips and 200 total P.M. peak hour trips. 

The Final Subsequent EIR’s analysis identified six study intersections that could be 
significantly impacted at anticipated Enhanced Retail Alternative buildout in 2015, prior to 
mitigation, as compared to the Approved Project, and ten study intersections that could be 
significantly impacted at anticipated Enhanced Retail Alternative buildout in 2015, prior to 
mitigation, as compared to existing conditions. The proposed transportation improvements 
under the Enhanced Retail Alternative’s mitigation program are expected to mitigate all 
potential impacts at the identified intersections below the applicable thresholds of 
significance. Thus, with the implementation of the proposed mitigation program, no 
significant impact to transportation and circulation would remain as a result of the 
Enhanced Retail Alternative under the Economy Adjustment analysis. 

Although construction is expected to be completed by 2015, it is at least possible that the 
Enhanced Retail Alternative might not be built until as late as 2021 as contemplated under 
the proposed amendment to the Development Agreement. In the event that the buildout 
year were to be extended by six years to coincide with the anticipated expiration of the 
amended Development Agreement, the Final Subsequent EIR’s traffic analysis identified 
six study intersections that could be significantly impacted at anticipated Enhanced Retail 
Alternative buildout in 2021, prior to mitigation, as compared to the Approved Project, and 
11 study intersections that could be significantly impacted at anticipated Enhanced Retail 
Alternative buildout in 2021, prior to mitigation, as compared to existing conditions. The 
proposed transportation improvements under the Enhanced Retail Alternative’s mitigation 
program are expected to mitigate all potential impacts at the identified intersections below 
the applicable thresholds of significance. Thus, with the implementation of the proposed 
mitigation program, no significant impact to transportation and circulation would remain as 
a result of the Enhanced Retail Alternative under the Economy Adjustment analysis. 

In its memorandum to the Department of City Planning dated December 18, 2012, LADOT 
found that the Economy Adjustment Rate is the appropriate trip generation rate for the 
Modified Project. In its memorandum to the Department of City Planning dated August 8, 
2014, LADOT confirmed that Tthis determination also applies to the Enhanced Retail 
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Alternative, which contains the same uses as the Modified Project but would generate 
fewer automobile trips due to a reduction in office square footage. 

c. Published Rates. At the request of LADOT, the Published Rates analysis was performed 
by calculating the Modified Project’s trip generation rates using the ITE Trip Generation 
Report for the morning peak hour and daily estimates. The ITE Trip Generation Report is 
the accepted standard for trip generation rates when empirical studies are not available. 
For the afternoon peak hour, the Published Rates analysis uses rates based on those 
published in the WLA TIMP. The WLA TIMP Specific Plan (Ordinance No. 171,492) was 
adopted by the City Council on March 8, 1997. The WLA TIMP requires an analysis of P.M. 
peak-hour trips and payment of Transportation Impact Fees. 

The Published Rates analysis found a total of 4,603 daily trips generated by the Modified 
Project, including 687 total A.M. peak-hour trips and 604 total P.M. peak hour trips. The 
office trip generation includes a ten percent credit for the effects of transit usage and a 
15 percent credit for the Transportation Demand Management (TDM) program that would 
be implemented by the Modified Project with Published Rates. In total, a 25 percent credit 
for transit usage and the TDM program was approved by LADOT and applied to the 
Published Rates trip generation. No trip credits were taken for the previously existing 
banking, office, and restaurant/club uses on the Project Site. The Modified Project would 
result in a net increase of 2,584 daily trips from the Approved Project and net increases of 
523 total A.M. peak-hour trips and 420 total P.M. peak hour trips. 

As to the Enhanced Retail Alternative, the Published Rates analysis in the Final 
Subsequent EIR found a total of 4,528 daily trips generated by the Enhanced Retail 
Alternative, including 675 total A.M. peak-hour trips and 597 total P.M. peak hour trips. The 
office trip generation includes a ten percent credit for the effects of transit usage and a 
15 percent credit for the Transportation Demand Management (TDM) program that would 
be implemented by the Enhanced Retail Alternative with Published Rates. In total, a 
25 percent credit for transit usage and the TDM program was approved by LADOT for the 
Modified Project and also applied to the Published Rates trip generation for the Enhanced 
Retail Alternative. No trip credits were taken for the previously existing banking, office, and 
restaurant/club uses on the Project Site. The Enhanced Retail Alternative would result in a 
net increase of 2,509 daily trips from the Approved Project and net increases of 511 total 
A.M. peak-hour trips and 413 total P.M. peak hour trips. 

The Published Rates analysis identified 18 study intersections that could be significantly 
impacted at anticipated Enhanced Retail Alternative buildout in 2015, prior to mitigation, 
as compared to the Approved Project, and 25 study intersections that could be significantly 
impacted at anticipated Enhanced Retail Alternative buildout in 2015, prior to mitigation, 
as compared to existing conditions. The proposed transportation improvements under the 
Enhanced Retail Alternative’s mitigation program are expected to mitigate impacts at 17 of 
the 18 identified intersections below the applicable thresholds of significance as compared 
to the Approved Project. The proposed transportation improvements under the Enhanced 
Retail Alternative’s mitigation program are expected to mitigate impacts at 24 of the 
25 identified intersections below the applicable thresholds of significance as compared to 
existing conditions. Thus, with the implementation of the proposed mitigation program 
under the Published Rates analysis, a significant and unavoidable impact to transportation 
and circulation would remain as a result of the Enhanced Retail Alternative, and one 
intersection would be significantly impacted both when compared to the Approved Project 
and to existing conditions. (Note: The Subsequent EIR also found that the intersection of 
Cotner Avenue & Santa Monica Boulevard would be significantly and unavoidably 
impacted if project buildout were to hypothetically occur in 2011 under the Published Rates 
analysis as compared to existing conditions, but this impact would be reduced to a less 
than significant level with the completion of the I-405 Sepulveda Pass Improvement 
Project, which was under construction at the time of the Subsequent EIR’s traffic analysis 
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and is now substantially complete. Therefore, this impact would not occur at buildout of the 
Enhanced Retail Alternative in 2015 or 2021, but the intersection is found to be significantly 
and unavoidably impacted due to the existing conditions analysis.) 

Although construction is expected to be completed by 2015, it is at least possible that the 
Enhanced Retail Alternative might not be built until as late as 2021 as contemplated under 
the proposed amendment to the Development Agreement. In the event that the buildout 
year were to be extended by six years to coincide with the anticipated expiration of the 
amended Development Agreement, the traffic analysis identified 19 study intersections that 
could be significantly impacted at anticipated Enhanced Retail Alternative buildout in 2021, 
prior to mitigation, as compared to the Approved Project, and 24 study intersections that 
could be significantly impacted at anticipated Enhanced Retail Alternative buildout in 2021, 
prior to mitigation, as compared to existing conditions. The proposed transportation 
improvements under the Enhanced Retail Alternative’s mitigation program are expected to 
mitigate impacts at 18 of the 19 identified intersections below the applicable thresholds of 
significance as compared to the Approved Project. The proposed transportation 
improvements under the Enhanced Retail Alternative’s mitigation program are expected to 
mitigate impacts at and 22 of the 24 identified intersections below the applicable thresholds 
of significance as compared to existing conditions. Thus, with the implementation of the 
proposed mitigation program under the Published Rates analysis, a significant and 
unavoidable impact to transportation and circulation would remain as a result of the 
Enhanced Retail Alternative. One intersection would remain significantly impacted when 
compared to the Approved Project, and two intersections would remain significantly 
impacted when compared to existing conditions. The list of intersections is provided in 
Chapter 3.0 of the Final Subsequent EIR. 

For the purposes of these Findings and to be conservative, the City is adopting the 
Subsequent EIR’s Published Rates analysis for purposes of assessing the Enhanced 
Retail Alternative’s potential impacts and mitigation measures. Therefore, the analysis 
provided in these findings and the proposed Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program 
addresses the worst-case potential impacts from the Enhanced Retail Alternative as 
analyzed under the Subsequent EIR’s Published Rates analysis. 

8. Century City North Specific Plan.  The Century City North Specific Plan (CCNSP) Specific Plan 
(Ordinance No. 156,122) was adopted by the City Council on November 17, 1981 (effective 
November 24, 1981). Portions of the Specific Plan were amended by the Council on August 8, 
2000 (Ordinance No. 173,455, effective September 22, 2000). 

The Specific Plan is an ordinance which governs development in Century City primarily through 
automobile trip allocations. The intent of the CCNSP is to assure orderly development and provide 
street capacity and other public facilities adequate for the intensity and design of development in 
the CCNSP area. The CCNSP assigned certain “Trips” to various properties within the Specific 
Plan area during two phases of development to establish the overall development parameters 
within the Specific Plan. The CCNSP is currently in the second phase of development, and the 
Enhanced Retail Alternative is governed by the regulations affecting second phase projects. 

In addition, the CCNSP allows properties to create Trips through demolition or a change of use 
(“Replacement Trips”). Replacement Trips are generally calculated using a Cumulative Automobile 
Trip Generation Potential rate provided in the CCNSP for different types of uses. Trips assigned by 
the CCNSP or Replacement Trips are permitted to be transferred between properties within the 
CCNSP. The Department of City Planning maintains a record of all Trips assigned by the CCNSP 
and Replacement Trips that have been utilized or are remaining to be used for each property. 

The Project Site is identified as Parcels 7 and 8 within the Los Angeles Department of City 
Planning’s Century City Trip Allocations Charts. The Trip Allocations Charts as of January 1, 2011, 
show that there are 1,541.190 Trips currently available on Parcel 7, and 2,573.767 Replacement 
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Trips currently available on Parcel 8, based on the demolition of the uses previously existing on the 
Project Site. Thus, in total, the Project Site has 4,114.957 Trips available for new development 
under the CCNSP. The Los Angeles Department of City Planning has confirmed that the Century 
City Trip Allocations Charts were not modified in 2012 and remain current. 

“Trip” is defined in CCNSP Section 2 as a “unit of real property development rights pursuant to this 
Specific Plan and means a calculation of daily arrivals at and departures from a building or structure 
by motor vehicles of four or more wheels.” Accordingly, the number of Trips a particular 
development project might require is inherently tied to the number of traffic trips (i.e., daily arrivals 
and departures) that the uses in that building will generate. The CCNSP states that for commercial 
office development, a default value of 14 Trips per 1,000 square feet of Floor Area applies under 
the CCNSP’s Trip generation factors. This Trip generation factor, along with the other Trip 
generation factors in CCNSP Section 2 (Medical, Drive-Through Bank Facility, etc.) are based on 
traffic trip generation rates for those uses that were contained in the City’s EIR Manual that existed 
at the time the CCNSP was adopted in 1981, on other local and national transportation studies, 
and on studies performed specifically in connection with the development of the CCNSP. 

The current Trip generation factor for “Other Office Commercial” uses was created in 1981, and 
reflects a different office environment than currently exists in modern office buildings. The 
workplace and office set-up has changed drastically in the last 30 years, and professional office 
layouts currently include fewer people per square foot given advances in technology and 
communications infrastructure. In particular, office towers in Century City have a lower level of 
employee density and a high rate of employees on alternative work schedules that reduce the 
number of trips generated during peak traffic hours. This is especially true of the entertainment, 
financial services, and legal professionals that are prevalent in Century City office buildings who 
do not typically follow a 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. work schedule. The declining trend in office trip 
generation rates and office density is supported by research into historical Institute of Traffic 
Engineers (ITE) office trip generation rates. Historical data from ITE show that office density was 
much higher in the 1970s (4.25 to 4.4 employees per 1,000 square feet in Trip Generation, 1st 
Edition, published 1975) than in more recent versions of the ITE Trip Generation Report (3.29 
employees per 1,000 square feet in Trip Generation, 5th Edition, published 1991) and that actual 
office density in Century City today (2.84 employees per 1,000 square feet at the time of the 
empirical trip generation surveys) is still lower than data extrapolated from ITE. In addition, historical 
trip generation data from ITE’s Trip Generation Manuals from the 1st Edition (1975) to the 5th 
Edition (1991) shows a general downward trend in daily office trip generation from 12.30 trips per 
1,000 square feet to 8.73 trips per 1,000 square feet. The last three editions of the ITE Trip 
Generation Manuals have not added any new data for office buildings nor have they removed the 
outdated data from the early 1970’s from statistics used to develop the current published rates, 
thus the trip rates have remained constant at 8.46 daily trips per 1,000 square feet. 

An alternative calculation of Trip generation factors may be utilized for a second phase project 
when considered and approved pursuant to Section 6 of the CCNSP. This procedure is allowed 
because the use will not result in greater traffic generation (i.e., development intensity) than was 
contemplated when the CCNSP was adopted in 1981. Approval of a Trip generation factor for a 
particular project that is lower than the default Trip generation factor listed in CCNSP Section 2, 
and the larger floor area allowed under the lower Trip generation factor, will not result in more traffic 
generated by that project because the project is still limited to the total number of Trips assigned to 
its site. The approval of an alternative Trip generation factor confirms that a proposed project will 
generate less traffic than the default rates in the CCNSP, and therefore that more square footage 
may be developed without exceeding the traffic intensity limits imposed by the CCNSP upon its 
adoption. Therefore, the approval of a lower Trip generation factor under CCNSP Section 6 cannot 
create density or growth beyond what is contemplated in the CCNSP, because a new development 
project is still limited based on the number of Trips that are allocated to its project site through the 
CCNSP. So long as an individual project does not exceed that the number of Trips allocated to it 
for development, it will not generate more traffic and development intensity than the CCNSP 
contemplates for the future buildout of Century City. 
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The Applicant has submitted a proposed alternative Trip generation factor for the Modified Project, 
along with a traffic study in support of the modified Trip generation factor based upon empirical trip 
counts taken within the CCNSP area. The Department of Transportation approved the Trip 
generation factor in its letters dated October 28, 2013 and August 8, 2014. This approval also 
applies to the Enhanced Retail Alternative, which contains the same uses as the Modified Project 
but would generate fewer automobile trips due to a reduction in office square footage. 

The traffic consultants for the Enhanced Retail Alternative researched and tracked empirical trip 
generation rates for office land uses by utilizing parking and traffic counts conducted at four office 
buildings proximate to the Project Site in Century City (Constellation Place tower, SunAmerica 
tower, 1901 Avenue of the Stars building, and 1801 Century Park East building). 

These buildings were selected given their proximity to the Project Site, as well as their size as 
compared to the Enhanced Retail Alternative. The trip generation rates from the comparable office 
sites in Century City were used to determine the daily and peak hour trip generation rates for the 
Enhanced Retail Alternative in lieu of the 14 Trips per 1,000 square feet factor for “Other Office 
Commercial” uses set forth in CCNSP Section 2. Based on the empirical data, the traffic study 
determined that actual trip rate for an office building of similar size is approximately 4.69 Trips per 
1,000 square feet (the Empirical Rate). This Trip generation factor reflects actual conditions for an 
office building of similar size in today’s business environment. It should be noted that this Empirical 
Rate inherently includes the effects of both transit usage and Transportation Demand Management 
(TDM) programs utilized by the employees and visitors to the four sites surveyed, and therefore no 
deductions were taken from the Empirical Rate to account for transit usage or participation in a 
TDM program. As a project design feature, the Enhanced Retail Alternative is required to implement 
a TDM program to ensure it has similar trip generation features to the four sites surveyed. 

At the request of the Los Angeles Department of Transportation, the Empirical Rate was increased 
by six percent to offset the potential effect of unemployment levels due to the economic recession 
when trip counts were taken. The six percent adjustment was based on a review of the change in 
countywide unemployment statistics between the economic boom of the early-mid 2000s and year 
2011. Appendix F to the Modified Project’s Transportation Study and Topical Response 5, Section 
3 in the Final Subsequent EIR provides a detailed discussion of the process used to calculate the 
six percent adjustment factor. The six percent adjustment is based on the difference between the 
unemployment rate in 2011, when the trip counts were conducted, and the average unemployment 
rate recorded between 2000 and 2010. Century City, where many legal, entertainment, and 
financial firms are located, experienced less of an economic impact than many other areas within 
Los Angeles County and, as a result, using the countywide rate as an adjustment factor is 
conservative. This six percent increase results in a daily Trip generation factor of 4.97 Trips per 
1,000 square feet (the Economy Adjustment Rate). The Enhanced Retail Alternative includes 
710,338 square feet of office floor space, which, with the proposed Economy Adjustment Rate of 
4.97 Trips per 1,000 square feet, will require 3,530.38 Trips for development. The Enhanced Retail 
Alternative also includes 17,102 square feet of ancillary Retail Commercial floor space, as well as 
a 2,389 square foot Mobility Hub. In accordance with LADOT policy for small retail uses, a 50 
percent reduction in trips was applied to account for “pass-by” trips, or trips patronizing the retail 
use that were already on adjacent streets for another purpose. In consultation with LADOT, in 
recognition of the fact that nearly all of the people expected to patronize the retail use would likely 
already be on the Project Site at other components of the Enhanced Retail Alternative or from other 
nearby developments within walking distance of the Project Site, an additional 50 percent reduction 
in trips was applied to account for “internal capture.” Additionally, Section 2 of the CCNSP assumes 
that “incidental retail” not exceeding three percent of the floor area of a commercial office building 
does not generate additional Trips. Therefore, the retail component of the Enhanced Retail 
Alternative is not expected to generate any net Trips of its own. Accordingly, based on the Economy 
Adjustment Rate, the Enhanced Retail Alternative will generate and result in the use of 3,530.38 
Trips, which is less than the 4,114.957 Trips available for the Project Site. As a result, the Project 
Site will have sufficient development rights under the CCNSP to allow for the Enhanced Retail 
Alternative’s development. It is also important to note that the Applicant has agreed to record a 
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covenant relinquishing 52.871 Replacement Trips upon the issuance of the First Structural Building 
Permit for the Enhanced Retail Alternative, pursuant to Sec. 5(c) of the Amendment to 
Development Agreement. The 52.871 Trips relate to the previously demolished Bank Building 
Second Floor Office space on the Project Site, and the Replacement Trips for the demolition of that 
use were calculated using a Trip generation factor that is higher than the approved alternative factor 
of 4.97 Trips per 1,000 square feet. With the removal of 52.871 Replacement Trips from the 
Department of City Planning’s Century City Trip Allocations Charts for the Project Site, there are 
4,062.086 Trips available for new development, which is more than sufficient to allow development 
of the Enhanced Retail Alternative as approved. 

In its memorandum to the City Planning Commission dated October 28, 2013, LADOT 
recommended the approval of an Alternative Calculation of Trip Generation Factor of 4.97 Trips 
per 1,000 square feet under CCNSP Section 6, based on its review of the empirical trip generation 
study performed for the Modified Project by Gibson Transportation Consulting, Inc., and the 
Modified Project’s Transportation Study. In its memorandum to the Department of City Planning 
dated August 8, 2014, LADOT confirmed that its October 28, 2013 determination also applies to 
the Enhanced Retail Alternative, which contains the same uses as the Modified Project but would 
generate fewer automobile trips due to a reduction in office square footage. Therefore, Tthe 
Enhanced Retail Alternative’s Trip generation would be consistent with the CCNSP using the 
Economy Adjustment analysis. 

In addition to regulating Trip generation, the CCNSP includes requirements for the development of 
a continuous Pedestrian Corridor. In accordance with Section 10 of the CCNSP, the Enhanced 
Retail Alternative is designed to provide and enhance pedestrian pathways and connects to the 
Pedestrian Corridor established by the 2000 Avenue of the Stars project, located immediately south 
across Constellation Boulevard from the Project Site. Specifically, the Enhanced Retail Alternative 
will construct a pedestrian pathway along both the northern and eastern perimeter of the Enhanced 
Retail Alternative’s parking structure, consistent with the description of mid-block pedestrian 
pathways and Figure 1 in the CCNSP. While the pedestrian walkway on the eastern perimeter of 
the Enhanced Retail Alternative’s parking structure is required under the CCNSP, the mid-block 
pedestrian pathway along the northern perimeter of the Enhanced Retail Alternative’s parking 
structure would be provided as an additional public amenity, which would further the CCNSP’s 
goals of providing pedestrian connectivity within Century City. The Enhanced Retail Alternative will 
also include upgraded landscaping along the public streets and sidewalks along both Avenue of 
the Stars and Constellation Boulevard. To help create an inviting and attractive pedestrian 
experience, the pathways and landscaping program may include elements such as a canopy of 
shade trees, flower gardens, landscaping lighting features, broad landscaped setbacks, and 
streetscape amenities. Further, the Enhanced Retail Alternative’s street frontages along Avenue of 
the Stars and Constellation Boulevard will be designed to provide visual interest and articulation at 
the pedestrian level. Through the incorporation of landscaped areas and walkways, the Enhanced 
Retail Alternative will provide a pedestrian-friendly environment and will enrich the street life by 
encouraging walking between adjacent uses. Finally, the Enhanced Retail Alternative would not 
impede the construction of a future pedestrian crossing across Constellation Boulevard, consistent 
with CCNSP Section 10. Taken together, the Enhanced Retail Alternative’s design and amenities 
will further the CCNSP’s goals of providing pedestrian connectivity within Century City. 

CCNSP Section 3.C further requires that projects adequately screen mechanical systems from the 
views of pedestrians, and a parking facility’s facade must be designed to be compatible with the 
character of its principal building. The Enhanced Retail Alternative has been designed to screen all 
ventilation, heating, and air conditioning ducts, tubes, and other such related appurtenances from 
the line of sight of pedestrians, motorists, and occupants of adjacent buildings. The Enhanced 
Retail Alternative’s parking structure will be designed to be architecturally compatible with the office 
tower and adjacent ancillary creative office space and ancillary retail buildings. Therefore, the 
Enhanced Retail Alternative’s design will be in compliance with CCNSP Section 3.C. 
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9. Modification of a Specific Plan Project Permit Compliance Review Finding. Pursuant to 
Sections 11.5.7.C and 11.5.7.D of the Municipal Code 

Pursuant to Municipal Code Section 11.5.7.C, Project Permits determine consistency with Specific 
Plans. The Approved Project was consistent with each finding required under the Century City 
North Specific Plan (“CCNSP”). As demonstrated by the following findings, the Enhanced Retail 
Alternative would also be consistent with each of the same findings required under the CCNSP. 
Therefore, the Enhanced Retail Alternative would not involve any new conflicts related to the 
policies included in the CCNSP as compared to the Approved Project.  Accordingly, and consistent 
with Municipal Code Section 11.5.7.D, the modification to the Project Permit for the Enhanced 
Retail Alternative is substantially in conformance with the original Project Permit Compliance for 
the Approved Project. 

1) The project substantially complies with the applicable regulations, standards and 
provisions of the Specific Plan. 

Pursuant to Case #CF 98-0672, all Century City North Specific Plan (“CCNSP”) Phase I 
improvements have been completed. As described below, the Enhanced Retail Alternative, 
as a Second Phase Development, complies with the applicable regulations, standards, and 
provisions of the Specific Plan, the West Los Angeles Transportation Improvement and 
Mitigation Specific Plan, the West Los Angeles Community Plan, and the City’s General 
Plan. 

Specific Plan  

With the approval of the requested discretionary actions, the Enhanced Retail Alternative 
will comply with all applicable components of the CCNSP. The Enhanced Retail Alternative 
proposes a total of approximately 710,338 square feet of development on the 
approximately 5.5-acre Project Site, resulting in a floor area ratio (FAR) of approximately 
3.03:1, which is well within the maximum FAR of 6:1 permitted on the Project Site pursuant 
to CCNSP Section 3.C.2.d and Figure 1. The CCNSP also governs development in Century 
City through automobile Trip allocations. The intent of the CCNSP is to impose regulations 
that assist in assuring orderly development and redevelopment and provide adequate 
transportation and other public facilities. The CCNSP assigned certain “Trips” to various 
properties within the Specific Plan area during two phases of development to establish the 
overall development parameters within the Specific Plan. The CCNSP is currently in the 
second phase of development, and the Enhanced Retail Alternative is governed by the 
regulations affecting second phase projects. 

In addition, the CCNSP allows properties to create Trips through demolition or a change of 
use (“Replacement Trips”). Replacement Trips are generally calculated using a Cumulative 
Automobile Trip Generation Potential rate provided in the CCNSP for different types of 
uses. Trips assigned by the CCNSP or Replacement Trips are permitted to be transferred 
between properties within the CCNSP. The Department of City Planning maintains a record 
of all Trips assigned by the CCNSP and Replacement Trips that have been utilized or are 
remaining to be used for each property. 

The Project Site is identified as Parcels 7 and 8 within the Los Angeles Department of City 
Planning’s Century City Trip Allocations Charts. The Trip Allocations Charts as of January 
1, 2011, show that there are 1,541.190 Trips currently available on Parcel 7, and 2,573.767 
Replacement Trips currently available on Parcel 8, based on the demolition of the uses 
previously existing on the Project Site. Thus, in total, the Project Site has 4,114.957 Trips 
available for new development under the CCNSP. The Los Angeles Department of City 
Planning has confirmed that the Century City Trip Allocations Charts were not modified in 
2012 and remain current. 
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“Trip” is defined in CCNSP Section 2 as a “unit of real property development rights pursuant 
to this Specific Plan and means a calculation of daily arrivals at and departures from a 
building or structure by motor vehicles of four or more wheels.” Accordingly, the number of 
Trips a particular development project might require is inherently tied to the number of 
traffic trips (i.e., daily arrivals and departures) that the uses in that building will generate. 
The CCNSP states that for commercial office development, a default value of 14 Trips per 
1,000 square feet of Floor Area applies under the CCNSP’s Trip generation factors. This 
Trip generation factor, along with the other Trip generation factors in CCNSP Section 2 
(Medical, Drive-Through Bank Facility, etc.) are based on traffic trip generation rates for 
those uses that were contained in the City’s EIR Manual that existed at the time the CCNSP 
was adopted in 1981, on other local and national transportation studies, and on studies 
performed specifically in connection with the development of the CCNSP. 

The current Trip generation factor for “Other Office Commercial” uses was created in 1981, 
and reflects a different office environment than currently exists in modern office buildings. 
The workplace and office set-up has changed drastically in the last 30 years, and 
professional office layouts currently include fewer people per square foot given advances 
in technology and communications infrastructure. In particular, office towers in Century City 
have a lower level of employee density and a high rate of employees on alternative work 
schedules that reduce the number of trips generated during peak traffic hours. This is 
especially true of the entertainment, financial services, and legal professionals that are 
prevalent in Century City office buildings, who do not typically follow a 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 
p.m. work schedule. The declining trend in office trip generation rates and office density is 
supported by research into historical Institute of Traffic Engineers (ITE) office trip 
generation rates. Historical data from ITE show that office density was much higher in the 
1970s (4.25 to 4.4 employees per 1,000 square feet in Trip Generation, 1st Edition, 
published 1975) than in more recent versions of the ITE Trip Generation Report (3.29 
employees per 1,000 square feet in Trip Generation, 5th Edition, published 1991) and that 
actual office density in Century City today (2.84 employees per 1,000 square feet at the 
time of the empirical trip generation surveys) is still lower than data extrapolated from ITE. 
In addition, historical trip generation data from ITE’s Trip Generation Manuals from the 1st 
Edition (1975) to the 5th Edition (1991) shows a general downward trend in daily office trip 
generation from 12.30 trips per 1,000 square feet to 8.73 trips per 1,000 square feet. The 
last three editions of the ITE Trip Generation Manuals have not added any new data for 
office buildings nor have they removed the outdated data from the early 1970’s from 
statistics used to develop the current published rates, so the trip rates have remained 
constant at 8.46 daily trips per 1,000 square feet. 

An alternative calculation of Trip generation factors may be utilized for a second phase 
project when considered and approved pursuant to Section 6 of the CCNSP. This 
procedure is allowed because the use will not result in greater traffic generation (i.e., 
development intensity) than was contemplated when the CCNSP was adopted in 1981. 
Approval of a Trip generation factor for a particular project that is lower than the default 
Trip generation factor listed in CCNSP Section 2, and the larger floor area allowed under 
the lower Trip generation factor, will not result in more traffic generated by that project 
because the project is still limited to the total number of Trips assigned to its site. The 
approval of an alternative Trip generation factor confirms that the proposed project will 
generate less traffic than the default rates in the CCNSP, and therefore that more square 
footage may be developed without exceeding the traffic intensity limits imposed by the 
CCNSP upon its adoption. Therefore, the approval of a lower Trip generation factor under 
CCNSP Section 6 cannot create intensity or growth beyond what is contemplated in the 
CCNSP, because a new development project is still limited based on the number of Trips 
that are allocated to its project site through the CCNSP. So long as an individual project 
does not exceed the number of Trips available to it for development, it will not generate 
more traffic and development intensity than the CCNSP contemplates for the future 
buildout of Century City. 
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The Applicant has submitted a proposed alternative Trip generation factor, along with a 
traffic study in support of the modified Trip generation factor based upon empirical trip 
counts taken within the CCNSP area.   

The traffic consultants for the Enhanced Retail Alternative researched and tracked 
empirical trip generation rates for office land uses by utilizing parking and traffic counts 
conducted at four office buildings proximate to the Project Site in Century City 
(Constellation Place tower, SunAmerica tower, 1901 Avenue of the Stars building, and 
1801 Century Park East building). These buildings were selected given their proximity to 
the Project Site, as well as their size as compared to the Enhanced Retail Alternative. The 
trip generation rates from the comparable office sites in Century City were used to 
determine the daily and peak hour trip generation rates for the Enhanced Retail Alternative 
in lieu of the 14 Trips per 1,000 square feet factor for “Other Office Commercial” uses set 
forth in CCNSP Section 2. Based on the empirical data, the traffic study determined that 
the actual trip rate for an office building of similar size is approximately 4.69 Trips per 1,000 
square feet (the Empirical Rate). This Trip generation factor reflects actual conditions for 
an office building of similar size in today’s business environment. It should be noted that 
this Empirical Rate inherently includes the effects of both transit usage and Transportation 
Demand Management (TDM) programs utilized by the employees and visitors to the four 
sites surveyed, and therefore no deductions were taken from the Empirical Rate to account 
for transit usage or participation in a TDM program. As a project design feature, the 
Enhanced Retail Alternative is required to implement a TDM program to ensure it has 
similar trip generation features to the four sites surveyed. 

At the request of the Los Angeles Department of Transportation, the Empirical Rate was 
increased by six percent to offset the potential effect of unemployment levels due to the 
economic recession when trip counts were taken. The six percent adjustment was based 
on a review of the change in countywide unemployment statistics between the economic 
boom of the early-mid 2000s and year 2011. Appendix F to the Modified Project’s 
Transportation Study and Topical Response 5, Section 3 in the Final Subsequent EIR 
provides a detailed discussion of the process used to calculate the six percent adjustment 
factor. The six percent adjustment is based on the difference between the unemployment 
rate in 2011, when the trip counts were conducted, and the average unemployment rate 
recorded between 2000 and 2010. Century City, where many legal, entertainment, and 
financial firms are located, experienced less of an economic impact than many other areas 
within Los Angeles County and, as a result, using the countywide rate as an adjustment 
factor is conservative. This six percent increase results in a daily Trip generation factor of 
4.97 Trips per 1,000 square feet (the Economy Adjustment Rate). The Enhanced Retail 
Alternative includes 710,338 square feet of office floor space, which, with the proposed 
Economy Adjustment Rate of 4.97 Trips per 1,000 square feet, will require 3,530.38 Trips 
for development. The Enhanced Retail Alternative also includes 17,102 square feet of 
ancillary Retail Commercial floor space, as well as a 2,389 square foot Mobility Hub. In 
accordance with LADOT policy for small retail uses, a 50 percent reduction in trips was 
applied to account for “pass-by” trips, or trips patronizing the retail use that were already 
on adjacent streets for another purpose. In consultation with LADOT, in recognition of the 
fact that nearly all of the people expected to patronize the retail use would likely already be 
on the Project Site at other components of the Enhanced Retail Alternative or from other 
nearby developments within walking distance of the Project Site, an additional 50 percent 
reduction in trips was applied to account for “internal capture.” Additionally, Section 2 of 
the CCNSP assumes that “incidental retail” not exceeding three percent of the floor area 
of a commercial office building does not generate additional Trips. Therefore, the retail 
component of the Enhanced Retail Alternative is not expected to generate any net Trips of 
its own. Accordingly, based on the Economy Adjustment Rate, the Enhanced Retail 
Alternative will generate and result in the use of 3,530.38 Trips, which is less than the 
4,114.957 Trips available for the Project Site. As a result, the Project Site will have sufficient 
development rights under the CCNSP to allow for the Enhanced Retail Alternative’s 
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development. It is also important to note that the Applicant has agreed to record a covenant 
relinquishing 52.871 Replacement Trips upon the issuance of the First Structural Building 
Permit for the Enhanced Retail Alternative, pursuant to Sec. 5(c) of the Amendment to 
Development Agreement. The 52.871 Trips relate to the previously demolished Bank 
Building Second Floor Office space on the Project Site, and the Replacement Trips for the 
demolition of that use were calculated using a Trip generation factor that is higher than the 
approved alternative factor of 4.97 Trips per 1,000 square feet. With the removal of 52.871 
Replacement Trips from the Department of City Planning’s Century City Trip Allocations 
Charts for the Project Site, there are 4,062.086 Trips available for new development, which 
is more than sufficient to allow development of the Enhanced Retail Alternative as 
approved. 

In its memorandum to the City Planning Commission dated October 28, 2013, LADOT 
recommended the approval of an Alternative Calculation of Trip Generation Factor of 4.97 
Trips per 1,000 square feet for the proposed Modified Project under CCNSP Section 6, 
based on its review of the empirical trip generation study performed for the Modified Project 
by Gibson Transportation Consulting, Inc., and the Modified Project’s Transportation 
Study. In its memorandum to the Department of City Planning dated August 8, 2014, 
LADOT confirmed that its October 28, 2013 determination also applies to the Enhanced 
Retail Alternative, which contains the same uses as the Modified Project but would 
generate fewer automobile trips due to a reduction in office square footage. Based on the 
evidence provided in LADOT’s October 28, 2013 and August 8, 2014 memoranduma, the 
Modified Project’s empirical trip generation study and Transportation Study, and 
information provided in the Subsequent EIR and the administrative record, the City has 
found that the Economy Adjustment Trip generation factor of 4.97 Trips per 1,000 square 
feet shall be applied to the Enhanced Retail Alternative pursuant to CCNSP Section 6. 
Using the Economy Adjustment Trip generation factor, the Enhanced Retail Alternative is 
consistent with the CCNSP’s Trip provisions.   

As discussed in Chapter 3.0 of the Final Subsequent EIR, the Enhanced Retail Alternative 
would also comply with other applicable policies and requirements of the CCNSP to the 
same extent as the Modified Project. Those policies and requirements include: 
(1) compliance with shade/shadow restrictions; (2) provision of a pedestrian walkway; 
(3) screening of equipment areas; (4) compatible architecture; (5) provision of a traffic 
analysis for designated intersections; and (6) no exceedance of existing capacity of sewers 
and other public facilities. 

Therefore, the Enhanced Retail Alternative is consistent with the applicable provisions of 
the Century City North Specific Plan. 

West Los Angeles Community Plan 

The Project Site is also located within the boundaries of the West Los Angeles Community 
Plan, most recently amended on July 27, 1999. The West Los Angeles Community Plan 
designates the Project Site for Regional Commercial Land Uses. A variety of commercial, 
office, retail, and residential uses are permitted within the Regional Commercial land use 
designation. As a corporate and professional office project designed to be compatible with 
the surrounding commercial uses, the Enhanced Retail Alternative is consistent with the 
requirements, goals, and policies of both the West Los Angeles Community Plan and the 
Regional Commercial land use designation. There is no applicable adopted redevelopment 
plan for the area including the Project Site. 

West Los Angeles Transportation Improvement and Mitigation Specific Plan  

The Project Site is within the boundaries of the West Los Angeles Transportation 
Improvement and Mitigation Specific Plan (WLA TIMP), adopted March 8, 1997. The WLA 
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TIMP includes a broad area between the Hollywood Hills to the north, the City of Santa 
Monica boundary to the west, the City of Culver City boundary to the south, and the City of 
Beverly Hills boundary to the east. The WLA TIMP is intended to regulate land use impacts 
on transportation and to provide a mechanism to fund specific transportation improvements 
due to potential transportation impacts generated by new development in the WLA TIMP 
area. The WLA TIMP applies to any building or structure which requires the issuance of a 
building permit and which results in an increase in trips utilized on a property, as 
determined by LADOT. 

Projects subject to the WLA TIMP that generate 43 or more trips must guarantee the 
implementation of transportation mitigation measures required by LADOT. LADOT has 
reviewed the Modified Project’s Transportation Study and proposed transportation 
mitigation program, and it has found that the Modified Project’s Transportation Study and 
proposed transportation mitigation program comply with the WLA TIMP. The Enhanced 
Retail Alternative would generate fewer trips than the Modified Project but would have 
substantially the same mitigation program as the Modified Project, which was modified to 
reflect the reduced number of trips generated by the Enhanced Retail Alternative. In 
addition, the Enhanced Retail Alternative will execute a covenant with the City to implement 
the transportation mitigation program outlined in the Chapter 3.0 of the Final Subsequent 
EIR, as modified by the Planning Commission. 

Projects subject to the WLA TIMP must also execute a covenant with the City to implement 
a transportation demand management program satisfactory to the Department of 
Transportation which is substantially in conformance with the requirements outlined in the 
WLA TIMP. The Enhanced Retail Alternative would be subject to this requirement, and will 
execute a covenant with the City to implement the transportation demand management 
program outlined in Chapter 3.0 of the Final Subsequent EIR, as modified by the Planning 
Commission. 

The WLA TIMP also established a Transportation Impact Assessment process and fee for 
the purpose of funding the Transportation Improvements listed in the WLA TIMP. The 
Transportation Impact Assessment Fee must be paid or guaranteed before a building 
permit is issued for a project or prior to each phase of a multiphased project. The Enhanced 
Retail Alternative would be subject to the Transportation Impact Assessment Fee. The 
Transportation Impact Assessment Fee has been determined to be $1,222,656.00. 

General Plan 

Framework Element 

The Framework Element of the General Plan establishes the conceptual basis for the City’s 
General Plan, The General Plan Framework Element is a strategy for long-term growth 
that sets a Citywide context to guide the City’s community plans, zoning ordinances, and 
other pertinent programs. It supersedes Concept Los Angeles and the Citywide elements 
of the City of Los Angeles General Plan. The Framework defines Citywide policies for land 
use, housing, urban form and neighborhood design, open space and conservation, 
economic development, transportation, and infrastructure and public services. 

Land Use 

The Framework’s Land Use policy supports the viability of the City’s residential 
neighborhoods and commercial districts. When growth occurs, the Framework encourages 
sustainable growth in a number of higher-intensity commercial and mixed-use districts, 
centers, boulevards, and industrial districts, particularly ‘in proximity to transportation 
corridors and transit stations. The Framework includes Regional Centers, which are focal 
points of regional commerce, identity, and activity. Regional Centers are high-density 
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places whose physical form is substantially differentiated from the lower-density 
neighborhoods of the City. Century City is designated as a Regional Center, containing 
high- and mid-rise structures sited on large independent lots, set back from property 
frontages. 

The Enhanced Retail Alternative will include construction and operation of (1) an 
approximately 37-story, 700,000-square-foot office building; (2) approximately 10,338 
square feet of one and two-story creative office space along Constellation Boulevard; (3) 
a five-level, approximately 1,5390 space, partially-subterranean parking structure with an 
approximately 2.14 acre (approximately 93,000 square feet) landscaped rooftop comprised 
of gardens, seating areas, pedestrian walkways, and landscaping; (4) an approximately 
2,389-square-foot Mobility Hub and a Transit Plaza on the northeasterly corner of Avenue 
of the Stars and Constellation Boulevard that will be designed to accommodate the 
potential portal for the Westside Subway Extension’s Century City station and that will 
provide a usable public open space for the community; and (5) approximately 17,102 
square feet of ancillary retail space to serve the Transit Plaza. 

The Enhanced Retail Alternative will be consistent with the following goals, objectives, and 
policies of the Land Use chapter of the Framework: 

Goal 3A - A physically balanced distribution of land uses that contributes toward and 
facilitates the City’s long-term fiscal and economic viability, revitalization of economically 
depressed areas, conservation of existing residential neighborhoods, equitable distribution 
of public resources, conservation of natural resources, provision of adequate infrastructure 
and public services, reduction of traffic congestion and improvement of air quality, 
enhancement of recreation and open space opportunities, assurance of environmental 
justice and a healthful living environment, and achievement of the vision for a more liveable 
city. 

The Enhanced Retail Alternative will help facilitate the City’s long-term fiscal and economic 
vitality. The Enhanced Retail Alternative proposes to provide approximately 710,338 
square feet of new sustainable office space in the heart of Century City’s commercial 
district. This includes approximately 700,000 square feet of professional office space in an 
attractive, modern 37-story building. The Enhanced Retail Alternative also includes 
approximately 10,338 square feet of creative, loft-style office space in adjacent one- and 
two-story buildings, which will be designed to accommodate smaller and emerging 
companies. The Enhanced Retail Alternative is designed to offer a long-term home for 
corporations, professional services firms, technology, and creative companies who wish to 
locate office space in the Century City area. 

In addition, the office tower will be constructed with a target of achieving Leadership in 
Environmental and Energy Design (LEED) Platinum or equivalent green building 
standards. The tower will be designed with several sustainable strategies to minimize the 
Enhanced Retail Alternative’s energy and water use. These sustainable strategies may 
include a high-performance glass façade system to control solar heat gain, stormwater and 
grey water capture and filtration systems, and an energy efficient mechanical system and 
central utilities plant. In addition, the Enhanced Retail Alternative may include 
approximately 7,000 square feet of solar photovoltaic panels on the low-rise office buildings 
on Constellation Avenue, which will generate renewable energy. Taken together, the 
Enhanced Retail Alternative’s energy strategy will be designed to improve upon California’s 
Title 24 energy efficiency code by more than 20 percent, with a targeted 30 percent 
improvement over the American Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air-Conditioning 
Engineers (ASHRAE) 90.1 2007 standard. 

The Enhanced Retail Alternative will also promote conservation of natural resources and 
the provision of adequate infrastructure and public services through its inclusion of a 
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Mobility Hub and Transit Plaza, which will be designed to promote pedestrian activity and 
alternative forms of transportation. The Transit Plaza will include several water and 
landscape features, an outdoor garden cafe, and ancillary retail uses, and will be designed 
as a social hub for transit uses within the Century City area. The Mobility Hub located within 
the plaza will provide access to alternative forms of transportation, bicycle rentals, and 
smart transit information. By promoting the use of alternative forms of transportation and 
the use of less carbon-intensive transportation options, the Enhanced Retail Alternative will 
assist the City in promoting its long-term environmental, infrastructure, and traffic goals. 

Further, the Transit Plaza will be designed to accommodate a portal for the Century City 
Westside Subway Extension station. The Westside Subway Extension is the proposed 
mass-transit rail project that will extend the Metro Purple Line from its current terminus at 
Wilshire/Western to the west side of Los Angeles. On April 26, 2012, the Metro Board 
approved the Final EIS/EIR for the Westside Subway Extension project. The Final EIS/EIR 
identifies two station location options in Century City and recommends that the station be 
located at the corner of Constellation Boulevard and Avenue of the Stars. Though a final 
decision on the station location is still pending, the southwesterly corner of the Project Site 
is one of the options under consideration for the subway entrance portal in Century City 
and is in close proximity to neighboring office, commercial, retail, restaurant, and 
entertainment uses. 

The Enhanced Retail Alternative will also enhance open space opportunities in the regional 
center of Century City, where open space is in short supply. In addition to approximately 
35,000 square feet of usable public open space constructed in the Transit Plaza, the 
Enhanced Retail Alternative will include approximately 2.14 acres (approximately 93,000 
square feet) of park-like, private open space on the roof of the Enhanced Retail 
Alternative’s parking structure which will be open to members of the public between 6:00 
a.m. – 8:00 p.m., seven days per week, subject to reasonable rules and regulations. This 
open space will be comprised of gardens, seating areas, pedestrian walkways, and 
landscaping. This green roof will decrease the urban heat island effect by decreasing the 
absorption of heat into the built fabric of the City. Landscaped areas of the project will 
feature at least 50 percent drought tolerant species, and will be hydro-zoned and contoured 
to minimize water use and precipitation runoff. Irrigation of landscaped areas of the project 
will be weather-controlled and will include micro-irrigation capabilities. 

Objective 3.1 - Accommodate a diversity of uses that support the needs of the City’s 
existing and future residents, businesses, and visitors. 

The Enhanced Retail Alternative builds upon and enhances the diversity of uses in the 
Century City area that support the needs of the City’s existing and future residents, 
businesses, and visitors. The Enhanced Retail Alternative will provide professional and 
creative office space, along with ancillary retail space and substantial open space, in an 
existing Regional Center. The Century City area includes a variety of office, retail, 
entertainment, and residential uses, and the Enhanced Retail Alternative’s diversity of uses 
will support the needs of the City’s existing and future residents, businesses, and visitors. 
The Transit Plaza will serve as a meeting space and social hub for local residents and 
employees in Century City. Further, the Mobility Hub located within the plaza will provide 
access to alternative forms of transportation, bicycle rentals and smart transit information, 
further supporting a diversity of needs and uses for residents, visitors, and local 
businesses. Finally, the Enhanced Retail Alternative’s Transit Plaza will be designed to 
accommodate the Westside Subway Extension Century City station portal. 

Policy 3.1.4 - Accommodate new development in accordance with land use and density 
provisions of the General Plan Framework Long-Range Land Use Diagram. 
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The Enhanced Retail Alternative will provide approximately 710,338 square feet of 
corporate/professional and creative office space and a Mobility Hub promoting alternative 
forms of transportation, as well as a Transit Plaza designed to accommodate the potential 
future location of the Westside Subway Extension Century City station portal. In addition, 
the Enhanced Retail Alternative will provide ancillary retail space. The Framework 
Element’s Long-Range Land Use Diagram identifies Century City as a Regional Center 
designed to be a focal point of regional commerce and a major transportation hub. 
Accordingly, the Enhanced Retail Alternative is consistent with the Framework Element’s 
Long-Range Land Use Diagram and its policy of concentrating high-density development 
in existing Regional Centers. 

Policy 3.1.7 - Allow for development in accordance with the policies, standards, and 
programs of specific plans in areas in which they have been adopted. 

The Enhanced Retail Alternative will be consistent with the requirements, goals, and 
objectives of the CCNSP. The approximately 5.5-acre site is located within the CCNSP 
and within the C2-2-O zone. The properties surrounding the Project Site are also in the C2-
2-O zone, allowing for the same range of uses allowed on the Project Site. Pursuant to 
Section 12.14 of the Municipal Code, the C2 zone allows for a variety of office, retail, and 
residential uses, including the office and ancillary retail uses proposed in the Enhanced 
Retail Alternative. 

The approximately 5.5-acre Project Site is designated Height District No. 2, which permits 
development at a 6:1 Floor Area Ratio (FAR). The permitted FAR would allow for 
approximately 1,444,000 square feet of development on the Project Site. The Enhanced 
Retail Alternative, which contains approximately 729,829 square feet of floor area, will be 
consistent and well within the allowable FAR. The Enhanced Retail Alternative will increase 
the vitality of the area through the provision of professional office space, and a Mobility 
Hub and Transit Plaza with ancillary retail space within an existing commercial center. 

Further, with the approval of the requested discretionary actions, the Enhanced Retail 
Alternative will comply with all applicable components of the CCNSP. As previously 
discussed, the Project Site has 4,114.957 Trips available under the CCNSP. In its letter 
dated October 28, 2013, LADOT recommended approval of an Alternative Calculation of 
Trip Generation Factor of 4.97 Trips per 1,000 square feet for the proposed Modified 
Project, based on its review of the empirical trip generation study performed for the 
Modified Project by Gibson Transportation Consulting, Inc., and the Modified Project’s 
Transportation Study. In its memorandum to the Department of City Planning dated August 
8, 2014, LADOT confirmed that its October 28, 2013 determination also applies to the 
Enhanced Retail Alternative, This recommendation also applies to the Enhanced Retail 
Alternative, which contains the same uses as the Modified Project but would generate 
fewer automobile trips due to a reduction in office square footage. The Enhanced Retail 
Alternative includes 710,338 square feet of office floor space, which, with the approval of 
the Economy Adjustment alternative CATGP Trip generation rate of 4.97 per 1,000 square 
feet, will require 3,530.3799 Trips. The Enhanced Retail Alternative also includes 17,102 
square feet of ancillary Retail Commercial floor space, as well as a 2,389 square foot 
Mobility Hub. In accordance with LADOT policy for small retail uses, a 50 percent reduction 
in trips was applied to account for “pass-by” trips, or trips patronizing the retail use that 
were already on adjacent streets for another purpose. In consultation with LADOT, in 
recognition of the fact that nearly all of the people expected to patronize the retail use would 
likely already be on the Project Site at other components of the Enhanced Retail Alternative 
or from other nearby developments within walking distance of the Project Site, an additional 
50 percent reduction in trips was applied to account for “internal capture.” Additionally, 
Section 2 of the CCNSP assumes that “incidental retail” not exceeding three percent of the 
floor area of a commercial office building does not generate additional Trips. Therefore, 
the retail component of the Enhanced Retail Alternative is not expected to generate any 
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net Trips of its own. Accordingly, the Enhanced Retail Alternative will generate and result 
in use of 3,530.38 Trips, which is less than the 4,114.957 Trips available for the Project 
Site. As a result, the Project Site will have sufficient development rights under the CCNSP 
to allow for the Enhanced Retail Alternative’s development. 

Policy 3.2.4 - Provide for the siting and design of new development that...enhance[s] the 
character of commercial and industrial districts. 

The Enhanced Retail Alternative will replace an underutilized and mostly vacant parcel with 
a sustainable, modern 37-story office building that will be constructed with the target of 
achieving LEED Platinum or equivalent green building standards. The Enhanced Retail 
Alternative will complement the existing Century City skyline, and the one- and two-story 
buildings containing creative office space for smaller and emerging companies will further 
activate Constellation Boulevard. The Enhanced Retail Alternative will also provide a 
Mobility Hub providing alternative forms of transportation, bicycle rentals, and smart transit 
information, and the Transit Plaza will be constructed to accommodate the potential future 
location of the Westside Subway Extension Century City station portal. The Enhanced 
Retail Alternative’s parking structure roof will be landscaped to create an approximately 
2.14-acre (approximately 93,000 square feet) park-like open space comprised of gardens, 
seating areas, pedestrian walkways, and landscaping open to members of the public 
between 6:00 a.m. – 8:00 p.m., seven days per week, subject to reasonable rules and 
regulations. In addition, the proposed Transit Plaza will provide approximately 39,037 
square feet of community open space at the corner of Constellation Boulevard and Avenue 
of the Stars. As designed, the Transit Plaza will serve as an expansive outdoor space that 
invites Century City residents, employees, and visitors to meet and enjoy the public outdoor 
space. The Transit Plaza may contain such design features as landscaping, public art, a 
café, and ancillary retail. Further, the Enhanced Retail Alternative intends to integrate 
features to promote public transit and other alternative forms of transportation. A Mobility 
Hub will allow commuters and residents to buy transit tickets, rent or store bikes, or rent 
flex cars for errands or offsite meetings, and the Enhanced Retail Alternative will be 
designed to accommodate a potential portal for the Westside Subway Extension’s Century 
City station. Together, the Enhanced Retail Alternative’s proposed uses will enhance the 
character of Century City’s commercial core. 

Objective 3.4 - Encourage new multi-family residential, retail commercial, and office 
development in the City’s neighborhood districts, community, regional, and downtown 
centers as well as along primary transit corridors/boulevards, while at the same time 
conserving existing neighborhoods and related districts. 

The Enhanced Retail Alternative will provide approximately 710,338 square feet of 
professional and creative office space, as well as a Mobility Hub providing alternative forms 
of transportation, bicycle rentals, and smart transit information. The Enhanced Retail 
Alternative also will create a Transit Plaza with approximately 39,037 square feet of 
community open space, and the site will be designed to accommodate a potential future 
mass transit stop. The Enhanced Retail Alternative is located within the core area of 
Century City, where it is consistent in character with the surrounding uses, thereby 
conserving and enhancing the character of the surrounding area. The Enhanced Retail 
Alternative is consistent with the Framework, which targets Regional Centers for future 
growth. 

Goal 3E - Pedestrian-oriented, high activity, multi- and mixed-use centers that support and 
provide identity for Los Angeles’ communities. 

The Enhanced Retail Alternative will incorporate a variety of pedestrian-friendly uses that 
will support and provide identity for the Century City community. The Enhanced Retail 
Alternative will use building orientation, pedestrian amenities, and landscaping to enhance 
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the quality of experience for the Enhanced Retail Alternative’s occupants and the City’s 
existing and future residents. The Enhanced Retail Alternative’s design will link the site to 
other nearby job centers and retail uses, promoting pedestrian activity and reducing 
dependence on automobiles. 

The Enhanced Retail Alternative also will include a public Transit Plaza at the corner of 
Constellation Boulevard and Avenue of the Stars, which will provide over 39,000 square 
feet of public open space. The plaza will include a Mobility Hub that will provide access to 
alternative forms of transportation, bicycle rentals, smart transit information, and the 
potential portal for the Westside Subway Extension Century City station. The Transit Plaza 
will also include approximately 17,102 square feet of ancillary retail uses to serve the 
employees of, and visitors to, the Enhanced Retail Alternative. 

Because the Enhanced Retail Alternative is located in the middle of Century City at a major 
intersection, the public amenities and open space will promote pedestrian activity and 
community use. The Enhanced Retail Alternative will also provide more than 2.14 acres 
(approximately 93,000 square feet) of landscaped, park-like open space on the roof of the 
Enhanced Retail Alternative’s parking structure, offering gardens, seating areas, and 
pedestrian walkways open to members of the public between 6:00 a.m. – 8:00 p.m., seven 
days per week, subject to reasonable rules and regulations. 

These uses, combined with the Enhanced Retail Alternative’s 710,338 square feet of 
corporate/professional and creative office space, will make the Enhanced Retail Alternative 
a high activity mixed-use facility that supports the surrounding uses and promotes 
connectivity within Century City. Further, the low-rise one- and two-story creative office 
space buildings will be architecturally designed to provide visual interest at the pedestrian 
level, and along with attractive streetscape, will further activate Avenue of the Stars and 
Constellation Boulevard and encourage pedestrian activity in Century City. 

Goal 3F - Mixed-use centers that provide jobs, entertainment, culture, and serve the region. 

The Enhanced Retail Alternative will provide approximately 710,338 square feet of office 
space, including a 37-story tower and one- and two-story office buildings designed to offer 
loft-style creative space for smaller and emerging companies. The introduction of new 
office space in an attractive, modern, environmentally friendly building will attract new jobs 
to the heart of Century City and complement existing commercial uses. In addition, the 
Enhanced Retail Alternative’s Transit Plaza will serve the region by offering public open 
space and ancillary retail uses for residents and employees living and working in Century 
City. As a result, the Enhanced Retail Alternative will promote the continued reinvestment 
in Century City and help Century City continue to be one of the most desirable locations 
for business in West Los Angeles. 

Objective 3.10. Reinforce existing and encourage the development of new regional centers 
that accommodate a broad range of uses that serve, provide job opportunities, and are 
accessible to the region, are compatible with adjacent land uses, and are developed to 
enhance urban lifestyles. 

The Enhanced Retail Alternative reinforces the existing Regional Center of Century City 
by providing professional and creative office space to meet the needs of Century City’s 
expanding corporate, professional, technology, and entertainment business communities, 
and by providing space for growth in job opportunities. It also includes an important 
transportation component to help make the vibrant commercial and retail area of Century 
City accessible to the region with alternative forms of transportation. The Enhanced Retail 
Alternative will locate office space and a proposed Mobility Hub in close proximity to other 
commercial and office uses, including the Century City Shopping Center and Century Plaza 
Hotel, among other neighboring uses. The Mobility Hub will allow commuters and Century 
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City employees and residents to buy transit tickets, rent or store bikes, or rent flex cars for 
errands or offsite meetings. The Enhanced Retail Alternative also will be designed to 
accommodate a potential portal for the Westside Subway Extension’s Century City station. 
Thus, workers in offices in the Enhanced Retail Alternative and surrounding office 
buildings, as well as visitors to Century City, will be able to access Century City and 
alternative forms of transportation, thereby enhancing the urban lifestyle. 

Goal 3K - Transit stations to function as a primary focal point of the City’s development. 
The Enhanced Retail Alternative includes a Mobility Hub and Transit Plaza at the 
northeasterly corner of Avenue of the Stars and Constellation Boulevard. The Mobility Hub 
will allow commuters and Century City employees and residents to buy transit tickets, rent 
or store bikes, or rent flex cars for errands or offsite meetings. 

The Enhanced Retail Alternative also proposes to locate approximately 710,338 square 
feet of professional and creative office space in the heart of Century City. The Project Site 
is within close proximity to major roadways and other major arterials in Century City that 
are served by public transit. Because the Enhanced Retail Alternative is located within a 
highly developed area of West Los Angeles, it is well served by existing roadways and 
other regional infrastructure, and the Enhanced Retail Alternative’s urban location will take 
advantage of neighboring amenities, existing urban infrastructure, and public 
transportation. 

Lastly, the Enhanced Retail Alternative will be designed to accommodate a potential portal 
location for the Century City station of the Westside Subway Extension, making the site a 
focal point of future growth and development in Century City. The location of the. Enhanced 
Retail Alternative, and of the potential transit station, is in the heart of Century City’s 
commercial core and in close proximity to neighboring office, retail, restaurant, and 
entertainment uses. Accordingly, the Enhanced Retail Alternative has the potential to serve 
as a focal point for sustainable development and transit in Century City and the surrounding 
area. 

Goal 3L - Districts that promote pedestrian activity and provide a quality experience for the 
City’s residents. 

Pedestrian activity is an important element of any urban environment, and the Enhanced 
Retail Alternative is designed to promote and encourage pedestrian activity by the tenants 
of the Enhanced Retail Alternative, workers in surrounding commercial and office buildings; 
and visitors to Century City. The Enhanced Retail Alternative’s location and design will 
encourage workers and visitors to Century City to use alternative forms of transit to access 
Century City. The Enhanced Retail Alternative will also provide storage and change rooms 
for bicyclists and an on-site bicycle hub with rentals to encourage alternative transport 
options. 

The Enhanced Retail Alternative also emphasizes pedestrian connections, as addressed 
in the CCNSP. Project design features that support and enhance pedestrian activity within 
Century City include upgraded landscaping along the public streets and sidewalks along 
both Avenue of the Stars and Constellation Boulevard. The landscaping program will 
include elements such as a canopy of shade trees, flower gardens, landscaping lighting 
features, broad landscaped setbacks, and streetscape amenities. The Enhanced Retail 
Alternative also will provide an approximately 2.14-acre (approximately 93,000 square feet) 
landscaped park-like space on the roof of the Enhanced Retail Alternative’s parking 
structure. The Enhanced Retail Alternative will also provide a public Transit Plaza, which 
will also be designed to accommodate a potential portal for the Century City Westside 
Subway Extension’s Century City station. The provision of public space within the 
Enhanced Retail Alternative will continue an existing pattern within Century City of 
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gathering places at the corners of major boulevards and at street crossings. Such spaces 
serve to enrich the street life by encouraging walking connections between adjacent uses. 

Further, the Enhanced Retail Alternative’s street frontages along Avenue of the Stars and 
Constellation Boulevard will be designed to provide visual interest and articulation at the 
pedestrian level. Through the incorporation of landscaped areas and walkways, the 
Enhanced Retail Alternative will provide a pedestrian-friendly environment and will enrich 
the street life by encouraging walking between adjacent uses. 

Objective 3.16 - Accommodate land uses, locate and design buildings, and implement 
streetscape amenities that enhance pedestrian activity. 

The Enhanced Retail Alternative includes a number of design features that will support and 
enhance the overall pedestrian environment within Century City by including elements such 
as upgraded landscaping along the public streets and sidewalks along both Avenue of the 
Stars and Constellation Boulevard. The landscaping program will include elements such 
as a canopy of shade trees, flower gardens, landscaping lighting features, broad 
landscaped setbacks, and streetscape amenities. 

The Enhanced Retail Alternative will use building orientation, pedestrian amenities, and 
landscaping to enhance the quality of life for the Enhanced Retail Alternative’s tenants and 
the City’s existing and future residents. The Enhanced Retail Alternative’s design will link 
the Project Site to other nearby job centers and retail uses, promoting pedestrian activity 
and reducing dependence on automobiles. 

The Enhanced Retail Alternative also includes a public plaza at the corner of Constellation 
Boulevard and Avenue of the Stars, which will provide over 39,000 square feet of public 
open space. The Transit Plaza will include a Mobility Hub that will provide access to 
alternative forms of transportation, bicycle rentals, and smart transit information. The 
Project Site also will be designed to accommodate the potential portal for the Westside 
Subway Extension Century City station at the corner of Avenue of the Stars and 
Constellation Boulevard, and will include bike stations and approximately 17,102 square 
feet of ancillary retail uses. 

Because the Enhanced Retail Alternative is located on an underutilized lot located on a 
major intersection of Century City, the public amenities and open space at the Transit Plaza 
will promote pedestrian activity and community use. The Enhanced Retail Alternative will 
also provide more than 2.14 acres (approximately 93,000 square feet) of landscaped, park-
like open space on the roof of the Enhanced Retail Alternative’s parking structure, offering 
gardens, seating areas, and walkways, which will be open to members of the public 
between 6:00 a.m. – 8:00 p.m., seven days per week, subject to reasonable rules and 
regulations. 

These uses, combined with the Enhanced Retail Alternative’s 710,338 square feet of 
professional and creative office space, will make the Enhanced Retail Alternative a high 
activity mixed-use facility that supports the surrounding uses and promotes connectivity 
within Century City. Further, the low-rise one- and two-story creative office space buildings 
will be architecturally designed to provide visual interest at the pedestrian level, and along 
with attractive streetscape, will further activate Constellation Boulevard and promote 
pedestrian activity in Century City. 

Urban Form and Neighborhood Design 

The Enhanced Retail Alternative is consistent with the following goals, objectives, and 
policies of the Urban Form and Neighborhood Design chapter of the Framework: 
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Goal 5A - A livable City for existing and future residents and one that is attractive to future 
investment. A City of interconnected, diverse neighborhoods that builds on the strengths 
of those neighborhoods and functions at both the neighborhood and citywide scales. 

The Enhanced Retail Alternative will play an important role in creating a liveable City for 
existing and future residents and will help make the Century City area in particular, and the 
City in general, attractive for future investment. The Enhanced Retail Alternative represents 
a significant investment in the City and a significant investment in high-quality, sustainable 
office use along a major commercial corridor. 

By locating office uses within an area that already includes transit, shops, restaurants, 
hotels and residential uses, the Enhanced Retail Alternative will enhance the quality of life 
for its tenants, visitors, and nearby residents. The Project Site is located within a high-
density, high-rise corridor, and is surrounded by office and commercial buildings in a dense 
urban landscape. It is also within close proximity to three major roadways, including 
Avenue of the Stars, Santa Monica Boulevard, and Olympic Boulevard, as well as the 
Westfield Shopping Center, which is a regional shopping center containing various 
department stores, a market, movie theaters, and retail uses. The proximity to major 
roadways and regional-serving commercial and retail uses builds on the strength of the 
Century City area to enable it to function at both the neighborhood and Citywide scales. 

Objective 5.2 - Encourage future development in centers and in nodes along corridors that 
are served by transit and are already functioning as centers for the surrounding 
neighborhoods, the community or the region. 

The Project Site is located within a high-density, high-rise Regional Commercial area, and 
is surrounded by office and commercial buildings in a dense urban environment. The 
Century City area is a Regional Center for the surrounding area, and the location of the 
Enhanced Retail Alternative within the commercial core area will further the objective of 
encouraging development within such areas. The Enhanced Retail Alternative will situate 
new professional and creative office space in the heart of Century City. The Project Site is 
in close proximity to major transit corridors. It is also within close proximity to the Westfield 
Century City Shopping Center, which is a regional shopping center containing various 
department stores, a grocery store, movie theaters, and other retail uses. 

Additionally, as the Enhanced Retail Alternative will be located within a highly developed 
area of West Los Angeles, no new roadways or regional infrastructure (e.g., water or 
wastewater lines) will need to be developed to service the Enhanced Retail Alternative. 
The existing regional infrastructure and the established roadway network are sufficient to 
serve the Enhanced Retail Alternative’s workers and employees. The Enhanced Retail 
Alternative will also be supported by sufficient public services. Lastly, the Enhanced Retail 
Alternative’s Mobility Hub will allow commuters and residents to buy transit tickets, rent or 
store bikes, or rent flex cars for errands or offsite meetings, and will be designed to 
accommodate a potential portal for the Westside Subway Extension’s Century City station. 

Policy 5.2.2 - Encourage the development of centers, districts, and selected 
corridor/boulevard nodes such that the land uses, scale, and built form allowed and/or 
encouraged within these areas allow them to function as centers and support transit use, 
both in daytime and nighttime. 

Century City is a designated Regional Center consisting of a mixture of high-rise office, 
commercial, retail restaurant, entertainment, and residential uses located in close proximity 
to transit corridors. The Enhanced Retail Alternative will be located within a developed 
urban area and in close proximity to other office, commercial, retail, restaurant, and 
entertainment uses, which are well served by existing transit and make the Project Site, at 
the corner of Avenue of the Stars and Constellation Boulevard, an ideal site for professional 
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and creative office space, a public plaza and retail, and a Mobility Hub. The location of the 
Enhanced Retail Alternative within this Regional Center and in close proximity to a transit 
corridor is consistent with the land uses, scale, and built form of the surrounding area and 
will encourage and support transit use. There are a number of bus stops within a block of 
the Project Site and numerous bus routes providing service within walking distance of the 
Project Site. Further, the Enhanced Retail Alternative will be designed to accommodate a 
potential portal for the Westside Subway Extension’s Century City station. The Enhanced 
Retail Alternative, therefore, is well situated to encourage and support the use of transit in 
the area. 

The Enhanced Retail Alternative will encourage and enhance pedestrian activity in Century 
City. 

The Enhanced Retail Alternative includes a number of design features that support the 
overall pedestrian environment within Century City. Project design features that support 
and enhance pedestrian activity within Century City include upgraded landscaping along 
the public streets and sidewalks along both Avenue of the Stars and Constellation 
Boulevard. The landscaping program may include elements such as a canopy of shade 
trees, flower gardens, landscaping lighting features, broad landscaped setbacks, and 
streetscape amenities. Further, the Enhanced Retail Alternative’s design will link the site 
to other nearby job centers and retail, promoting pedestrian activity and reducing 
dependence on automobiles. 

The Enhanced Retail Alternative also includes a public Transit Plaza at the corner of 
Constellation Boulevard and Avenue of the Stars, which will provide over 39,000 square 
feet of public open space. The Transit Plaza will include a Mobility Hub that will provide 
access to alternative forms of transportation, bicycle rentals, and smart transit information. 
The Transit Plaza will include bike stations, and approximately 17,102 square feet of 
ancillary retail uses. Because the Enhanced Retail Alternative is located in the center of 
Century City, the public amenities and public open space at the Transit Plaza will promote 
pedestrian activity and community use. Furthermore, the Green Roof, which will provide 
approximately 93,000 square feet of landscaped gardens, seating areas and walkways on 
the roof of the parking structure, will be open to members of the public between 6:00 a.m. 
– 8:00 p.m., seven days per week, subject to reasonable rules and regulations. 

These uses, combined with the Enhanced Retail Alternative’s 710,338 square feet of 
professional and creative office space, will make the Enhanced Retail Alternative a high 
activity mixed-use facility that supports the surrounding uses and promotes connectivity 
within Century City. Further, the low-rise one- and two-story creative office space buildings 
will be architecturally designed to provide visual interest at the pedestrian level, and along 
with attractive streetscape, will further activate Constellation Boulevard and promote 
pedestrian activity in Century City. 

Objective 5.8 - Reinforce or encourage the establishment of a strong pedestrian orientation 
in designated neighborhood districts, community centers, and pedestrian-oriented 
subareas within regional centers, so that these districts and centers can serve as a focus 
of activity for the surrounding community and a focus for investment in the community. 

The Enhanced Retail Alternative includes a number of design features that will reinforce 
and encourage the establishment of a strong pedestrian orientation within the Century City 
Regional Center. Project design features that support and enhance pedestrian activity 
within Century City include upgraded landscaping along the public streets and sidewalks 
along both Avenue of the Stars and Constellation Boulevard. The landscaping program 
may include elements such as a canopy of shade trees, flower gardens, landscaping 
lighting features, broad landscaped setbacks, and streetscape amenities. The provision of 
public open space within the Enhanced Retail Alternative will continue an existing pattern 
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within Century City of gathering places at the corners of major boulevards and street 
crossings. Such spaces serve to enrich the street life by encouraging walking connections 
between adjacent uses. Further, the Enhanced Retail Alternative’s frontages along Avenue 
of the Stars and Constellation Boulevard, including the two-story creative office space 
along Constellation Boulevard, will be designed to provide visual interest and articulation 
at the pedestrian level. Accordingly, the Enhanced Retail Alternative will provide a 
pedestrian-friendly environment and will enrich the street life by encouraging walking 
between adjacent uses. 

Open Space and Conservation 

The Open Space and Conservation chapter of the Framework calls for the use of open 
space to enhance community and neighborhood character. The policies of this chapter 
recognize that there are communities where open space and recreation resources are 
currently in short supply, and it therefore suggests that pedestrian-oriented streets and 
small parks, where feasible, might serve as important resources for serving the open space 
and recreation needs of residents. The Enhanced Retail Alternative is consistent with the 
following goals, objectives, and policies of the Open Space and Conservation chapter of 
the Framework: 

Policy 6.4.1 - Encourage and seek to provide for usable open space and recreational 
facilities that are distributed through the City. 

The Enhanced Retail Alternative will provide public open space in the urban center of 
Century City, an area where open space is in short supply. The Enhanced Retail Alternative 
will provide a public Transit Plaza, Green Roof, bike stations, and ancillary retail uses that 
are accessible to the entire community. The Transit Plaza, which will provide approximately 
39,000 square feet of public open space, will be designed to serve as meeting space and 
social hub for local residents and employees in Century City. Located at the northeasterly 
corner of Avenue of the Stars and Constellation Boulevard, the Transit Plaza will include 
water and landscape features, an outdoor garden café, and small scale ancillary retail 
uses, and will be designed as a social hub for Century City. The Mobility Hub located within 
the plaza will provide access to alternative forms of transportation, bicycle rentals, and 
smart transit information for employees and local residents. 

In addition, the Enhanced Retail Alternative will include an approximately 2.14 acre 
(approximately 93,000 square feet) park-like open space on the roof of the Enhanced Retail 
Alternative’s parking structure, comprised of gardens, seating areas, pedestrian walkways, 
and landscaping, which will be open to members of the public between 6:00 a.m. – 8:00 
p.m., seven days per week, subject to reasonable rules and regulations. This green roof 
will decrease absorption of heat into the built fabric of the city and will be irrigated with 
reclaimed water collected on the Enhanced Retail Alternative. 

Policy 6.4.8 - Maximize: the use of existing public open space resources at the 
neighborhood scale and seek new opportunities for private development to enhance the 
open space resources of the neighborhoods. 

a. Encourage the development of public plazas, forested streets, farmers markets, 
residential commons, rooftop spaces, and other places that function like open 
space in urbanized areas of the City with deficiencies of natural open space, 
especially in targeted growth areas. 

b. Encourage the improvement of open space, both on public and private property, 
as opportunities arise. Such places may include the dedication of “unbuildable” 
areas or sites that may serve as green space, or pathways and connections that 
may be improved to serve as neighborhood landscape and recreation amenities. 
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The Enhanced Retail Alternative will provide approximately 2.95 acres of open space. The 
open space will include an approximately .90-acre (39,037 square foot) Transit Plaza 
located at the northeasterly corner of Avenue of the Stars and Constellation Boulevard with 
bike stations as well as ancillary retail uses for transit riders. The Transit Plaza will include 
water and landscape features, an outdoor garden cafe, and small scale ancillary retail 
uses, and will be designed as a social hub for Century City. The Transit Plaza also will be 
designed to accommodate the potential portal for the Westside Subway Extension’s 
Century City station. The provision of public open spaces within the Project Site will 
continue an existing pattern within Century City of landscaped gathering places at the 
corners of major boulevards. These public areas will also provide gathering and recreation 
spaces in the highly urbanized Century City regional center, where there is currently a 
deficiency of open space. The Enhanced Retail Alternative will also offer an approximately 
2.14 acre (93,000 square foot) park-like open space on the roof of the Enhanced Retail 
Alternative’s parking structure, comprised of landscaped gardens, seating areas, and 
pedestrian walkways, which will be open to members of the public between 6:00 a.m. – 
8:00 p.m., seven days per week, subject to reasonable rules and regulations. 

Policy 6.4.9 - Encourage the incorporation of small-scaled public open spaces within 
transit-oriented development, both as plazas and small parks associated with transit 
stations, and as areas of public access in private joint development at transit station 
locations. 

The Enhanced Retail Alternative offers a small-scaled public open space in the form of a 
plaza at the northeasterly corner of Avenue of the Stars and Constellation Boulevard. This 
approximately 39,000 square foot Transit Plaza, which will provide bike stations and 
ancillary retail uses as well as benches and an outdoor café, will be open for community 
use. The Mobility Hub located within the Transit Plaza will provide access to alternative 
forms of transportation, bicycle rentals, and smart transit information for residents and 
employees. The Transit Plaza will also be designed to accommodate a potential portal for 
the Westside Subway Extension’s Century City station, further activating the property and 
the Century City area. 

Economic Development 

The Enhanced Retail Alternative is consistent with the following goals, objectives, and 
policies of the Economic Development chapter of the Framework: 

Goal 7A - A vibrant economically revitalized City. 

The Enhanced Retail Alternative will promote the revitalization of the City by attracting jobs 
to new office space and serving as a focal point for Century City activity. The Enhanced 
Retail Alternative includes a 37-story modern office building designed with the target to 
achieve LEED Platinum standards with approximately 700,000 square feet of professional 
office space. This new office space will attract employers, including corporations and 
professional services firms, who wish to locate operations in an environmentally friendly, 
modern building in the heart of Century City. The Enhanced Retail Alternative will also 
include a smaller building offering approximately 10,338 square feet of loft-style, creative 
office space that are designed to serve smaller or emerging companies. This balance of 
employment opportunities will complement the existing employment base in Century City, 
where offices are occupied by a mix of corporations, professional services firms, and 
entertainment and creative companies. 

The Enhanced Retail Alternative also includes ancillary retail uses centered around the 
Enhanced Retail Alternative’s Transit Plaza. These ancillary retail uses will support the 
Transit Plaza and approximately 39,000 square feet of associated public open space. 
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Furthermore, the design, construction, and ongoing maintenance and operation of all 
structures on the Enhanced Retail Alternative will create additional jobs, helping to 
revitalize the City’s economy in the short and long run. 

Objective 7.2 - Establish a balance of land uses that provides for commercial and industrial 
development which meets the needs of local residents, sustains economic growth, and 
assures maximum feasible environmental quality. 

The Enhanced Retail Alternative includes a balance of land uses that will provide for 
commercial development and economic growth and complement the existing diversity of 
commercial uses in Century City’s commercial core. The Enhanced Retail Alternative will 
include approximately 710,338 square feet of corporate/professional and creative office 
space, and will attract employers who wish to locate jobs on the west side of Los Angeles. 
These employers may be corporations, professional services firms, technology, creative, 
and entertainment companies. This mix of employers will complement and support the 
existing mix of employers in Century City. 

In addition, the Enhanced Retail Alternative’s high-rise office tower will be constructed with 
a target of achieving Leadership in Environmental and Energy Design (LEED) Platinum 
standards, the highest level of environmental responsibility and resource conservation. The 
tower may include features such as a high-performance glass skin that will maximize solar 
heat efficiency, a stormwater capture system to minimize water use, and energy efficient 
mechanical systems and central utilities plant. The accessory office buildings will include 
photovoltaic panels to capture and use renewable energy. These “green” buildings will help 
to assure maximum feasible environmental quality in the Century City regional center and 
will provide an attractive destination for companies wishing to locate operations in an 
environmentally responsible office development. 

Policy 7.2.2 - Concentrate commercial development entitlements in areas best able to 
support them, including community and regional centers, transit stations, and mixed-use 
corridors. This concentration prevents commercial development from encroaching on 
existing residential neighborhoods. 

The Enhanced Retail Alternative will locate new commercial development in the urban core 
of Century City, an area that already includes several other high- and mid-rise office 
buildings. Century City is designated a Regional Center in the Framework Element; 
Regional Centers are focal points of regional commerce, identity, and activity. Century 
City’s existing concentration of office, commercial, retail, shopping, restaurant, and 
entertainment uses set it apart as an area uniquely suited to support the uses proposed in 
the Enhanced Retail Alternative. The Enhanced Retail Alternative will also be designed to 
accommodate a potential portal for the Westside Subway Extension’s Century City station, 
thus increasing the area’s viability as a location for commercial development. 

Policy 7.2.6 - Concentrate office development in regional mixed-use centers, around transit 
stations, and within community centers. 

The Enhanced Retail Alternative will offer approximately 710,338 square feet of new 
corporate/professional and creative office space in the Century City regional center, on the 
site of a potential portal for the Westside Subway Extension’s Century City station and 
within close proximity to other transportation corridors. The Enhanced Retail Alternative’s 
office space is adjacent to the office, commercial, retail, restaurant, shopping, and 
entertainment uses in the heart of Century City. 
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Transportation  

The Enhanced Retail Alternative is consistent with the following goals, objectives, and 
policies of the Transportation Element of the General Plan: 

Policy 2.12 b. - Establishes the following priority corridors for high capacity transit service 
post-2010, and develop programs to foster transit ridership along these corridors: 

1. Wilshire Corridor (Wilshire/Western to 1-405, serving Century City and Westwood) 

Metro is planning the Westside Subway Extension to the Metro Purple Line, which will 
place a subway stop in Century City. Currently, bus transit service is operated in the vicinity 
of the Project Site by the following providers: Metro, LADOT Commuter Express, Santa 
Monica Big Blue Bus, Culver City Bus, Antelope Valley Transit Authority, and the Santa 
Clarita Transit systems. Twenty-nine total bus lines are offered between these services. 
Development of the Enhanced Retail Alternative, which includes a Transit Plaza, a Mobility 
Hub designed to promote pedestrian activity and alternative forms of transportation, and 
which will be designed to accommodate a potential portal for the Westside Subway 
Extension’s Century City station, along with a new office complex above the station, will 
serve the policy of developing programs for increasing ridership along the Wilshire corridor. 
In addition, the Enhanced Retail Alternative would implement a TDM Program, which may 
include the following strategies: flexible work schedules and telecommuting programs; 
alternative work schedules; pedestrian-friendly environment; bicycle amenities (bicycle 
racks, lockers, showers, etc.); rideshare/carpool/vanpool promotion and support; education 
and information on alternative transportation modes; Transportation Information Center 
(TIC); Guaranteed Ride Home (GRH) program; Transportation Management Coordination 
Program; discounted transit passes for eligible employees/residents; parking strategies 
such as unbundled parking and parking cash-out; and alternative modes of travel available 
at the Mobility Hub (such as short-term auto and bicycle rentals). 

Objective 3 - Support development in regional centers, community centers, major 
economic activity areas and along mixed-use boulevards as designated in the Community 
Plans. 

The Enhanced Retail Alternative is located in Century City, which is designated and 
currently functions as a Regional Center. Major arterials serving Century City, as well as 
the internal street circulation system, are served by public transit. The Project Site is 
located within a high-density, high-rise corridor, and is surrounded by office and 
commercial buildings in a dense urban landscape. It is also within close proximity to three 
major roadways, including Avenue of the Stars, Santa Monica Boulevard, and Olympic 
Boulevard, as well as the Westfield Shopping Center, which is a regional shopping center 
containing various department stores, a market, theater, and retail uses. 

Policy 3.13 - Enhance pedestrian circulation in neighborhood districts, community centers, 
and appropriate locations in regional centers and along mixed-use boulevards; promote 
direct pedestrian linkages between transit portals/platforms and adjacent commercial 
development through facilities orientation and design. 

The Enhanced Retail Alternative will not only maintain, but also enhance the pedestrian-
friendly character of the Century City. The Enhanced Retail Alternative includes a number 
of design features that support and enhance the overall pedestrian environment within 
Century City, including upgraded landscaping along the public streets and sidewalks along 
both Avenue of the Stars and Constellation Boulevard. The landscaping program may 
include elements such as a canopy of shade trees, flower gardens, landscaping lighting 
features, broad landscaped setbacks, and streetscape amenities. In addition, the 
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Enhanced Retail Alternative includes a Transit Plaza at the northeasterly corner of Avenue 
of the Stars and Constellation Boulevard. 

The provision of public open spaces within the Enhanced Retail Alternative will continue 
an existing pattern within Century City of landscaped gathering places at the corners of 
major boulevards and at street crossings. Such spaces serve to enrich the street life by 
encouraging walking connections between adjacent uses. Further, the Enhanced Retail 
Alternative’s frontages along Avenue of the Stars and Constellation Boulevard, including 
the two-story creative office space along Constellation Boulevard, will be designed to 
provide visual interest and articulation at the pedestrian level. Through the incorporation of 
landscaped areas and walkways linked to adjacent uses, the Enhanced Retail Alternative 
will provide a pedestrian-friendly environment and will enrich the street life by encouraging 
walking between adjacent uses. 

2) The Project has been designed in a way to reasonably assure that it will not cast a 
shadow for more than two hours, between 8:00 AM and 8:00 PM, upon any detached 
single-family dwelling located outside the CCNSP area. (CCNSP Sec. 3.C.1.b) 

The Enhanced Retail Alternative has been designed so no detached single-family 
residence located outside the CCNSP area will be in shadow for more than two hours, 
between 8:00 AM and 8:00 PM during any season of the year, as confirmed by the analysis 
in the Subsequent EIR. During the winter solstice when the greatest extent of shading will 
occur, no single-family area located outside the CCNSP area will experience more than 
one hour of new shading by the Enhanced Retail Alternative. 

3) Sufficient provisions have been made, if necessary, to assure the installation of a 
continuous Pedestrian Corridor in accordance with the provisions of CCNSP 
Section 10 and as shown on the Map. (CCNSP Sec. 3.C.1.c) 

The Enhanced Retail Alternative is designed to emphasize pedestrian connections, as 
addressed in the CCNSP, and is designed to connect to the Pedestrian Corridor 
established by the 2000 Avenue of the Stars project, which is located immediately south 
across Constellation Boulevard from the Project Site. A pedestrian walkway would be 
constructed along both the northern and eastern perimeter of the Enhanced Retail 
Alternative’s parking structure, consistent with the description of mid-block pedestrian 
pathways and Figure 1 in the CCNSP. While the pedestrian walkway on the eastern 
perimeter of the Enhanced Retail Alternative’s parking structure is required under the 
CCNSP, the mid-block pedestrian pathway along the northern perimeter of the Enhanced 
Retail Alternative’s parking structure would be provided as an additional public amenity, 
which would further the CCNSP’s goals of providing pedestrian connectivity within Century 
City. Further, the Enhanced Retail Alternative would not impede the construction of a future 
pedestrian crossing across Constellation Boulevard, consistent with CCNSP Section 10. 
Thus, the Enhanced Retail Alternative would provide a pedestrian-friendly environment 
and be in conformance with the CCNSP’s implementation of the Pedestrian Corridor. 

4) Sufficient provisions have been made, if necessary, to assure the installation of 
Pedestrian Crossings in accordance with the provisions of CCNSP Section 10 and 
as shown on the Map. (CCNSP Sec. 3.C.1.d) 

The design of the Enhanced Retail Alternative will emphasize pedestrian connections, as 
addressed in the CCNSP, and will be designed to connect to the Pedestrian Corridor. The 
Enhanced Retail Alternative will not impede the construction of a future pedestrian crossing 
across Constellation Boulevard. 

5) The Project has been designed in a manner which adequately screens ventilation, 
heating and air conditioning ducts, tubes, equipment and other related 
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appurtenances from the view of pedestrians, motorists and occupants of adjacent 
buildings. (CCNSP Sec. 3.C.1.e) 

The Enhanced Retail Alternative has been designed to screen all ventilation, heating, and 
air conditioning ducts, tubes, and other such related appurtenances from the line of sight 
of pedestrians, motorists, and occupants of adjacent buildings. The Enhanced Retail 
Alternative will include a two-story central plant to be located to the north of the Enhanced 
Retail Alternative’s parking structure. All on-site electrical distribution infrastructure will be 
underground. 

6) The facade of the parking building has been designed to be compatible in 
architectural character with its principal building and with adjacent existing office, 
commercial or residential buildings. (CCNSP Sec. 3.C.1.f) 

The Enhanced Retail Alternative’s parking structure consists of three subterranean and 
two above ground parking levels. The parking structure’s facades will be designed to be 
architecturally compatible with the tower and adjacent ancillary creative office space and 
ancillary retail buildings. The parking structure will be largely screened from view on 
Constellation Boulevard and Avenue of the Stars due to the intervening office tower, Transit 
Plaza, and creative office buildings that will front those streets. The Enhanced Retail 
Alternative will also provide an approximately 2.14 acre (approximately 93,000 square feet) 
park-like open space on the roof of the Enhanced Retail Alternative’s parking structure, 
comprised of gardens, seating areas, pedestrian walkways, and landscaping. 

7) Consideration has been given by the City Planning Commission to impacts 
generated by the Project on the vehicular circulation system within the Specific Plan 
Area and on the sections of Pico, Olympic and Santa Monica Boulevards between 
one mile easterly and one mile westerly of the boundaries of the Specific Plan Area, 
including specifically the impacts at those intersections serving the Specific Plan 
Area at Pico, Olympic and Santa Monica Boulevards, and that mitigation measures, 
if any, were given due consideration. Such consideration of impacts and mitigation 
measures shall include, but not be limited to, forecasts of potential traffic from:  
(1) all Projects within the Specific Plan Area and the area governed by the Century 
City South Specific Plan for which building permits have been issued, but which 
have not yet been constructed and (2) all allowable future development permitted 
under the densities and uses set forth for said areas. These forecasts shall be based 
on the Trip generation factors contained in the definition of CATGP. Said 
consideration of impacts and mitigation measures shall be made in writing or 
reduced to writing and shall be a part of the Project Permit file. (CCNSP Sec. 3.C.1.g) 

The Subsequent EIR includes a comprehensive Transportation Study which was prepared 
in accordance with the guidelines set forth by the Los Angeles Department of 
Transportation. The traffic analysis and related documentation in the Transportation Study 
is contained in the Subsequent EIR and is included in the Enhanced Retail Alternative’s 
file. The cumulative traffic impacts analysis in the Subsequent EIR takes into account all 
“past, present and probable future” projects in the CCNSP area and surrounding areas into 
account, in accordance with CEQA Guidelines Sec. 15130(b)(1)(A). These projects include 
(1) all projects within the Century City North and Century City South Specific Plan Areas 
for which building permits have been issued but which have not yet been constructed, and 
(2) all allowable future development that has been permitted by the City under the densities 
and uses set forth for the Century City North and Century City South Specific Plan Areas, 
consistent with CCNSP Sec. 3.C.1.g. 

Based on the analysis in the Transportation Study, Chapter 3.0 of the Final Subsequent 
EIR found that under the Empirical Rate analysis in 2015, six study intersections could be 
significantly impacted by the Enhanced Retail Alternative when compared to impacts of the 
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Approved Project, and that ten study intersections could be significantly impacted when 
compared to existing conditions. Although construction is expected to be completed by 
2015, it is possible that the Enhanced Retail Alternative will not be built until as late as 
2021 as contemplated under the proposed amendment to the Development Agreement. 
Accordingly, the analysis also examined the potential impacts of the Enhanced Retail 
Alternative under this extended time horizon, and it identified the same number of 
intersections could be impacted as under the Project buildout in 2015. With mitigation 
proposed as part of the Enhanced Retail Alternative, however, impacts at all identified 
intersections would be reduced below the applicable thresholds of significance under both 
the 2015 buildout scenario and the 2021 buildout scenario. It is also important to note that 
none of the intersections with pre-mitigation impacts are within the boundaries of the 
CCNSP, although several are intersections along Pico, Olympic, and Santa Monica 
Boulevards within one mile easterly or westerly of the boundaries of the CCNSP. With 
implementation of mitigation measures, no study intersections would be significantly 
impacted using the Empirical Rate analysis under either the 2015 buildout scenario or the 
2021 buildout scenario.   

Using the Economy Adjustment Rate in 2015, Chapter 3.0 of the Final Subsequent EIR 
identified six study intersections that could be significantly impacted by the Enhanced 
Retail Alternative, prior to mitigation, as compared to the Approved Project, and ten study 
intersections that could be significantly impacted by the Enhanced Retail Alternative, prior 
to mitigation, as compared to existing conditions. If the Enhanced Retail Alternative 
buildout occurs in 2021, the analysis identifies six study intersections that could be 
significantly impacted, prior to mitigation, as compared to the Approved Project, and 11 
study intersections that could be significantly impacted, prior to mitigation, as compared to 
existing conditions. The proposed transportation improvements under the Enhanced Retail 
Alternative’s mitigation program would reduce impacts at all identified intersections below 
the applicable thresholds of significance under both the 2015 buildout scenario and the 
2021 buildout scenario. It is also important to note that none of the intersections with pre-
mitigation impacts are within the boundaries of the CCNSP, although several are 
intersections along Pico, Olympic, and Santa Monica Boulevards within one mile easterly 
or westerly of the boundaries of the CCNSP. With implementation of mitigation measures, 
no study intersections would be significantly impacted as a result of the Enhanced Retail 
Alternative under the Economy Adjustment analysis under either the 2015 buildout 
scenario or the 2021 buildout scenario.   

Using the Published ITE Rates in 2015, Chapter 3.0 of the Final Subsequent EIR identified 
18 study intersections that could be significantly impacted by the Enhanced Retail 
Alternative, prior to mitigation, as compared to the Approved Project, and 25 study 
intersections that could be significantly impacted by the Enhanced Retail Alternative, prior 
to mitigation, as compared to existing conditions. If the Enhanced Retail Alternative 
buildout occurs in 2021, the analysis identifies 19 study intersections that could be 
significantly impacted, prior to mitigation, as compared to the Approved Project, and 24 
study intersections that could be significantly impacted in 2021, prior to mitigation, as 
compared to existing conditions. One of the impacted intersections is within the boundaries 
of the CCNSP (Century Park East and Olympic Boulevard), and several other intersections 
along Pico, Olympic, and Santa Monica Boulevards are within one mile easterly or westerly 
of the boundaries of the CCNSP. For the 2015 buildout scenario, the proposed 
transportation improvements under the Enhanced Retail Alternative’s mitigation program 
are expected to mitigate impacts at 17 of the 18 identified intersections below the 
applicable thresholds of significance as compared to the Approved Project. The proposed 
transportation improvements under the Enhanced Retail Alternative’s mitigation program 
are expected to mitigate impacts at 24 of the 25 identified intersections below the 
applicable thresholds of significance as compared to existing conditions. The one 
intersection that would remain significantly impacted under both scenarios, Beverwil Drive 
and Pico Boulevard, is outside the boundaries of the CCNSP but within one mile easterly 
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of the boundaries of the CCNSP. For the 2021 buildout scenario, the proposed 
transportation improvements under the Enhanced Retail Alternative’s mitigation program 
are expected to mitigate impacts at 18 of the 19 identified intersections below the 
applicable thresholds of significance as compared to the Approved Project. The proposed 
transportation improvements under the Enhanced Retail Alternative’s mitigation program 
are expected to mitigate impacts at 22 of the 24 identified intersections below the 
applicable thresholds of significance as compared to existing conditions. The intersection 
of Beverwil Drive and Pico Boulevard would be significantly impacted as compared to both 
the Approved Project and to existing conditions, and while this intersection is outside the 
boundaries of the CCNSP, it is within one mile easterly of the boundaries of the CCNSP. 
The other impacted intersection, at Century Park East and Santa Monica Boulevard, would 
only be impacted as compared to existing conditions and is within the boundaries of the 
CCNSP. Thus, with the implementation of the proposed mitigation program under the 
Published Rates analysis, a significant and unavoidable impact to traffic and circulation 
would remain. One intersection would remain significantly impacted under the 2015 
buildout scenario, and two intersections would remain significantly impacted under the 
2021 buildout scenario.   

Therefore, the Enhanced Retail Alternative’s impacts on the vehicular circulation system 
within the Specific Plan Area and on the sections of Pico, Olympic and Santa Monica 
Boulevards between one mile easterly and one mile westerly of the boundaries of the 
Specific Plan Area, have been given due consideration, along with all applicable and 
feasible mitigation measures. 

8) Adequate sewers and similar public utilities, facilities and services, other than those 
considered pursuant to Section C.1.g, exist or will exist to service the intensity and 
design of the proposed Project and other development in the CCNSP Area (CCNSP 
Sec. 3.C.1.h) 

Wastewater: Wastewater treatment services will be provided to the Enhanced Retail 
Alternative by the City of Los Angeles Department of Public Works. Any wastewater 
generated on the Project Site will be treated at the Hyperion Treatment Plant (“HTP”), 
which has adequate capacity to accommodate the estimated wastewater generated by the 
Enhanced Retail Alternative. The Enhanced Retail Alternative would require connections 
to existing 24-inch sanitary sewer line in Constellation Boulevard via an existing eight-inch 
lateral, to the 18-inch sanitary sewer line in Constellation Boulevard via an existing eight-
inch sanitary sewer lateral. The Enhanced Retail Alternative would also connect to an 
existing ten-inch sanitary sewer line in Avenue of the Stars via a new eight-inch sanitary 
sewer line. The design of the Enhanced Retail Alternative’s on-site sewer improvements 
and connections to off-site facilities will be developed by a registered engineer and 
reviewed by the Los Angeles Department of Public Works prior to the issuance of building 
permits. 

Stormwater: The Subsequent EIR studied stormwater treatment and found that existing 
storm drains have adequate capacity to absorb the stormwater runoff from the site. In 
addition, the Enhanced Retail Alternative will incorporate stormwater collection systems for 
reuse on the site, as well as filtration systems for water released into the City’s stormwater 
system. The Enhanced Retail Alternative will also incorporate drainage features that will 
appropriately accommodate, treat, and convey anticipated stormwater flows in accordance 
with SUSMP and LARWQCB requirements. 

Water Supply: Water supply will be provided to the Project Site by the City of Los Angeles 
Department of Water and Power (“LADWP”). The LADWP prepared a Water Supply 
Assessment in accordance with California State Water Code Sections 10910-10915. The 
Modified Project is estimated to increase total water demand by approximately 147 acre-
feet annually. The Water Supply Assessment found that adequate water supplies will be 
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available to meet the Modified Project’s water demand during normal, single-dry, and 
multiple-dry water years, in addition to the existing and planned future demands on the 
LADWP. The LADWP Board approved the Modified Project’s Water Supply Assessment 
on January 3, 2012. The Final Subsequent EIR found that the Enhanced Retail Alternative 
would increase total water demand by approximately 145 acre-feet annually, which is less 
than the 147-acre feet demand projected for the Modified Project. Therefore, the Enhanced 
Retail Alternative’s water demand would be within the scope of the Water Supply 
Assessment approved for the Modified Project, and adequate water supplies will be 
available to meet the Enhanced Retail Alternative’s water demand during normal, single-
dry, and multiple-dry years, in addition to the existing and planned future demands on the 
LADWP. The construction of the proposed Project will include all necessary on- and off-
site improvements and connections to adequately link the Project to the existing City water 
system under the surrounding streets. 

Solid Waste: Solid waste generated on-site during operation of the Enhanced Retail 
Alternative will be collected and transported by a private contractor. Site-generated solid 
waste will be disposed of at one or more of the Class III landfills located within Los Angeles 
County, most likely Sunshine Canyon and Chiquita Canyon landfills. During the Enhanced 
Retail Alternative’s construction, the existing partially demolished structures will be fully 
demolished prior to grading of the site. During demolition and construction, the Enhanced 
Retail Alternative will ensure that a minimum of 70 percent of construction-related solid 
waste that can be recycled is diverted from the waste stream for recycling or reuse. Any 
remaining solid waste generated by demolition or construction will be accommodated by 
existing landfills in Los Angeles County. 

Electricity and Natural Gas: The Project Site currently has electricity transmission 
provided and maintained by LADWP.  Natural gas is provided to the Project Site by the 
Southern California Gas Company (“SCGC”). The Enhanced Retail Alternative-related 
annual electricity demand is within the anticipated service capabilities of LADWP and would 
not adversely affect LADWP’s renewable energy resource supplies, and the consumption 
of natural gas associated with the Enhanced Retail Alternative is within the service 
capabilities of SCGC. 

9) Sufficient provisions have been made to assure the installation of any on-site or off 
site improvements deemed necessary by the City Engineer to accommodate any 
cumulative impacts generated by the Project on existing sewers or other similar 
public utilities, facilities and services, other than those considered pursuant to 
CCNSP Section 3.C.1.g. (CCNSP Sec. 3.C.1.i) 

See 8(a)8 above. 

10) The project incorporates mitigation measures, monitoring measures when 
necessary, or alternative identified in the environmental review which would mitigate 
the negative environmental effects of the project, to the extent physically feasible. 

The Subsequent EIR analyzes the potential environmental impacts that could result from 
the construction and operation of the Enhanced Retail Alternative. The Subsequent EIR 
identifies project design features and mitigation measures, monitoring measures when 
necessary, and alternatives that mitigate the environmental effects of the Enhanced Retail 
Alternative to the extent physically feasible. For any unavoidable significant adverse 
impacts identified in the EIR cannot be mitigated below a level of significance, a Statement 
of Overriding Considerations will have to be adopted prior to approval of the Enhanced 
Retail Alternative. 

Additionally, some aspects of the Enhanced Retail Alternative’s design are subject to 
existing City ordinances, such as the Sewer Ordinance, Grading Ordinance, Water 
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Conservation Ordinance, Landscape Ordinance, and the Flood Plain Management Specific 
Plan. These other ordinances are specifically intended to mitigate potential impacts for all 
projects. 

10. Site Plan Review Findings 

Pursuant to Section 11.5.7.C.4(f) of the Los Angeles Municipal Code, the Director of the 
Department of City Planning has determined that Site Plan Review Regulations are not 
applicable to the Enhanced Retail Alternative due to the fact that similar project site 
planning regulations and environmental review requirements are already a consideration 
as part of the Project Permit Compliance Regulations of the Century City North Specific 
Plan (see Section 3.C of the Century City North Specific Plan). Section 11.5.7.C.4(f) of the 
Los Angeles Municipal Code states: “Project review pursuant to the Site Plan Review 
regulations in Section 16.05 shall not be required for projects in those specific plan areas, 
as determined by the Director, where similar project site planning regulations are 
established by the specific plan and significant project environmental impacts, if any, are 
mitigated by the measures imposed in the Project Permit Compliance.” Because the 
Enhanced Retail Alternative is located in a specific plan area with project site planning 
regulations established by the specific plan, and because significant environmental 
impacts of the Enhanced Retail Alternative are mitigated by measures imposed through 
the Project Permit Compliance and CEQA review process, an exemption from Site Plan 
Review is warranted. 

11. Development Agreement Findings pursuant to Government Code Section 65864. 

a. State Government Code Sections 65864 through 65869.5 authorize municipalities to enter 
into binding development agreements with persons having legal or equitable interest in real 
property for the development of such property. 

b. The City of Los Angeles (“City”) has adopted rules and regulations establishing procedures 
and requirements for consideration of development agreements under Citywide 
Development Agreement Procedures (CF 85-2313-S3). In addition, on November 19, 
1992, the City Planning Commission adopted new guidelines for the processing of 
development agreement applications (CPC No. 86-404 MSC). 

c. The Applicant has requested that the City consider a first amendment to the existing 
Development Agreement effective September 16, 2009, by and between the City and 
Century City Realty, LLC (CPC-2009-817-DA / Council File 09-1164) recorded in the 
Official Records of Los Angeles County, California as Instrument No. 20091429410 on 
September 18, 2009, after adoption by the Los Angeles City Council as Ordinance 
No. 180,765 on June 23, 2009, effective on August 16, 2009. The development agreement 
amendment process was initiated by the Applicant, and all proceedings have been taken 
in accordance with the City’s adopted procedures and requirements. 

d. Pursuant to Section 65867.5 of the Government Code, the proposed First Amendment to 
Development Agreement is consistent with the objectives, policies, and programs specified 
in the City of Los Angeles General Plan, including the West Los Angeles Community Plan, 
which is part of the General Plan. The Enhanced Retail Alternative complies with the 
applicable provisions of the Community Plan identifying and describing the Century City 
Regional Commercial Center. The Enhanced Retail Alternative complies with the 
applicable provisions of the West Los Angeles Transportation and Mitigation Plan (“WLA 
TIMP”) and the Los Angeles Municipal Code (“LAMC”). If selected discretionary approvals 
are granted, the Enhanced Retail Alternative will comply with the applicable provisions of 
the Century City North Specific Plan (“CCNSP”). 
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1) The Enhanced Retail Alternative will promote economic development and growth 
by building approximately 710,338 square feet of new professional and creative 
office space in Century City’s commercial core. 

2) The Enhanced Retail Alternative will include a Transit Plaza and Mobility Hub that 
will provide access to alternative forms of transportation, bicycle rentals and smart 
transit information. The Transit Plaza will also be designed to accommodate a 
potential portal for the Westside Subway Extension’s Century City station, 
encouraging use of mass transit in the City. 

3) The Enhanced Retail Alternative will provide substantial open space, including an 
approximately 2.14-acre (approximately 93,000 square feet) landscaped, park-like 
open space on the roof of the Enhanced Retail Alternative’s parking garage that 
shall be open to members of the public between 6:00 a.m. – 8:00 p.m., seven days 
per week, subject to reasonable rules and regulations, and a public Transit Plaza 
at the northeasterly corner of Avenue of the Stars and Constellation Boulevard. 

e. The proposed First Amendment to Development Agreement will not be detrimental to the 
public health, safety and general welfare. Approval of the First Amendment to Development 
Agreement will promote the public health, safety, and general welfare by promoting 
economic growth, by conserving resources and promoting “green” building, and by 
potentially increasing ridership of the City’s mass transit system. In addition, the First 
Amendment to Development Agreement includes provisions which specifically permit 
application to the Enhanced Retail Alternative of rules and regulations as necessary to 
protect public health and safety. 

f. The proposed First Amendment to Development Agreement vests the Applicant’s rights to 
develop the property as will be delineated in the Subsequent Environmental Impact Report 
and the discretionary approvals requested concurrently herewith. The proposed First 
Amendment to the Development Agreement will promote the orderly development of the 
Project Site in accordance with good land use practice. As discussed above, the Enhanced 
Retail Alternative is consistent with the applicable policies and provisions of the General 
Plan, the West Los Angeles Community Plan, the WLA TIMP, the CCNSP, and the LAMC. 

The proposed First Amendment to Development Agreement provides assurances that the 
Enhanced Retail Alternative will proceed in accordance with all applicable rules, 
regulations, and conditions, and strengthens the public planning process by encouraging 
private participation in comprehensive planning and reducing the economic costs of 
development to the Applicant and the public. The proposed First Amendment to 
Development Agreement provides assurance of a comprehensive development plan that 
is consistent with all applicable provisions of the LAMC, the General Plan, the Specific 
Plan, the WLA TIMP, and the CCNSP, and that therefore is consistent with good land use 
practice. 

g. The proposed First Amendment to Development Agreement complies in form and 
substance with all applicable City and State regulations governing development 
agreements. 

h. The proposed First Amendment to Development Agreement will provide public benefits not 
otherwise obtainable, and for which no nexus exists under the Enhanced Retail 
Alternative’s forthcoming environmental clearance, that will benefit the surrounding 
residents of the site and the City as a whole. 

i. Based upon the above findings, the proposed First Amendment to Development 
Agreement is deemed consistent with public necessity, convenience, general welfare and 
good zoning practice. 
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12. CEQA FINDINGS 

THE SUBSEQUENT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT 

Serving as Lead Agency, the Los Angeles Department of City Planning reviewed the Initial Study 
prepared for the Modified Project and determined that the Project required a Subsequent 
Environmental Impact Report (“EIR”). The California Environmental Quality Act (“CEQA”) requires 
lead agencies to prepare subsequent EIRs when “[s]ubstantial changes are proposed in the project 
which will require major revisions of the environmental impact report.” (Pub. Res. Code, § 
21166(a).) Likewise, the CEQA Guidelines provide that “[w]hen an EIR has been certified...for a 
project, no subsequent EIR shall be prepared for that project unless the lead agency determines, 
on the basis of substantial evidence in the light of the whole record...[that] [s]ubstantial changes 
are proposed in the project which will require major revisions of the previous EIR...due to the 
involvement of new significant environmental effects or a substantial increase in the severity of 
previously identified significant effects.” (CEQA Guidelines, § 15162(a).) Here, the Lead Agency 
determined that a subsequent EIR is warranted because the Applicant has proposed changes to 
the Approved Project which would result in the construction of a 37-story office tower and other 
associated uses and which require major revisions to the previously certified EIR for the Approved 
Project. In addition, other factors listed in Public Resources Code section 21166 and CEQA 
Guidelines section 15162 are relevant here, including new information regarding potential project 
impacts and substantial changes in the circumstances under which the Modified Project will be 
undertaken that may affect the previous analysis of environmental effects for the Approved Project. 

In compliance with CEQA Section 21080.4, a Notice of Preparation (“NOP”) was prepared by the 
City of Los Angeles Department of City Planning (“Planning Department”) and distributed for public 
comment to the State Clearinghouse, Office of Planning and Research, responsible agencies, and 
other interested parties on June 28, 2011. The Initial Study attached to the NOP identified those 
environmental topics for which the proposed Modified Project could have adverse environmental 
effects and concluded that a Subsequent EIR would need to be prepared to document these 
effects. A Copy of the NOP and Initial Study, the NOP distribution list, and responses to the NOP 
received by the City are included in the City’s files. The City held a public scoping meeting on July 
13, 2011, to present the proposed Modified Project and to solicit input from interested individuals 
regarding environmental issues that should be addressed in the Subsequent EIR. 

The Draft Subsequent EIR, including analyses of environmental issues raised during the public 
scoping process, was submitted to the State Clearinghouse, Office of Planning and Research, and 
circulated for a 46-day public review from March 14, 2013, to April 29, 2013. The Draft Subsequent 
EIR evaluated in detail the potential environmental effects of the proposed Modified Project. It also 
analyzed the effects of a reasonable range of eight alternatives to the proposed Modified Project, 
including potential effects of a “No Project/No Build” alternative. Following the close of the public 
review period, written responses were prepared to the comments received on the Draft Subsequent 
EIR. The comments on the Draft Subsequent EIR and the responses to those comments are 
included within the Final Subsequent EIR. The Final Subsequent EIR also presented a new 
alternative (Alternative 9 – Enhanced Retail Alternative), which was prepared during the EIR 
process based on public comments and input from the Planning Department concerning the desire 
to promote pedestrian opportunities around the Modified Project’s proposed Transit Plaza. A duly 
noticed public hearing on the Final Subsequent EIR was held by a Hearing Officer for the City 
Planning Commission, on November 15, 2013. At its duly noticed public hearing held on June 12, 
2014, the City Planning Commission approved the Enhanced Retail Alternative with slight 
modifications. As discussed below, the changes required through the Enhanced Retail Alternative 
would lessen significant environmental effects of the Modified Project identified in the Final 
Subsequent EIR. 

The Final Subsequent EIR also includes the Errata, with supporting documentation, circulated by 
the City for review on December 12, 2014. The Subsequent EIR is therefore comprised of the Draft 
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Subsequent EIR and the Final Subsequent EIR, including the Errata, and all appendices and 
supporting documentation included with the Draft Subsequent EIR and Final Subsequent EIR. 

The documents and other materials that constitute the record of proceedings on which the City of 
Los Angeles’ CEQA findings are based are located at the Department of City Planning, 
Environmental Review Section, 200 North Main Street, Room 750, Los Angeles California 90012. 
This information is provided in compliance with CEQA Section 21081.6 (a)(2). 

FINDINGS REQUIRED UNDER CEQA 

Section 21081 of the California Public Resources Code and Section 15091 of the CEQA Guidelines 
require a public agency, prior to approving a Project, to identify significant impacts of the Project 
and make one or more of three possible findings for each of the significant impacts. 

 The first possible finding is that “[c]hanges or alterations have been required in, or incorporated 
into, the project which avoid or substantially lessen the significant environmental effect as 
identified in the final EIR.” (State CEQA Guidelines, § 15091, subd. (a)(1)) 

 The second possible finding is that “[s]uch changes or alterations are within the responsibility 
and jurisdiction of another public agency and not the agency making the finding. Such changes 
have been adopted by such other agency or can and should be adopted by such other agency.” 
(State CEQA Guidelines, § 15091, subd. (a)(2)) 

 The third possible finding is that “[s]pecific economic, legal, social, technological, or other 
considerations, including provision of employment opportunities for highly trained workers, 
make infeasible the mitigation measures or project alternatives identified in the final EIR.” (State 
CEQA Guidelines, § 15091, subd. (a)(3)) 

The findings reported in the following pages incorporate the facts and discussions of the 
environmental impacts that are found to be significant or potentially significant in the Final 
Subsequent EIR for the Modified Project as fully set forth therein. Although Section 15091 of the 
CEQA Guidelines does not require findings to address environmental impacts that an EIR identifies 
as merely “potentially significant,” these findings will nevertheless fully account for all such effects 
identified in the Final Subsequent EIR. For each of the significant impacts associated with the 
Modified Project, either before or after mitigation, the following sections are provided: 

Description of Significant Effects – A specific description of the environmental effects identified in 
the Subsequent EIR, including a judgment regarding the significance of the impact. 

Mitigation Measures – Identified Mitigation Measures or actions that are required as part of the 
Modified Project (numbering of the Mitigation Measures corresponds to the Draft Subsequent ElR 
and the Corrections and Additions section of the Final Subsequent EIR). 

Finding – One or more of three specific findings in direct response to CEQA Section 21081 and 
CEQA Guidelines Section 15091. 

Rationale – A summary of the reasons for the finding(s). 

Reference – A notation on the specific section in the Final Subsequent EIR, which includes the 
evidence and discussion of the identified impact. 

A. Impacts Determined in the Initial Study Not to Be Significant 

The City of Los Angeles Planning Department prepared an Initial Study for the Modified Project, in 
which it determined that the proposed Modified Project would not have the potential to cause 
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significant impacts in the following areas: Agriculture and Forestry Resources, Biological 
Resources, Cultural Resources, Mineral Resources, and Parks and Recreation. Therefore, these 
issue areas were not further examined in this Subsequent EIR. The Enhanced Retail Alternative 
would also not have the potential to cause significant impacts in these issue areas. The rationale 
for the conclusion that no significant impact would occur in each of these issue areas is summarized 
below: 

Agriculture and Forestry Resources  

The Project Site is currently developed with an urban use and is located in an urban setting. The 
surrounding area is developed with commercial, retail, restaurant, and hotel uses. No agricultural 
uses or related operations exist within the site or surrounding area. The site has not been mapped 
as Prime Farmland, Unique Farmland, or Farmland of Statewide Importance pursuant to the 
Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program of the California Resources Agency. The site was 
previously used for oil production and exploration. Since there are no agricultural uses or related 
operations on or near the Project Site, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would not involve 
the conversion of farmland to other uses, either directly or indirectly. As such, the 2006 EIR found 
that under the Approved Project, no impacts to agricultural land or uses would occur. As compared 
to the Approved Project, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would not involve new 
significant environmental effects or a substantial increase in the severity of previously identified 
significant effects related to agricultural land or uses. Furthermore, as compared to existing 
conditions, no impacts would occur to agricultural land or uses under the proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative. Therefore, no Mitigation Measures are required. 

The Project Site is zoned Commercial, C2-2-O. No agricultural zoning is present in the surrounding 
area, and no nearby lands are enrolled under the Williamson Act and no conflict exists with 
agricultural zoning of Williamson Act contracts. As such, the 2006 EIR found that under the 
Approved Project, no impacts to agricultural land or uses would occur. As compared to the 
Approved Project, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would not involve new significant 
environmental effects or a substantial increase in the severity of previously identified significant 
effects related to agricultural land or uses. Furthermore, as compared to existing conditions, no 
impacts would occur to agricultural land or uses under the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative. 
Therefore, no further analysis of this issue is required. 

As stated above, the Project Site is zoned Commercial, C2-2-O. Neither the Project Site nor the 
surrounding area is zoned as forest land, timberland, or Timberland Production. As such, the 2006 
EIR found that under the Approved Project, no impacts to forest land, timberland, or Timberland 
Production would occur. As compared to the Approved Project, the proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative would not involve new significant environmental effects or a substantial increase in the 
severity of previously identified significant effects related to forest land, timberland, or Timberland 
Production. Furthermore, as compared to existing conditions, no impacts to forest land, timberland, 
or Timberland Production would occur under the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative. Therefore, 
no further analysis of this issue is required. 

The Project Site is located in a high-density urban setting. No forest or timberland exists on the 
Project Site or in the surrounding area; thus, development of the Project Site would not result in the 
loss of forest land or the conversion of forest land to non-forest use. As such, the 2006 EIR found 
that under the Approved Project, no impacts to forest land would occur. As compared to the 
Approved Project, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would not involve new significant 
environmental effects or a substantial increase in the severity of previously identified significant 
effects related to forest land. Furthermore, as compared to existing conditions, no impacts to forest 
land would occur under the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative. Therefore, no further analysis 
of this issue is required. 
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Biological Resources 

Pursuant to the California Department of Fish and Wildlife’s (CDFW) Natural Diversity Database 
(CNDDB), there are no species designated as endangered and/or threatened within a 0.5-mile 
radius of the Project Site. As the site and its surrounding areas are completely urbanized and the 
existing vegetation on-site consists of typical non-native landscaping, the potential for endangered 
or threatened species to be present in the Project area is remote. Removal of the on-site 
landscaping would have no adverse effect on sensitive or threatened species, as defined by the 
CDFW or U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. As such, the 2006 EIR found that under the Approved 
Project, no impacts would occur related to sensitive or threatened species. As compared to the 
Approved Project, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would not involve new significant 
environmental effects or a substantial increase in the severity of previously identified significant 
effects related to sensitive or threatened species. Furthermore, as compared to existing conditions, 
no impacts would occur related to sensitive or threatened species under the proposed Enhanced 
Retail Alternative. Therefore, no further analysis of this issue is required. 

The Project Site is not located in or adjacent to a significant ecological area (SEA), as determined 
by the City of Los Angeles. No riparian habitat or other sensitive natural communities exist on-site. 
Located within a high-density, high-rise corridor, the Project Site is surrounded by office and 
commercial buildings in a dense urban landscape. The site does not function as a wildlife corridor, 
and no bodies of water exist on-site that provide habitat for fish. Additionally, there is no adopted 
Habitat Conservation Plan, Natural Community Conservation Plan, or other approved local, 
regional, or state habitat conservation plan in place for the Project Site. Furthermore, no locally 
protected biological resources, such as oak trees, exist on the site. The site does not contain any 
federally protected waters or wetlands as defined by Section 404 of the Clean Water Act. 

Based upon these findings, the 2006 EIR found that implementation of the Approved Project would 
have no impact on riparian habitat or other sensitive natural communities. As compared to the 
Approved Project, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would not involve new significant 
environmental effects or a substantial increase in the severity of previously identified significant 
effects related to riparian habitat or other sensitive natural communities. Furthermore, as compared 
to existing conditions, no impacts would occur on riparian habitat or other sensitive natural 
communities under the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative. Therefore, no further analysis of this 
issue is required. 

Cultural Resources 

The Project Site currently consists of disturbed land, asphalt surface parking lots, and various 
remnant structures. A records search was conducted at the South Central Coastal Information 
Center of the California Historical Resources Information System, located at the California State 
University at Fullerton, on June 8, 2011. It included a review of all recorded historic and prehistoric 
archaeological sites within a 0.5-mile radius of the Project Site area, as well as a review of known 
cultural resource survey reports, excavation reports, and historic maps. In addition, the California 
State Historic Resources Inventory, the National Register of Historic Places (National Register), 
California Historic Landmarks, and California Points of Historical Interest were examined. 

There are no sites within the 0.5-mile radius that are listed on the National Register. The California 
Register lists 12 properties within the 0.5-mile radius; none are within the boundaries of the Project 
Site, and the Approved Project and proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would not physically alter 
or impact any known historic sites. The Approved Project and proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative would not cause a substantial adverse change to any known historical resources. The 
2006 EIR also found that the Approved Project would not cause a substantial adverse change to 
any known historical resources. As compared to the Approved Project, the proposed Enhanced 
Retail Alternative would not involve new significant environmental effects or a substantial increase 
in the severity of previously identified significant effects related to historical resources. Furthermore, 
as discussed above, when compared to existing conditions, the proposed Enhanced Retail 
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Alternative would not cause a substantial adverse change to any known historical resources. 
Therefore, no further analysis of this issue is required. 

Results of the records search show that one prehistoric archaeological site has been identified 
within the 0.5-mile radius and five historic archaeological resources are located within the 0.5-mile 
radius. None of the identified archaeological sites are located within the Project Site. No 
archaeological isolates have been recorded within the Project Site or the 0.5-mile radius. The soil 
has already been graded from previous development on site, and the potential for previous 
unknown subsurface resources to be encountered during site preparation activities is remote. 
Development of the Approved Project or proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would, however, 
require excavation for building foundations, and subsurface disturbance related to the subterranean 
levels of proposed parking structures. As such, the unanticipated discovery of archaeological 
resources is possible, albeit unlikely given the prior uses of the Project Site. Both the Approved 
Project and the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative include mitigation that would require work to 
cease in the event that archaeological resources are discovered during excavation, grading, or 
construction activities until a qualified archaeologist has evaluated the find. With implementation of 
mitigation (Mitigation Measure CR-1 for the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative), potential 
impacts related to the potential presence of archaeological resources would be reduced to less 
than significant levels for both the Approved Project and the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative. 
Therefore, the Approved Project and proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would not cause a 
substantial adverse change to archaeological resources. Accordingly, the proposed Enhanced 
Retail Alternative would not involve new significant environmental effects or a substantial increase 
in the severity of previously identified significant effects of the Approved Project. Furthermore, as 
compared to existing conditions, no significant impacts would occur. No further analysis is 
necessary. 

As indicated in the Approved Project’s 2004 Geotechnical Report for the Project Site, the Project 
Site is underlain by the following eight geologic formations: Recent Alluvium, Older Alluvium, San 
Pedro, Pico, Repetto, Modelo, Topanga, and Santa Monica Slate. The San Pedro Formation is 
encountered beneath the recent and older alluvium that ranges in thickness from 0 to 20 and 30 to 
50 feet below ground surface, respectively. While there are no known paleontological resources on 
the Project Site, any substantial excavations into the older Quaternary Alluvium (approximately 40 
feet) could encounter unknown buried paleontological resources. Implementation of the Approved 
Project and the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would require excavation for building 
foundations, and the subterranean levels of the proposed parking structure would necessitate 
subsurface disturbance. As such, the unanticipated discovery of paleontological resources is 
possible. Both the Approved Project and the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative include 
mitigation that would require work to cease in the event that paleontological resources are 
discovered during excavation, grading, or construction activities, until a qualified paleontologist has 
evaluated the find. Implementation of mitigation (Mitigation Measure CR-2 for the proposed 
Enhanced Retail Alternative) would reduce potential impacts related to the potential discovery of 
paleontological resources during construction to a less than significant level for both the Approved 
Project and the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative. Therefore, no significant impacts to 
paleontological resources would result with mitigation incorporated. Accordingly, the proposed 
Enhanced Retail Alternative would not involve new significant environmental effects or a substantial 
increase in the severity of previously identified significant effects of the Approved Project. 
Furthermore, as compared to existing conditions, no significant impacts would occur. No further 
analysis is necessary. 

No known human remains are present on the Project Site, and there are no facts or evidence to 
support the idea that Native Americans or any other people are buried on the Project Site. However, 
ground-disturbing activities associated with the Approved Project or proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative have the potential to disturb previously unknown human remains. In the unlikely event 
that human remains are encountered during grading for the Approved Project or proposed 
Enhanced Retail Alternative, the proper authorities would be notified, and standard procedures for 
the respectful handling of human remains (as outlined in State CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.5[0 
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during the earthmoving activities would be implemented. Specifically, State Health and Safety Code 
Section 7050.5 states that no further disturbance shall occur until the County Coroner has made a 
determination of origin and disposition pursuant to Public Resources Code Section 5097.98. The 
County Coroner must be notified of the find immediately. If the remains are determined to be Native 
American, the County Coroner will notify the Native American Heritage Commission, which will 
determine and notify a Most Likely Descendant. With the permission of the landowner or his/her 
authorized representative, the Most Likely Descendant may inspect the site of the discovery. The 
Most Likely Descendant shall complete the inspection within 48 hours of notification by the Native 
American Heritage Commission. The Most Likely Descendant will have the opportunity to offer 
recommendations for the disposition of the remains. As such, the 2006 EIR found that for the 
Approved Project, compliance with existing rules and regulations would reduce potential impacts 
related to unknown buried human remains to a less than significant level. The proposed Enhanced 
Retail Alternative also would comply with the same rules and regulations; thus, in comparison to 
the Approved Project, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would not involve new significant 
environmental effects or a substantial increase in the severity of previously identified significant 
effects related to unknown buried human remains. 

Furthermore, as compared to existing conditions, compliance with existing rules and regulations 
would reduce the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative’s potential impacts related to unknown 
buried human remains to a less than significant level. Therefore, no further analysis of this issue is 
required. 

Mineral Resources 

The Project Site is currently developed with restaurant and commercial buildings as well as 
associated paved areas. The Project Site is not located in an area containing significant mineral 
deposits, as designated by the City of Los Angeles nor is it identified as an existing mineral resource 
extraction area for the State of California. In addition, the California Geological Survey (CGS) has 
not classified the Project Site as a Non-Fuel Production area. Although the site was historically 
used for oil extraction, the oil wells have been abandoned and capped. Therefore, the Project area 
is not a designated mineral extraction site or a regionally or locally important significant mineral 
resource area. As such, the 2006 EIR found that Approved Project implementation would not result 
in impacts associated with the loss or availability of a known mineral resource that would be of 
value to the region and the residents of the state. Similarly, no significant impacts related to known 
mineral resources would result from implementation of the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative. 
Accordingly, as compared to the Approved Project, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative 
would not involve new significant environmental effects or a substantial increase in the severity of 
previously identified significant effects related to mineral resources. Furthermore, as compared to 
existing conditions, no impacts would occur under the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative. As 
such, no further analysis of this issue is necessary. 

Parks and Recreation  

The Los Angeles CEQA Thresholds Guide indicates that if a project will result in a net increase of 
50 or more residential units, the project would adversely impact park services and/or recreation 
facilities due to the proximity to, or expected usage of, those facilities or services. The 2006 EIR 
found that the Approved Project would generate a greater demand for parks and recreation due to 
the permanent increase in residential population. Therefore, the 2006 EIR included mitigation 
requiring the Applicant to either dedicate 3 acres of parkland per 1,000 residents or provide on-site 
improvement equivalent in value to the in-lieu fees. With implementation of this mitigation, the 2006 
EIR concluded that the Approved Project’s impact to parklands would be less than significant. No 
new residential uses are proposed as part of the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative, and no 
impacts to existing neighborhood or regional parks or other recreational facilities are anticipated. 
Further, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative will provide an approximately 2-acre landscaped 
area open to members of the public between 6:00 a.m. – 8:00 p.m., seven days per week, subject 
to reasonable rules and regulations, and a 39,037 square foot public Transit Plaza is proposed for 
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the Project Site, along with new landscaped pedestrian walkways around the entire site. As a result, 
compared to the Approved Project, no new significant environmental impacts or substantial 
increase in the severity of previously identified significant effects would occur. Furthermore, as 
compared to existing conditions, no impacts would occur under the proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative. Therefore, no Mitigation Measures or further evaluation of this issue are required. 

B. Impacts Analyzed in the Subsequent EIR and Determined Not to Be Significant 

The City of Los Angeles Planning Department required analysis of the following environmental 
impact areas in the Subsequent EIR: land use, traffic, aesthetics, air quality, climate change, 
hazards and hazardous materials, hydrology and water quality, noise, population, housing, and 
employment, public services (fire protection, police protection, public schools and library services), 
utilities (water supply, wastewater and solid waste), energy (electricity and natural gas), and 
geology and soils. The following impact areas were concluded to be less than significant. 

1. Land Use 

a. Land Use Plan Consistency 

(1) Southern California Association of Governments Regional Comprehensive Plan 

The 2006 EIR concluded that the Approved Project was consistent with the 1994 Regional 
Comprehensive Plan and Guide, the applicable regional planning document at the time of the 2006 
EIR because the Approved Project would have implemented a pattern of development in which 
new multifamily residences would have been located in close proximity to a larger supply of jobs in 
and around Century City, such that it would have advanced SCAG’s policies regarding jobs/housing 
balance by potentially reducing the length of commuting trips and not requiring additional 
infrastructure (e.g., roadways, sewer). The 2008 Regional Comprehensive Plan is applicable to the 
proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative, and the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would be 
consistent with the objectives and policies of the 2008 Regional Comprehensive Plan. The 
proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative is infill development in a designated Regional Center and 
commercial core. Development of a commercial building such as the proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative on an unused, mostly vacant site in Century City would continue to focus development 
in an established urban center, consistent with SCAG goals and policies. The proposed Enhanced 
Retail Alternative would also create and add activity to Century City by building a new commercial 
development on an underutilized site. Both projects would be substantially consistent with the goals 
and policies of the previously applicable 1994 Regional Comprehensive Plan and Guide and the 
currently applicable 2008 Regional Comprehensive Plan, and therefore would result in less than 
significant land use impacts relative to these land use plans. Accordingly, as compared to the 
Approved Project, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would not involve new significant 
environmental effects or a substantial increase in the severity of previously identified significant 
effects related to the goals and policies of the previously applicable 1994 Regional Comprehensive 
Plan and Guide and the currently applicable 2008 Regional Comprehensive Plan. Impacts would 
remain less than significant and no mitigation is required. For the same reasons provided above, 
potential land use plan consistency impacts of the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would be 
less than significant compared to existing conditions. 

(2) City of Los Angeles General Plan 

The 2006 EIR concluded that the Approved Project would have been consistent with the goals, 
objectives, and policies of the City of Los Angeles General Plan. The proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative would also be consistent with the applicable goals, objectives, and policies of the City 
of Los Angeles General Plan, including the Economic Development Chapter of the Framework 
Element (by locating higher-intensity development in an identified Regional Center), the Land Use 
Chapter of the Framework Element (by encouraging the development of a broad range of uses in 
a Regional Center), the Housing Chapter (because the development of an underutilized property 
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in the Century City commercial core could reduce pressure for non-residential development in the 
surrounding neighborhoods), the Open Space and Conservation Chapter (by including significant 
open space, including a public Transit Plaza and green roof deck on the parking structure), the 
Urban Form and Neighborhood Design Chapter (by making an investment in high quality urban 
development of an underutilized property within a major Regional Center, and by creating 
pedestrian, transit, and open space amenities), and the Transportation Element (by promoting the 
use of transit by including a Transit Plaza with a Mobility Hub and a potential Century City Westside 
Subway Extension station portal). Accordingly, as compared to the Approved Project, the proposed 
Enhanced Retail Alternative would not involve new significant environmental effects or a substantial 
increase in the severity of previously identified significant effects related to General Plan goals and 
policies. Impacts would remain less than significant and no mitigation is required. For the same 
reasons provided above, potential land use plan consistency impacts of the proposed Enhanced 
Retail Alternative would be less than significant compared to existing conditions. 

(3) West Los Angeles Community Plan 

The 2006 EIR concluded that the Approved Project would have been consistent with the West Los 
Angeles Community Plan. The proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would also be consistent with 
the West Los Angeles Community Plan, which promotes the preservation of existing housing and 
neighborhoods, because it would not result in the removal of any housing, as the Project Site is 
mostly vacant in the existing condition, the Project Site is not within an existing single-family 
residential neighborhood, and the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would be compatible in 
scale to the adjacent office buildings. Accordingly, infill commercial office development on the 
Project Site would protect other vital resource areas in the City and region from potential 
encroachment by new commercial office development. The proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative 
is also consistent with the Community Plan objective of providing additional opportunities for new 
commercial development within existing commercial areas, because the proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative is providing additional commercial development opportunities on an existing 
underutilized site within the existing Century City commercial core. The proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative is consistent with the Community Plan objective of reducing vehicular trips and 
congestion because a Transit Plaza is incorporated into the Project to promote transit use and the 
Project would incorporate a potential Century City Westside Subway Extension station portal into 
the Transit Plaza if this location is ultimately selected as the portal site. Within the Transit Plaza, 
the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would also include a Mobility Hub structure to further 
promote pedestrian activity as well as the use of alternative modes of transportation. Accordingly, 
as compared to the Approved Project, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would not involve 
new significant environmental effects or a substantial increase in the severity of previously identified 
significant effects related to West Los Angeles Community Plan goals and policies. Impacts would 
remain less than significant and no mitigation is required. For the same reasons provided above, 
potential land use plan consistency impacts of the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would be 
less than significant compared to existing conditions. 

(4) Century City North Specific Plan 

The 2006 EIR concluded that the Approved Project would have been consistent with the Century 
City North Specific Plan. The proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would also be consistent with 
the Century City North Specific Plan. Section 6 of the Century City North Specific Plan limits 
development within the specific plan area through the assignment of development rights called 
“Trips” to particular properties. Unlike the Approved Project, the proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative would require the approval of an Alternative Calculation of Trip Generation Factors 
and/or the acquisition of additional Trips in order to be consistent with the Century City North 
Specific Plan (Compliance Measure LU-1). The proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative includes a 
request for an Alternative Calculation of Trip Generation Factors under Specific Plan Section 6. On 
October 28, 2013, the Los Angeles Department of Transportation recommended approval of an 
Alternative Calculation of Trip Generation Factors of 4.97 daily trips per 1,000 square feet for the 
proposed Modified Project. In its memorandum to the Department of City Planning dated August 8, 
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2014, LADOT confirmed that its October 28, 2013 determination also applies to the Enhanced 
Retail Alternative. Therefore, Tthe City finds that this Alternative Calculation of Trip Generation 
Factors would also apply to the Enhanced Retail Alternative, which contains the same uses as the 
Modified Project but involves a decrease in office square footage and a slight increase in ancillary 
retail square footage. If approved, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would be consistent 
with all applicable Specific Plan policies, similar to the Approved Project. If the Alternative 
Calculation of Trip Generation Factors is not approved, compliance with Compliance Measure LU-
1, which prohibits the development of the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative until sufficient 
Trips are acquired to permit its development under the Specific Plan, would ensure the proposed 
Enhanced Retail Alternative is consistent with Specific Plan Section 6. In addition, the Enhanced 
Retail Alternative would be consistent with the following applicable Specific Plan policies, including: 
(1) compliance with shade/shadow restrictions; (2) provision of a pedestrian walkway; (3) screening 
of equipment areas; (4) compatible architecture; (5) provision of a traffic analysis for designated 
intersections; and (6) no exceedance of existing capacity of sewers and other public facilities, 
similar to the Approved Project. Accordingly, as compared to the Approved Project, the proposed 
Enhanced Retail Alternative would not involve new significant environmental effects or a substantial 
increase in the severity of previously identified significant effects related to Century City North 
Specific Plan goals and policies. Impacts would remain less than significant and no mitigation is 
required. For the same reasons provided above, potential land use plan consistency impacts of the 
proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would be less than significant compared to existing 
conditions. 

(5) City of Los Angeles Municipal/Planning and Zoning Code 

High density multiple-family development is permitted in the C2-2-O zone, as long as it complies 
with the area, density, parking and other requirements of the R4 zone. Office and ancillary retail 
uses also are permitted in the C2-2-O zone if they comply with the zone’s height, setbacks, parking 
and other requirements. The Approved Project would have been consistent with applicable policies 
of the Los Angeles Municipal Code in relation to the allowable size (number of units and floor area), 
setbacks, open space, and parking requirements of the R4 zone and the proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative would be consistent with the applicable policies of the Los Angeles Municipal Code in 
relation to height, setbacks, and parking requirements of the C2 zone. Both projects would comply 
with an irrevocable offer to dedicate land for future street-widening along Constellation Boulevard 
at Avenue of the Stars, would be consistent with the City’s Methane Zone building regulations, and 
with Los Angeles Municipal Code standards for driveway access, parking stall dimensions, and 
loading areas. Both projects would be substantially consistent with the policies of the Los Angeles 
Municipal Code, and therefore would result in less than significant land use impacts relative to the 
Municipal Code. Accordingly, as compared to the Approved Project, the proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative would not involve new significant environmental effects or a substantial increase in the 
severity of previously identified significant effects related to Century City North Specific Plan goals 
and policies. Impacts would remain less than significant and no mitigation is required. For the same 
reasons provided above, potential land use plan consistency impacts of the proposed Enhanced 
Retail Alternative would be less than significant as compared to existing conditions. 

(6) Other Plans 

Both the Approved Project and the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would be substantially 
consistent with the policies of the Greening of Century City Plan, the policies of the Do Real 
Planning Guidelines, and the policies of the Walkability Checklist. In addition, the proposed 
Enhanced Retail Alternative would be substantially consistent with the Citywide Design Guidelines 
for Commercial Buildings, which are not applicable to the Approved Project. Accordingly, as 
compared to the Approved Project, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would not involve 
new significant environmental effects or a substantial increase in the severity of previously identified 
significant effects related to consistency with these land use plans. Impacts would remain less than 
significant and no mitigation is required. For the same reasons provided above, potential land use 
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plan consistency impacts of the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would be less than 
significant as compared to existing conditions. 

(7) Conclusion Regarding Land Use Plan Consistency 

Therefore, both the Approved Project and the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would result 
in similar, less than significant impacts related to land use plan consistency and the proposed 
Enhanced Retail Alternative would not have any significant new impacts beyond those of the 
Approved Project, nor would it increase the severity of any previously identified significant effects. 
The proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative also would have less than significant impacts related to 
land use plan consistency as compared to existing conditions. 

b. Land Use Compatibility 

The Project Site is surrounded by office, hotel, retail, restaurant, hospital, utility, and multifamily 
residential uses. To the north of the Project Site, and within the same block, are high-rise office 
buildings, including the 28-story, 1900 Avenue of the Stars building. A parking structure, screened 
from adjacent roadways, occupies the center of the block, adjacent to the north boundary of the 
Project site. The 2006 EIR identified the following considerations pertaining to land use 
compatibility: (i) mixed-use environment, (ii) juxtaposition of land uses, (iii) intensity of 
development/commercial core, and (iv) pedestrian orientation. The Subsequent EIR identified the 
same considerations pertaining to land use compatibility. 

(1) Mixed-Use Environment 

The Approved Project was determined to contribute to the planned mixed-use environment by 
introducing a high-rise residential land use to the Century City commercial core area. The proposed 
Enhanced Retail Alternative proposes an office tower with a diversity of supporting uses, is 
consistent with the commercial core designation of this area of Century City, and would contribute 
to a mixed-use environment in a designated Regional Center. As a result, the Approved Project 
and the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would result in less than significant impacts 
concerning land use compatibility with the mixed-use environment. Accordingly, as compared to 
the Approved Project the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would not involve new significant 
environmental effects or a substantial increase in the severity of previously identified significant 
effects related to this issue. For the same reasons provided above, potential land use compatibility 
impacts of the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would be less than significant as compared 
to existing conditions. 

(2) Juxtaposition of Land Uses 

The Approved Project was a residential land use that the 2006 EIR found would not cause an 
impediment to the enjoyment and operation of the existing commercial uses in the area. The 
proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative proposes an office tower with a diversity of supporting uses, 
and would be compatible with the existing surrounding, mostly high-rise office uses and an urban 
lifestyle because it preserves the existing office community in Century City and maintains a 
pedestrian-oriented environment through its open spaces, landscaping, and pedestrian-serving 
ancillary retail uses. As a result, the Approved Project and the proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative would result in less than significant impacts concerning land use compatibility with 
regard to juxtaposition of adjacent land uses. Accordingly, as compared to the Approved Project 
the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would not involve new significant environmental effects 
or a substantial increase in the severity of previously identified significant effects related to this 
issue. For the same reasons provided above, potential land use compatibility impacts of the 
proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would be less than significant as compared to existing 
conditions. 
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(3) Intensity of Development/Commercial Core 

The intensity of the Approved Project was found in the 2006 EIR to be consistent with the land use 
intensity of adjacent and nearby land uses. The proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative’s scale 
(including activity level, height of buildings, and dominance of site) and use would be similar to the 
other existing office uses in the vicinity of the Project Site. As a result, the Approved Project and 
the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would result in less than significant land use compatibility 
impacts with regard to the intensity of development. Accordingly, as compared to the Approved 
Project the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would not involve new significant environmental 
effects or a substantial increase in the severity of previously identified significant effects related to 
this issue. For the same reasons provided above, potential land use compatibility impacts of the 
proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would be less than significant as compared to existing 
conditions. 

(4) Pedestrian Orientation 

The Approved Project was found in the 2006 EIR to be consistent with the pedestrian orientation 
of Century City because it included upgraded landscaping along the public streets and sidewalk 
and public open space at the corner of Avenue of the Stars and Constellation Boulevard. The 
proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative is also consistent with the pedestrian orientation of Century 
City because it maintains pedestrian-oriented environments through its open spaces and 
landscaping. A pedestrian walkway also would be constructed along the northern and eastern 
perimeter of the proposed parking structure, consistent with the description of mid-block pedestrian 
pathways in the Century City North Specific Plan. Further, the proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative would provide a public 39,037 square foot Transit Plaza accessible to pedestrians from 
the street-front with retail amenities surrounding the Plaza, and a landscaped green roof deck on 
the parking structure which would be open to members of the public between 6:00 a.m. – 8:00 p.m., 
seven days per week, subject to reasonable rules and regulations. As a result, the Approved Project 
and the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would result in less than significant land use 
compatibility impacts with regard to pedestrian orientation. Accordingly, as compared to the 
Approved Project the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would not involve new significant 
environmental effects or a substantial increase in the severity of previously identified significant 
effects related to this issue. For the same reasons provided above, potential land use compatibility 
impacts of the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would be less than significant as compared 
to existing conditions. 

(5) Conclusion Regarding Land Use Compatibility 

In summary, both the Approved Project and the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would result 
in a less than significant land use compatibility impact, and as compared to the Approved Project, 
the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would not involve new significant environmental effects 
or a substantial increase in the severity of previously identified significant effects related to land 
use compatibility. Impacts would remain less than significant and no mitigation is required. The 
proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative also would have less than significant land use compatibility 
impacts compared to existing conditions. 

c. 2021 Horizon 

In the event that the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative build-out year were to be extended to 
2021 to coincide with the anticipated expiration of the term of the Development Agreement, the 
conclusions regarding the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative’s impacts related to land use 
would not change. Century City is a highly urbanized area characterized by distinctive high- and 
mid-rise buildings. Century City’s valued aesthetic image is tied to its modern high-rise towers, 
distinctive skyline, landscaping, and broad avenues. The proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative 
would continue to contribute to and would not impede these characteristics in 2021. Impacts would 
remain less than significant and no mitigation is required. 
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d. Cumulative Impacts 

The 2006 EIR found that the Approved Project would result in less than significant cumulative 
impacts related to land use. Based on the information available regarding the 2006 related projects, 
it was found to be reasonable to assume that the projects under consideration would implement 
and support important local and regional planning goals and policies and that any new project would 
be subject to the project permit approval process under the Century City North Specific Plan and 
would incorporate any Mitigation Measures necessary to reduce potential land use impacts to a 
less than significant level. Therefore, the 2006 EIR concluded that the Approved Project, in 
combination with the related projects that would be constructed in the Project Site vicinity, would 
not result in any cumulative considerable impacts related to land use. The proposed Enhanced 
Retail Alternative is concluded to have substantially the same impacts as the Approved Project with 
regard to land use. Therefore, when compared to the cumulative impacts of the Approved Project, 
cumulative impacts of the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would be substantially the same 
as the Approved Project. All potential cumulative impacts related to land use associated with 
implementation of the Approved Project and the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would be 
less than significant. Accordingly, as compared to the Approved Project, the proposed Enhanced 
Retail Alternative would not involve new significant cumulative environmental effects or a 
substantial increase in the severity of previously identified cumulative significant effects related to 
land use. For similar reasons, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would not combine with 
any of the related past, present or reasonably foreseeable future projects to create a cumulatively 
significant land use impact, and cumulative impacts would be less than significant. 

e. Project Design Features, Compliance Measures, and Mitigation Measures 

There is one Compliance Measure for the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative that is applicable 
to land use. 

Compliance Measure LU-1 Compliance with CCNSP. To ensure consistency with Century City 
North Specific Plan Sections 3(C)(2)-(4), the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative shall have 
sufficient Trips under the Specific Plan to be developed. 

The proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would not result in potentially significant impacts related 
to land use; therefore, no mitigation is required. 

2. Traffic 

a. Construction Impacts 

Construction for both the Approved Project and the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would 
generate traffic from construction worker travel, as well as the arrival and departure of trucks 
delivering construction materials to the site and the hauling of debris and exported soils generated 
by on-site demolition and excavation activities. The majority of the construction workers for the 
Approved Project and the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would arrive at and depart from 
the Project Site during off-peak hours (i.e., arrive prior to 7:00 a.m. and depart prior to 4:00 p.m.). 
In addition, hauling activities also would be limited to the hours of 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Monday 
through Saturday and would not occur on holidays. Given the off-peak nature of construction worker 
traffic and haul trips, construction impacts to the local roadway network as well as the freeway 
mainline and on/off ramps would be substantially the same impacts as the Approved Project, which 
would be less than significant for both projects. Therefore, the proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative would not have any significant new impacts beyond those of the Approved Project, nor 
would it increase the severity of any previously identified significant effects. 

For both the Approved Project and proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative, installation of proposed 
landscaping along Avenue of the Stars may require the temporary relocation of a bus stop. 
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However, even if temporary relocation of the bus stop were to be required, it would not be relocated 
to more than one-quarter mile from its existing location and access to transit in the project vicinity 
would be maintained throughout construction. Further, neither construction of the Approved Project 
nor construction of the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would result in a substantial loss of 
on-street parking such that the parking needs of the project area would not be met. Accordingly, 
the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative is concluded to have substantially the same impacts as 
the Approved Project and impacts for both projects would be less than significant. Therefore, the 
proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would not have any significant new impacts beyond those 
of the Approved Project, nor would it increase the severity of any previously identified significant 
effects. 

Temporary lane closures and sidewalk closures could reduce travel times for vehicles and 
pedestrians during construction of both the Approved Project and proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative. A Construction Management Plan and a Construction Staging and Traffic Management 
Plan would be prepared for both the Approved Project and the proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative to ensure that emergency vehicles would be able to navigate through streets adjacent 
to the Project Site that may experience congestion due to construction activities. Further, if a partial 
street closure were to be required, notice would be provided to the Los Angeles Police Department, 
and flag persons would be used to facilitate the traffic flow until construction is complete. With 
implementation of the Construction Staging and Traffic Management Plan, traffic impacts during 
construction would be less than significant for both Projects. Accordingly, construction of the 
Approved Project and the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would have similar, less than 
significant impacts and the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would not have any significant 
new impacts nor would it increase the severity of any previously identified significant effects. 

b. Operational Impacts 

In order to ensure that the proposed Modified Project’s impacts were conservatively analyzed, the 
traffic study included three different analysis scenarios. First, the traffic report analyzed an empirical 
trip rate that reflects the actual project traffic generation based on studies of existing, similar nearby 
projects (Empirical Rate). In order to present a conservative analysis, the appendix to the traffic 
report also analyzed an alternative trip generation rate for the proposed Modified Project that 
includes an adjustment factor for the current level of regional economic activity (Economy 
Adjustment Rate). Lastly, in order to present a conservative analysis, a trip generation rate also 
was developed for the proposed Modified Project based on published trip generation rates from the 
Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE) and the City of Los Angeles (Published Rates). These 
trip rate scenarios were applied to the Enhanced Retail Alternative in Chapter 3.0 of the Final 
Subsequent EIR. For the purposes of these Findings and to provide a conservative analysis, the 
City adopts the Published Rates analysis for assessment of Enhanced Retail Alternative’s potential 
impacts and mitigation measures related to traffic. The Published Rates analysis provides a worst-
case assessment of the Enhanced Retail Alternative’s potential impacts. 

The 2006 EIR projected that the Approved Project would generate a gross total of 2,019 daily trips, 
164 morning peak-hour trips, and 184 afternoon peak-hour trips. The Approved Project was found 
to have no significant intersection impacts. In comparison, using the Empirical Rate, the proposed 
Modified Project is forecast to generate approximately 3,404 trips during a typical weekday, 
including 414 additional morning peak-hour trips and 370 additional afternoon peak-hour trips. The 
Enhanced Retail Alternative is forecast to generate approximately 3,332 trips during a typical 
weekday using the Empirical Rate, including approximately 405 additional morning peak-hour trips 
and approximately 362 afternoon peak-hour trips. Using the Economy Adjustment Rate, the 
proposed Modified Project is forecast to generate 3,607 trips on a typical weekday, consisting of 
435 additional morning peak-hour trips and 392 additional afternoon peak-hour trips. The Enhanced 
Retail Alternative is forecast to generate approximately 3,531 trips during a typical weekday using 
the Economy Adjustment Rate, including approximately 426 morning peak-hour trips and 
approximately 384 afternoon peak-hour trips. Using the Published Rates, the proposed Modified 
Project is forecast to generate 4,603 trips on a typical weekday, consisting of 687 additional 
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morning peak-hour trips and 604 additional afternoon peak-hour trips. The Enhanced Retail 
Alternative is forecast to generate approximately 4,528 trips during a typical weekday using the 
Published Rates, including approximately 675 morning peak-hour trips and approximately 597 
afternoon peak-hour trips. Pursuant to the December 18, 2012 Revised Traffic Assessment for the 
Proposed Modified Project at 1950 Avenue of the Stars prepared by the Los Angeles Department 
of Transportation (included as part of Appendix C to the Draft Subsequent EIR), the LADOT 
conservatively assumed that the Modified Project with Economy Adjustment would be the 
appropriate trip generation rate for the proposed Modified Project. In its memorandum to the 
Department of City Planning dated August 8, 2014, LADOT confirmed that this determination This 
assessment also applies to the Enhanced Retail Alternative, which contains the same uses as the 
Modified Project but would generate fewer trips due to a decrease in office square footage. 

Traffic impacts were evaluated for existing conditions (2011), which provides an assessment of 
operating conditions in the Study Area as of the date of the proposed Modified Project’s Notice of 
Preparation. Traffic impacts were also evaluated for the year 2015, which forecasts the future traffic 
growth and intersection operating conditions that could be expected as a result of regional growth 
and related projects in the vicinity of the Project Site by 2015, which is the projected build-out year. 

(1) Intersections 

(a) Enhanced Retail Alternative vs. Approved Project 

For the 2011 Horizon, using Empirical Rates, four study intersections would be significantly 
impacted by the Enhanced Retail Alternative’s additional trips during the morning peak hour when 
compared to the Approved Project. After mitigation (Mitigation Measures 4.2.1, 4.2.2, 4.2.3, 
4.2.5.1), impacts to all traffic intersections in 2011 using the Empirical Rate would be reduced to 
less than significant levels for the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative as compared to the 
Approved Project.   

For the 2011 Horizon, using Economy Adjustment Rates, five study intersections would be 
significantly impacted by the Enhanced Retail Alternative’s additional trips during the morning peak 
hour when compared to the Approved Project. After mitigation (Mitigation Measures 4.2.1, 4.2.2, 
4.2.3, 4.2.5.1, 4.2.5.2), impacts to all traffic intersections in 2011 using the Economy Adjustment 
Rate would be reduced to less than significant levels for the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative 
as compared to the Approved Project.   

For the 2011 Horizon, using Published Rates, a total of 12 study intersections would be significantly 
impacted by the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative’s additional trips during either the morning 
or afternoon peak hour when compared to the Approved Project. After mitigation (Mitigation 
Measures 4.2.1, 4.2.2, 4.2.3, 4.2.5.1, 4.2.5.2), impacts to all traffic intersections in 2011 using the 
Published Rates would be reduced to less than significant levels for the proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative as compared to the Approved Project.   

For the 2015 Horizon, using Empirical Rates, six study intersections would be significantly impacted 
by the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative’s additional trips during either the morning or 
afternoon peak hour when compared to the Approved Project. After mitigation (Mitigation Measures 
4.2.1, 4.2.2, 4.2.3, 4.2.5.1), impacts to all traffic intersections in 2015 using the Empirical Rate 
would be reduced to less than significant levels for the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative as 
compared to the Approved Project.   

For the 2015 Horizon, using Economy Adjustment Rates, six study intersections would be 
significantly impacted by the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative’s additional trips during either 
the morning or afternoon peak hour when compared to the Approved Project. After mitigation 
(Mitigation Measures 4.2.1, 4.2.2, 4.2.3, 4.2.5.1, 4.2.5.2), impacts to all traffic intersections in 2011 
using the Economy Adjustment Rate would be reduced to less than significant levels for the 
proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative as compared to the Approved Project.   
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For the 2015 Horizon, using Published Rates, 18 study intersections would be significantly 
impacted by the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative’s additional trips during either the morning 
or afternoon peak hour when compared to the Approved Project. Using the Published Rates, after 
mitigation (Mitigation Measures 4.2.1, 4.2.2, 4.2.3, 4.2.5.1, 4.2.5.2), impacts to the majority of these 
traffic intersections would be reduced to less than significant levels in 2015; however, a significant 
and unavoidable impact would remain at the Beverwil Drive & Pico Boulevard intersection during 
the morning peak hour.   

Therefore, using the Empirical and Economy Adjustment Rates when compared to the Approved 
Project, no study area intersections would be significantly impacted by the proposed Enhanced 
Retail Alternative following the implementation of mitigation. One study intersection would be 
significantly and unavoidably impacted following mitigation under the Published Rates in 2015 
when compared to the Approved Project. 

In addition, a supplemental traffic impacts analysis was conducted as part of the Final Subsequent 
EIR to assess the potential for the Modified Project to result in a significant traffic impact at 
intersections on Robertson Boulevard south of Pico Boulevard. This analysis, as described in 
Topical Response 3 in the Final Subsequent EIR, assumes a worst-case scenario where all 
proposed Modified Project traffic traveling from Pico Boulevard into the residential neighborhood to 
the west of Robertson Boulevard and vice versa (6 percent) would instead travel along the entire 
length of Robertson Boulevard between Pico Boulevard and the I-10. This analysis assessed 
impacts at eight intersections under the above conditions. This analysis found that under the 
Empirical Rate and Economy Adjustment analysis, none of the eight intersections would be 
significantly impacted before or after mitigation in 2011 or 2015. Under the Published Rates 
analysis, prior to mitigation, one intersection (Pico Boulevard & Robertson Boulevard) would be 
impacted in both 2011 and 2015, and two intersections (Robertson Boulevard & Hillsboro 
Avenue/Cadillac Avenue and Robertson Boulevard & National Boulevard) would be impacted in 
2015. Following implementation of the mitigation program for the Published Rates analysis 
(Mitigation Measures 4.2.1, 4.2.2, 4.2.3, 4.2.5.1, 4.2.5.2), no intersections studied along Robertson 
Boulevard would be significantly impacted under any trip generation scenario in 2011 or 2015 under 
the Modified Project vs. Approved Project scenario. This analysis also applies to the Enhanced 
Retail Alternative, which would generate fewer trips than the Modified Project due to a decrease in 
office square footage.  

(b) Enhanced Retail Alternative vs. Existing/Future Conditions 

For the 2011 Horizon, using the Empirical Rate, seven study intersections would be significantly 
impacted by the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative’s trips during either the morning or afternoon 
peak hour when compared to existing conditions. After mitigation (Mitigation Measures 4.2.1, 4.2.2, 
4.2.3, 4.2.5.1), impacts to all traffic intersections in 2011 using the Empirical Rate would be reduced 
to less than significant levels for the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative as compared to existing 
conditions. 

For the 2011 Horizon, using the Economy Adjustment Rate, eight study intersections would be 
significantly impacted by the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative’s trips during either the morning 
or afternoon peak hour when compared to existing conditions. After mitigation (Mitigation Measures 
4.2.1, 4.2.2, 4.2.3, 4.2.5.1, 4.2.5.2), impacts to all traffic intersections in 2011 using the Economy 
Adjustment Rate would be reduced to less than significant levels for the proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative as compared to existing conditions. 

For the 2011 Horizon, using the Published Rates, a total of 15 study intersections would be 
significantly impacted by the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative’s trips during either the morning 
or afternoon peak hour when compared to existing conditions. After mitigation (Mitigation Measures 
4.2.1, 4.2.2, 4.2.3, 4.2.5.1, 4.2.5.2), impacts to the majority of these intersections would be reduced 
to less than significant levels in 2011 using the Published Rates; however, the Cotner Avenue & 
Santa Monica Boulevard intersection would be significantly and unavoidably impacted during the 
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afternoon peak hour. This impact would be reduced to a less than significant level in the 2015 
Horizon with the completion of the I-405 Sepulveda Pass Improvement Project. 

For the 2015 Horizon, using the Empirical Rate, ten study intersections would be significantly 
impacted by the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative’s trips during either the morning or afternoon 
peak hour. After mitigation (Mitigation Measures 4.2.1, 4.2.2, 4.2.3, 4.2.5.1), impacts to all traffic 
intersections in 2015 using the Empirical Rate would be reduced to less than significant levels for 
the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative as compared to future conditions. 

For the 2015 Horizon, using the Economy Adjustment Rate, ten study intersections would be 
significantly impacted by the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative’s trips during either the morning 
or afternoon peak hour. After mitigation (Mitigation Measures 4.2.1, 4.2.2, 4.2.3, 4.2.5.1, 4.2.5.2), 
impacts to all traffic intersections in 2015 using the Economy Adjustment Rate would be reduced 
to less than significant levels for the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative as compared to future 
conditions. 

For the 2015 Horizon, using the Published Rates, 25 study intersections would be significantly 
impacted by the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative’s trips during either the morning or afternoon 
peak hour. Using the Published Rates, after mitigation (Mitigation Measures 4.2.1, 4.2.2, 4.2.3, 
4.2.5.1, 4.2.5.2), impacts to the majority of these traffic intersections would be reduced to less than 
significant levels in 2015; however, the Beverwil Drive & Pico Boulevard intersection would be 
significantly and unavoidably impacted during the morning peak hour. 

Therefore, using the Empirical and Economy Adjustment Rates when compared to existing and 
future conditions, no study intersections would be significantly impacted by the proposed Enhanced 
Retail Alternative following the implementation of mitigation. One study intersection would be 
significantly and unavoidably impacted following mitigation under the Published Rates in 2011 and 
one study intersection would be significantly and unavoidably impacted following mitigation under 
the Published Rates in 2015 when compared to existing and future conditions. 

In addition, a supplemental traffic impacts analysis was conducted as part of the Final Subsequent 
EIR to assess the potential for the Modified Project to result in a significant traffic impact at 
intersections on Robertson Boulevard south of Pico Boulevard. This analysis, as described in 
Topical Response 3 in the Final Subsequent EIR, assumes a worst-case scenario where all 
proposed Modified Project traffic traveling from Pico Boulevard into the residential neighborhood to 
the west of Robertson Boulevard and vice versa (6 percent) would instead travel along the entire 
length of Robertson Boulevard between Pico Boulevard and the I-10. This analysis assessed 
impacts at eight intersections under the above conditions. This analysis found that under the 
Empirical Rate and Economy Adjustment analysis, none of the eight intersections would be 
significantly impacted before or after mitigation in 2011 or 2015. Under the Published Rates 
analysis, prior to mitigation, one intersection (Pico Boulevard & Robertson Boulevard) would be 
impacted in both 2011 and 2015, and two intersections (Robertson Boulevard & Hillsboro 
Avenue/Cadillac Avenue and Robertson Boulevard & National Boulevard) would be impacted in 
2015. Following implementation of the mitigation program for the Published Rates analysis 
(Mitigation Measures 4.2.1, 4.2.2, 4.2.3, 4.2.5.1, 4.2.5.2), no intersections studied along Robertson 
Boulevard would be significantly impacted under any trip generation scenario in 2011 or 2015 under 
the Modified Project vs. Existing Conditions Scenario. This analysis also applies to the Enhanced 
Retail Alternative, which would generate fewer trips than the Modified Project due to a decrease in 
office square footage. 

(2) Regional Arterial Traffic 

(a) Enhanced Retail Alternative vs. Approved Project 

Since the Approved Project was projected to result in fewer than 50 vehicle trips traveling through 
the Congestion Management Program (CMP) arterial monitoring stations during the morning or 
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afternoon peak hour, peak hour trips would not have exceeded two percent of capacity of these 
street segments. Therefore, the impact of the Approved Project on CMP arterial intersections was 
determined to have been less than significant. Using the Empirical and Economy Adjustment Rates, 
the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative is not projected to result in any significant impacts on 
CMP arterial intersections in the 2011 or 2015 horizons. Using the Published Rates, the proposed 
Enhanced Retail Alternative is not projected to result in any significant impacts on CMP arterial 
intersections in the 2011 horizon, but is projected to result in significant impacts prior to mitigation 
on one CMP arterial intersection in the 2015 horizon. With implementation of Mitigation Measures 
4.2.1 through 4.2.5.2, such impacts would be reduced to a less than significant level. Therefore, 
the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would not have any significant new impacts beyond 
those of the Approved Project, nor would it increase the severity of any previously identified 
significant effects related to CMP intersections. 

(b) Enhanced Retail Alternative vs. Existing Conditions 

Using the Empirical and Economy Adjustment Rates, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative is 
not projected to result in any significant impacts on CMP arterial intersections in the 2011 or 2015 
horizons. Using the Published Rates, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative is not projected to 
result in any significant impacts on CMP arterial intersections in the 2011 horizon. However, the 
proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative is projected to result in significant impacts on one CMP 
arterial intersection in the 2015 horizon using the Published Rates. With implementation of 
Mitigation Measures 4.2.1 through 4.2.5.2, such impacts would be reduced to less than significant 
levels. Therefore, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would not result in any significant 
effects related to CMP intersections compared to existing or future conditions. 

(c) 2021 Horizon 

Using the Empirical and Economy Adjustment Rates, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative is 
not projected to result in any significant impacts on CMP arterial intersections in the 2021 Horizon. 
Using the Published Rates, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative is projected to result in a 
significant impact at one intersection prior to mitigation. With implementation of Mitigation Measures 
4.2.1 through 4.2.5.2, this impact would be mitigated to a less than significant level. Therefore, the 
proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would not result in any significant effects related to CMP 
intersections in the 2021 Horizon compared to the Approved Project or to future without Project 
conditions. 

(3) Freeway Traffic 

(a) Enhanced Retail Alternative vs. Approved Project 

The Approved Project and the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative (using all three trip rates) 
would result in a net increase of fewer than 150 trips to the CMP freeway monitoring locations 
during the morning or afternoon peak hours; therefore, CMP freeway impacts would be considered 
less than significant for both projects. As such, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would 
not have any significant new impacts related to CMP arterial intersections and CMP freeway 
monitoring locations beyond those of the Approved Project, nor would it increase the severity of 
any previously identified significant effects.   

(b) Enhanced Retail Alternative vs. Existing Conditions 

Using any of the three trip generation rates, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative is expected 
to add less than 150 trips to the freeway monitoring locations during the morning and afternoon 
peak hours. Therefore, CMP freeway impacts would be considered less than significant under all 
three trip generation rates and no mitigation is required.   
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(4) Site Access 

(a) Enhanced Retail Alternative vs. Approved Project 

The 2006 EIR found that access to the Project under the Approved Project would be sufficient and 
that each driveway intersection would operate at satisfactory LOS D or better. For the proposed 
Enhanced Retail Alternative, the primary access point to the Project Site on Constellation 
Boulevard is a full access driveway nearest to the study intersection of Avenue of the Stars & 
Constellation Boulevard. Additional access would be provided via driveways on the north and east 
edges of the Project site to alleys along those edges.  

As an unsignalized intersection, the intersection of Constellation Boulevard and the driveways of 
the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative and 2000 Avenue of the Stars would operate at LOS C 
during the morning peak hour in years 2011 and 2015 under the Empirical Rate analysis and in 
year 2011 under the Economy Adjustment analysis, at LOS D during the morning peak hour in year 
2021 under the Empirical Rate analysis and in years 2015 and 2021 under the Economy 
Adjustment analysis, and LOS E during the morning peak hour in years 2011, 2015, and 2021 
under the Published Rates analysis. It would operate at LOS E during the afternoon peak hour in 
year 2011 under the Empirical Rate analysis and LOS F during the afternoon peak hour in years 
2015 and 2021 under the Empirical Rate analysis and in years 2011, 2015, and 2021 under both 
the Economy Adjustment analysis and the Published Rates analysis, which would result in 
potentially significant site access impacts as compared to the Approved Project. 

If a traffic signal were to be installed at the Constellation Boulevard location, as proposed by the 
proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative, this intersection is projected to operate at LOS A during the 
morning and afternoon peak hours in 2011, 2015, and 2021 under all three trip generation 
scenarios, thereby reducing the potentially significant site access impacts to a less than significant 
level. It should be noted that the Applicant proposes to install a traffic signal as a feature of the 
proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative, which would also serve to control access to the driveway 
for 2000 Avenue of the Stars across the street. 

As a feasible alternative to the proposed traffic signal, the Enhanced Retail Alternative could 
instead limit the primary driveway on Constellation Boulevard to right-turn in, right-turn out access. 
In order to enforce this condition, a narrow concrete median island would be installed on 
Constellation Boulevard which would prohibit left-turns in or out of the Enhanced Retail Alternative 
driveway to the north while permitting left-turns in and out of the existing driveway to 2000 Avenue 
of the Stars to the south. Under this configuration, the driveway to 2000 Avenue of the Stars would 
remain unsignalized as in its current condition, and it would not be affected by the Enhanced Retail 
Alternative driveway to the north. The Enhanced Retail Alternative driveway would function as a 
three-way “T” intersection. Under this scenario, the Enhanced Retail Alternative driveway would 
operate at LOS A during the morning peak hour and LOS B during the afternoon peak hour under 
each trip generation scenario and analysis year. The driveway to 2000 Avenue of the Stars would 
operate at LOS C during the morning and afternoon peak hours under each trip generation scenario 
and analysis year, except in year 2021 during the afternoon peak hour under the Published Rates 
scenario, when it would operate at LOS D. Under this alternative access configuration, neither the 
Enhanced Retail Alternative driveway nor the driveway to 2000 Avenue of the Stars would operate 
at LOS E or F, and no significant site access impact would occur as a result of Enhanced Retail 
Alternative traffic. After implementation of mitigation, no additional intersections would be 
significantly impacted by the Enhanced Retail Alternative when considering the alternative access 
configuration, and no change to the impact conclusions in the Subsequent EIR would result. 

At this time, it is unknown whether the property owner of 2000 Avenue of the Stars would agree to 
the installation of a traffic signal at this intersection, and therefore implementation may not be 
feasible. In addition, LADOT may decide for policy reasons not to implement the alternative access 
configuration involving the installation of a concrete median island on Constellation Boulevard 
which would limit the primary Enhanced Retail Alternative driveway on Constellation Boulevard to 
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right-turn in, right-turn out access, and therefore this alternative may not be feasible. The 
implementation of either the installation of a traffic signal or the alternative access scheme 
described above would reduce the potentially significant impact related to site access to a less than 
significant level, and the choice of access scheme would be at the discretion of LADOT. If either 
scenario is implemented, as compared to the Approved Project, the Enhanced Retail Alternative 
would not involve new significant environmental effects or a substantial increase in the severity of 
previously identified significant effects related to site access. However, if neither access alternative 
is determined to be feasible and cannot be implemented, the Enhanced Retail Alternative is 
conservatively concluded to result in a significant and unavoidable impact related to site access.  

Findings related to this conclusion are discussed in Section 12.C of these Findings. 

In addition, as discussed in the Additional Information Chapter of the Errata to the Final Subsequent 
EIR, a supplemental analysis was performed of potential traffic and circulation impacts involving 
the unsignalized intersection of the existing alleyway adjacent to the Project Site (located to the 
east) and Constellation Boulevard. This analysis, located in Appendix AQ to the Subsequent EIR, 
showed that even using overly conservative assumptions and methodologies, the vehicles added 
by the Enhanced Retail Alternative to this intersection would not result in a significant traffic impact 
in 2011, 2015, or 2021.  Accordingly, potential impacts involving this alleyway would remain less 
than significant under all analysis years. 

(b) Enhanced Retail Alternative vs. Existing/Future Conditions 

As described above, the Enhanced Retail Alternative would result in a potentially significant impact 
related to site access at the intersection of Constellation Boulevard and the driveways of the 
Enhanced Retail Alternative and 2000 Avenue of the Stars. However, with the installation of a traffic 
signal as proposed by the Applicant, or with the implementation of the alternative access scheme 
described above, this impact would be reduced to a less than significant level. However, if neither 
access alternative is determined to be feasible and cannot be implemented, the Enhanced Retail 
Alternative is conservatively concluded to result in a significant and unavoidable impact related to 
site access.   

Findings related to this conclusion are discussed in Section 12.C of these Findings. 

(5) Parking 

(a) Enhanced Retail Alternative vs. Approved Project 

Parking for residents of the Approved Project would have been provided at a ratio of two spaces 
per unit plus guest parking. Under the Los Angeles Municipal Code (LAMC), Section 12.21.A.4(a), 
each multiple unit dwelling with more than three rooms is required to provide two spaces per each 
dwelling unit. Under this criterion, the parking required for a 483-unit development would be 966 
spaces. The Approved Project would have met code requirements by providing a total of 1,208 
spaces within an on-site four-level subterranean structure. In comparison, for office space, the 
LAMC Section 12.21.A.4 requires the use of a parking ratio of one parking space for every 500 
square feet of gross floor area. Retail establishments are required to provide at least four 
automobile parking spaces for each 1,000 square feet of gross floor area and at least one 
automobile parking space is required for each five seats contained within any theatre. Under LAMC 
Section 12.21.A.4, a total of 1,530 spaces is required to serve the Enhanced Retail Alternative’s 
proposed uses (1,421 parking spaces are required for 710,338 square feet of office, 69 parking 
spaces are required for 17,102 square feet of retail, and 40 spaces are required for a 200-seat 
private screening room). The Enhanced Retail Alternative would comply with code requirements 
by providing 1,5390 spaces in an on-site parking structure. The Approved Project and the 
Enhanced Retail Alternative would provide parking in excess of the City parking code requirements; 
therefore, impacts related to parking would be less than significant for both projects. Accordingly, 
as compared to the Approved Project, the Enhanced Retail Alternative would not involve new 
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significant environmental effects or a substantial increase in the severity of previously identified 
significant effects related to parking. 

(b) Enhanced Retail Alternative vs. Existing Conditions 

For office space, the Los Angeles Municipal Code (LAMC), Section 12.21.A.4 requires the use of 
a parking ratio of one parking space for every 500 square feet of gross floor area. Retail 
establishments are required to provide at least four automobile parking spaces for each 1,000 
square feet of gross floor area and at least one automobile parking space is required for each five 
seats contained within any theatre. Under the Los Angeles Municipal Code, Section 12.21.A.4, a 
total of 1,530 spaces is required to serve the Enhanced Retail Alternative’s proposed uses (1,421 
parking spaces are required for 710,338 square feet of office, 69 parking spaces are required for 
17,102 square feet of retail, and 40 spaces are required for a 200-seat private screening room). 
The Enhanced Retail Alternative would comply with code requirements by providing a total of 
1,5390 spaces in an on-site parking structure. The Enhanced Retail Alternative would exceed City 
parking code requirements; therefore, impacts related to parking would be less than significant, 
and no mitigation is required. 

(6) Public Transit 

(a) Enhanced Retail Alternative vs. Approved Project 

The Approved Project was expected to generate a net increase of approximately 48 vehicles during 
the morning peak hour and a net decrease of approximately 154 vehicles in the afternoon peak 
hour, which would result in an estimated increase of approximately 67 person trips during the 
morning peak hour and a net decrease of approximately 216 person trips during the afternoon peak 
hour. The 2006 EIR found that, assuming five percent of all person trips consist of transit trips, the 
Approved Project would have added approximately three new transit person trips in the morning 
peak hour and approximately 11 fewer trips in the afternoon peak hour. Sections 4.2.7 and 4.2.8 of 
the Draft Subsequent EIR analyzed public transit impacts for the Modified Project, and the impacts 
of the Enhanced Retail Alternative, which contains the same uses as the Modified Project and 
would be built to substantially the same overall density, would be the same. Pursuant to that 
analysis, assuming that 20 percent of the Enhanced Retail Alternative’s 1,467 on-site employees 
would use public transit to commute to and from the Project Site, the Enhanced Retail Alternative 
is expected to add 293 inbound and 293 outbound daily transit trips to the transit system. The 
transit lines serving the Project Site had an existing residual capacity of 3,285 transit patrons during 
the morning peak period and 4,133 transit patrons during the afternoon peak period in 2011, and 
are projected to have a residual capacity of 3,033 transit patrons during the morning peak period 
and 3,892 transit patrons during the afternoon peak period in 2015. Based on the anticipated 
number of transit trips generated by the Enhanced Retail Alternative and the existing (2011) and 
future (2015) residual capacity of the transit lines serving the Project Site, the anticipated demand 
from the Enhanced Retail Alternative would be less than the existing (2011) and future (2015) 
capacity surplus on the transit lines serving the Project Site. Therefore, impacts to the regional 
transit system would be less than significant for both the Approved Project and the Enhanced Retail 
Alternative, and the Enhanced Retail Alternative would not have any significant new impacts 
beyond those of the Approved Project, nor would it increase the severity of any previously identified 
significant effects related to transit services. 

(b) Enhanced Retail Alternative vs. Existing Conditions 

As discussed above, Sections 4.2.7 and 4.2.8 of the Draft Subsequent EIR analyzed public transit 
impacts for the Modified Project, and the impacts of the Enhanced Retail Alternative, which contains 
the same uses as the Modified Project and would be built to substantially the same overall density, 
would be the same. The Enhanced Retail Alternative is expected to add 293 inbound and 293 
outbound daily transit trips to the transit system. The transit lines serving the Project Site had an 
existing residual capacity of 3,285 transit patrons during the morning peak period and 4,133 transit 
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patrons during the afternoon peak period in 2011, and are projected to have a residual capacity of 
3,033 transit patrons during the morning peak period and 3,892 transit patrons during the afternoon 
peak period in 2015. Based on the anticipated number of transit trips generated by the Enhanced 
Retail Alternative and the existing (2011) and future (2015) residual capacity of the transit lines 
serving the Project Site, the anticipated demand from the Enhanced Retail Alternative would be 
less than the existing (2011) and future (2015) capacity surplus on the transit lines serving the 
Project Site. Therefore, anticipated transit demand from the Enhanced Retail Alternative would be 
more than satisfied by the overall capacity surplus and the Enhanced Retail Alternative is not 
expected to significantly impact the regional transit system. No mitigation is required. 

(7) Pedestrian/Bicycle Safety 

(a) Enhanced Retail Alternative vs. Approved Project 

The Approved Project and Enhanced Retail Alternative would both encourage bicycle activities and 
would not allow on-street parking or other design features, such as line-of-sight obstructions, that 
would increase conflicts between cyclists and vehicles. Sections 4.2.7 and 4.2.8 of the Draft 
Subsequent EIR analyzed pedestrian and bicycle safety impacts for the Modified Project, and the 
impacts of the Enhanced Retail Alternative, which contains the same uses as the Modified Project 
and would be built to substantially the same overall density, would be the same. Specifically, for 
the Enhanced Retail Alternative, there could be access impacts with regard to bicycle activity and 
pedestrian activity if the proposed bicycle lane on Avenue of the Stars between Santa Monica 
Boulevard and Pico Boulevard is constructed in the future due to the potentially higher volume of 
bikes and pedestrians. However, with the implementation of Project Design Feature TRA-8, 
impacts with respect to bicycle access and safety as a result of the Enhanced Retail Alternative 
would be less than significant. 

The Approved Project and Enhanced Retail Alternative would increase pedestrian activity in the 
area. Because both the Approved Project and the Enhanced Retail Alternative would support 
pedestrian access and safety by including the construction of a pedestrian walkway along the 
eastern perimeter of the Project Site, landscaped parkways and well-marked driveway crossings, 
neither project would result in a regular increase in pedestrian/vehicle conflicts. In addition, the 
Enhanced Retail Alternative would include a pedestrian walkway on the northern perimeter as a 
community benefit. Therefore, impacts with respect to pedestrian access and safety would be less 
than significant for both projects. For these reasons, as compared to the Approved Project, the 
Enhanced Retail Alternative would not involve new significant environmental effects or a substantial 
increase in the severity of previously identified significant effects related to parking, transit, and 
bicycle and pedestrian access and safety. 

(b) Enhanced Retail Alternative vs. Existing Conditions 

Sections 4.2.7 and 4.2.8 of the Draft Subsequent EIR analyzed pedestrian and bicycle safety 
impacts for the Modified Project, and the impacts of the Enhanced Retail Alternative, which contains 
the same uses as the Modified Project and would be built to substantially the same overall density, 
would be the same. Specifically, the Enhanced Retail Alternative would both encourage bicycle 
activities and would not allow on-street parking or other design features, such as line-of-sight 
obstructions, that would increase conflicts between cyclists and vehicles. However, for the 
Enhanced Retail Alternative, there could be access impacts with regard to bicycle activity and 
pedestrian activity at the proposed bicycle lane on Avenue of the Stars between Santa Monica 
Boulevard and Pico Boulevard due to the relatively high volume of bikes and pedestrians within 
Century City; however, with the implementation of Project Design Feature TRA-8, impacts with 
respect to bicycle access and safety would be less than significant. 

The Enhanced Retail Alternative would increase pedestrian activity in the area. Because the 
Enhanced Retail Alternative would support pedestrian access and safety by including the 
construction of a pedestrian walkway along the northern and eastern perimeter of the Project site, 
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landscaped parkways and well-marked driveway crossings, the Enhanced Retail Alternative would 
not result in a regular increase in pedestrian/vehicle conflicts. Therefore, impacts with respect to 
pedestrian access and safety would be less than significant. 

(8) Neighborhood Traffic Intrusion 

(a) Modified Project/Enhanced Retail Alternative vs. Approved Project 

Neighborhood traffic intrusion impacts were not analyzed in the 2006 EIR for the Approved Project. 
Therefore, it is not possible to compare the potential neighborhood traffic intrusion impacts of the 
Enhanced Retail Alternative to those of the Approved Project. 

(b) Modified Project/Enhanced Retail Alternative vs. Existing Conditions 

In response to comments received during the scoping process regarding cut-through traffic through 
Beverly Glen, Cheviot Hills, the Palms neighborhood, and the residential developments bound by 
Santa Monica Boulevard, Pico Boulevard, Beverly Glen Boulevard, and Sepulveda Boulevard, the 
potential for the proposed Modified Project to result in neighborhood traffic intrusion impacts was 
analyzed in the Draft EIR. Under all three trip generation scenarios, none of the study intersections 
that are projected to receive 1,200 or more new trips from the proposed Modified Project are 
projected to operate at LOS E or F during  both the morning and afternoon peak hours in 2011 and 
2015. Further, there are no residential streets that would provide cut-through opportunities for 
vehicles in the immediate vicinity of any of the arterials that are projected to receive 1,200 or more 
new trips from the proposed Modified Project. Accordingly, no significant neighborhood traffic 
intrusion impacts would occur at neighborhoods adjacent to these or any other roadways in the 
Study Area in 2011 or 2015 using all three trip generation scenarios. Therefore, impacts with 
respect to neighborhood traffic intrusion would be less than significant. The Enhanced Retail 
Alternative, which contains the same uses as the Modified Project but would generate fewer trips 
due to a decrease in office square footage, also would have less than significant impacts with 
respect to neighborhood traffic intrusion. 

In addition, a supplemental analysis of intersections south of Pico Boulevard within the 
Beverlywood neighborhood was conducted as part of the Final Subsequent EIR. The proposed 
Modified Project’s traffic was analyzed for potential impacts to the intersections of Beverwil Drive 
& Cashio Street and Beverly Drive & Cashio Street using the same assumptions and methodologies 
as the study intersections in the Transportation Study, under each of the three analysis years (2011, 
2015, and 2021) and each of the three trip generation rates (the Empirical Rate, the Economy 
Adjustment Rate, and the Published Rates). None of the mitigation proposed in the Draft 
Subsequent EIR was implemented as part of this analysis. This analysis showed that these 
intersections would not be significantly impacted with proposed Modified Project traffic under any 
scenario. Accordingly, this supplemental analysis further confirmed that this neighborhood would 
not be significantly impacted by proposed Modified Project traffic. The Enhanced Retail Alternative, 
which contains the same uses as the Modified Project but would generate fewer trips due to a 
decrease in office square footage, also would have less than significant impact at these 
intersections and would not significantly impact the Beverlywood neighborhood. 

c. 2021 Horizon 

The Enhanced Retail Alternative contains the same uses as the Modified Project but would 
generate fewer trips due to a decrease in office square footage. Consistent with the Subsequent 
EIR’s conclusions for the Modified Project, in the event that the Enhanced Retail Alternative build-
out year were to be extended by 6 years to coincide with the anticipated expiration of the amended 
Development Agreement, the conclusions regarding the Enhanced Retail Alternative’s impacts 
related to construction traffic, public transit, parking, site access, pedestrian/bicycle safety, 
pedestrian access and safety, and neighborhood traffic intrusion would not change. Therefore, 
impacts related to these topics would be the same as those analyzed above if the Enhanced Retail 
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Alternative build-out year were to be extended to 2021. In addition, the potentially significant impact 
related to site access at the intersection of Constellation Boulevard and the driveway of the 
Enhanced Retail Alternative would be reduced to a less than significant level with the installation 
of a traffic signal as proposed by the Applicant, or with the implementation of the alternative access 
scheme described above, but due to the possibility that neither access configuration is determined 
to be feasible and therefore is not implemented, a significant impact related to site access is 
conservatively concluded to remain as a result of the Enhanced Retail Alternative. Intersection 
impacts and impacts to CMP intersections would differ in 2021 compared to 2011 and 2015, and 
thus these issues are discussed in detail below. 

(1) Intersections 

The 2006 EIR projected that the Approved Project would generate a gross total of 2,019 daily trips, 
164 morning peak hour trips, and 184 afternoon peak-hour trips. The Approved Project was found 
to have no significant intersection impacts. 

The proposed Modified Project is forecast to generate approximately 3,404 trips during a typical 
weekday using the Empirical Rate, including 414 additional morning peak-hour trips and 370 
additional afternoon peak-hour trips. The Enhanced Retail Alternative is forecast to generate 
approximately 3,332 trips during a typical weekday using the Empirical Rate, including 
approximately 405 additional morning peak-hour trips and approximately 362 afternoon peak-hour 
trips. Using the Economy Adjustment Rate, the proposed Modified Project is forecast to generate 
3,607 trips on a typical weekday, consisting of 435 additional morning peak-hour trips and 392 
additional afternoon peak-hour trips. The Enhanced Retail Alternative is forecast to generate 
approximately 3,531 trips during a typical weekday using the Economy Adjustment Rate, including 
approximately 426 morning peak-hour trips and approximately 384 afternoon peak-hour trips. 
Using the Published Rates, the proposed Modified Project is forecast to generate 4,603 trips on a 
typical weekday, consisting of 687 additional morning peak-hour trips and 604 additional afternoon 
peak-hour trips. The Enhanced Retail Alternative is forecast to generate approximately 4,528 trips 
during a typical weekday using the Published Rates, including approximately 675 morning peak-
hour trips and approximately 597 afternoon peak-hour trips. 

(a) Enhanced Retail Alternative vs. Approved Project 

Using the Empirical Rate, six study intersections would be significantly impacted by the proposed 
Enhanced Retail Alternative’s additional trips during either the morning or afternoon peak hour 
when compared to the Approved Project in the 2021 horizon. After mitigation (Mitigation Measures 
4,2.1, 4.2,2, 4.2.3, 4.2.5.1), impacts to all traffic intersections in 2021 using the Empirical Rate 
would be reduced to less than significant levels for the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative as 
compared to the Approved Project. 

Using the Economy Adjustment Rate, six study intersections would be significantly impacted by the 
proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative’s additional trips during either the morning or afternoon peak 
hour when compared to the Approved Project in the 2021 horizon. After mitigation (Mitigation 
Measures 4.2.1, 4.2.2, 4.2.3, 4.2.5.1, 4.2.5.2), impacts to all traffic intersections in 2021 using the 
Economy Adjustment Rate would be reduced to less than significant levels for the proposed 
Enhanced Retail Alternative as compared to the Approved Project. 

Using Published Rates, 19 study intersections would be significantly impacted by the proposed 
Enhanced Retail Alternative’s additional trips during either the morning or afternoon peak hour 
when compared to the Approved Project in the 2021 horizon. After mitigation (Mitigation Measures 
4.2.1, 4.2.2, 4.2.3, 4.2.5.1, 4.2.5.2), impacts to the majority of the traffic intersections would be 
reduced to less than significant levels for the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative as compared 
to the Approved Project. However, a significant and unavoidable impact would remain at the 
Beverwil Drive & Pico Boulevard intersection during the morning peak hour in 2021. 
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Therefore, using the Empirical and Economy Adjustment Rates when compared to the Approved 
Project, no study intersections would be significantly impacted by the Enhanced Retail Alternative 
in 2021 following the implementation of mitigation. One study intersection would be significantly 
and unavoidably impacted following mitigation under the Published Rates in 2021 when compared 
to the Approved Project. 

A supplemental analysis was conducted as part of the Final Subsequent EIR to analyze traffic 
impacts of the Modified Project and the Enhanced Retail Alternative without considering traffic shifts 
associated with the Westside Subway Extension. This analysis, as discussed in Topical Responses 
6 and 7 in the Final Subsequent EIR, was conducted in response to comments on the Draft 
Subsequent EIR and to provide an additional, conservative assessment of potential traffic and 
circulation impacts if the Westside Subway Extension is not complete by 2021. This analysis 
showed that for the Enhanced Retail Alternative all intersection impacts in Year 2021 without 
considering traffic shifts associated with the Westside Subway Extension would be identical to 
those identified in the Subsequent EIR’s Transportation Study for all three trip generation scenarios. 
No new impacts would occur. 

In addition, a supplemental traffic impacts analysis was conducted as part of the Final Subsequent 
EIR to assess the potential for the Modified Project to result in a significant traffic impact at 
intersections on Robertson Boulevard south of Pico Boulevard. This analysis, as described in 
Topical Response 3 in the Final Subsequent EIR, assumes a worst-case scenario where all 
proposed Modified Project traffic traveling from Pico Boulevard into the residential neighborhood to 
the west of Robertson Boulevard and vice versa (6 percent) would instead travel along the entire 
length of Robertson Boulevard between Pico Boulevard and the I-10. This analysis assessed 
impacts at eight intersections under the above conditions. This analysis found that under the 
Empirical Rate and Economy Adjustment analysis, none of the eight intersections would be 
significantly impacted before or after mitigation in 2021. Under the Published Rates analysis, prior 
to mitigation, two intersections (Robertson Boulevard & Hillsboro Avenue/Cadillac Avenue and 
Robertson Boulevard & National Boulevard) would be impacted in 2021. Following implementation 
of the mitigation program for the Published Rates analysis (Mitigation Measures 4.2.1, 4.2.2, 4.2.3, 
4.2.5.1, 4.2.5.2), no intersections studied along Robertson Boulevard would be significantly 
impacted under any trip generation scenario in 2021 under the Modified Project vs. Approved 
Project Scenario. This analysis also applies to the Enhanced Retail Alternative, which would 
generate fewer trips than the Modified Project due to a decrease in office square footage. 

(b) Enhanced Retail Alternative vs. Existing Conditions 

Using the Empirical Rate, ten study intersections would be significantly impacted by the proposed 
Modified Project’s additional trips during either the morning or afternoon peak hour in the 2021 
horizon. After mitigation (Mitigation Measures 4.2.1, 4.2.2, 4.2.3, 4.2.5.1), impacts to all traffic 
intersections in 2021 using the Empirical Rate would be reduced to less than significant levels for 
the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative as compared to future conditions. 

Using the Economy Adjustment Rate, a total of 11 study intersections would be significantly 
impacted by the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative’s additional trips during either the morning 
or afternoon peak hour in the 2021 horizon. After mitigation (Mitigation Measures 4.2.1, 4.2.2, 4.2.3, 
4.2.5.1, 4.2.5.2), impacts to all traffic intersections in 2021 using the Economy Adjustment Rate 
would be reduced to less than significant levels for the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative as 
compared to future conditions. 

Using the Published Rates, a total of 24 study intersections would be significantly impacted by the 
proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative’s additional trips during either the morning or afternoon peak 
hour in the 2021 horizon. After mitigation (Mitigation Measures 4.2.1, 4.2.2, 4.2.3, 4.2.5.1, 4.2.5.2), 
impacts to the major of the traffic intersections would be reduced to less than significant levels for 
the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative. However, two traffic intersections (Beverwil Drive & Pico 
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Boulevard and Century Park East & Santa Monica Boulevard) would be significantly impacted 
during the morning peak hour in 2021. 

Therefore, using the Empirical and Economy Adjustment Rates when compared to 2021 conditions, 
no study intersections would be significantly impacted by the Enhanced Retail Alternative following 
the implementation of mitigation. Two study intersections would be significantly and unavoidably 
impacted following mitigation under the Published Rates in 2021 when compared to future 
conditions. 

A supplemental analysis was conducted as part of the Final Subsequent EIR to analyze traffic 
impacts of the Modified Project and the Enhanced Retail Alternative without considering traffic shifts 
associated with the Westside Subway Extension. This analysis, as discussed in Topical Responses 
6 and 7 in the Final Subsequent EIR, was conducted in response to comments on the Draft 
Subsequent EIR and to provide an additional, conservative assessment of potential traffic and 
circulation impacts if the Westside Subway Extension is not complete by 2021. This analysis 
showed that for the Enhanced Retail Alternative all intersection impacts in Year 2021 without 
considering traffic shifts associated with the Westside Subway Extension would be identical to 
those identified in the Subsequent EIR’s Transportation Study for all three trip generation scenarios. 
No new impacts would occur. 

In addition, a supplemental traffic impacts analysis was conducted as part of the Final Subsequent 
EIR to assess the potential for the Modified Project to result in a significant traffic impact at 
intersections on Robertson Boulevard south of Pico Boulevard. This analysis, as described in 
Topical Response 3 in the Final Subsequent EIR, assumes a worst-case scenario where all 
proposed Modified Project traffic traveling from Pico Boulevard into the residential neighborhood to 
the west of Robertson Boulevard and vice versa (6 percent) would instead travel along the entire 
length of Robertson Boulevard between Pico Boulevard and the I-10. This analysis assessed 
impacts at eight intersections under the above conditions. This analysis found that under the 
Empirical Rate and Economy Adjustment analysis, none of the eight intersections would be 
significantly impacted before or after mitigation in 2021. Under the Published Rates analysis, prior 
to mitigation, two intersections (Robertson Boulevard & Hillsboro Avenue/Cadillac Avenue and 
Robertson Boulevard & National Boulevard) would be impacted in 2021. Following implementation 
of the mitigation program for the Published Rates analysis (Mitigation Measures 4.2.1, 4.2.2, 4.2.3, 
4.2.5.1, 4.2.5.2), no intersections studied along Robertson Boulevard would be significantly 
impacted under any trip generation scenario in 2021 under the Modified Project vs. Existing 
Conditions Scenario. This analysis also applies to the Enhanced Retail Alternative, which would 
generate fewer trips than the Modified Project due to a decrease in office square footage. 

(2) Regional Arterial Traffic 

(a) Enhanced Retail Alternative vs. Approved Project 

Using the Empirical and Economy Adjustment Rates, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative is 
not projected to result in any significant impacts on CMP arterial intersections in the 2021 horizon. 
Using the Published Rates, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative is projected to result in 
significant impact on one CMP arterial intersection in the 2021 horizon using the Published Rates. 
However, with implementation of Mitigation Measures 4.2.1 through 4.2.5.2, this impact would be 
reduced to a less than significant level. The Approved Project and the proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative under all three trip rates would result in a net increase of fewer than 150 trips to the 
CMP freeway monitoring locations during the morning or afternoon peak hours; therefore, CMP 
freeway impacts would be considered less than significant in 2021 for both projects.  

As such, the Enhanced Retail Alternative would not have any significant new impacts related to 
CMP arterial intersections and CMP freeway monitoring locations beyond those of the Approved 
Project, nor would it increase the severity of any previously identified significant effects.   
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(b) Enhanced Retail Alternative vs. Existing Conditions 

Using the Empirical and Economy Adjustment Rates, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative is 
not projected to result in any significant impacts on CMP arterial intersections in the 2021 horizon. 
Using the Published Rates, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative is projected to significantly 
impact one CMP arterial intersection in the 2021 horizon using the Published Rates. However, with 
implementation of Mitigation Measures 4.2.1 through 4.2.5.2, this impact would be reduced to a 
less than significant level. Using all three trip generation rates, the proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative is expected to add fewer than 150 trips to the freeway monitoring locations during the 
morning and afternoon peak hours in the 2021 horizon. Therefore, CMP freeway impacts would be 
considered less than significant under all three trip generation rates even if build out of the proposed 
Enhanced Retail Alternative were delayed until 2021. 

d. Cumulative Impacts 

The year 2015 and year 2021 traffic volume forecasts were developed by accounting for growth in 
traffic from ambient traffic growth and related projects. Therefore, the analysis of future traffic 
conditions in the years 2015 and 2021 are inherently cumulative in that it considers traffic generated 
by future planned land uses. 

e. Project Design Features, Compliance Measures, and Mitigation Measures 

The following Project Design Features and Compliance Measures for the proposed Enhanced 
Retail Alternative are applicable to traffic and circulation: 

Compliance Measure LU-1 Compliance with CCNSP. To ensure consistency with Century City 
North Specific Plan Sections 3(C)(2)-(4), the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative shall have 
sufficient Trips under the Specific Plan to be developed. 

Project Design Feature TRA-1 Construction Staging and Traffic Management Plan. A Construction 
Staging and Traffic Management Plan shall be prepared for approval by the Los Angeles 
Department of Transportation and other appropriate agencies and implemented during proposed 
Enhanced Retail Alternative construction. The Construction Staging and Traffic Management Plan 
shall also include the name and phone number of a contact person who can be reached 24 hours 
a day regarding construction traffic complaints or emergency situations. In addition, the 
Construction Staging and Traffic Management Plan shall take into account and be coordinated with 
other Construction Staging and Traffic Management Plans that are in effect or have been proposed 
for other projects in Century City. The Construction Staging and Traffic Management Plan may 
include, but not be limited to, the following: 

 Provisions for temporary traffic control during all construction activities adjacent to public right-
of-way to improve traffic flow on public roadways (e.g., flag person); 

 Scheduling construction activities to reduce the effect on traffic flow on arterial streets; 

 Rerouting construction trucks to reduce travel on congested streets; 

 Prohibiting construction-related vehicles from parking on public streets; 

 Providing safety precautions for pedestrians and bicyclists through such measures as alternate 
routing and protection barriers; 

 Requiring contractors to participate in a common carpool registry during all periods of contract 
performance monitored and maintained by the general contractor; 
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 Scheduling construction-related deliveries, other than concrete and earthwork-related 
deliveries, so as to reduce travel during peak travel periods as identified in this study; 

 Coordination with other construction projects in the vicinity to minimize conflicts; 

 Obtaining the required permits for truck haul routes from the City of Los Angeles prior to the 
issuance of any permit for the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative; 

 Obtaining a Caltrans transportation permit for use of oversized transport vehicles on Caltrans 
facilities; 

 Submitting a traffic management plan to Caltrans for review and approval; 

 All emergency access to the Project Site and adjacent areas shall be kept clear and 
unobstructed during all phases of demolition and construction; 

 Flag persons in adequate numbers shall be provided to minimize impacts to traffic flow and to 
ensure the safe access into and out of the site; 

 Flag persons shall be trained to assist in emergency response by restricting or controlling the 
movement of traffic that could interfere with emergency vehicle access; 

 Construction vehicles, including construction personnel vehicles, shall not park on public 
streets, including streets outside Century City; 

 Construction vehicles shall not stage or queue where they interfere with pedestrian and 
vehicular traffic or block access to nearby businesses; 

 If feasible, any traffic lane closures will be limited to off-peak traffic periods, as approved by the 
Los Angeles Department of Transportation; 

 The Los Angeles Police Department shall be notified a minimum of 24 hours in advance of any 
lane closures or other roadway work; and 

 To the extent feasible, the delivery of construction materials shall be scheduled during the off-
peak traffic periods. 

 All haul trucks leaving the Project Site shall access I-405 either via Santa Monica Boulevard or 
via Pico Boulevard. 

 Construction haul trucks containing concrete and earthwork-related deliveries and excavated 
materials shall be prohibited from using Pico Boulevard from 7:00 am through 9:00 am and 
from 1:00 pm through 3:00 pm. During these periods all such trucks shall travel to and from I-
405 on Santa Monica Boulevard. 

Project Design Feature TRA-2 Participation in and Contribution to the Century City Transportation 
Management Organization (CCTMO). The Applicant shall participate in and contribute to the 
CCTMO to support its existing programs which include: 

 Guaranteed Ride Home program 

 Rideshare matching 

 Administrative and financial support for formation of vanpools and/or carpools 

 Bike and walk to work promotions 
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 Preferential load/unload or parking location for high-occupancy vehicles (HOV) 

 Promotion of Internal Revenue Code Section 132(f), which allows for employers to arrange 
pre-tax dollar transit commute expense accounts to provide transportation fringe benefits to 
eligible employees. 

Project Design Feature TRA-3 Transportation Demand Management (TDM) Program. The TDM 
program outlined in Chapter 4.2, Traffic and Circulation, of the Subsequent EIR is a set of strategies 
proposed for the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative that shall encourage proposed Enhanced 
Retail Alternative employees and residents to reduce vehicular traffic on the streets and freeway 
system during the most congested time periods of the day by promoting non-auto travel, travel 
outside of traditional peak commute hours, or telecommuting. The proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative shall develop and implement a TDM program containing features that are more robust 
than existing programs at other high-rise office buildings in Century City by including Project Design 
Features TRA-4, TRA-5, TRA-6, and TRA-7, as well as one or more of the following: 

 Providing resources and/or incentives to building tenants to encourage and implement flexible 
work schedules and telecommuting programs 

 Providing resources and/or incentives to building tenants to encourage and implement 
alternative work schedules 

 Pedestrian-friendly environment 

 Bicycle amenities (bicycle racks, lockers, showers etc.) 

 Rideshare/carpool/vanpool promotion and support 

 Education and information on alternative transportation modes 

 Guaranteed Ride Home (GRH) program 

In addition to these strategies, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative is designed to integrate 
with the proposed Westside Subway Extension station portal at the northeast corner of 
Constellation Boulevard and Avenue of the Stars if the portal is ultimately placed in this location 
when the subway is built. 

Project Design Feature TRA-4 Mobility Hub, The Mobility Hub, provided at the Project Site, shall 
help to provide first-mile and last-mile. service for transit users. The first mile/last mile problem is 
characterized by the situation where bus stops and mass transit stations are often located too far 
from a commuter’s origin or final destination to make walking to or from that destination practical 
or convenient. The Mobility Hub shall help to get transit users the first mile from their origin to a 
transit hub or the last mile from a transit hub to their destination. The space would provide amenities 
such as bicycle parking and rentals, shared vehicle rentals, and transit information. 

Project Design Feature TRA-5 Transportation Information Center. A Transportation Information 
Center (TIC) is a centrally-located commuter information center where a building’s employees, 
residents, and patrons can obtain information regarding commute programs, and individuals can 
obtain real-time information for planning travel without using an automobile. A TIC shall be provided 
in the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative and shall include orientations for new employees and 
residents as well as providing information about transit schedules, commute planning, rideshare, 
telecommuting, and bicycle and pedestrian plans. 

Project Design Feature TRA-6 Transit Passes. All eligible employees, which shall include 
employees who do not park at the Project Site, shall be provided with a discounted monthly transit 
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pass giving them access to Metro rail and bus service. The Applicant shall coordinate with Metro 
to implement the discount program. 

Project Design Feature TRA-7 Unbundled Parking. Unbundled parking is a program wherein 
parking spaces are rented separately from the building space. A lease is unbundled when there is 
a separate charge for parking and there is the flexibility to vary the number of spaces rented. 
Bundled parking is absorbed into tenant leases and hides the cost of parking. Unbundling parking 
is an essential first step towards getting people to understand the economic cost of parking. Without 
unbundled parking, tenants often assume that parking is free. 

The proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative shall provide unbundled leases for the office and 
ancillary retail space. The tenants will have the option of leasing the parking spaces on a monthly 
or yearly basis separate from the building space. This shall provide tenants with the option of 
offering a parking cash-out allowance for those employees who choose to park at another location 
or take transit to work. 

Project Design Feature TRA-8 Bicycle Safety Equipment. The proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative shall provide an audible buzzer system to indicate the approach of an exiting vehicle 
from the alley bordering the northern edge of the Project Site at Avenue of the Stars and shall install 
convex mirrors at exit points where visibility is hindered. 

Project Design Feature VIS-5 Mid-Block Pedestrian Pathways. The proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative shall construct a pedestrian walkway along the northern and eastern perimeter of the 
Project Site to further facilitate the establishment of mid-block pedestrian pathways as described 
in the Century City North Specific Plan, which are intended to provide pedestrian paths that would 
intersect the adjacent streets approximately midblock. Although there are currently no plans for the 
City to construct a grade-separated pedestrian crossing over Constellation Boulevard to the south 
of the Project Site, as provided for in the Century City North Specific Plan, the proposed Enhanced 
Retail Alternative shall not impede any necessary substructure for a future pedestrian crossing at 
this location. The pedestrian walkway to be constructed along the eastern perimeter of the Project 
Site shall be designed to connect to such a pedestrian crossing. 

Compliance Measure NOISE-2 Hauling Activities. Hauling activities shall be limited to the hours of 
8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Monday through Saturday. No hauling shall occur on Sundays or federal 
holidays. 

Compliance Measure NOISE-3 Truck Routes. All hauling truck traffic shall be restricted to truck 
routes approved by the City of Los Angeles Department of Building and Safety, which avoid 
residential areas and other sensitive receptors to the extent feasible. 

In addition to the Project Design Features and Compliance Measures for the proposed Enhanced 
Retail Alternative, the following Mitigation Measures would reduce impacts related to traffic and 
circulation: 

Mitigation Measure 4.2.1: This Mitigation Measure is applicable to all trip generation rates. The 
Applicant or its successor shall install or pay the Los Angeles Department of Transportation 
(LADOT) a fixed amount of $750,000 to provide for design and installation of closed-circuit 
television (CCTV) cameras and the necessary infrastructure (including fiber optic and interconnect 
tubes) at key locations in the Study Area to be determined by LADOT. The CCTV cameras shall 
be located as necessary to provide visual monitoring of traffic conditions and to provide automated 
counts of traffic volumes. This provides LADOT with the ability to monitor traffic operations and, 
through modification of signal timing and phases using the Adaptive Traffic Control System (ATCS), 
respond instantly to incidents that delay vehicles and transit service. These improvements shall be 
implemented prior to issuance of a certificate of occupancy either by the Applicant through the B-
permit process of the City of Los Angeles Bureau of Engineering, or through payment of the 
$750,000 fixed fee amount to LADOT to fund the cost of these improvements. If LADOT selects 
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the payment option, then the Applicant shall be required to pay up to $750,000 prior to issuance of 
a certificate of occupancy to LADOT and LADOT shall design and construct these improvements 
in the Study Area prior to issuance of a certificate of occupancy. 

Mitigation Measure 4.2.2: This Mitigation Measure is applicable to all trip generation rates. The 
Applicant shall work with the Century City Transportation Management Organization (CCTMO) to 
develop a high-quality mobile (cell phone) application for the use of residents, employees, and 
visitors to the Study Area, and Century City in particular. The application shall be developed fully 
at the Applicant’s sole expense, and shall be maintained at the Applicant’s sole expense for a 
period of ten (10) years. This application shall: 

 Alert drivers of congestion on key routes serving Century City 

 Identify alternate routes that bypass congestion 

 Identify real-time visitor parking availability within Century City 

 Identify transit options for travel to and from Century City 

The application shall be promoted by the CCTMO and the Applicant and shall help to relieve 
congestion, reduce vehicle miles travelled (VMT) through the identification of available parking, and 
promote transit usage by suggesting non-automotive methods of travel for a proposed route. The 
application shall help reduce peak-hour vehicular trips throughout the Study Area, and particularly 
within Century City. 

Mitigation Measure 4.2.3: This Mitigation Measure is applicable to all trip generation rates. If the 
intersection of Merv Griffin Way and Santa Monica Boulevard (North [N]) is not signalized by the 
time the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative is constructed, the Applicant shall pay to install the 
traffic signal with an agreement from the City of Beverly Hills that, should one of the two 
developments currently responsible for the improvement commence construction, the Applicant 
shall be reimbursed for the cost. 

Mitigation Measure 4.2.5.1: Mitigation Measure 4.2.5.1 is applicable to the Enhanced Retail 
Alternative under any trip generation scenario (Empirical Rate, Economy Adjustment, Published 
Rates) if the Westside Subway Extension is not operating in Century City in year 2021 or by the 
date that the Certificate of Occupancy is issued for the Enhanced Retail Alternative, whichever is 
earlier. In order to provide additional transportation capacity and mitigate traffic impacts, the 
Applicant shall pay to provide additional peak hour bus service for the Metropolitan Transportation 
Authority (Metro) Rapid Line 704 on Santa Monica Boulevard. A new articulated bus for Santa 
Monica Metro Rapid Line 704 would be added that travels eastbound during the morning peak hour 
and westbound during the afternoon peak hour. The Applicant shall pay $750,000 toward the 
procurement of a new 40-foot bus and an average of $110,000 per year for 10 years ($1,100,000 
total) toward the operating and maintenance costs for morning and afternoon peak hour service. 
Farebox revenues and State and Federal transit subsidies shall be credited against operating and 
maintenance costs for the 10-year period. This bus shall no longer be required to be provided upon 
completion of the Westside Subway Extension to Century City. 

Mitigation Measure 4.2.5.2: The proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative shall be subject to on-going 
monitoring to ensure that the actual automobile trip generation is at or below the projected 
afternoon peak hour estimate for the Enhanced Retail Alternative with Economy Adjustment that 
would require the implementation of additional mitigation (392 afternoon peak hour automobile 
trips). LADOT has established this on-going monitoring program to determine if additional transit 
mitigation shall be required in the event that the Enhanced Retail Alternative exceeds 392 afternoon 
peak hour automobile trips. For this purpose, LADOT has established four afternoon peak hour 
automobile trip generation thresholds: (i) 392 trips; (ii) 451 trips; (iii) 510 trips; and (iv) 588 trips 
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(together, the “Trip Generation Thresholds”), the exceedance of which shall require the Applicant 
to implement additional transit mitigation measures as provided below. 

Monitoring of automobile trips to and from the Project site shall occur on a real-time basis using 
video cameras mounted above the Enhanced Retail Alternative’s driveways. The cameras shall 
operate 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. The cameras and the count system shall be connected to 
the LADOT Traffic Management Center or another appropriate facility of LADOT’s selection. 

The Enhanced Retail Alternative’s trip generation level shall be the weekly average of the Monday 
through Friday afternoon peak hour automobile trips in and out of the Enhanced Retail Alternative 
driveways (excluding any Federal, State or local holidays). The Enhanced Retail Alternative’s 
building operator shall provide weekly reports of the average trip generation level to LADOT. 
LADOT shall review the weekly reports and compare the Enhanced Retail Alternative’s weekly 
average trip generation level to the Trip Generation Thresholds. 

Should the Enhanced Retail Alternative’s weekly average afternoon peak hour trip generation level 
exceed a number that is 10 percent below any of the four Trip Generation Thresholds for four 
consecutive weeks, the building operator shall in good faith implement additional or modified trip 
reduction measures with the goal of helping to ensure that the Enhanced Retail Alternative’s trips 
do not exceed the applicable Trip Generation Threshold. Additionally, should the Enhanced Retail 
Alternative’s weekly average afternoon peak hour trip generation level exceed any of the four Trip 
Generation Thresholds for four consecutive weeks, the Enhanced Retail Alternative shall undergo 
a three-month probationary period during which time the building operator shall be required to 
implement further trip reduction measures. Such measures may include, but are not limited to, 
modifications to the Transportation Demand Management Program (see Project Design Feature 
TRA-3). Weekly average afternoon peak hour trip generation measurements during the final four 
weeks of the three-month probationary period shall determine the effectiveness of the additional 
trip reduction measures. Pursuant to this process, if the Enhanced Retail Alternative’s weekly 
average afternoon peak hour trip generation level in the final four weeks of the three-month 
probationary period exceeds any of the four Trip Generation Thresholds, the phased mitigation 
program described below would apply based on the threshold exceeded. 

The phased mitigation program requires the implementation of the following transit measures at 
the time that each of the specified Trip Generation Thresholds is exceeded for the first time 
following the three month probationary period: 

 At 392 afternoon peak hour trips, a new 40-foot bus for Santa Monica BBB Rapid 7 
shall be added on Pico Boulevard that travels eastbound during the morning peak 
hour and westbound during the afternoon peak hour. 

 At 451 afternoon peak hour trips, a new 40-foot bus for Santa Monica BBB Line 5 
shall be added on Olympic Boulevard that travels eastbound during the morning 
peak hour and westbound during the afternoon peak hour. 

 At 510 afternoon peak hour trips, a new 40-foot bus for Santa Monica BBB Line 5 
shall be added on Olympic Boulevard that travels westbound during the morning 
peak hour and eastbound during the afternoon peak hour. 

 At 588 trips, a new 40-foot bus for Metro Line 4 shall be added on Santa Monica 
Boulevard that travels westbound during the morning peak hour and eastbound 
during the afternoon peak hour. 

If required by the phased mitigation program, the Applicant shall be responsible for the cost of 
procurement of the buses as well as a portion of the operating and maintenance costs for 10 years. 
For the 40-foot buses, the Applicant shall pay $500,000 each for procurement and an average of 
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$103,000 per year for 10 years.  Farebox revenues from each bus, as calculated by the appropriate 
transit agency (e.g., Metro or Santa Monica BBB) and applicable state or federal transit subsidies 
shall be credited against the Applicant’s operating and maintenance costs for the 10-year period.  

In addition, if the articulated bus on Santa Monica Boulevard as provided in Mitigation Measure 
4.2.5.1 has not been provided because the Westside Subway Extension has been completed to 
Century City, this bus shall be provided at 404 afternoon peak hour trips following the three month 
probationary period described above. The Applicant shall pay $750,000 for procurement and an 
average of $110,000 per year for 10 years for an articulated bus on Metro Rapid Line 704 traveling 
eastbound during the morning peak hour and westbound during the afternoon peak hour. Farebox 
revenues from this bus, as calculated by the appropriate transit agency, and applicable state or 
federal transit subsidies shall be credited against the Applicant’s operating and maintenance costs 
for the 10-year period. 

The monitoring program described in this mitigation measure shall continue for a minimum of five 
years after full occupancy of the Enhanced Retail Alternative (defined as having leased 88% of the 
building’s gross leasable area). If during that period the Enhanced Retail Alternative’s trip 
generation level exceeds any of the Trip Generation Thresholds following the three month 
probationary period described above, the monitoring program shall continue for an additional five 
years following the exceedance. The monitoring program shall cease when five years of monitoring 
demonstrate a stable trip generation level (defined as not exceeding the next highest of the Trip 
Generation Thresholds) 

With the implementation of the Compliance Measure, Project Design Features, and mitigation 
program, no significant impacts related to traffic and circulation would remain as a result of the 
proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative under the Empirical and Economy Adjustment Rates in 
2011, 2015, and 2021. 

Although implementation of the Project Design Features, Compliance Measure, and mitigation 
program would also reduce most of the potential significant traffic and circulation impacts under the 
Published Rates, traffic intersections would remain significantly and unavoidably impacted in the 
2011, 2015, and 2021 horizons (Cotner Avenue & Santa Monica Boulevard during the afternoon 
peak hour in 2011 as compared to existing conditions, Beverwil Drive & Pico Boulevard during the 
morning peak hour in 2015 and 2021 as compared to the Approved Project and as compared to 
future without Project conditions, and Century Park East & Santa Monica Boulevard during the 
morning peak hour in 2021 as compared to future without Project conditions). 

Findings related to these conclusions are discussed in Section 12.C of these Findings. 

3. Aesthetics 

a. Construction Impacts 

The short-term construction activities associated with construction of both the Approved Project 
and the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative, including, but not limited to demolition of on-site 
structures, excavation, haul trucks required for delivery and removal of excavation equipment, 
cranes, machinery, materials, and removal of street trees, were determined to be less than 
significant for both projects. The visual effect of potential graffiti and inappropriate posting on the 
construction screen would be less than significant with the incorporation of mitigation for the 
Approved Project, and with the incorporation of Project Design Features for the proposed 
Enhanced Retail Alternative. In addition, construction activities for both projects would occur 
primarily during daylight hours, and any construction-related illumination would be used for safety 
and security purposes in compliance with the Los Angeles Municipal Code light intensity 
requirements. Minor glare from sunlight on construction vehicle windshields during construction of 
both projects is not anticipated to impact visibility in the area as (1) this is an existing urban area 
where sunlight reflecting on vehicle windshields is a common occurrence; (2) the construction site 
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would be fenced and shielded from pedestrian views; and (3) generally, construction vehicles are 
not polished to a high shine condition. The Subsequent EIR concluded that both the Approved 
Project and the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would have similar, less than significant 
impacts related to aesthetics during construction with the incorporation of Project Design Features 
or Mitigation Measures, and that the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would not have any 
significant new impacts, nor would it increase the severity of any previously identified significant 
effects. For the same reasons, potential visual impacts of the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative 
compared to existing conditions during construction would be less than significant with 
incorporation of Project Design Features. 

b. Operational Impacts 

Both the Approved Project and the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would result in new off-
site shading to sensitive uses. However, the area of each sensitive use that is shaded during these 
periods varies slightly between the Approved Project and proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative. 
The maximum duration of shading of the shade-sensitive areas for both the Approved Project and 
proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would not exceed the shading limitations set by the Los 
Angeles CEQA Thresholds Guide requirements or the Century City North Specific Plan criteria. 
Accordingly, in comparison to the Approved Project, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative 
would not involve new significant environmental effects or a substantial increase in the severity of 
previously identified significant effects related to shade/shadow. Impacts would remain less than 
significant, and no mitigation is required. The same is true for the proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative as compared with existing conditions. 

As compared to the Approved Project, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would not 
significantly block views of the prominent structures that contribute to the valued views of the 
Century City skyline when viewed from public and private locations east, north, west, and south of 
Century City or from view locations a few blocks to the south. For instances where the proposed 
Enhanced Retail Alternative would result in changes in views or blockage of mid-and high-rise 
buildings, the impact would diminish in relation to increasing distance from the Project Site, and the 
impact would be less under the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative than the Approved Project 
because only one tower is proposed, rather than two, and the tower would be smaller in mass 
compared to the Approved Project. The future views of the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative 
as compared to the Approved Project would be consistent with what would be reasonably expected 
to be seen from all views of Century City. Accordingly, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative 
would not result in in any new or greater impacts related to visual character or view obstruction 
beyond those of the Approved Project; rather, impacts generally would be less under the proposed 
Enhanced Retail Alternative because of the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative’s smaller mass 
and density. Impacts from both projects would be less than significant, and no mitigation is required. 
The proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would be similar in height and massing to existing high-
rise buildings in Century City and would therefore be consistent with the existing and anticipated 
development pattern in the surrounding area. The proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would not 
significantly block views of the prominent structures that contribute to valued views of the Century 
City skyline when viewed from public and private locations east, north, west and south of Century 
City. Panoramic views of long-distance resources such as the horizon or mountains would not be 
significantly blocked by the addition of the proposed buildings within the context of the existing 
skyline. In addition, the office tower would be consistent in form, style, and height with other modern 
high-rise structures in the area and, in particular, the varying building height and roofline would 
enhance the diversity of the skyline and its visual character. Therefore, operational impacts related 
to visual character and view obstruction as compared to existing conditions would be less than 
significant, and no mitigation is required. 

Development of the Approved Project and the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would 
introduce new and expanded sources of artificial light in Century City. Since Century City is an 
existing urban area with existing lighting, adherence to the Los Angeles Municipal Code lighting 
restrictions, and incorporation of Mitigation Measures for the Approved Project and Project Design 
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Features for the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative, operational lighting impacts associated with 
both projects would be similar and would not substantially alter the character of off-site areas or 
interfere with the performance of an off-site activity. Accordingly, operational lighting impacts would 
be less than significant for both projects. Therefore, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative 
would not have any significant new impacts related to operational lighting beyond those of the 
Approved Project, nor would it increase the severity of any previously identified significant effects. 
Because Century City is an existing urban area with existing lighting, operational lighting impacts 
as compared to existing conditions would be less than significant, and no mitigation is required. 

Based on the design of the Approved Project and the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative, 
adherence to Los Angeles Municipal Code restrictions, and incorporation of Mitigation Measures 
for the Approved Project and Project Design Features for the proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative, the Approved Project and proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would both be 
constructed of low-reflective materials. Therefore, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative, 
similar to the Approved Project, is not anticipated to generate substantial glare that would affect 
off-site activities. Potential operational impacts related to glare would be less than significant for 
both projects, and no mitigation is required. Therefore, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative 
would not have any significant new impacts related to operational glare beyond those of the 
Approved Project, nor would it increase the severity of any previously identified significant effects. 
For the same reasons, as compared to existing conditions, the potential operational impacts related 
to glare would be less than significant, and no mitigation is required. 

c. Development Agreement Horizon Period (2021) Analysis 

In the event that the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative build-out year were to be extended to 
2021 to coincide with the anticipated expiration of the term of the Development Agreement, 
because the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would remain consistent with the overall 
character of Century City through 2021, the less than significant conclusions regarding the 
proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative’s construction and operational impacts related to aesthetics 
would not change. 

d. Cumulative Impacts 

The 2006 EIR found that the Approved Project would result in less than significant cumulative 
impacts related to visual quality, blocked views from prominent view locations, including public 
streets, off-site residential neighborhoods, and the Los Angeles Country Club golf course, light, 
glare, and shade/shadow. In addition, the 2006 EIR found that the Approved Project, in combination 
with the related projects that would be constructed along the Avenue of the Stars scenic highway, 
would not cause any cumulative impacts related to visual quality related to its designation as a 
scenic highway. The proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative is concluded to have substantially the 
same impacts as the Approved Project with regard to aesthetics; therefore, cumulative impacts of 
the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would be substantially the same as the Approved 
Project. All potential cumulative impacts related to aesthetics associated with implementation of 
the Approved Project and the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would be less than significant. 
Accordingly, as compared to the Approved Project, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative 
would not involve new significant cumulative environmental effects or a substantial increase in the 
severity of previously identified cumulative significant effects related to aesthetics. 

There are four related projects identified in the Subsequent EIR located within the potential area of 
cumulative visual impact. The proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative and the related projects would 
be complementary in visual character and quality. Therefore, the proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative and the related projects are considered to be beneficial contributions to the existing 
aesthetic environment on the Project Site and in the Project area, and cumulative impacts to visual 
quality/character would be less than significant. 
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Similar to the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative, panoramic views of long-distance resources 
such as the horizon or mountains would not be significantly blocked by the addition of the proposed 
buildings within the context of the existing skyline. Therefore, cumulative impacts to view blockage 
would be less than significant. While one of the related projects may result in a significant 
cumulative impact related to the removal of a scenic resource within a Scenic Highway corridor, 
the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would not contribute to that impact because there are 
no visual resources on the Project Site that would be removed as part of Project implementation. 
Therefore, cumulative impacts to visual resources under the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative 
would be less than significant. 

With regard to light, development of the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative and the related 
projects would introduce new and expanded sources of artificial light in Century City. Because the 
proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative and the related projects would be required to comply with 
Los Angeles Municipal Code lighting restrictions and because Century City is an existing urban 
area with existing lighting, cumulative lighting impacts would be less than significant, and no 
mitigation is required. 

The proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would be constructed of low-reflective materials. In 
addition, each related project has individually selected materials for their low-reflective qualities 
and located the project materials so as to avoid substantial glare. Taken together, the related 
projects and the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative are not anticipated to generate substantial 
glare that would affect off-site activities. Potential cumulative impacts related to glare would be less 
than significant, and no mitigation is required. 

The proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative and related projects would not shade the same areas 
of each shade-sensitive use for longer periods than prescribed in the standards identified in the 
thresholds set by the Los Angeles CEQA Thresholds Guide and the Century City North Specific 
Plan. Therefore, cumulative impacts related to shading would also be less than significant under 
the criteria of the Los Angeles CEQA Thresholds Guide and the Century City North Specific Plan. 

e. Project Design Features, Compliance Measures, and Mitigation Measures 

There are no Compliance Measures applicable to aesthetics. The following Project Design 
Features for the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative are applicable to aesthetics: 

Project Design Feature VIS-1 Maintenance of Construction Barriers. The Applicant shall ensure, 
through appropriate postings and daily visual inspections, that no unauthorized materials are 
posted on any temporary construction barriers or temporary pedestrian walkways, and that any 
such temporary barriers and walkways are maintained in a visually attractive manner throughout 
the construction period. 

Project Design Feature VIS-2 Street Tree Plan. The Applicant shall prepare a street tree plan to be 
reviewed and approved by the City’s Department of Public Works, Street Tree Division. All plantings 
in the public right-of-way shall be installed in accordance with the approved street tree plan and 
shall be maintained by the Property Owner for the life of the planting. 

Project Design Feature VIS-3 Landscape Plan. The proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative shall 
implement the proposed Landscape Plan shown on Figure 3.8 in Chapter 3.0, Project Description, 
including the planting of California sycamores along the sidewalks on Avenue of the Stars and 
Constellation Boulevard, as well as around the pedestrian walkway on the northern and eastern 
site perimeter, to establish a tree canopy and to create a human scale for pedestrians in the area. 
Tree installation, including number and location of trees, species type, and tree size, shall be 
completed to the satisfaction of the Urban Forestry Division of the Department of Public Works. 
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Project Design Feature VIS-4 Publically Accessible Open Space. The proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative shall include approximately 132,037 square feet of open space accessible to the public, 
including a Transit Plaza on the corner of Avenue of the Stars and Constellation Boulevard that 
shall provide convenient access for the community, seating areas for public gathering places, and 
is designed to facilitate pedestrian connections throughout the Project Site, and a 2.14-acre Green 
Roof open to members of the public between 6:00 a.m. – 8:00 p.m., seven days per week, subject 
to reasonable rules and regulations. 

Project Design Feature VIS-5 Mid-Block Pedestrian Pathways. The proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative shall construct a pedestrian walkway along the northern and eastern perimeter of the 
Project Site to further facilitate the establishment of mid-block pedestrian pathways as described 
in the Century City North Specific Plan, which are intended to provide pedestrian paths that shall 
intersect the adjacent streets approximately midblock. The pedestrian pathways shall be consistent 
with relevant policies and principles of the Greening of 21st Century City Pedestrian Connectivity 
Plan. Although there are currently no plans for the City to construct a pedestrian crossing over 
Constellation Boulevard to the south of the Project Site, as provided for in the Century City North 
Specific Plan, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative shall not impede a future pedestrian 
crossing at this location. The pedestrian walkway to be constructed along the eastern perimeter of 
the Project Site shall be designed to connect to such a pedestrian crossing. 

Project Design Feature VIS-6 Graffiti Removal. The Project Site shall be maintained to be clean 
and free of debris and rubbish, and any graffiti from walls shall be removed pursuant to Los Angeles 
Municipal Code (LAMC) Sections 91.8104 and 91.8904.1. 

Project Design Feature VIS-7 Public Sidewalks. Reconstructed sidewalks along Avenue of the 
Stars and Constellation Boulevard frontages that are removed during construction shall be paved 
with concrete or other safe, non-slip material to create a distinctive pedestrian environment. 

Project Design Feature VIS-8 Low Reflectivity Glass. All exterior windows and glass used on the 
building surfaces shall be of low reflectivity glass to the extent feasible. 

Project Design Feature VIS-9 Street Lighting. Any street or pedestrian lighting installed by the 
proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative in the public right-of-way shall be compatible with the 
existing design for street furniture and street lighting along Century City’s public streets and have 
low reflectivity to minimize glare and limit light onto adjacent properties. The pedestrian lighting in 
the public right-of-way shall be approved by the Bureau of Street Lighting and shall be tested in 
accordance with the requirements of the Bureau of Street Lighting. 

Project Design Feature VIS-10 Architectural Lighting. Architectural lighting on the Project Site shall 
be directed onto the building surfaces and have low reflectivity to minimize glare and limit light onto 
adjacent properties. In addition, all pole-mounted light fixtures on the Project Site shall be shielded 
to limit spillover of lighting onto adjacent properties and to minimize glare. 

Project Design Feature VIS-12 Mechanical Equipment. All ventilation, heating, and air conditioning 
ducts, tubes, and other such mechanical equipment shall be screened from the line of sight of 
pedestrians and motorists. 

Project Design Feature VIS-13 Utility Lines. All new utility lines and connections shall be 
constructed underground. 

Project Design Feature VIS-14 Trash Collection Areas. Trash collection areas shall be contained 
in the loading dock at ground level in a collection area screened from view by a solid masonry wall. 

Project Design Feature VIS-15 Architectural Concept. All ground-level building fixtures, including 
but not limited to security gates, landscape light fixtures, pedestrian lights, air intake shafts, and 
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other appurtenances, shall be incorporated into the architectural concept for the proposed 
Enhanced Retail Alternative. 

With implementation of the Project Design Features, no Mitigation Measures are required for the 
proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative. There are no potentially significant impacts related to 
aesthetics. 

4. Air Quality 

a. Construction Impacts 

Construction of the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would result in similar construction 
activities and use similar construction equipment as the Approved Project. Daily net emissions of 
reactive organic compounds (ROC), carbon monoxide (CO), particulate matter less than 10 
microns in diameter (PM10), particulate matter less than 2.5 microns in diameter (PM2.5), and 
sulfur oxides (SOx) during construction of the Approved Project were determined to be adverse but 
less than significant, as the estimated net emissions for these pollutants would fall below their 
respective South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) significance thresholds. 
However, nitrogen oxide (NOx) emissions during construction of the Approved Project were 
determined to exceed the current SCAQMD significance threshold. Implementation of Mitigation 
Measure 4.4.2 (as proposed in the Subsequent EIR for the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative) 
would reduce NOx emissions during construction of the Approved Project to below a level of 
significance. 

The Subsequent EIR concluded that the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative’s peak daily 
construction air emissions for NOx, CO, and SOx would be slightly greater than the Approved 
Project. Further, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative’s peak daily construction emissions for 
PM2.5 would be similar to the Approved Project, while PM10 emissions would be less than the 
Approved Project. Unlike the Approved Project, construction emissions for the proposed Enhanced 
Retail Alternative would exceed the SCAQMD daily emission thresholds for ROC. Similar to the 
Approved Project, construction emissions for the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would 
exceed the SCAQMD daily emission threshold for NOx. With the incorporation of Mitigation 
Measures, which include the high-volume low pressure (HVLP) spray method and the use of the 
United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Tier 4 equipment during the building 
construction phase, as well as a number of feasible control measures that can reasonably be 
implemented to reduce PM10 emissions from construction, potential air quality impacts related to 
ROC and NOx emissions for the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would be reduced below a 
level of significance. In addition, localized impacts from criteria pollutants or toxic air contaminants 
and exposure to naturally occurring asbestos that may result from the mitigated Approved Project 
or the mitigated proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative construction-period air pollutant emissions 
were determined to be less than significant. Accordingly, with the incorporation of proposed 
Mitigation Measures, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would result in similar, less than 
significant air quality impacts during construction as the Approved Project. Therefore, as compared 
to the Approved Project, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative’s construction activities would 
not involve new significant environmental effects or a substantial increase in the severity of 
previously identified significant effects related to construction emissions, local significance 
thresholds (LST) for any criteria pollutants, toxic air contaminants, localized CO impacts, or 
naturally occurring asbestos. 

With the incorporation of mitigation, which includes the HVLP spray method and the use of EPA 
Tier 4 equipment during the Building Construction phase, as well as a number of feasible control 
measures that can reasonably be implemented to reduce PM10 emissions from construction, 
potential impacts would be reduced to a less than significant level as compared to existing 
conditions. All other proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative-related construction emissions (CO, 
PM10, PM2.5, and SOx), localized significance thresholds (LST) for any criteria pollutants, toxic air 
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contaminants, localized CO impacts, and naturally occurring asbestos would be less than 
significant, and no other mitigation is required. 

The conclusion that the Enhanced Retail Alternative’s construction air quality impacts would be 
less than significant is supported both by an analysis using CalEEMod 2011.1.1, the statewide land 
use emissions computer model utilized in the Draft Subsequent EIR, and an analysis using 
CalEEMod 2013.2.2, the most recent version of the model released in October 2013, as explained 
in the Additional Information Chapter of the Errata to the Final Subsequent EIR. 

b. Operational Impacts 

Long-term air emission impacts as a result of both the Approved Project and the proposed 
Enhanced Retail Alternative are those associated with stationary sources and mobile sources 
involving any project-related changes. The stationary source emissions would come from many 
sources, including the use of cleaning products, landscape equipment, general energy, and solid 
waste collection and decomposition. The stationary source emissions of all criteria pollutants and 
toxic air contaminants from operation of both the Approved Project and the proposed Enhanced 
Retail Alternative would not exceed the corresponding SCAQMD daily emission thresholds for any 
criteria pollutants. Similarly, emissions from stationary sources of both criteria pollutants and toxic 
air contaminants during daily operation of both the Approved Project and the proposed Enhanced 
Retail Alternative would not result in concentrations of pollutants at nearby sensitive receptors that 
are at or above the SCAQMD thresholds of significance. Accordingly, as compared to the Approved 
Project, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative’s stationary source operational activities in 2011 
and 2015 would not involve new significant environmental effects or a substantial increase in the 
severity of previously identified significant effects as compared to the Approved Project. Similarly, 
stationary source operational activities of the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative in 2011 and 
2015 would not result in a significant impact as compared to existing and future conditions. 

In order to ensure that the proposed Modified Project’s air quality impacts were conservatively 
analyzed, the traffic study included three different analysis scenarios. First, the traffic report 
analyzed an empirical trip rate that reflects the actual project traffic generation based on studies of 
existing, similar nearby projects (Empirical Rate). In order to present a conservative analysis, the 
appendix to the traffic report also analyzed an alternative trip generation rate for the proposed 
Modified Project that includes an adjustment factor for the current level of regional economic activity 
(Economy Adjustment Rate). Lastly, in order to present a conservative analysis, a trip generation 
rate also was developed for the proposed Modified Project based on published trip generation rates 
from the Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE) and the City of Los Angeles (Published Rates). 
These trip rate scenarios were applied to the Enhanced Retail Alternative in Chapter 3.0 of the 
Final Subsequent EIR. 

Vehicular trips associated with both the Approved Project and the proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative have the potential to contribute to congestion at traffic intersections and along roadway 
segments in the Project Site vicinity. Localized air quality impacts would occur when emissions 
from vehicular traffic increase in local areas as a result of a project. The primary mobile source 
pollutant of local concern is CO, which is a direct function of vehicle idling time and, thus, traffic 
flow conditions. The 2006 EIR determined that CO concentrations at all traffic intersections affected 
by Approved Project-related traffic would be well below their respective State and federal standards 
in 2011 and 2015. The Subsequent EIR concluded that CO concentrations at all traffic intersections 
affected by proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative-related traffic using all three traffic study rates 
would be well below their respective State and federal standards as compared to both the Approved 
Project and to existing conditions in 2011 and future conditions in 2015. Because no CO hot spots 
would occur, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would not have a significant impact on local 
air quality for CO as compared to the Approved Project or existing or future conditions, and no 
Mitigation Measures would be required. 
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The Subsequent EIR concluded that regional mobile source emissions of ROC, NOx, CO, SOx, 
PM10, and PM2.5 due to long-term operation of both the Approved Project and the proposed 
Enhanced Retail Alternative using all three trip generation rates would be less than the 
corresponding SCAQMD daily emission thresholds in 2011 and 2015. Therefore, the long-term 
operational air quality impacts of the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative on ROC, NOx, CO, 
SOx, PM10, and PM2.5 would be less than significant as compared to the Approved Project and 
existing conditions, and no mitigation is required. Further, the localized CO hot spots and regional 
emissions analyses for the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative indicate that, similar to the 
Approved Project, there would not be any significant localized CO or regional mobile source 
emissions impact in 2011 and 2015. The conclusion that the Enhanced Retail Alternative’s 
operational air quality impacts would be less than significant is supported both by an analysis using 
CalEEMod 2011.1.1, the statewide land use emissions computer model utilized in the Draft 
Subsequent EIR, and an analysis using CalEEMod 2013.2.2, the most recent version of the model 
released in October 2013, as explained in the Additional Information Chapter of the Errata to the 
Final Subsequent EIR. Accordingly, as compared to the Approved Project and existing and future 
conditions, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative’s mobile source operational activities would 
not involve new significant environmental effects or a substantial increase in the severity of 
previously identified significant effects related to localized CO hot spots or regional emissions. 

c. 2021 Horizon 

In the event that the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative build-out year were to be extended by 
six years to coincide with the anticipated expiration of the amended Development Agreement, the 
conclusions regarding the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative’s impact to air quality would not 
change. The trend in air emissions from all sources is that improvements in technologies and 
stricter regulations combine to result in lower emissions over time. Thus, it is expected that 
construction equipment used in 2021 would be as or more efficient and have equivalent or lower 
emissions than similar equipment used in 2012. However, while operational emissions are also 
expected to be less in 2021 because building efficiency regulations and vehicle emissions 
regulations will both require better efficiency and lower emissions than in 2012, the differences are 
enough that the operational emissions were analyzed in the Subsequent EIR. This analysis 
determined that that the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative-related long-term air quality impacts 
in 2021 would be less than significant. This conclusion is supported both by an analysis using 
CalEEMod 2011.1.1, the statewide land use emissions computer model utilized in the Draft 
Subsequent EIR, and an analysis using CalEEMod 2013.2.2, the most recent version of the model 
released in October 2013, as explained in the Additional Information Chapter of the Errata to the 
Final Subsequent EIR. 

d. Cumulative Impacts 

With the incorporation of proposed Mitigation Measures, construction of the proposed Enhanced 
Retail Alternative would result in similar, less than significant air quality impacts during construction 
as compared to the Approved Project. Therefore, as compared to the Approved Project, the 
proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative’s construction activities would not involve new significant 
environmental effects or a substantial increase in the severity of previously identified significant 
effects related to construction emissions, LST emission thresholds for any criteria pollutants, toxic 
air contaminants, localized CO impacts, or naturally occurring asbestos. SCAQMD policy states 
that individual development projects that generate construction-related or operational emissions 
that exceed the SCAQMD recommended daily thresholds for project-specific impacts would also 
cause a cumulatively considerable increase in emissions for those pollutants for which the Basin is 
in nonattainment (i.e., if project-specific impacts are significant, then cumulative impacts are also 
significant). Therefore, an individual development project that does not exceed the SCAQMD 
recommended daily thresholds for project-specific impacts would not be considered cumulatively 
considerable. In accordance with SCAQMD guidance, cumulative air quality impacts during 
construction of both the Approved Project and the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would be 
less than significant, because net project-level construction emissions for all pollutants would fall 
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below their respective SCAQMD significance thresholds after incorporation of mitigation. As 
compared to the Approved Project the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would not involve 
new significant environmental effects or a substantial increase in the severity of previously identified 
significant effects related to cumulative construction air quality impacts since the proposed 
Enhanced Retail Alternative would result in less than significant emissions and less total emissions 
than the Approved Project. 

Cumulative localized emissions are also anticipated to be less than significant, since the identified 
related projects are located sufficiently distant from the Project Site so as to preclude locally 
cumulative pollutant concentrations. Even the Century Plaza, Westfield New Century Plan and 
10000 Santa Monica Boulevard projects that are within a mile of the Project Site are located far 
enough away that the atmospheric dispersion effects will result in little overlap of high-concentration 
zones. For the same reason, toxic air contaminant emissions from the related projects are 
anticipated to be less than significant individually as well as cumulatively in conjunction with the 
proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative. Thus, as compared to the Approved Project and existing 
and future conditions, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative’s cumulative localized air quality 
and toxic air contaminant construction emissions were all concluded to be less than significant. 

As to operational emissions, both the Approved Project and the proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative would result in operational emissions that are less than the corresponding SCAQMD 
daily emission thresholds for all pollutants. Air quality impacts during operation of the Approved 
Project and the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would be less than significant, and no 
mitigation is required. Therefore, based on SCAQMD guidance discussed above, both the 
Approved Project and the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative’s cumulative air quality impacts 
would be less than significant for operational emissions. Additionally, the differences between the 
Approved Project and the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative emissions are slight compared to 
total regional emissions that include projects throughout the region; thus, there is no significant 
difference in cumulative operational air quality impacts between the Approved Project and the 
proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative. Therefore, as compared to the Approved Project, the 
proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would not involve new significant environmental effects or a 
substantial increase in the severity of previously identified significant effects related to cumulative 
operational air quality impacts. 

e. Project Design Features, Compliance Measures, and Mitigation Measures 

The following Compliance Measures and Project Design Features for the proposed Enhanced 
Retail Alternative are applicable to air quality: 

Compliance Measure AQ-1 SCAQMD Rules 402 and 403. The proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative shall comply with South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) Rules 402 
and 403 regarding fugitive dust control. Control measures would control fugitive dust at least as 
effectively as the following measures: 

 Use watering to control dust generation during the demolition of structures or the breakup of 
asphalt, surface parking lots, and various remnant structures such as walls and foundations 
from the prior uses on the Project Site. 

 Install wheel washers for all exiting trucks, or wash off the tires or tracks of all trucks and 
equipment leaving the site. 

 All haul trucks shall be covered or shall maintain at least 6 inches of freeboard. 

 Suspend earthmoving operations; or additional watering shall be implemented to meet 
Rule 403 criteria if wind gusts exceed 25 miles per hour (mph). An information sign shall be 
posted at the entrance to each construction site that identifies the permitted construction hours 
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and provides a telephone number to call and receive information about the construction project 
or to report complaints regarding excessive fugitive dust generation. Any reasonable 
complaints shall be rectified within 24 hours. 

Compliance Measure AQ-2 SCAQMD Rule 1113 - Coatings and Solvents. The Applicant shall 
utilize coatings and solvents that are consistent with applicable SCAQMD Rule 1113. 

Project Design Feature AQ-1 Dust Suppression. Notes shall be included on construction and 
grading plans and referenced in the contractor’s agreement that require the use of dust suppression 
measures in the South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) California Environmental 
Quality Act (CEQA) Air Quality Handbook during project grading and construction. The construction 
contractor shall be responsible for the implementation of the following dust suppression measures: 

 Revegetate disturbed areas as soon as possible. 

 Increase active site watering to three times daily. 

 When visible soil materials are carried to adjacent streets, those streets shall be swept once 
per day to the extent necessary to remove the visible soil material (recommend water sweepers 
with reclaimed water). 

 All on-site roads shall be paved as soon as feasible, watered periodically, or chemically 
stabilized. 

 The area disturbed by clearing, grading, earthmoving, or excavation operations shall be 
minimized at all times. 

Project Design Feature AQ-2 Construction Vehicle Maintenance. Construction contracts shall 
include a statement specifying that all construction equipment shall be tuned and maintained in 
accordance with manufacturer’s specifications. 

Project Design Feature AQ-3 Equipment Shut Off and Smog Season Hours. Construction contracts 
shall include a statement specifying that general contractors shall maintain and operate 
construction equipment so as to minimize exhaust emissions. During construction, trucks and 
vehicles in loading and unloading queues shall turn their engines off when not in use to reduce 
vehicle emissions. Construction emissions shall be phased and scheduled to avoid emissions 
peaks and discontinued during second-stage smog alerts. 

Project Design Feature AQ-4 Construction Electricity. Construction contracts shall include a 
statement specifying that electricity from power poles rather than temporary diesel- or gasoline-
powered generators shall be used to the extent feasible. 

Project Design Feature AQ-5 Construction Vehicle Idling. Construction contracts shall include a 
statement specifying that all construction vehicles shall be prohibited from idling in excess of 10 
minutes, both on- and off-site. 

Compliance Measure SW-2 Construction Waste Recycling. In order to meet the diversion goals of 
the California Integrated Waste Management Act and the City of Los Angeles, which will total 70 
percent by 2013, the Applicant shall salvage and recycle construction and demolition materials to 
ensure that a minimum of 70 percent of construction-related solid waste is diverted from the waste 
stream to be Iandfilled. Solid waste diversion shall be accomplished though the on-site separation 
of materials and/or by contracting with a solid waste disposal facility that can guarantee a minimum 
diversion rate of 70 percent. In compliance with the Los Angeles Municipal Code, the General 
Contractor shall utilize solid waste haulers, contractors, and recyclers who have obtained an 
Assembly Bill (AB) 939 Compliance Permit from the City of Los Angeles Bureau of Sanitation. 
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Project Design Feature NRG-1 Electricity and Natural Gas. The proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative shall incorporate a combination of energy conservation measures to exceed the 
requirements of Title 24 (2005) and City of Los Angeles codes in effect at the time of circulation of 
this Subsequent EIR by 20 percent, including one or more of the following: 

 A green roof with 90,000 square feet of open and planted space 

 High-performance facade to reduce solar heat gain 

 Exterior shading devices 

 Daylight illumination of occupied spaces 

 Centrally monitored electronic electricity metering network that allows for tenant submetering 

 Renewable energy generation (solar photovoltaics on the roof of the creative office space 
buildings) 

 Use of ice tanks to shift chilled water production to nighttime hours when the electricity grid is 
operating more efficiently 

 Any other energy conservation measures available at the time that building permits for the 
Project are submitted to the City of Los Angeles Building and Safety Department, which may 
incorporate newly developed technology that has been proven to conserve energy 

In the event Title 24 is amended such that the energy conservation requirements exceed Title 24 
(2005) by more than 20 percent, the Project shall comply with the amended Title 24. Plans 
submitted for building permits shall include written notes or calculations demonstrating exceedance 
of energy standards and shall be reviewed and approved by the Director of the City of Los Angeles 
Building and Safety Department, or designee, prior to issuance of building permits. 

Project Design Feature WTR-1 Water Conservation. The proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative 
shall exceed the water conservation requirements contained in City Ordinance No. 180,822 and 
the LA Green Building Code through the utilization of additional water conservation measures. Such 
measures may include one or more of the following: 

 All indoor faucets not already subject to the provisions of City Ordinance No. 180,822 and the 
LA Green Building Code shall have a flow rate of 1.5 gallons per minute or less; 

 No more than one showerhead per stall; 

 Weather-based irrigation controller; 

 Drought tolerant plant species to comprise at least 50 percent of total landscaping; 

 Drip/subsurface landscape irrigation; 

 Landscaping to be properly hydro-zoned (plants with similar water requirements shall be 
grouped together); 

 Zoned irrigation; 

 Landscaping shall be contoured to minimize precipitation runoff; 
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 Cooling tower pH conductivity controllers shall be used to monitor water treatment to limit 
concentration; and 

 Greywater system. 

Project Design Feature VIS-3 Landscape Plan. The proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative shall 
implement the proposed Landscape Plan described in Section 4.3, Aesthetics, including the 
planting of California sycamores along the sidewalks on Avenue of the Stars and Constellation 
Boulevard, as well as around the pedestrian walkway on the northern and eastern site perimeter, 
to establish a tree canopy and to create a human scale for pedestrians in the area. Tree installation, 
including number and location of trees, species type, and tree size, shall be completed to the 
satisfaction of the Urban Forestry Division of the Department of Public Works. 

In addition to the Project Design features for the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative, the 
following Mitigation Measures would reduce air quality impacts during construction: 

Mitigation Measure 4.4.1: Application of Architectural Coatings. The applicant shall make available 
to the City of Los Angeles Department of Building and Safety representatives records showing 
compliance with South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) Rule 1113. In addition, 
the applicant shall require that the construction contractor further reduce emissions associated with 
architectural coatings by using one or more of the following additional measures: using pre-
coated/natural colored building materials, using water-based or low-volatile organic compounds 
(VOC) coating, or using coating transfer or spray equipment with high transfer efficiency. The 
project applicant shall make available to the City of Los Angeles Department of Building and Safety 
representatives records showing use of one or more of the methods named above. 

Mitigation Measure 4.4.2: EPA Tier 4 Emissions Standards. The applicant shall make available to 
the City of Los Angeles Department of Building and Safety a comprehensive inventory of all off-
road construction equipment, equal to or greater than 50 horsepower, that will be used an 
aggregate of 40 or more hours during any portion of construction activities for the Project. The 
inventory shall include the horsepower rating, engine production year, and certification of the 
specified Tier standard. A copy of each such unit’s certified tier specification, best available control 
technology (BACT) documentation, and California Air Resources Board (ARB) or Air Quality 
Management District (AQMD) operating permit shall be provided onsite at the time of mobilization 
of each applicable unit of equipment. Off-road diesel-powered equipment that will be used an 
aggregate of 40 or more hours during any portion of the construction activities for the Project shall 
meet the United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Tier 4 emissions standards and 
off-road equipment greater than 300 horsepower shall be equipped with diesel particulate filters. 

All potential construction and operational-related air quality impacts would be less than significant 
for the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative with implementation of Compliance Measures, 
Project Design Features and Mitigation Measures. 

5. Climate Change 

Due to the complex physical, chemical, and atmospheric mechanisms involved in global climate 
change, it is speculative to identify the specific impact, if any, to global climate change from an 
individual project’s incremental increase in greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. As such, a project’s 
GHG emissions and the resulting significance of potential impacts are more properly assessed on 
a cumulative basis, and thus the analysis below is inherently cumulative. The State’s CEQA 
Guideline Amendments (based on Senate Bill [SB] 97 [Chapter 185, 2007]) also state “that the 
effects of GHG emissions are cumulative, and should be analyzed in the context of State CEQA 
Guidelines requirements for cumulative impact analysis.” The findings below address the 
cumulative impacts of the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative on climate change. 
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a. Construction Impacts 

Construction of the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would emit less CO2e than the Approved 
Project since it is a smaller project that requires less total construction. Therefore, the proposed 
Enhanced Retail Alternative would involve a decrease in the level of GHG emissions related to 
construction as compared to the Approved Project. Accordingly, the proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative would not involve new significant environmental effects or a substantial increase in the 
severity of previously identified significant effects related to construction emissions. As directed by 
the South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD), due to the long-term nature of the 
GHGs in the atmosphere, instead of determining significance of construction emissions alone, the 
total construction emissions of a project should be amortized over 30 years (an estimate of the life 
of a project) and included in the operations analysis, where total GHG emissions significance is 
analyzed. 

b. Operational Impacts 

Assembly Bill 32 established greenhouse gas reduction targets for statewide emissions, and not 
specific targets for commercial developments. Demonstrating consistency with the more 
aggressive Assembly Bill 32 statewide targets is considered to be conservative, so based on the 
foregoing, a proposed project would have a significant impact if project-wide emissions reduction 
does not constitute an equivalent or larger break from “business-as-usual” than has been 
determined by the California Air Resources Board (ARB) to be necessary to meet the State 
Assembly Bill 32 goals (approximately 16 percent). Operation of the proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative and/or the Approved Project would result in both direct and indirect greenhouse gas 
emissions generated by different types of buildings, land uses, and emissions sources. These 
emissions sources include mobile emissions; to be conservative, the Subsequent EIR analyzed 
mobile emissions of the Modified Project and Enhanced Retail Alternative using the Published 
Rates scenario, which conservatively assumes the highest trip generation of all the trip generation 
scenarios modeled in the Subsequent EIR. It is assumed that the Approved Project would have 
exceeded the minimum Title 24 (2005) energy code requirements by 10 percent. Additionally, the 
Approved Project would have improved destination accessibility due to its proximity to mass transit 
and included design features that would result in an approximately 10 percent reduction in indoor 
water use. With these factors, as discussed in the Additional Information Chapter of the Errata to 
the Final Subsequent EIR, the Approved Project would achieve a reduction from 5,4806,720 to 
5,3206,120 metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2e) annually, or about an 82.9 percent 
reduction from “business-as-usual,.” using the most recent version of the CalEEMod emissions 
model (Version 2013.2.2) and applying the effects of project design features and regulations 
enacted since Assembly Bill 32 that affect project efficiency to the results of the CalEEMod analysis. 
If the emissions are modeled by applying the effects of project design features and regulations 
since Assembly Bill 32 to the inputs of the CalEEMod modeling, the Approved Project would 
achieve a reduction from 6,150 to 5,900 metric tons of CO2e, or about a 4.1 percent reduction from 
“business-as-usual.” In comparison, the Subsequent EIR concluded that the proposed Modified 
Project is expected to achieve a much greater improvement over “business-as-usual” emissions 
(construction and operations) than the Approved Project due to the increased emphasis on energy 
efficiency and water conservation. As discussed in the Additional Information Chapter of the Errata 
to the Final Subsequent EIR, Tthe proposed Modified Project would achieve a reduction from 
14,60019,200 to 11,90015,000 metric tons of CO2e annually, or an approximate 18.521.9 percent 
reduction from “business-as-usual,.” using CalEEMod 2013.2.2 and applying the effects of project 
design features and regulations enacted since Assembly Bill 32 that affect project efficiency to the 
results of the CalEEMod analysis. If the emissions are modeled by applying the effects of project 
design features and regulations since Assembly Bill 32 to the inputs of the CalEEMod modeling, 
the Modified Project would achieve a reduction from 15,300 to 12,800 metric tons of CO2e, or about 
a 16.3 percent reduction from “business-as-usual.” Although the gross operational emissions from 
the proposed Modified Project would be greater than those of the Approved Project, with the 
achievement of approximately 16.3-21.918.5 percent total reduction from “business-as-usual,” the 
proposed Modified Project’s climate change impacts with regard to greenhouse gas emissions 
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would be less than significant and a greater decrease than the Approved Project’s “as proposed” 
emissions compared to its “business-as-usual” emissions. Accordingly, as compared to the 
Approved Project, the proposed Modified Project would not involve a substantial increase in the 
severity of significant effects related to operational greenhouse emissions. Further, by achieving 
an 16.3 – 18.521.9 percent reduction from “business-as-usual,” the proposed Modified Project 
would result in less than significant operational greenhouse gas emissions as compared to existing 
conditions. The Enhanced Retail Alternative proposes the same mix of land uses as the Modified 
Project, although with a slightly smaller overall built square footage. In addition, the Enhanced 
Retail Alternative would result in lower vehicular trip generation than the Modified Project. 
Therefore, the Subsequent EIR concluded that the Enhanced Retail Alternative would result in 
slightly less generation of CO2e than the Modified Project, with a similar reduction from “business-
as-usual.” As explained in the Additional Information Chapter of the Errata to the Final Subsequent 
EIR, the Enhanced Retail Alternative would achieve a reduction from 19,100 to 14,900 metric tons 
of CO2e annually, or an approximate 22.0% reduction from “business-as-usual” using CalEEMod 
2013.2.2 and applying the effects of project design features and regulations enacted since 
Assembly Bill 32 that affect project efficiency to the results of the CalEEMod analysis. If the 
emissions are modeled by applying the effects of project design features and regulations since 
Assembly Bill 32 to the inputs of the CalEEMod modeling, the Enhanced Retail Alternative would 
achieve a reduction from 15,200 to 12,600 metric tons of CO2e, or about a 17.1 percent reduction 
from “business-as-usual.” Therefore, using either methodology to calculate GHG emissions 
reduction from “business-as-usual,” Accordingly, the Enhanced Retail Alternative would have less 
than significant operational greenhouse emissions as compared to the Approved Project and to 
existing conditions, and no mitigation is required. 

c. 2021 Horizon 

As the climate change analysis above determines the consistency with GHG emissions goals for 
2020 and there are currently no separate goals or policies in place for 2021, the conclusions of the 
analysis for the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative in a build-out year of 2021 would be the 
same as the conclusions for the operational analysis presented above. 

d. Project Design Features, Compliance Measures, and Mitigation Measures 

The following Compliance Measures and Project Design Features for the proposed Enhanced 
Retail Alternative are applicable to climate change: 

Project Design Feature NRG-1 Electricity and Natural Gas. The proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative shall incorporate a combination of energy conservation measures to exceed the 
requirements of Title 24 (2005) and City of Los Angeles codes in effect at the time of circulation of 
this Subsequent EIR by 20 percent, including one or more of the following: 

 A green roof with 90,000 square feet of open and planted space 

 High-performance facade to reduce solar heat gain 

 Exterior shading devices 

 Daylight illumination of occupied spaces 

 Centrally monitored electronic electricity metering network that allows for tenant submetering 

 Renewable energy generation (solar photovoltaics on the roof of the creative office space 
buildings) 
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 Use of ice tanks to shift chilled water production to nighttime hours when the electricity grid is 
operating more efficiently 

 Any other energy conservation measures available at the time that building permits for the 
proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative are submitted to the City of Los Angeles Building and 
Safety Department, which may incorporate newly developed technology that has been proven 
to conserve energy. 

In the event Title 24 is amended such that the energy conservation requirements exceed Title 24 
(2005) by more than 20 percent, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative shall comply with the 
amended Title 24. Plans submitted for building permits shall include written notes or calculations 
demonstrating exceedance of energy standards and shall be reviewed and approved by the 
Director of the City of Los Angeles Building and Safety Department, or designee, prior to issuance 
of building permits. 

Project Design Feature WTR-1 Water Conservation. The proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative 
shall exceed the water conservation requirements contained in City Ordinance No. 180,822 and 
the LA Green Building Code through the utilization of additional water conservation measures. Such 
measures may include one or more of the following: 

 All indoor faucets not already subject to the provisions of City Ordinance No. 180822 and the 
LA Green Building Code shall have a flow rate of 1.5 gallons per minute or less 

 No more than one showerhead per stall 

 Weather-based irrigation controller 

 Drought tolerant plant species to comprise at least 50 percent of total landscaping 

 Drip/subsurface landscape irrigation 

 Landscaping to be properly hydro-zoned (plants with similar water requirements shall be 
grouped together) 

 Zoned irrigation 

 Landscaping shall be contoured to minimize precipitation runoff 

 Cooling tower pH conductivity controllers shall be used to monitor water treatment to limit 
concentration 

 Greywater system 

Compliance Measure SW-2 Construction Waste Recycling. In order to meet the diversion goals of 
the California Integrated Waste Management Act and the City of Los Angeles, which will total 
70 percent by 2013, the Applicant shall salvage and recycle construction and demolition materials 
to ensure that a minimum of 70 percent of construction-related solid waste that can be recycled is 
diverted from the waste stream to be landfilled. Solid waste diversion shall be accomplished though 
the on-site separation of materials and/or by contracting with a solid waste disposal facility that can 
guarantee a minimum diversion rate of 70 percent. In compliance with the Los Angeles Municipal 
Code, the General Contractor shall utilize solid waste haulers, contractors, and recyclers who have 
obtained an Assembly Bill (AB) 939 Compliance Permit from the City of Los Angeles Bureau of 
Sanitation. 
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With implementation of Compliance Measures and Project Design Features, no Mitigation 
Measures are required for the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative. No significant impacts related 
to climate change have been identified. 

6. Hazards and Hazardous Materials 

a. Construction Impacts 

Because the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would not involve the demolition of the 
previously existing buildings on the Project Site – which have been demolished – the proposed 
Enhanced Retail Alternative would not encounter the same level of potential building materials 
containing asbestos, lead-based paint (LBP), and polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) as the 
Approved Project. Thus, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would have lesser impacts with 
respect to asbestos, lead-based paint and PCBs than the Approved Project, and with 
implementation of Compliance Measures and Project Design Features, potential impacts related to 
these substances would be less than significant compared with the Approved Project and existing 
conditions. 

The Project Site is located within a City-designated methane zone and was previously used for oil 
production. As such, the potential exists for contaminated soil (e.g., residual oil, light petroleum 
components) and soil gases (e.g., methane and hydrogen sulfide) to be encountered during 
construction of both the Approved Project and the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative. With 
implementation of Compliance Measures and Project Design Features, the proposed Enhanced 
Retail Alternative would result in less than significant construction impacts associated with soil 
contaminants and soil gases as compared with existing conditions, which would be similar to those 
identified for the Approved Project. Construction of both the Approved Project and the proposed 
Enhanced Retail Alternative would involve the use of similar hazardous materials, all of which would 
be handled and stored in compliance with applicable standards and regulations. Therefore, the 
proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would have less than significant construction impacts as 
compared to existing conditions related to the hauling, storage, transport, and disposal of 
hazardous materials, which would be similar to those of the Approved Project. Accordingly, the 
proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would not involve new significant environmental effects or a 
substantial increase in the severity of previously identified significant effects with regards to the 
hauling, storage, transport, and disposal of hazardous materials during construction. 

b. Operational Impacts 

Operation of both the Approved Project and the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would 
involve the limited use and storage of cleaning solvents and pesticides, all of which would be used 
and stored in compliance with applicable standards and regulations. Therefore, the proposed 
Enhanced Retail Alternative would have less than significant operational impacts related to the 
hauling, storage, transport, and disposal of hazardous materials, as compared to existing 
conditions, which would be similar to those of the Approved Project. Accordingly, the proposed 
Enhanced Retail Alternative would not involve new significant environmental effects or a substantial 
increase in the severity of previously identified significant effects with regards to the hauling, 
storage, transport, and disposal of hazardous materials during operation. 

Due to the proximity of the Project Site to the Santa Monica Airport, both the Approved Project and 
the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would be required to comply with Federal Aviation 
Administration (FAA) filing regulations prior to construction. Upon compliance with FAA notification 
requirements and incorporation of FAA recommendations, construction and operation of the 
proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would result in less than significant impacts with regard to 
airports as compared with existing conditions, which would be similar to those of the Approved 
Project. Accordingly, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would not involve new significant 
environmental effects or a substantial increase in the severity of previously identified significant 
effects with regard to airports. 
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c. 2021 Horizon 

In the event that the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative build-out year were to be extended to 
2021 to coincide with the anticipated expiration of the amended Development Agreement, the 
conclusions regarding the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative’s impact to hazards and 
hazardous materials would not change. There is the potential for a lowering of environmental 
screening levels that may require additional soils to be removed to a disposal site prior to 
construction. In addition, there is a potential for a site in the vicinity to affect groundwater below the 
site.  However, this would be addressed through implementation of the permit requirements in 
Compliance Measure WQ-2. Regardless of the construction time frame, the proposed Enhanced 
Retail Alternative includes Compliance Measures and Project Design Features to address potential 
hazards and hazardous materials, and would comply with all applicable regulations related to 
hazards and hazardous materials. Therefore, hazards and hazardous materials impacts would be 
similar to those analyzed above if the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative build-out year were to 
be extended to 2021, and would be less than significant. 

d. Cumulative Impacts 

The 2006 EIR found that all renovation and demolition activities associated with the related projects 
would be subject to applicable local, State, and federal regulations, and that with compliance with 
these regulations, the potential for cumulative impacts related to the accidental release of asbestos 
or exposure to listed hazardous materials would be less than significant. The proposed Enhanced 
Retail Alternative is concluded to have substantially the same impacts as the Approved Project with 
regard to hazards and hazardous materials; therefore, cumulative impacts of the proposed 
Enhanced Retail Alternative would be substantially the same as the Approved Project. All potential 
cumulative impacts related to hazards and hazardous materials associated with implementation of 
the Approved Project and the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would be less than significant. 
Accordingly, as compared to the Approved Project, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative 
would not involve new significant cumulative environmental effects or a substantial increase in the 
severity of previously identified cumulative significant effects related to hazards and hazardous 
materials. 

Only three related projects are close enough to the Project Site to be considered relevant to the 
cumulative hazards impact analysis for the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative. Asbestos and 
other related hazardous materials, such as lead-based paint and PCBs, may be present in buildings 
renovated or demolished by the related projects. As with the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative, 
all renovation and demolition activity associated with the related projects would be subject to 
compliance with all applicable hazardous materials handling procedures. Related projects that 
contain active or closed oil wells, or which are located in a methane zone, would be required to 
comply with State Department of Conservation, Division of Oil, Gas, and Geothermal Resources 
(DOGGR) and City regulations with respect to these issues. During construction and excavation of 
the related projects, the potential exists that soils which may contain hazardous materials would 
need to be removed and transported off site to an approved disposal facility. The California 
Department of Transportation, the California Highway Patrol, and local police and fire departments 
are trained in emergency response procedures for safely responding to accidental spills of 
hazardous substances on public roads. 

None of the related projects in close proximity to the Project Site would involve the routine use, 
storage, or transport of hazardous materials beyond those typical of residential and business uses; 
however, all of the related projects would be required to comply with applicable regulations with 
regard to the handling, storage, and transport, and disposal of hazardous materials. 

Because the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative is subject to FAA review, the proposed 
Enhanced Retail Alternative would not cumulatively contribute to any potential airport proximity 
hazards. All of the related projects also would be required to comply with the applicable FAA 
regulations regarding aircraft safety and adopted airport land use plans, as applicable. 
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Short-term construction activities associated with the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative and 
the related projects could affect response times for emergency vehicles; however, implementation 
of a Congestion Management Plan and compliance with all City codes and regulations related to 
emergency evacuation plans would ensure that emergency vehicles would be able to navigate 
through streets adjacent to the project sites during construction of the proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative and related projects. Further, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would not 
involve any other activities during the operational phase that would impede public access or travel 
upon the public right-of-way or would interfere with an adopted emergency response or evacuation 
plan. 

For the reasons outlined above, implementation of the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would 
not result in a significant cumulative impact related to hazards and hazardous materials. The 
proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative and all related projects are required to adhere to City, State, 
and federal regulations designed to reduce and/or avoid impacts related to hazards and hazardous 
materials. With compliance with these regulations, cumulative impacts related to hazards and 
hazardous materials would be less than significant. 

e. Project Design Features, Compliance Measures, and Mitigation Measures 

The following Compliance Measures and Project Design Features for the proposed Enhanced 
Retail Alternative are applicable to hazards and hazardous materials: 

Compliance Measure HAZ-1 Methane Mitigation System. Methane and hydrogen sulfide testing is 
required to reduce or eliminate the identified potential impacts resulting from the possible presence 
of methane and hydrogen sulfide on the site in the postgrading condition. In accordance with P/BC 
2002-101, site testing shall be scheduled either before, or 30 days after, any site grading. Prior to 
issuance of any building permit or authorization to construct hardscape, the Director of the City of 
Los Angeles Department of Building and Safety, or designee, shall review and approve a report by 
a registered geologist, reporting methane and hydrogen sulfide testing results and 
recommendations and verify that project plans include a methane and/or hydrogen sulfide 
mitigation system that was designed in compliance with Division 71 of the Los Angeles Municipal 
Code. The Applicant shall follow the specifications identified in the Los Angeles Department of 
Building and Safety’s Standard Plan: Methane Hazard Mitigation. Once constructed, inspection by 
a City of Los Angeles Department of Building and Safety inspector shall be conducted prior to the 
covering of any component required by the Methane Mitigation System. All components of the 
system shall be maintained and serviced to ensure that the system remains in proper working 
condition. 

Compliance Measure HAZ-2 Determination of No Hazard to Air Navigation. The Applicant shall file 
a Notice of Proposed Construction or Alteration (Form 7460-1) with the Federal Aviation 
Administration (FAA) in accordance with Federal Aviation Regulation Part 77. The Director of the 
City of Los Angeles Department of Building and Safety, or designee, shall verify that the Applicant 
has received a Determination of No Hazard to Air Navigation prior to the issuance of building 
permits. All required notifications applicable to building height and related potential lighting 
requirements shall be completed and submitted to the appropriate agency. In addition, FAA 
recommendations regarding marking and/or lighting requirements shall be incorporated into the 
building design. 

Compliance Measure HAZ-3 Soil and Air Monitoring Plan and Health and Safety Plan. Prior to 
issuance of any grading permit, the Applicant shall submit a Soil and Air Monitoring Program and 
associated Health and Safety Plan to the Director of the City of Los Angeles Department of Building 
and Safety, or designee, for review and approval. The Plan shall be consistent with local, State, 
and federal regulations including but not limited to the requirements of California Occupational 
Safety and Health Act (Cal/OSHA) and shall encompass all subsurface soil disturbance and any 
groundwater activities. The Health and Safety Plan shall include, at a minimum, the following 
components: 
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 A summary of all potential risks to construction workers, monitoring programs, maximum 
exposure limits for all site chemicals, and emergency procedures. 

 During all subsurface excavation activities, field technicians shall continuously monitor the soil 
as it is being excavated with an organic vaporizer and appropriate field instruments. 

 During all subsurface excavation activities, soil gases including but not limited to methane and 
hydrogen sulfide shall be continuously monitored and compared to appropriate levels of 
concern (e.g., Permissible Exposure Levels [PELs], Threshold Limit Values [TLVs], or 
concentrations Immediately Dangerous to Life and Health [IDLEH] in the breathing zone). 

 Methane concentrations shall be regularly monitored and compared against the Lower 
Explosive Level (LEL). 

 Hydrogen sulfide monitoring equipment shall be available on the construction site. If any odors 
are detected, all work in the immediate area shall stop, and the area shall be monitored by the 
Site Health and Safety Officer using a calibrated hydrogen sulfide meter. 

Specifications for use of the subterranean parking structure ventilation system, and any additional 
systems, to ensure maximum air exchanges, as necessary, within the facility during construction. 

 Identification of a Site Health and Safety Officer. 

 Methods of contact, phone number, office location, and responsibilities of the Site Health and 
Safety Officer. 

 Emergency Response Plan. 

 Specification that the Site Health and Safety Officer shall be contacted immediately by the 
construction contractor if evidence of soil or groundwater contamination is encountered during 
site preparation and construction. 

 Specification that the City of Los Angeles Fire Department shall be notified if evidence of soil 
or groundwater contamination is encountered. 

Compliance Measure HAZ-4 Closed Oil Wells. Prior to issuance of building permits, the Applicant 
shall comply with applicable requirements for State Division of Oil, Gas, and Geothermal Resources 
(DOGGR) site plan review. If any portions of the former oil wells are encountered during excavation 
and construction, work shall stop at that immediate location and the DOGGR shall be provided an 
opportunity to investigate the oil wells. If the DOGGR determines that a reabandonment is required, 
this reabandonment shall be completed in accordance with all applicable federal, State, and local 
regulations, including but not limited to Title 14 of the California Code of Regulations, as well as 
with appropriate Los Angeles Fire Department recommendations. 

Compliance Measure HAZ-5 Potentially Hazardous Materials. During construction activities, the 
Applicant shall immediately notify the Director of the City of Los Angeles Department of Building 
and Safety, or designee, and the City of Los Angeles Fire Department if any contaminated soil, 
groundwater, toxic materials, subsurface tanks/piping, or potentially hazardous materials are 
encountered. The City of Los Angeles Fire Department shall determine the appropriate procedures 
for handling and disposal of the materials in accordance with local, State, and federal regulations. 
In the event that contaminated materials are encountered during grading activities, all work within 
that immediate area shall be temporarily halted and redirected around the area until the appropriate 
evaluation and follow-up remedial and clean-up measures are implemented so as to render that 
area suitable for work to resume. 
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Compliance Measure HAZ-6 Soil Contaminants. Prior to issuance of any grading permit, the 
Applicant shall provide the Director of the City of Los Angeles Department of Building and Safety, 
or designee, with documentation that the project area does not contain hazardous levels of residual 
oil and petroleum components (e.g., methane, benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, and xylene 
[BTEX]) or other known contaminants in the soils and that no further investigation is needed. This 
documentation shall include a report prepared by a California Registered Civil Engineer or 
Registered Geologist with experience in hazardous materials investigation and remediation that 
specifies that hazardous levels of containments are not present at the site, as confirmed by 
historical information and/or soil sampling. If further investigation or soil remediation is required, a 
“No Further Action” letter from the City of Los Angeles Fire Department shall be provided to the 
Director of the City of Los Angeles Department of Building and Safety, or designee, once the 
remediation is complete. Any soils uncovered during grading activities that contain petroleum 
components or other known contaminants shall be stockpiled separately and properly disposed of 
or remediated in accordance with all applicable federal, State, and local regulations. 

Compliance Measure HAZ-7 Predemolition Surveys. Prior to commencement of demolition 
activities, the Director of the City of Los Angeles Department of Building and Safety, or designee, 
shall verify that predemolition surveys for asbestos-containing materials (ACMs) and lead-based 
paints (LBPs) (including sampling and analysis of all suspected building materials) and inspections 
for polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB)-containing electrical fixtures shall be performed. All inspections, 
surveys, and analyses shall be performed by appropriately licensed and qualified individuals in 
accordance with applicable regulations (i.e., American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) E 
1527-05, and 40 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), Subchapter R, Toxic Substances Control Act 
[TSCA], Part 716). If the predemolition surveys do not find ACMs, LBPs, or PCB-containing 
electrical fixtures, the inspectors shall provide documentation of the inspection and its results to the 
City of Los Angeles Building and Safety Department to confirm that no further abatement actions 
are required. If the predemolition surveys find evidence of ACMs, LBPs, or PCB-containing 
electrical fixtures, all such materials shall be removed, handled, and properly disposed of by 
appropriately licensed contractors according to all applicable regulations during demolition of 
structures (40 CFR, Subchapter R, TSCA, Parts 745, 761, and 763). Air monitoring shall be 
completed by appropriately licensed and qualified individuals in accordance with applicable 
regulations both to ensure adherence to applicable regulations (e.g., South Coast Air Quality 
Management District [SCAQMD]) and to provide safety to workers and the adjacent community. 
The Applicant shall provide documentation (e.g., all required waste manifests, sampling, and air 
monitoring analytical results) to the City of Los Angeles Fire Department showing that abatement 
of any ACMs, LBPs, or PCB-containing electrical fixtures identified in these structures has been 
completed in full compliance with all applicable regulations and approved by the appropriate 
regulatory agency(ies) (40 CFR, Subchapter R, TSCA, Parts 716, 745, 761, 763, and 795 and 
California Code of Regulations [CCR] Title 8, Article 2.6). An Operating & Maintenance Plan (O&M) 
shall be prepared for any ACM, LBP, or PCB-containing fixtures to remain in place and shall be 
reviewed and approved by the City of Los Angeles Fire Department. 

Project Design Feature HAZ-1 Construction Management Plan. A general Construction 
Management Plan shall be prepared and implemented to the approval of the City of Los Angeles 
Fire Department. The Construction Management Plan shall outline best management practices for 
the handling and storage of all flammable construction materials, specify methods and 
requirements for cleanup of flammable materials, and show specific well-marked 
entrances/emergency access points to the Project Site that shall remain clear and unobstructed at 
all times during construction. 

Compliance Measure WQ-2 Dewatering. If required, any dewatering activities during construction 
shall comply with the requirements of the Waste Discharge Requirements for Discharges of 
Groundwater from Construction and Project Dewatering to Surface Waters in Coastal Watersheds 
of Los Angeles and Ventura Counties (Order No. R4-2008-0032, National Pollutant Discharge 
Elimination System No. CAG994004) or subsequent permit. This shall include submission of a 
Notice of Intent for coverage under the permit to the Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control 
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Board at least 45 days prior to the start of dewatering and compliance with all applicable provisions 
in the permit, including water sampling, analysis, and reporting of dewatering-related discharges. 

Project Design Feature TRA-1 Construction Staging and Traffic Management Plan. A Construction 
Staging and Traffic Management Plan shall be prepared for approval by the Los Angeles 
Department of Transportation and other appropriate agencies and implemented during proposed 
Enhanced Retail Alternative construction. The Construction Staging and Traffic Management Plan 
shall also include the name and phone number of a contact person who can be reached 24 hours 
a day regarding construction traffic complaints or emergency situations. In addition, the 
Construction Staging and Traffic Management Plan shall take into account and be coordinated with 
other Construction Staging and Traffic Management Plans that are in effect or have been proposed 
for other projects in Century City. The Construction Staging and Traffic Management Plan may 
include, but not be limited to, the following: 

 Provisions for temporary traffic control during all construction activities adjacent to public right-
of-way to improve traffic flow on public roadways (e.g., flag person); 

 Scheduling construction activities to reduce the effect on traffic flow on arterial streets; 

 Rerouting construction trucks to reduce travel on congested streets; 

 Prohibiting construction-related vehicles from parking on public streets; 

 Providing safety precautions for pedestrians and bicyclists through such measures as alternate 
routing and protection barriers; 

 Requiring contractors to participate in a common carpool registry during all periods of contract 
performance monitored and maintained by the general contractor; 

 Scheduling construction-related deliveries, other than concrete and earthwork-related 
deliveries, so as to reduce travel during peak travel periods as identified in this study; 

 Coordination with other construction projects in the vicinity to minimize conflicts; 

 Obtaining the required permits for truck haul routes from the City of Los Angeles prior to the 
issuance of any permit for the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative; 

 Obtaining a Caltrans transportation permit for use of oversized transport vehicles on Caltrans 
facilities; 

 Submitting a traffic management plan to Caltrans for review and approval; 

 All emergency access to the Project Site and adjacent areas shall be kept clear and 
unobstructed during all phases of demolition and construction; 

 Flag persons in adequate numbers shall be provided to minimize impacts to traffic flow and to 
ensure the safe access into and out of the site; 

 Flag persons shall be trained to assist in emergency response by restricting or controlling the 
movement of traffic that could interfere with emergency vehicle access; 

 Construction vehicles, including construction personnel vehicles, shall not park on public 
streets, including streets outside Century City; 
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 Construction vehicles shall not stage or queue where they interfere with pedestrian and 
vehicular traffic or block access to nearby businesses; 

 If feasible, any traffic lane closures shall be limited to off-peak traffic periods, as approved by 
the Los Angeles Department of Transportation; 

 The Los Angeles Police Department shall be notified a minimum of 24 hours in advance of any 
lane closures or other roadway work; and 

 To the extent feasible, the delivery of construction materials shall be scheduled during the off-
peak traffic periods. 

 All haul trucks leaving the Project Site shall access I-405 either via Santa Monica Boulevard or 
via Pico Boulevard. 

 Construction haul trucks containing concrete and earthwork-related deliveries and excavated 
materials shall be prohibited from using Pico Boulevard from 7:00 am through 9:00 am and 
from 1:00 pm through 3:00 pm. During these periods all such trucks shall travel to and from 
I-405 on Santa Monica Boulevard. 

With implementation of the Compliance Measures and Project Design Features, the proposed 
Enhanced Retail Alternative would not result in potentially significant impacts related to hazards 
and hazardous materials; therefore, no mitigation is required, and impacts related to hazards and 
hazardous waste would be less than significant. 

7. Hydrology and Water Quality 

a. Construction Impacts 

Construction of both the Approved Project and the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would 
require excavation and grading. Dust-calming and precipitation waters would come in contact with 
exposed on-site soils and increase soil erosion and sedimentation. Both the Approved Project and 
the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would comply with the Construction General Permit, 
including the development of a Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan and implementation of Best 
Management Practices relating to stormwater runoff during construction. Given compliance with 
the requirements, the Subsequent EIR concluded that the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative 
would have similar, less than significant, water quality impacts during construction as compared to 
the Approved Project. For the same reasons provided above, the proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative would also have less than significant water quality impacts as compared to existing 
conditions during construction. 

b. Operational Impacts 

The proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative includes more pervious area than the Approved Project, 
with approximately 72,710 square feet of landscaped area proposed (68,340 square feet of 
vegetated area on the roof and 4,370 square feet of planted/pervious area on the ground level). 
The storm drain system at the Project Site was designed for full build-out of the site; therefore, 
storm water flows generated from build-out of the Approved Project or proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative would not increase flows beyond the designed capacity of the storm drain system. 
Further, with the incorporation of the additional square feet of pervious space, the proposed 
Enhanced Retail Alternative would result in reduced peak flow as compared to the Approved 
Project and thus is concluded to have fewer impacts to storm drain capacity than the Approved 
Project. In addition, given compliance of both the Approved Project and the proposed Enhanced 
Retail Alternative with relevant water quality and hydrology requirements, as well as the fact that 
the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative intends to retain and treat a portion of the storm water 
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runoff from the Parking structure green roof and commercial building roof prior to release, the 
proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative is projected to have fewer hydrology and water quality 
impacts as compared to both the Approved Project and to existing conditions. Accordingly, the 
proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would not have any significant new impacts beyond those 
of the Approved Project, nor would it increase the severity of any previously identified significant 
impacts. The proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative also would have less than significant 
operational water quality impacts compared to existing conditions. 

c. 2021 Horizon 

In the event that the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative build-out year were to be extended to 
2021 to coincide with the anticipated expiration of the amended Development Agreement, the less 
than significant conclusions regarding the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative’s impact to 
hydrology and water quality would not change. Regardless of the construction time frame, the 
proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would include the Compliance Measures and Project Design 
Features and would comply with all applicable regulations related to hydrology and water quality. 
In addition, the storm drain system at the Project Site was designed for full build-out of the Project 
Site; therefore, as discussed above, storm water flows generated from the proposed Enhanced 
Retail Alternative Site would not increase flows beyond the designed capacity of the storm drain 
system, even if the build-out year is extended. Therefore, hydrology and water quality impacts 
would be the same (less than significant) during construction and operation if the proposed 
Enhanced Retail Alternative is built in 2015 or 2021. 

d. Cumulative Impacts 

The 2006 EIR found that development of the Approved Project would improve the quality of the 
water discharged from the Project Site in comparison to existing conditions and that the Approved 
Project, and all related projects more than one acre in size, would be required to comply with the 
NPDES requirements during construction and operation, including the development and 
implementation of Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plans and Low Impact Development Plans 
and/or Standard Urban Stormwater Mitigation Plans. Therefore, based on compliance with 
regulations in effect at that time, cumulative impacts to water quality were anticipated to be less 
than significant for the Approved Project. The proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative is concluded 
to have substantially the same impacts as the Approved Project with regard to hydrology and water 
quality; therefore, cumulative impacts of the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would be 
substantially the same as the Approved Project. All potential cumulative impacts related to 
hydrology and water quality associated with implementation of the Approved Project and the 
proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would be less than significant, and the proposed Enhanced 
Retail Alternative would not involve new significant cumulative impacts to hydrology and water 
quality. Accordingly, as compared to the Approved Project, the proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative would not involve new significant cumulative environmental effects or a substantial 
increase in the severity of previously identified cumulative significant effects related to hydrology 
and water quality. 

There are 39 related projects located within the City of Los Angeles that would discharge storm 
water to the same City storm drainage infrastructure as the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative. 
However, none of the related projects would discharge storm water to the same storm drain inlet 
structures as the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative. In addition, the amount of runoff from the 
proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would not exceed the full build-out peak runoff from the 
Project Site used to forecast the storm drain capacity. Each of the related projects, individually and 
cumulatively, could potentially increase the volume of storm water runoff and contribute to pollutant 
loading in storm water runoff reaching both the City’s storm drain system and the Ballona Creek 
channel, resulting in cumulative impacts to hydrology and surface water quality. However, as with 
the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative, each of the related projects would also be subject to 
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System and City Permit requirements for both 
construction and operation. Each project would be required to develop Stormwater Pollution 
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Prevention Plans and Low Impact Development Plans and/or Standard Urban Stormwater 
Mitigation Plans and would be evaluated individually to determine appropriate Best Management 
Practices and treatment measures to avoid impacts to surface water quality. In addition, the Los 
Angeles Department of Public Works reviews all construction projects on a case-by-case basis to 
ensure that sufficient local and regional drainage capacity is available. Thus, cumulative impacts 
to hydrology and surface water quality for the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would be less 
than significant as compared to existing and future conditions. 

e. Project Design Features, Compliance Measures, and Mitigation Measures 

The following Compliance Measures and Project Design Features for the proposed Enhanced 
Retail Alternative are applicable to hydrology and water quality: 

Compliance Measure WQ-1 National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System General Permit. Prior 
to issuance of a grading permit, the Applicant shall obtain coverage under the State Water 
Resources Control Board National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System General Permit for 
Storm Water Discharges Associated with Construction and Land Disturbance Activities (Order No. 
2009-0009-DWQ, National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System No. CAS000002) (Construction 
General Permit) for Phase 1 of the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative. The Applicant shall 
provide the Waste Discharge Identification Number to the City of Los Angeles to demonstrate proof 
of coverage under the Construction General Permit. A Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan shall 
be prepared and implemented for the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative in compliance with the 
requirements of the Construction General Permit. The Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan shall 
identify construction Best Management Practices to be implemented to ensure that the potential for 
soil erosion and sedimentation is minimized and to control the discharge of pollutants in stormwater 
runoff as a result of construction activities. 

Compliance Measure WQ-2 Dewatering. If required, any dewatering activities during construction 
shall comply with the requirements of the Waste Discharge Requirements for Discharges of 
Groundwater from Construction and Project Dewatering to Surface Waters in Coastal Watersheds 
of Los Angeles and Ventura Counties (Order No. R4-2008-0032, National Pollutant Discharge 
Elimination System No. CAG994004) or subsequent permit. This shall include submission of a 
Notice of Intent for coverage under the permit to the Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control 
Board at least 45 days prior to the start of dewatering and compliance with all applicable provisions 
in the permit, including water sampling, analysis, and reporting of dewatering-related discharges. 

Compliance Measure WQ-3 Low Impact Development Plan. Prior to issuance of grading permits, 
the Applicant shall submit a Low Impact Development Plan and/or Standard Urban Stormwater 
Mitigation Plan to the City of Los Angeles Bureau of Sanitation Watershed Protection Division for 
review and approval. The Low Impact Development Plan and/or Standard Urban Stormwater 
Mitigation Plan shall be prepared consistent with the requirements of the Development Best 
Management Practices Handbook. 

Compliance Measure WQ-4 Treatment Best Management Practices. The Best Management 
Practices shall be designed to retain or treat the runoff from a storm event producing 0.75 inch of 
rainfall in a 24-hour period, in accordance with the Development Best Management Practices 
Handbook Part B Planning Activities. A signed certificate from a licensed civil engineer or licensed 
architect confirming that the proposed Best Management Practices meet this numerical threshold 
standard shall be provided. 

Project Design Feature WQ-1 Storm Drain Stenciling. All storm drain inlets and catch basins within 
the Project Site area shall be stenciled with prohibitive language such as “NO DUMPING - DRAINS 
TO OCEAN” and/or graphical icons to discourage illegal dumping. 

Project Design Feature WQ-2 Storm Drain Stenciling Legibility. The legibility of signs and stencils 
discouraging illegal dumping shall be maintained. 
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Project Design Feature WQ-3 Containment of Potential Storm Water Contaminates. Materials used 
on site with the potential to contaminate storm water shall be: (1) placed in an enclosure such as, 
but not limited to, a cabinet, shed, or similar roofed, walled building; or (2) protected by secondary 
containment structures such as berms, dikes, or curbs. 

Project Design Feature WQ-4 Structural Best Management Practices. The Applicant shall prepare 
and execute a covenant and agreement (Department of City Planning General form (CP-6770)) 
satisfactory to the Department of City Planning binding the owners to post-construction 
maintenance of all structural Best Management Practices in accordance with the Standard Urban 
Stormwater Mitigation Plan. 

Project Design Feature WQ-5 Rooftop Runoff Containment. Roof runoff controls shall be employed 
to reduce the total runoff volume and rate of runoff, while retaining the pollutants on site that may 
be picked up from roofing materials and atmospheric deposition. This can be accomplished by 
directing roof runoff away from paved areas and mitigation flow to the storm drain system. (This is 
applicable only on the office and retail buildings where roof runoff capture and treatment systems 
are not employed.) 

Project Design Feature WQ-6 Loading Dock Runoff Containment. The design of the loading docks 
shall encourage containment through the use of overflow containment structures and a roof or berm 
system to preclude urban run-on and runoff. 

Project Design Feature WQ-7 Covered Trash Storage. Trash storage areas shall be covered and 
screened or walled to prevent off-site transport of trash or rainfall from entering the containers. 
They shall be designed so that drainage from adjoining roofs and pavements is diverted around 
the area(s) to avoid run-on. Bins or dumpsters shall be lined to reduce leaking of liquid waste, and 
trash storage areas shall be paved with an impervious surface to mitigate spills. Storm drains shall 
not be located in the immediate vicinity of the trash storage areas, and signs shall be posted on all 
dumpsters prohibiting the disposal of hazardous materials. 

With implementation of Compliance Measures and Project Design Features, no Mitigation 
Measures are required for the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative. No significant and 
unavoidable adverse impacts related to hydrology and water quality have been identified. 

8. Noise 

a. Construction Impacts 

Short-term noise impacts would be associated with site preparation and building construction on 
site during construction of both the Approved Project and the proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative. Construction of the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would result in similar 
construction activities and use similar construction equipment as the Approved Project. It should 
be noted that because the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative does not involve as much site 
preparation as the Approved Project, noise levels for this stage of construction would be less than 
for the Approved Project. In addition, because the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative requires 
less grading and earthwork than the Approved Project, the duration of higher noise-producing 
activities during these activities would occur for less time with the proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative than the Approved Project. Nevertheless, the Subsequent EIR concluded that 
construction noise for both the Approved Project and the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative 
would have the potential to raise the ambient noise level more than the 5 dBA significance threshold 
at the Century Plaza Hotel property without mitigation, but the noise level increase at all other 
sensitive receptor locations would be less than significant. Thus, construction period noise impacts 
would have the potential to be significant without implementation of the Compliance Measures, 
Project Design Features, and incorporation of Mitigation Measures for both the Approved Project 
and the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative. The proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative includes 
Compliance Measures and Mitigation Measures that would reduce the temporary construction 
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noise impacts to a less than significant level for the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative. With 
the incorporation of these Compliance Measures, Project Design Features, and Mitigation 
Measures, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would have similar, less than significant 
construction noise impacts as compared to the Approved Project. Accordingly, the proposed 
Enhanced Retail Alternative’s construction activities would not involve new significant 
environmental effects or a substantial increase in the severity of previously identified significant 
effects related to construction noise associated with site preparation and building construction. 
Similarly, construction noise impacts for the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative as compared to 
existing conditions would be less than significant. 

Groundborne vibration during construction of both the Approved Project and the proposed 
Enhanced Retail Alternative would be generated primarily during site preparation and grading 
activities on site and by off-site haul truck travel. As the peak vibration from bulldozer and heavy 
truck operations for both projects would fall below the significance threshold established by the 
Federal Transit Administration, and no vibration-sensitive receptors are located within 25 feet of 
the Project Site where heavy duty construction equipment would be used, vibration impacts 
associated with construction of both the Approved Project and the proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative would be similar and less than significant, and that no Mitigation Measures would be 
required. Accordingly, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative’s construction activities would not 
involve new significant environmental effects or a substantial increase in the severity of previously 
identified significant effects related to groundborne vibration during construction as compared to 
the Approved Project. Similarly, construction vibration impacts for the proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative as compared to existing conditions would be less than significant. 

b. Operational Impacts 

Long-term noise or vibration from on-site operations of the Approved Project or the proposed 
Enhanced Retail Alternative could have the potential to result in impacts to nearby noise-sensitive 
receptor locations. Noise or vibration impacts could also occur to noise-sensitive receptor locations 
further from the Project Site as a result of mobile noise sources generated by either the Approved 
Project or the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative. Specific noise or vibration sources located on 
the Project Site associated with operation of the Approved Project and the proposed Enhanced 
Retail Alternative include mechanical equipment rooms (e.g., HVAC equipment and emergency 
generator), loading dock and trash/recycling areas, miscellaneous rooftop mechanical equipment, 
parking facility, and rooftop helipads. Due to a combination of distance and the presence of 
intervening structures that would serve as noise barriers, no on-site noise or vibration sources for 
the Approved Project or proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would affect noise-sensitive 
locations in the immediate vicinity of the Project Site, including the Century Plaza Hotel. 
Accordingly, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would result in similar, less than significant 
on-site noise and vibration impacts as compared to the Approved Project, and that no mitigation is 
required. Therefore, as compared to the Approved Project, the proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative would not involve new significant environmental effects or a substantial increase in the 
severity of previously identified significant effects related to operational noise or vibration impacts. 
Similarly, impacts for the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative as compared to existing conditions 
would be less than significant, and no mitigation is required. 

The Subsequent EIR concluded that the maximum level of Enhanced Retail Alternative-related 
noise level increases attributable to the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative for each of the three 
trip generation rates studied along roadway segments in the Project Site vicinity for the 2011 and 
2015 Horizons would be less than 0.7 dBA for the Empirical Rate and Economy Adjustment Rate 
and 1.0 dBA for the Published Rate, and 0.2 dBA for the Approved Project. Thus, regardless of the 
trip rate used for the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative and for the Approved Project, the 
maximum range of traffic noise level change would not be perceptible by the human ear. As this 
range of the traffic noise level increases falls well below the Los Angeles CEQA Thresholds Guide’s 
5 dBA significance threshold, the 2011 and 2015 Horizon roadway noise level increases would be 
less than significant for the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative as compared to the Approved 
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Project, and no mitigation is required. At some traffic intersections, the proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative would result in slightly higher traffic noise level increases than the Approved Project. 
However, the Subsequent EIR concluded that the differences are small and not perceptible by the 
human ear, and all fall below the applicable significance threshold. Accordingly, the proposed 
Enhanced Retail Alternative would result in similar, less than significant off-site roadway noise 
impacts as compared to the Approved Project, and that no mitigation is required. Therefore, the 
proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would not involve new significant environmental effects or a 
substantial increase in the severity of previously identified significant effects related to off-site 
roadway noise impacts as compared to the Approved Project for the 2011 and 2015 Horizons. 
Similarly, impacts for the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative as compared to existing and future 
conditions would be less than significant, and no mitigation is required. 

Lastly, the 2006 EIR concluded that on-site residents would not be exposed to inappropriately high 
noise levels from off-site activity (i.e., vehicle traffic on Avenue of the Stars and Constellation 
Boulevard). The proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would result in net increases in traffic noise 
levels as compared to the Approved Project. However, for all three of the trip generation rates 
studied for the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative for the 2011 and 2015 Horizons, the traffic 
noise levels would not exceed 70 dBA CNEL more than 84 feet from the roadway centerline. As 
there are no proposed on-site buildings or outdoor active use areas within 84 feet, the proposed 
Enhanced Retail Alternative-generated traffic would not have any significant noise impacts on the 
proposed on-site uses. Therefore, as with the Approved Project, the proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative-related long-term on-site traffic noise impacts would be less than significant, and no 
mitigation would be required for the 2011 and 2015 Horizons. Accordingly, as compared to the 
Approved Project, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative’s traffic noise impacts would not 
involve new significant on-site environmental effects or a substantial increase in the severity of 
previously identified significant effects related to long-term on-site traffic noise impacts for the 2011 
and 2015 Horizons. Similarly, impacts for the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative as compared 
to existing and future conditions would be less than significant, and no mitigation is required. 

c. 2021 Horizon 

In the event that the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative build-out year were to be extended to 
2021 to coincide with the anticipated expiration of the amended Development Agreement, the less 
than significant conclusions regarding the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative’s potential 
construction and operational noise impacts would not change. Since it takes a doubling of the traffic 
volumes to increase the traffic noise by 3 dBA, and Century City is a highly urbanized area, it is not 
expected that traffic volumes along the roadway segments would increase by a substantial amount 
that would result in measurable traffic noise level increases after 2015. Stationary noise-producing 
sources on the Project Site and in the Project Site vicinity likely would remain similar between 2015 
and 2021; therefore, this aspect of potential noise impacts would also remain the same. 

d. Cumulative Impacts 

The 2006 EIR found that construction noise impacts of the Approved Project in combination with 
any of the related projects in the vicinity of the Project Site could result in a significant cumulative 
construction noise impact at the noise-sensitive receptors that could not be reduced to a less than 
significant level. The proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative was determined to have substantially 
the same contribution to the potentially significant unavoidable cumulative construction noise 
impact as the Approved Project; this impact would only occur if construction of several projects in 
Century City were to occur simultaneously. There are several related projects that are located 
within the Project Site vicinity, including the Westfield New Century Plan, the 10000 Santa Monica 
Boulevard Project, and the Century Plaza Hotel Mixed-Use Development Project. The Subsequent 
EIR concluded that significant cumulative noise impacts could occur at the noise-sensitive 
receptors that are located between the identified related projects and the proposed Enhanced 
Retail Alternative due to concurrent construction activities at multiple locations. If this were to occur, 
the Subsequent EIR conservatively concluded that, even with implementation of the Compliance 
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Measures, Project Design Features, and Mitigation Measures, if nearby related projects were to be 
constructed concurrently with the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative, noise impacts due to 
construction of the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative in combination with any of the related 
projects could remain significant and unavoidable. A potential significant and unavoidable 
cumulative construction noise impact would therefore remain under both the Approved Project and 
the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative. Findings related to this conclusion are discussed in 
Section 12.C of these Findings. However, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would not 
involve new significant environmental effects or a substantial increase in the severity of previously 
identified significant effects related to cumulative construction noise or vibration impacts as 
compared to the Approved Project. 

Since groundborne vibration is highly dissipative and would be reduced quickly by distance 
divergence, cumulative impacts from vibration occurring at different locations more than 500 feet 
apart would be negligible. Accordingly, the Subsequent EIR concluded that potential cumulative 
vibration impacts resulting from construction of either the Approved Project or the proposed 
Enhanced Retail Alternative at the same time as related projects are constructed in Century City 
would be similar and less than significant, and that no mitigation is required. 

The 2006 EIR found that the Approved Project would not substantially contribute to a cumulative 
operational noise impact. Roadway noise and stationary source noise and vibration attributable to 
the Approved Project in combination with that of the related projects identified in the 2006 EIR were 
determined to be less than significant. Similarly, the cumulative traffic volumes for the proposed 
Enhanced Retail Alternative, which include traffic from related projects in the Project Site vicinity, 
would result in a maximum increase of less than 0.7 dBA for the Empirical Rate and Economy 
Adjustment Rate and 1.0 dBA for the Published Rates along the roadway segments analyzed for 
both the 2011 and 2015 Horizons. All of these increases are below the 5 dBA significance threshold 
and would barely be perceptible (if at all). Accordingly, roadway noise impacts due to cumulative 
traffic volumes would be less than significant for the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative as 
compared to the Approved Project and to existing and future conditions. 

In addition, as all projects are required to comply with Los Angeles Municipal Code provisions that 
limit stationary-source noise from items such as rooftop mechanical equipment and emergency 
generators, and with a similar combination of distance and the presence of intervening structures 
that would serve as noise barriers, stationary source noise levels likely would be less than 
significant at the property line for each related project in the vicinity of the Project Site in Century 
City. For this reason, on-site noise and vibration produced by any related project would not be likely 
to materially add to the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative-related stationary source noise 
levels. As the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative’s composite stationary-source impacts would 
be less than significant, composite stationary-source noise and vibration impacts attributable to 
cumulative development would also be less than significant. Accordingly, as compared to the 
Approved Project, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would not involve new significant 
cumulative environmental effects or a substantial increase in the severity of previously identified 
cumulative significant effects related to operational noise and vibration. For the same reasons, the 
proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative’s stationary source noise and vibration impacts would be 
less than significant as compared to existing and future conditions. 

e. Project Design Features, Compliance Measures, and Mitigation Measures 

The following Compliance Measures and Project Design Features for the proposed Enhanced 
Retail Alternative are applicable to noise: 

Compliance Measure NOISE-1 Construction Schedule. The proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative 
shall comply with the City of Los Angeles Municipal Code, which limits exterior construction hours 
to Monday through Friday, 7:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m., and Saturday from 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. No 
construction activities shall occur on Sundays or federal holidays. 
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Compliance Measure NOISE-2 Hauling Activities. Hauling activities shall be limited to the hours of 
8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Monday through Saturday. No hauling shall occur on Sundays or federal 
holidays. 

Compliance Measure NOISE-3 Truck Routes. All hauling truck traffic shall be restricted to truck 
routes approved by the City of Los Angeles Department of Building and Safety, which avoid 
residential areas and other sensitive receptors to the extent feasible. 

Compliance Measure NOISE-4 Mechanical Equipment. Heating, Air Conditioning, and Ventilation 
(HVAC) equipment shall be designed with appropriate noise control devices such as sound 
attenuators or acoustics louvers. In compliance with Los Angeles Municipal Code Section 112.02, 
the HVAC equipment shall be designed so as to not cause the noise level on the premises of any 
other occupied property to exceed the ambient noise level by more than five (5) decibels. The 
building mechanical design shall be reviewed by a qualified acoustical consultant to ensure that 
the design would meet the stated criteria. 

Compliance Measure NOISE-5 Compliance with the City of Los Angeles Noise Ordinance Nos. 
144,331 and 161,574. The proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative shall comply with the City of Los 
Angeles Noise Ordinance Nos. 144,331 and 161,574 and any subsequent ordinances that prohibit 
the emission or creation of noise beyond certain levels at adjacent uses unless technically 
infeasible. 

Project Design Feature NOISE-1 Construction Equipment. The proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative contractor shall equip all construction equipment used at the Project Site with properly 
operated and maintained noise shielding and/or muffling devices that are consistent with 
manufacturer’s standards. In addition, all construction equipment shall be stored on site. 

Project Design Feature NOISE-2 Construction Community Liaison Officer. The Applicant shall 
designate a Construction Community Liaison Officer to serve as a liaison with the surrounding 
property owners. The Construction Community Liaison Officer shall be responsible for responding 
to any concerns regarding construction noise, dust, and security. In compliance with City of Los 
Angeles Building Regulations Ordinance No; 178,048, a construction site notice shall be posted 
and maintained at the construction site prior to the start of construction and displayed in a location 
that is readily visible to the public and approved by the City’s Department of Building and Safety. 
At a minimum, the notice shall provide the following: job site address, permit number, name and 
phone number of the contractor and owner or owner’s agency, hours of construction allowed by 
code and any discretionary approval for the site; the Construction Community Liaison Officer’s 
telephone number(s); and the City telephone number where violations can be reported. 

Project Design Feature NOISE-3 Loading Dock and Trash Enclosures. The outdoor loading dock 
and trash/recycling areas shall be covered and screened or walled such that the line-of-sight 
between these noise sources and any adjacent noise sensitive land uses shall be obstructed. 

Project Design Feature VlS-12 Mechanical Equipment. All ventilation, heating, and air conditioning 
ducts, tubes, and other such mechanical equipment shall be screened from the line-of-sight of 
pedestrians and motorists. 

Project Design Feature TRA-1 Construction Staging and Traffic Management Plan. A Construction 
Staging and Traffic Management Plan shall be prepared for approval by the Los Angeles 
Department of Transportation and other appropriate agencies and implemented during proposed 
Enhanced Retail Alternative construction. The Construction Staging and Traffic Management Plan 
shall also include the name and phone number of a contact person who can be reached 24 hours 
a day regarding construction traffic complaints or emergency situations. In addition, the 
Construction Staging and Traffic Management Plan shall take into account and be coordinated with 
other Construction Staging and Traffic Management Plans that are in effect or have been proposed 
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for other projects in Century City. The Construction Staging and Traffic Management Plan may 
include, but not be limited to, the following: 

 Provisions for temporary traffic control during all construction activities adjacent to public right-
of-way to improve traffic flow on public roadways (e.g., flag person); 

 Scheduling construction activities to reduce the effect on traffic flow on arterial streets; 

 Rerouting construction trucks to reduce travel on congested streets; 

 Prohibiting construction-related vehicles from parking on public streets; 

 Providing safety precautions for pedestrians and bicyclists through such measures as alternate 
routing and protection barriers; 

 Requiring contractors to participate in a common carpool registry during all periods of contract 
performance monitored and maintained by the general contractor; 

 Scheduling construction-related deliveries, other than concrete and earthwork-related 
deliveries, so as to reduce travel during peak travel periods as identified in this study; 

 Coordination with other construction projects in the vicinity to minimize conflicts; 

 Obtaining the required permits for truck haul routes from the City of Los Angeles prior to the 
issuance of any permit for the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative; 

 Obtaining a Caltrans transportation permit for use of oversized transport vehicles on Caltrans 
facilities; 

 Submitting a traffic management plan to Caltrans for review and approval; 

 All emergency access to the Project Site and adjacent areas shall be kept clear and 
unobstructed during all phases of demolition and construction; 

 Flag persons in adequate numbers shall be provided to minimize impacts to traffic  flow and to 
ensure the safe access into and out of the site; 

 Flag persons shall be trained to assist in emergency response by restricting or controlling the 
movement of traffic that could interfere with emergency vehicle access; 

 Construction vehicles, including construction personnel vehicles, shall not park on public 
streets, including streets outside Century City; 

 Construction vehicles shall not stage or queue where they interfere with pedestrian and 
vehicular traffic or block access to nearby businesses; 

 If feasible, any traffic lane closures shall be limited to off-peak traffic periods, as approved by 
the Los Angeles Department of Transportation; 

 The Los Angeles Police Department shall be notified a minimum of 24 hours in advance of any 
lane closures or other roadway work; and 

 To the extent feasible, the delivery of construction materials shall be scheduled during the off-
peak traffic periods. 
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 All haul trucks leaving the Project Site shall access I-405 either via Santa Monica Boulevard or 
via Pico Boulevard. 

 Construction haul trucks containing concrete and earthwork-related deliveries and excavated 
materials shall be prohibited from using Pico Boulevard from 7:00 am through 9:00 am and 
from 1:00 pm through 3:00 pm.  During these periods all such trucks shall travel to and from 
I-405 on Santa Monica Boulevard. 

In addition to the Compliance Measures and Project Design Features for the proposed Enhanced 
Retail Alternative, the following Mitigation Measures are required to reduce noise impacts: 

Mitigation Measure 4.8.1: Construction Noise Barrier. Prior to commencement of construction 
activities, and when construction activities are within 200 feet of the southwestern boundary of the 
Project Site, a temporary construction barrier with a minimum height of 8 feet shall be required 
along the southwest corner of the Project Site. The construction noise barrier shall extend a 
minimum of 200 feet east on Constellation Boulevard and 200 feet north on Avenue of the Stars. 
The construction barrier may be a 0.5-inch thick plywood fence or another material that has a 
minimum Sound Transmission Class (STC) rating of 28. 

Mitigation Measure 4.8.2: Construction Loading and Staging. Construction loading and staging 
areas shall be located on site. The construction contractor shall locate equipment staging in areas 
that will create the greatest distance between construction-related noise sources and noise-
sensitive receptors nearest the Project Site during all project construction activities. 

Through compliance with Section 41.40 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code and implementation of 
the Project Design Features and Mitigation Measures, construction-related noise impacts 
associated with the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would be reduced to a less than 
significant level. In addition, no vibration level would exceed the thresholds for building damage for 
either the Approved Project or the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative, construction vibration 
from both projects would be less than significant, and no Mitigation Measures are required. In 
addition, long-term noise impacts due to Approved and proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative and 
cumulative stationary sources and traffic volumes would be less than significant. 

However, even with the proposed Mitigation Measures, if nearby related projects in Century City 
were to be constructed concurrently with the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative, noise impacts 
due to construction of the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative in combination with any of the 
related projects could result in a temporary impact that is significant and unavoidable. However, 
this is a conservative conclusion and would only occur if the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative 
and related projects’ construction occurred concurrently. Findings related to this conclusion are 
discussed in Section 12.C of this document. 

9. Population, Housing, and Employment 

a. Construction Impacts 

Construction of both the Approved Project and the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would 
create temporary (short-term) construction jobs. The Approved Project was projected to create 
3,348 temporary full-time equivalent construction jobs. The proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative 
is projected to create 2,600 temporary full-time equivalent construction jobs. Given the available 
supply of general construction labor in the local and regional vicinity of the Project Site and the fact 
that construction workers would not be expected to relocate their households’ places of residence 
as a consequence of working on the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative or the Approved Project, 
potential population, housing, and employment impacts related to construction for both projects 
would be similar and less than significant. For the same reasons, impacts related to construction 
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of the Enhanced Retail Alternative would be less than significant as compared to existing 
conditions. 

b. Operational Impacts 

The Approved Project would have included 483 new housing units and thus would have introduced 
a new residential population into the area. The estimated population of the Approved Project would 
have been 903 residents if all units were occupied. The population growth associated with the 
Approved Project would be consistent with the established SCAG forecast for the West Los 
Angeles Community Plan area, and the Approved Project’s potential impacts related to population 
and housing would have been less than significant. The proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative 
would not cause or result in direct population growth because the proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative would not provide housing on the Project Site. The proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative would provide long-term employment for approximately 1,467 employees. The 
Subsequent EIR concluded that it is unlikely that a substantial number of employees would need 
to be relocated from outside the region to meet the need for 1,467 employees. In addition, this 
growth would not materially alter the sub-regional jobs-to-housing ratio forecasts, exceed 
employment projections, or conflict with City plans or policies related to employment growth in the 
area surrounding the Project Site. Therefore, the Subsequent EIR concluded that the proposed 
Enhanced Retail Alternative and the Approved Project would have similar, less than significant 
operational impacts related to housing, population, and employment and that the proposed 
Enhanced Retail Alternative would not have any significant new impacts beyond those of the 
Approved Project, nor would it increase the severity of any previously identified significant effects. 
For the same reasons, it was also determined that the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would 
have less than significant impacts related to housing, population, and employment as compared to 
existing conditions. 

c. 2021 Horizon 

In the event that the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative build-out year were to be extended to 
2021 to coincide with the anticipated expiration of the amended Development Agreement, the less 
than significant conclusions regarding the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative’s construction and 
operational impacts on housing and population would not change. The number of employees 
associated with the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would be within SCAG’s forecasted 
growth for housing, population, and employment in the sub-region, City, and West Los Angeles 
Community Plan area if the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative’s build-out year were to be 
extended to 2021. 

d. Cumulative Impacts 

In the Initial Study for the Approved Project, the City determined that the Approved Project would 
not have the potential to cause significant impacts related to population and housing. The Initial 
Study concluded that compared to the projected growth of the community by 2010, the population 
growth associated with the Approved Project would be consistent with the established West Los 
Angeles Community Plan forecast, the Approved Project’s potential impacts related to population 
and housing would be less than significant, and the Approved Project would not contribute to or 
result in a significant cumulative impact related to population and housing. 

The proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative is concluded to have substantially the same impacts as 
the Approved Project with regard to housing and population; therefore, cumulative impacts of the 
proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would be substantially the same as the Approved Project. 
All potential cumulative impacts related to housing and population associated with implementation 
of the Approved Project and the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would be less than 
significant, and the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would not involve new significant 
cumulative impacts to housing and population. Accordingly, as compared to the Approved Project, 
the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would not involve new significant cumulative 
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environmental effects or a substantial increase in the severity of previously identified cumulative 
significant effects related to housing and population. 

There are 21 related projects within the West Los Angeles Community Plan which are considered 
in the context of the cumulative analysis for population, housing, and employment. Like the 
proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative, construction of the related projects would result in increased 
temporary (short-term) employment opportunities. Although the related projects would increase the 
number of available construction jobs, none of these employees are expected to relocate, thereby 
creating a permanent increase in population or an increased demand for housing in the Project 
area. Therefore, cumulative impacts related to population and housing growth due to temporary 
construction jobs would be less than significant and no mitigation is required. 

Within the West Los Angeles Community Plan, resident-generating related projects would have the 
potential to increase the population by 4,059 persons, which could exceed SCAG’s projected 
population growth for the West Los Angeles Community Plan area. Regardless, the proposed 
Enhanced Retail Alternative would not contribute to cumulative population impacts in the West Los 
Angeles Community Plan area, as it does not include new residential uses and would not result in 
direct population growth. Therefore, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative’s contribution to 
cumulative impacts associated with population growth would be less than significant, and no 
mitigation is required. 

Within the West Los Angeles Community Plan area, resident-generating related projects would 
have the potential to increase the number of housing units by 1,890 dwelling units and 184 beds 
(assisted living), which could exceed the projected household growth for the West Los Angeles 
Community Plan area. Nonetheless, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would not 
contribute to cumulative population and housing impacts in the West Los Angeles Community Plan 
area as it does not include new residential uses. Therefore, the proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative’s contribution to cumulative impacts associated with direct population and housing 
growth would be less than significant, and no mitigation is required. 

Within the West Los Angeles Community Plan, the related projects would have the potential to 
generate opportunities for 3,553 employees, which could have the potential to exceed the projected 
employment growth for the West Los Angeles Community Plan area. Because of the City’s 
designation of Century City as a Regional Center and SCAG’s recognition of the likelihood of high 
employment growth levels in the area, cumulative impacts associated with employment growth 
would be less than significant, and no mitigation is required. 

The proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative and the related projects would result in an estimated 
jobs/housing balance of 2.63 in the West Los Angeles Community Plan area, which is slightly 
greater than the jobs-to-housing ratio (2.61) extrapolated from the SCAG projections but still less 
than the jobs-to-housing ratio in the West Los Angeles Community Plan area in 2010 (2.66). The 
decline in the ratio of jobs to housing indicates that the region would still become slightly more 
housing-rich in that 5-year period, despite exceeding SCAG projections for housing and 
employment. 

While the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative and some of the related projects would contribute 
to the existing jobs/housing imbalance in the West Los Angeles Community Plan area, it would also 
further City goals and policies that support further commercial development in and near Century 
City, which is a designated Regional Center. Therefore, cumulative impacts relating to the 
job/housing balance would be less than significant, and no Mitigation Measures are required. 

e. Project Design Features, Compliance Measures, and Mitigation Measures 

There are no Compliance Measures, Project Design Features or Mitigation Measures for the 
proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative that are applicable to housing, population, and employment. 
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There are no potentially significant impacts related to housing, population, employment, or the 
jobs/housing balance. 

10. Public Services 

a. Fire Protection 

(1) Construction Impacts 

Construction of both the Approved Project and the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would 
increase the potential for accidental on-site fires resulting from the use of construction equipment 
and flammable construction materials. Construction activities also have the potential to affect fire 
protection services, such as emergency vehicle response times, by adding construction traffic to 
the street network and potentially requiring partial lane closures during street improvement and 
utility installations. The potential construction impacts of the Approved Project and the proposed 
Enhanced Retail Alternative related to fire protection services would be similar and less than 
significant because (1) the Approved Project and the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative are 
both designed to be consistent with and to comply with the requirements of the Los Angeles Fire 
Code and other applicable regulations; (2) emergency access to the Project Site would be 
maintained during construction for both the Approved Project and proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative; (3) construction personnel would be trained in fire emergency response and fire safety 
for both the Approved Project and proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative; (4) construction impacts 
are temporary in nature for both the Approved Project and proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative; 
and (5) if a partial street closure were required, notice would be provided to the Los Angeles Police 
Department, and flag persons would be used to facilitate the traffic flow until construction is 
complete for both the Approved Project and proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative. With 
implementation of these measures, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative was concluded to 
have substantially the same impacts related to fire protection as the Approved Project, which would 
be less than significant. For the same reasons, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would 
have less than significant construction impacts related to fire protection services as compared to 
existing conditions. 

(2) Operational Impacts 

The Project Site is served by the three existing and operational fire stations: Station No. 92 
(approximately 1.3 miles southwest of the Project Site), Station No. 58 (approximately 2.1 miles 
southeast of the Project Site), and Station No. 59 (approximately 2.3 miles southwest of the Project 
Site). The Los Angeles Fire Department has indicated that the response times to the Project Site 
from the above-stated fire stations are sufficient to meet the Department’s current demand and 
response distance standards. The Approved Project is a high-density residential use that would 
have occupancy 24 hours per day. The proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative is an office tower 
project with ancillary retail that would have employees and visitors on site, primarily during daytime 
working hours. The distance requirements for high-density commercial uses are more stringent 
than for residential uses. The maximum response distance between high-density commercial land 
uses and a fire station that houses an engine company is 0.75 mile, and the maximum response 
distance for a fire station that houses a truck company is 1 mile (both the engine and truck company 
requirements apply). When response distances exceed these recommendations, all structures 
must be equipped with automatic fire sprinkler system and any other fire protection devices deemed 
necessary by the Fire Chief (e.g., fire signaling systems, fire extinguishers, smoke removal 
systems). The Project Site is within 1.3 miles of Fire Station No. 92, which houses a paramedic 
light force (Aerial Ladder Truck and Engine); therefore, the Project Site is not within the Los Angeles 
Municipal Code maximum response distance for commercial land uses, and the proposed 
Enhanced Retail Alternative would be required to install an automatic fire sprinkler system and 
other fire protection devices pursuant to the Fire Chief’s specifications. Sprinklers are included in 
the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative as a Compliance Measure (Compliance Measure FIRE-
2). 
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By increasing the population on the Project Site, both projects have the potential to increase the 
number of calls for Los Angeles Fire Department services. However, the Los Angeles Fire 
Department has indicated that staffing and equipment levels and facility space at all three fire 
stations that would provide “first in” or second call services to the Project Site (Nos. 92, 58, and 59) 
are adequate to provide services to meet the existing demand. Furthermore, although different 
standards apply for the response distance for high-density residential uses and high-density 
commercial uses, both the Approved Project and the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would 
be required to comply with Los Angeles Fire Code and other applicable regulations in order to 
ensure that the projects would not adversely impact existing fire protection services (including 
response distance requirements, fire flow, fire hydrants, and emergency access). By complying 
with these requirements, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative was concluded to have 
substantially the same impacts as the Approved Project, which would be less than significant. 
Accordingly, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would not have any significant new impacts 
beyond those of the Approved Project, nor would it increase the severity of any previously identified 
significant effects. For the reasons described above, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative is 
also concluded to have less than significant impacts related to fire protection services as compared 
to existing conditions during operation. 

(3) 2021 Horizon 

In the event that the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative build-out year were to be extended to 
2021 to coincide with the anticipated expiration of the amended Development Agreement, the 
conclusions regarding the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative’s impact to fire protection services 
would not change; potential impacts would remain less than significant with the incorporation of 
Project Design Features. The number of employees associated with the proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative would be within SCAG’s forecasted growth for housing, population, and employment in 
the sub-region, City, and West Los Angeles Community Plan area if the proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative’s build-out year were to be extended to 2021. SCAG forecasts form the basis for 
updating the General Plan Framework, which in turn sets long-term growth strategy for updating 
Community Plans and General Plan Elements. Thus, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative’s 
consistency with SCAG growth forecasts ensures that it would be accounted for in the City’s long-
term growth planning for fire protection services through 2021. Therefore, the conclusions 
presented above regarding the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative’s impacts to fire protection 
services would not change if the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative build-out year were to be 
extended to 2021. 

(4) Cumulative Impacts 

The 2006 EIR found that the total demand for fire services of the related projects combined with 
the Approved Project would comprise a small percentage of the demand for fire services that 
existed at that time. The 2006 EIR further determined that the impact of the related projects in 
relation to the service capacity of the existing “first in” station (Station No. 92) would be less than 
significant considering the relatively low demand for services from Station No. 92 at that time. 
Further, all the related projects would comply with Los Angeles Fire Code and Building Code 
requirements pertaining to fire safety, access, and fire flow. Therefore, the 2006 EIR found that the 
Approved Project combined with related projects would result in a less than significant cumulative 
impact related to fire and emergency services. 

In comparing the findings in the 2006 EIR, implementation of the proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative is anticipated to create an increased demand for Los Angeles Fire Department services 
at the Project site; however, like the Approved Project, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative 
would not result in the need for the addition of a new fire station or the expansion, consolidation, or 
relocation of an existing facility to maintain adequate service levels. Similarly, although a cumulative 
increase in demand for Los Angeles Fire Department services would occur, cumulative project 
impacts on fire protection and emergency medical services would be reduced through regulatory 
compliance, similar to the Approved Project. All related projects would comply with Los Angeles 
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Fire Code and Building Code requirements pertaining to fire safety, access, and fire flow. Therefore, 
operation of the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative is concluded to have similar impacts on fire 
protection services as the Approved Project, and all potential cumulative impacts related to fire 
protection services and fire facilities with implementation of the Approved Project and the proposed 
Enhanced Retail Alternative would be less than significant. Accordingly, as compared to the 
Approved Project, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would not involve new significant 
cumulative environmental effects or a substantial increase in the severity of previously identified 
cumulative significant effects related to fire protection services and facilities. For similar reasons, 
the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative as compared to existing and future conditions would not 
have a cumulatively considerable impact on fire protection services. 

Finally, the Los Angeles Fire Department issued a letter dated September 11, 2013 which states, 
“[w]hile the development of the CCC project and other projects in the area will have cumulative 
effects on fire protection services, those impacts would be less than significant. 

Therefore, the CCC project’s impacts on fire protection services are not cumulatively considerable.” 
This letter is provided in the Final Subsequent EIR, State and Local Agency Comments and 
Responses. Therefore the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative’s impact on fire protection 
services would not be cumulatively considerable, and cumulative fire protection services impacts 
would be less than significant. 

(5) Project Design Features, Compliance Measures, and Mitigation Measures 

The following Compliance Measures and Project Design Features for the proposed Enhanced 
Retail Alternative are applicable to fire protection services: 

Compliance Measure FIRE-1 Fire Suppression Training. Construction managers and construction 
personnel shall be trained in emergency response and fire safety. Fire suppression equipment 
specific to construction shall be maintained on site in accordance with Occupational Safety and 
Health Administration (OSHA) and Fire Code requirements. 

Compliance Measure FIRE-2 Fire Code. The Applicant shall comply with all State and local building 
codes relative to fire protection, safety, and suppression. Specifically, the proposed Enhanced 
Retail Alternative shall incorporate the standards and requirements as set forth by Title 24, the City 
of Los Angeles Safety Element, and the Los Angeles Municipal Code Fire Code (Chapter V, Article 
7), and any additional code requirements established by the Los Angeles Fire Department. 
Provisions include requirements pertaining to access, signage, locations of hydrants, fire flow, the 
provision of a fire control room, and installation of fire sprinklers in all new buildings. The automatic 
fire sprinkler system shall be installed prior to final building inspection. 

Compliance Measure FIRE-3 Fire Access Lane. The proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative shall 
maintain the existing fire lane on the northern and eastern site perimeters. The fire lane shall be a 
minimum of 25 feet wide, with no side parking. 

Compliance Measure FIRE-4 Fire Control Room. A Fire Control Room shall be located near or 
adjacent to the main entrance to the tower building; the Fire Control Room shall be a minimum of 
100 square feet. 

Compliance Measure FIRE-5 Emergency Helipad. The proposed office tower shall include rooftop 
emergency helicopter landing facilities, as required by the Los Angeles Municipal Code Fire Code, 
in a location to be approved by the Fire Chief. 

Compliance Measure FIRE-6 Site Plan Approval. The Applicant shall submit a plot plan for approval 
of access and hydrants by the Los Angeles Fire Department prior to the issuance of a building 
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permit by the City. The plot plan shall include fire prevention and access features to the satisfaction 
of the Los Angeles Fire Department, which may include the following standard requirements: 

 Access for Fire Department apparatus and personnel to and into all structures shall be required. 

 Entrances to the main lobby shall be located off the address side of the buildings. 

 Any required Fire Annunciator panel or Fire Control Room shall be located within 50 feet visual 
line of sight of the main entrance stairwell or to the satisfaction of the Los Angeles Fire 
Department. 

 Any required fire hydrants to be installed shall be fully operational and accepted by the 
Los Angeles Fire Department prior to any building occupation. 

 All structures must be within 300 feet of an approved fire hydrant. 

 All water systems and roadways are to be improved to the satisfaction of the Los Angeles Fire 
Department prior to any building occupation. 

 All structures shall be fully sprinklered pursuant to Los Angeles Municipal Code Chapter V, 
Article 7, Division 9, Section 57.09.07(A). 

 No building or portion of a building shall be constructed more than 150 feet from the edge of a 
roadway of an improved street, access road, or designated fire lane. 

 At least two different ingress/egress roads for each area, which would accommodate major fire 
apparatus and provide for major evacuation during emergency situations, shall be required. 

 Construction of new project roadways, either public or private, shall not exceed 15 percent in 
grade, unless otherwise approved. 

 The project shall utilize standard cut-corners on all turns, if applicable. 

 If applicable, fire lanes and dead-ending streets shall terminate in a cul-de-sac or other 
appropriate turning area. 

 No dead-ending street or fire lane shall be greater than 700 feet in length, or secondary access 
shall be required. 

 If applicable, where access for a given development requires accommodation of Fire 
Department apparatus, minimum outside radius of the paved surface shall be 35 feet.  An 
additional 6 feet of clear space shall be maintained beyond the outside radius to a vertical point 
13 feet, 6 inches above the paved surface of the roadway. 

Project Design Feature FIRE-1 Voluntary Fire and Emergency Medical Measures. The Applicant 
shall implement the following measures during operation of the proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative: 

 Owner supplied automatic external defibrillators (AEDs) on selected floors to be used by on-site 
security as necessary. Security personnel to be fully trained on the use and operation of AEDs; 

 Training on the AEDs for tenant floor wardens and others; tenants to be encouraged to 
purchase their own AEDs; 
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 CERT/first aid training for all floor wardens and others; 

 CERT/first aid training made available and encouraged for all building occupants, if it can be 
accessed online; 

 Joint training for Los Angeles Fire Department personnel and building personnel on-site; 

 A dedicated parking bay for an emergency ambulance at the Century Park West Garage with 
a dedicated break area, equipment storage, and a direct communication link to the Los Angeles 
Fire Department. Please note that the City has no obligation to staff this resource until such 
time as it deems appropriate. 

Project Design Feature HAZ-1 Construction Management Plan. A general Construction 
Management Plan shall be prepared and implemented with approval of the City of Los Angeles 
Fire Department. The Construction Management Plan shall outline best management practices for 
the handling and storage of all flammable construction materials, specify methods and 
requirements for cleanup of flammable materials, and show specific well-marked 
entrances/emergency access points to the Project Site that shall remain clear and unobstructed at 
all times during construction. 

Project Design Feature TRA-1 Construction Staging and Traffic Management Plan. A Construction 
Staging and Traffic Management Plan shall be prepared for approval by the Los Angeles 
Department of Transportation and other appropriate agencies and implemented during proposed 
Enhanced Retail Alternative construction. The Construction Staging and Traffic Management Plan 
shall also include the name and phone number of a contact person who can be reached 24 hours 
a day regarding construction traffic complaints or emergency situations. In addition, the 
Construction Staging and Traffic Management Plan shall take into account and be coordinated with 
other Construction Staging and Traffic Management Plans that are in effect or have been proposed 
for other projects in Century City. The Construction Staging and Traffic Management Plan may 
include, but not be limited to, the following: 

 Provisions for temporary traffic control during all construction activities adjacent to public right-
of-way to improve traffic flow on public roadways (e.g., flag person); 

 Scheduling construction activities to reduce the effect on traffic flow on arterial streets; 

 Rerouting construction trucks to reduce travel on congested streets; 

 Prohibiting construction-related vehicles from parking on public streets; 

 Providing safety precautions for pedestrians and bicyclists through such measures as alternate 
routing and protection barriers; 

 Requiring contractors to participate in a common carpool registry during all periods of contract 
performance monitored and maintained by the general contractor; 

 Scheduling construction-related deliveries, other than concrete and earthwork-related 
deliveries, so as to reduce travel during peak travel periods as identified in this study; 

 Coordination with other construction projects in the vicinity to minimize conflicts; 

 Obtaining the required permits for truck haul routes from the City of Los Angeles prior to the 
issuance of any permit for the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative; 
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 Obtaining a Caltrans transportation permit for use of oversized transport vehicles on Caltrans 
facilities; 

 Submitting a traffic management plan to Caltrans for review and approval; 

 All emergency access to the Project Site and adjacent areas shall be kept clear and 
unobstructed during all phases of demolition and construction; 

 Flag persons in adequate numbers shall be provided to minimize impacts to traffic flow and to 
ensure the safe access into and out of the site; 

 Flag persons shall be trained to assist in emergency response by restricting or controlling the 
movement of traffic that could interfere with emergency vehicle access; 

 Construction vehicles, including construction personnel vehicles, shall not park on public 
streets, including streets outside Century City; 

 Construction vehicles shall not stage or queue where they interfere with pedestrian and 
vehicular traffic or block access to nearby businesses; 

 If feasible, any traffic lane closures shall be limited to off-peak traffic periods, as approved by 
the Los Angeles Department of Transportation; 

 The Los Angeles Police Department shall be notified a minimum of 24 hours in advance of any 
lane closures or other roadway work; and 

 To the extent feasible, the delivery of construction materials shall be scheduled during the off-
peak traffic periods. 

 All haul trucks leaving the Project Site shall access I-405 either via Santa Monica Boulevard or 
via Pico Boulevard. 

 Construction haul trucks containing concrete and earthwork-related deliveries and excavated 
materials shall be prohibited from using Pico Boulevard from 7:00 am through 9:00 am and 
from 1:00 pm through 3:00 pm. During these periods all such trucks shall travel to and from 
I-405 on Santa Monica Boulevard. 

Project Design Feature POLICE-1 Construction Security. The Applicant shall maintain a 7-day-per-
week, 24-hour on-site security patrol during construction activities. The Applicant shall also provide 
perimeter fencing and nighttime security lighting to reduce the potential for trespassing and acts of 
vandalism. 

With incorporation of Compliance Measures and Project Design Features, the proposed Enhanced 
Retail Alternative would have a less than significant impact on fire protection services provided by 
the Los Angeles Fire Department. 

b. Police Protection 

(1) Construction Impacts 

Short-term construction activities such as lane closures, sidewalk closures, and utility line 
construction associated with construction of the Approved Project and the proposed Enhanced 
Retail Alternative could have implications related to response times for emergency vehicles due to 
travel time delays. Other implications of construction include reduced travel time due to flagging or 
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stopping of traffic to accommodate trucks entering and exiting the Project Site during construction. 
Construction activities would also generate traffic associated with the movement of construction 
equipment, hauling of demolition and graded materials, and employee traffic that would have the 
potential to affect police protection services such as emergency vehicle response times by adding 
construction traffic to the street network. Both the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative and the 
Approved Project include Mitigation Measures or Project Design Features that would require the 
Los Angeles Police Department to be notified of the times of day and locations of any traffic slowing 
or lane closures. Traffic management personnel (flag persons) would be trained to assist in 
emergency response by restricting or controlling the movement of traffic that could interfere with 
emergency vehicle access. With implementation of these measures, the proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative would have substantially the same or fewer impacts as the Approved Project, which 
would be less than significant. Because the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would not 
involve demolition of the previously existing structures on the Project Site, less traffic associated 
with construction equipment and housing of demolition and graded materials would be generated 
by the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative as compared to the Approved Project (approximately 
125 haul trips per day for the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative compared to approximately 
240 haul trips per day for the Approved Project). Therefore, the proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative is anticipated to have fewer impacts than the Approved Project related to the potential 
reduction of emergency vehicle response times. In addition, both the Approved Project and the 
proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would require the onsite storage of construction equipment 
and building materials, which could result in theft that could potentially necessitate police 
involvement. Both the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative and the Approved Project include 
Mitigation Measures or Project Design Features requiring implementation of security measures 
during construction, which would reduce potential impacts from theft to a less than significant level. 
Therefore, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would not have any significant new impacts 
related to police protection services during construction as compared with the Approved Project, 
nor would it increase the severity of any previously identified significant impacts. For similar 
reasons, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative as compared to existing conditions would have 
less than significant impacts related to police protection services during construction. 

(2) Operational Impacts 

With regard to project operations, the Approved Project (a residential project) would have added 
new permanent residents at the Project Site and thus would have reduced the officer-to-resident 
ratio in the Los Angeles Police Department’s West Los Angeles Community Police Station service 
area. The proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would generate employees and increase the 
number of site visitors within the Project Site, but these individuals would visit the Project Site 
primarily during weekday business hours and would not add to the total permanent population in 
the area. With implementation of Project Design Features or Mitigation Measures, which require 
the incorporation of project security features and coordination with the Los Angeles Police 
Department regarding access routes to reduce potential long-term impacts to law enforcement 
services, both the Approved Project and the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative were found to 
have similar, less than significant operational impacts to police protection services. Based on the 
foregoing, the Subsequent EIR concluded that the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would not 
have any significant new impacts compared to the Approved Project, nor would it increase the 
severity of any previously identified significant effects. For the reasons described above, the 
proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative is also concluded to have less than significant impacts 
related to police services as compared to existing conditions during operation. 

(3) 2021 Horizon 

In the event that the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative build-out year were to be extended to 
2021 to coincide with the anticipated expiration of the amended Development Agreement, the 
conclusions regarding the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative’s impact to police protection 
services would not change, and potential impacts would remain less than significant. The number 
of employees associated with the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would be within SCAG’s 
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forecast growth for housing, population, and employment in the sub-region, City, and West Los 
Angeles Community Plan area if the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative’s build-out year were 
to be extended to 2021. SCAG forecasts form the basis for updating the General Plan Framework, 
which in turn sets long-term growth strategy for updating Community Plans and General Plan 
Elements. Thus, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative’s consistency with SCAG growth 
forecasts implies that it would be accounted for in the City’s long-term growth planning for police 
protection services through 2021. Therefore, the conclusions presented above regarding the 
proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative’s impacts to police protection services would not change if 
the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative build-out year were to be extended to 2021. 

(4) Cumulative Impacts 

The 2006 EIR found that the related projects combined with the Approved Project would generate 
approximately 2,496 new residents in the Los Angeles Police Department’s West Los Angeles 
Division, which would increase the ratio of total arrests per officer from 12.65 per officer to 12.78 
per officer. This increase would be approximately 35 percent less than the 19.66 annual average 
arrests per officer in the West Bureau and approximately 6 percent less than the 13.59 annual 
average arrests per officer Citywide; therefore, the Approved Project and related projects would 
not exceed the capability of the Los Angeles Police Department to serve cumulative development 
and cumulative impacts with regard to police protection services would be less than significant. 

In comparing the findings in the 2006 EIR, implementation of the proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative is anticipated to create an increased demand for Los Angeles Police Department 
services at the Project site; however, like the Approved Project, the proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative would not result in the need for the addition of a new police station or the expansion, 
consolidation, or relocation of an existing facility to maintain adequate service levels. Similar to the 
Approved Project, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative and each of the related projects would 
be subject to Los Angeles Police Department review and would be required to comply with all 
applicable safety requirements of the Los Angeles Police Department and the City of Los Angeles 
in order to adequately address police protection service demands. Therefore, operation of the 
proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative is concluded to have similar impacts on police protection 
services as the Approved Project, and all potential cumulative impacts related to police protection 
services and facilities with implementation of the Approved Project and the proposed Enhanced 
Retail Alternative would be less than significant. Accordingly, as compared to the Approved Project, 
the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would not involve new significant environmental effects 
or a substantial increase in the severity of previously identified cumulative significant effects related 
to police protection services and facilities. For similar reasons, the proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative as compared to existing and future conditions would have less than significant 
cumulative impacts related to police protection services. 

(5) Project Design Features, Compliance Measures, and Mitigation Measures 

There are no Compliance Measures applicable to police protection services. The following Project 
Design Features for the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative are applicable to police protection 
services: 

Project Design Feature TRA-1 Construction Staging and Traffic Management Plan. A Construction 
Staging and Traffic Management Plan shall be prepared for approval by the Los Angeles 
Department of Transportation and other appropriate agencies and implemented during proposed 
Enhanced Retail Alternative construction. The Construction Staging and Traffic Management Plan 
shall also include the name and phone number of a contact person who can be reached 24 hours 
a day regarding construction traffic complaints or emergency situations. In addition, the 
Construction Staging and Traffic Management Plan shall take into account and be coordinated with 
other Construction Staging and Traffic Management Plans that are in effect or have been proposed 
for other projects in Century City. The Construction Staging and Traffic Management Plan may 
include, but not be limited to, the following: 
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 Provisions for temporary traffic control during all construction activities adjacent to public right-
of-way to improve traffic flow on public roadways (e.g., flag person); 

 Scheduling construction activities to reduce the effect on traffic flow on arterial streets; 

 Rerouting construction trucks to reduce travel on congested streets; 

 Prohibiting construction-related vehicles from parking on public streets; 

 Providing safety precautions for pedestrians and bicyclists through such measures as alternate 
routing and protection barriers; 

 Requiring contractors to participate in a common carpool registry during all periods of contract 
performance monitored and maintained by the general contractor; 

 Scheduling construction-related deliveries, other than concrete and earthwork-related 
deliveries, so as to reduce travel during peak travel periods as identified in this study; 

 Coordination with other construction projects in the vicinity to minimize conflicts; 

 Obtaining the required permits for truck haul routes from the City of Los Angeles prior to the 
issuance of any permit for the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative; 

 Obtaining a Caltrans transportation permit for use of oversized transport vehicles on Caltrans 
facilities; 

 Submitting a traffic management plan to Caltrans for review and approval; 

 All emergency access to the Project Site and adjacent areas shall be kept clear and 
unobstructed during all phases of demolition and construction; 

 Flag persons in adequate numbers shall be provided to minimize impacts to traffic flow and to 
ensure the safe access into and out of the site; 

 Flag persons shall be trained to assist in emergency response by restricting or controlling the 
movement of traffic that could interfere with emergency vehicle access; 

 Construction vehicles, including construction personnel vehicles, shall not park on public 
streets, including streets outside Century City; 

 Construction vehicles shall not stage or queue where they interfere with pedestrian and 
vehicular traffic or block access to nearby businesses; 

 If feasible, any traffic lane closures shall be limited to off-peak traffic periods, as approved by 
the Los Angeles Department of Transportation; 

 The Los Angeles Police Department shall be notified a minimum of 24 hours in advance of any 
lane closures or other roadway work; and 

 To the extent feasible, the delivery of construction materials shall be scheduled during the off-
peak traffic periods. 

 All haul trucks leaving the Project Site shall access I-405 either via Santa Monica Boulevard or 
via Pico Boulevard. 
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 Construction haul trucks containing concrete and earthwork-related deliveries and excavated 
materials shall be prohibited from using Pico Boulevard from 7:00 am through 9:00 am and 
from 1:00 pm through 3:00 pm. During these periods all such trucks shall travel to and from 
I-405 on Santa Monica Boulevard. 

Project Design Feature POLICE-1 Construction Security. The Applicant shall maintain a 7-day-per-
week, 24-hour on-site security patrol during construction activities. The Applicant shall also provide 
perimeter fencing and nighttime security lighting to reduce the potential for trespassing and acts of 
vandalism. 

Project Design Feature POLICE-2 Crime Prevention Through Design. The proposed Enhanced 
Retail Alternative shall comply with the design guidelines outlined in the Los Angeles Police 
Department’s Design Out Crime Guidelines, which recommend using natural surveillance to 
maximize visibility, natural access control that restricts or encourages appropriate site and building 
access, and territorial reinforcement to define ownership and separate public and private space. 
Specifically, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative shall, at a minimum, incorporate the 
following features: 

 Install industry standard security lighting at recommended locations including, but not limited 
to, parking structures and walking pathways; 

 Install closed-circuit television at select locations including, but not limited to, all exit points, 
outdoor seating areas, loading docks, and the parking structure; 

 Provide adequate lighting of the parking structure, elevators, and lobby to reduce areas of 
concealment; 

 Provide lighting of building entries, pedestrian walkways, and public open spaces to provide 
pedestrian orientation and to clearly identify a secure route between parking areas and points 
of entry into buildings; 

 Design public spaces to be easily patrolled and accessed by safety personnel; 

 Design entrances to, and exits from, buildings, open spaces around buildings, and pedestrian 
walkways to be open and in view of surrounding sites;  

 Provide a keycard access system for commercial uses in the office tower with a central station 
and keycard readers placed in all elevators to limit access to employees and building visitors 
that are screened through building security; 

 Limit visually obstructed and infrequently accessed “dead zones;” 

 Provide a 7-day-per-week, 24-hour on-site security patrol during operation. 

Project Design Feature POLICE-3 Facilitating Police Response. Upon completion of the Project, 
the Applicant shall provide the West Los Angeles Area Commanding Officer with a diagram of each 
portion of the property, including access routes, and provide additional information, as requested 
by the Los Angeles Police Department, that might facilitate police response. 

With implementation of Project Design Features, impacts of the proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative related to police protection services would be less than significant. 

c. Public Schools 

(1) Construction Impacts 
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Construction traffic (e.g., worker travel, hauling activities, and the delivery of construction materials) 
for both the Approved Project and the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would not affect 
existing school traffic, pedestrian routes, or transportation safety in the Project Site vicinity because 
there are no schools adjacent to the Project Site. Furthermore, proposed construction-related haul 
routes for both projects would be located on major arterials. In addition, construction staging and 
construction-related vehicle parking for the Approved Project would have occurred on site; 
construction workers for the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would park their private vehicles 
at the parking structure located at 2030 Century Park West, which is approximately one block 
southwest of the Project Site, and walk to the Project Site. There are no schools located between 
the parking structure at 2030 Century Park West and the proposed Project Site. Accordingly, the 
proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative was concluded to have substantially the same construction 
impacts as the Approved Project with regard to construction traffic and schools. Further, short-term 
demand for public school services is not anticipated to be substantial for either the Approved 
Project or the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative, as construction workers would not be 
expected to relocate their households’ places of residence as a consequence of working on a 
proposed development, and there would therefore be no increase in student enrollment at the 
schools serving the Project Site during construction of either the Approved Project or the proposed 
Enhanced Retail Alternative. Therefore, school impacts associated with short-term construction 
activities for both the Approved Project and the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative are similar 
and less than significant. The proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would not have any new 
significant impacts as compared with the Approved Project, nor would it increase the severity of 
any previously identified significant effects. For the reasons stated above, school impacts 
associated with short-term construction activities for the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative as 
compared to existing conditions would also be less than significant. 

(2) Operational Impacts 

The Approved Project would have generated 31 students on the Project Site, consisting of 13 
elementary school students, 8 middle school students, and 10 high school students. At the time of 
the 2006 EIR, the schools designated to serve the Approved Project were forecasted to operate at 
below capacity in the future with the exception of Westwood Charter Elementary School. Therefore, 
the increased enrollment attributable to the Approved Project would not have exceeded school 
capacities at any of the schools except Westwood Charter Elementary School, and development 
of the Approved Project would not have required the construction of new facilities, a major 
reorganization of students or classrooms, or changes to the single-track school calendar. The 
increased enrollment attributable to the Approved Project would have contributed to Westwood 
Charter Elementary School exceeding its operational capacity; however, payment of the requisite 
development fees pursuant to California Government Code Section 65995 would have offset the 
Approved Project’s impacts to Westwood Charter Elementary School. The proposed Enhanced 
Retail Alternative would have the potential to generate 39 students, consisting of 19 elementary 
students, 9 middle school students, and 11 high school students. It is important to note that the 
proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative (which is a commercial use) only results in a higher number 
of projected students than the Approved Project (which is a residential use) because the generation 
factors have changed since certification of the 2006 EIR. If 2010 generation rates are used to 
calculate the projected students from the Approved Project, the Approved Project would generate 
approximately 117 students. Based on this comparison, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative 
would generate 78 fewer students than the Approved Project. 

The increased enrollment attributable to the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would not 
exceed existing school capacities at any of the schools serving the Project Site, and development 
of the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would not require the construction of new facilities, a 
major reorganization of students or classrooms, or changes to the single-track school calendar at 
either of the middle schools or high school. However, based on Los Angeles Unified School District 
projections, increased enrollment attributable to the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would 
contribute to Westwood Charter Elementary School exceeding its operational capacity in the 2013-
2014 school year because Los Angeles Unified School District considers a school to have a 
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shortage of capacity if there are not 30 seats available. Similar to the Approved Project, payment 
of the requisite development fees pursuant to California Government Code Section 65995 would 
offset the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative’s impacts to Westwood Charter Elementary 
School. Through the payment of the required development fees, both the proposed Enhanced 
Retail Alternative and the Approved Project would have a less than significant impact associated 
with school services. Using 2010 generation rates, impacts of the proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative would be less than those of the Approved Project. Accordingly, the proposed Enhanced 
Retail Alternative would not have any significant new impacts, nor would it increase the severity of 
any previously identified significant effects related to school services. For the reasons described 
above, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative is also concluded to have less than significant 
impacts related to school services as compared to existing conditions during operation. 

(3) 2021 Horizon 

In the event that the Project build-out year were to be extended to 2021 to coincide with the 
anticipated expiration of the term of the Development Agreement, the conclusion regarding the 
proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative’s impacts to school services and facilities would not change, 
and impacts would be reduced to a less than significant level through the incorporation of mitigation. 
The proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would increase demand for schools by 39 students. 
Schools potentially serving the Project Site are all forecasted to be operating well below capacity 
in 2013-2014, with the exception of Westwood Charter Elementary School, which is forecasted to 
continue operating over capacity in 2013-2014 regardless of the status of the proposed Enhanced 
Retail Alternative. It is reasonable to assume that the projection to exceed operational capacity 
would continue beyond the 2013-2014 school year. Although Los Angeles Unified School District 
is implementing a $19.5 billion program to modernize and construct schools, there are no new 
schools currently planned within 2 miles of the Project Site, and Los Angeles Unified School District 
has indicated that it does not have any new schools planned for the area serving the Project Site. 
In the event that the project build-out year were to be extended to 2021 to coincide with the 
anticipated expiration of the term of the Development Agreement, the conclusion regarding the 
proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative’s impacts to school services and facilities would not change, 
and impacts would be reduced to a less than significant level through the incorporation of 
Compliance Measure SCH-1. Regardless of when the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative is 
implemented and the number of students generated, with the payment of the requisite school facility 
development fees, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would have a less than significant 
impact on school services and facilities even if it is developed in 2021. 

(4) Cumulative Impacts 

The 2006 EIR found that the schools potentially serving the Project site were all forecast to be 
operating below capacity with the exception of Westwood Charter Elementary School, which was 
forecast to be operating over capacity by 12 seats in 2009. The 2006 EIR found that all schools 
serving the Project site had sufficient available capacity to accommodate the students that would 
be generated by the Approved Project and that payment of the requisite school facility development 
fees would offset the Approved Project’s potential impacts to Westwood Charter Elementary 
School. Therefore, it was concluded that the Approved Project would have a less than significant 
impact on the LAUSD schools potentially serving the Project site and that the Approved Project’s 
contribution to cumulative impacts related to the provision of school services and facilities would 
be less than significant. 

In comparison to the findings in the 2006 EIR, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would 
generate 8 more students than the Approved Project (though as discussed above, the proposed 
Enhanced Retail Alternative, as a commercial project, only exceeds the student generation of the 
Approved Project, a residential project, because the generation factors have changed since the 
2006 EIR was certified), which would not exceed existing school capacities at any of the schools 
serving the Project site except for Westwood Charter Elementary School, and development of the 
proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would not require the construction of new facilities, a major 
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reorganization of students or classrooms, or changes to the single-track school calendar at either 
of the middle schools or high school. Payment of the requisite school facility development fees 
would offset the Enhanced Retail Alternative’s potential impacts to Westwood Charter Elementary 
School. Therefore, potential cumulative impacts related to school services and facilities with 
implementation of the Approved Project and the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would be 
less than significant. As compared to the Approved Project, the proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative would not involve new significant cumulative environmental effects or a substantial 
increase in the severity of previously identified cumulative significant effects related to school 
services and facilities. 

Comparing the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative’s cumulative impacts to existing and future 
conditions, cumulative impacts related to schools were considered only for the 31 related projects 
within the same attendance boundaries as the following four schools serving the Project site: 
Westwood Charter Elementary School, Ralph Waldo Emerson and Webster Middle Schools, and 
University Senior High School. The 31 related projects and the proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative would generate a total of 174 elementary school students, 238 middle school students, 
and 224 high school students, for a total of 636 students. With the exception of Westwood Charter 
Elementary School, all public schools that would serve the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative 
and the related projects would have adequate capacity to accommodate the cumulative student 
generation. Westwood Charter Elementary School would exceed its capacity with the cumulative 
student generation. Because the elementary school that would serve the proposed Enhanced 
Retail Alternative and the related projects may not have adequate capacity to accommodate the 
cumulative student generation, new or expanded elementary schools could be needed, which could 
result in a potentially significant cumulative impact. Although the cumulative student generation of 
the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would exceed the capacity of Westwood Charter 
Elementary School, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative and related projects would be 
required to pay a fee to mitigate each project’s impact on school facilities. Payment of fees is 
deemed to provide full and complete mitigation of school facilities impacts. Therefore, with the full 
payment of all applicable school fees, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative’s contribution to a 
cumulative impact to schools would not be cumulatively considerable, and cumulative impacts 
would be less than significant. 

(5) Project Design Features, Compliance Measures, and Mitigation Measures 

There are no Project Design Features for the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative that are 
applicable to school capacity and services. The following Compliance Measure is required for 
impacts to schools from the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative: 

Compliance Measure SCH-1 Payment of Development Fees: Prior to issuance of a building permit, 
the General Manager of the City of Los Angeles, Department of Building and Safety, or designee, 
shall ensure that the Applicant has paid all applicable school facility development fees in 
accordance with California Government Code Section 65995. 

With implementation of the Compliance Measure, no Mitigation Measures are required for impacts 
to schools for the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative. No significant adverse impacts related to 
schools have been identified. 

d. Library Services 

(1) Construction Impacts 

It is anticipated that the, majority of the proposed construction workers for either the Approved 
Project or the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would arrive to and depart from the Project 
Site during off-peak hours (i.e., arrive prior to 7:00 a.m. and depart prior to 4:00 p.m.). Given the 
anticipated construction schedule, access to library services would likely be limited to a few hours 
after work. As a result, construction activities for both the Approved Project and the proposed 
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Enhanced Retail Alternative are anticipated to have a less than significant impact on library 
services, and the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would not have any new significant impacts 
as compared with the Approved Project, nor would it increase the severity of any previously 
identified significant effects. For similar reasons, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would 
have a less than significant impact on library services during construction as compared with existing 
conditions. 

(2) Operational Impacts 

The Approved Project would have resulted in direct population growth related to the provision of 
residential units; the Approved Project would have provided housing for 980 new residents. The 
Approved Project would not have caused an increase in the community population that would have 
exceeded the target service population for the Westwood Branch Library (the nearest library to the 
Project Site) and project impacts would have been less than significant. In comparison, the 
proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would not cause or result in direct population growth 
because the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would not provide housing on the Project Site. 
Nonresidential projects are viewed as having relatively limited impacts attributable to occasional 
and incidental use of library facilities for generalized research purposes. Therefore, operation of 
the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative was determined to have fewer impacts to library services 
than the Approved Project, which would also be less than significant. Accordingly, the proposed 
Enhanced Retail Alternative would not have any new significant impacts as compared to the 
Approved Project, nor would it increase the severity of any previously identified significant effects. 
For the reasons described above, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative is also concluded to 
have less than significant impacts related to library services as compared to existing conditions 
during operation. 

(3) 2021 Horizon 

In the event that the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative build-out year were to be extended to 
2021 to coincide with the anticipated expiration of the amended Development Agreement, the 
conclusions regarding the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative’s impact to library services would 
not change. The proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would not increase demand for library 
services and potential impacts would remain less than significant. 

(4) Cumulative Impacts 

The 2006 EIR found that the libraries potentially serving the Approved Project had sufficient 
available capacity to accommodate the residents that would be generated by the Approved Project 
and the six related projects within the same library service areas. Therefore, it was concluded that 
the Approved Project would have a less than significant impact on the Los Angeles Public Libraries 
potentially serving the Project site and that the Approved Project’s contribution to cumulative 
impacts related to the provision of library services and facilities would be less than significant. 

The proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative does not provide housing and therefore would not cause 
or result in direct population growth that would increase demand for library services. The proposed 
Enhanced Retail Alternative would result in indirect growth associated with additional employment; 
however, employees would likely utilize library facilities near their places of residence and not near 
their workplace. Therefore, operation of the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative is concluded to 
have fewer impacts on library services than the Approved Project, and all potential cumulative 
impacts related to library services and facilities with implementation of the Approved Project and 
the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would be less than significant. Accordingly, as compared 
to the Approved Project, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would not involve new 
significant cumulative environmental effects or a substantial increase in the severity of previously 
identified cumulative significant effects related to library services and facilities. For the reasons 
stated above, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would also have a less than significant 
cumulative impact related to library services as compared to existing and future conditions. 
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(5) Project Design Features, Compliance Measures, and Mitigation Measures 

There are no Compliance Measures or Project Design Features applicable to library services, and 
no Mitigation Measures are required. No significant impacts relating to library services have been 
identified. 

11. Utilities 

a. Water Supply 

(1) Construction Impacts 

Short-term demand for water may occur during demolition, excavation, grading, and construction 
activities on site for both the Approved Project and the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative, but 
overall, demolition and construction activities require minimal water and are not expected to have 
any adverse impacts on the existing water system or available water supplies. Therefore, impacts 
associated with short-term construction activities for both the Approved Project and the proposed 
Enhanced Retail Alternative would be similar and less than significant. For the reasons stated 
above, construction impacts of the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would be less than 
significant as compared with existing conditions. 

(2) Operational Impacts 

Taking into account the existing commercial and restaurant/night club uses on the Project Site at 
that time, the Approved Project was projected to result in a net increase in water demand of 111,461 
gallons per day. The City determined that because the Approved Project was consistent with the 
General Plan, sufficient water was expected to be available to Los Angeles Department of Water 
and Power (LADWP) under existing entitlements, and no new or expanded entitlements would have 
been required. In comparison, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative (less existing demand 
and water conservation features) is projected to demand 129,824 gallons per day. The difference 
would be 18,363 gallons per day, which is an increase of approximately 16 percent. According to 
a Water Supply Assessment prepared by LADWP, the increase in water demand attributable to the 
proposed Modified Project as compared to existing conditions (i.e., not accounting for the Approved 
Project’s projected water demand) would fall within the available and projected water supplies of 
the 2010 Urban Water Management Plan, and water is available within the municipal system to 
serve the proposed Modified Project. Given that LADWP has confirmed that it would be able to 
meet the proposed Modified Project’s water demand, as well as the service area’s existing and 
planned water demands even without consideration of the Approved Project’s water demand, 
impacts associated with the long-term operation of the proposed Modified Project as compared to 
the Approved Project would be slightly greater but less than significant. The Enhanced Retail 
Alternative proposes the same mix of land uses as the Modified Project, with slightly reduced office 
space and increased retail space, and would result in a slightly smaller overall development. As 
discussed above, the water demand of the Enhanced Retail Alternative would be less than that of 
the Modified Project.  Accordingly, the assessment by LADWP that it would be able to meet the 
Modified Project’s water demand as well as the service area’s existing and planned water demands 
even without consideration of the Approved Project also applies to the Enhanced Retail Alternative. 
Accordingly, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would not have any new significant impacts 
beyond those of the Approved Project, nor would it increase the severity of any previously identified 
significant effects. For the reasons described above, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative is 
also concluded to have less than significant impacts related to water supplies  as compared to 
existing conditions during operation. 

As to water distribution capacity and infrastructure, the Approved Project, Modified Project, and 
Enhanced Retail Alternative are responsible for providing necessary water infrastructure on the 
Project Site and for ensuring that water supply is available to serve the Project Site. All three 
projects would satisfy this requirement. In addition, the City is responsible for maintaining and 
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upgrading any aging off-site infrastructure through its existing Capital Improvement Program on an 
as-needed basis and has not identified any required infrastructure improvement projects in the 
Project vicinity. Therefore, impacts of the Approved Project, Modified Project and Enhanced Retail 
Alternative related to water distribution capacity and infrastructure would be less than significant, 
and none of the projects would cause any impacts to the aging or potential deterioration of off-site 
infrastructure. 

(3) 2021 Horizon 

In the event that the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative build-out year were to be extended to 
2021 to coincide with the anticipated expiration of the amended Development Agreement, the 
conclusions regarding the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative’s impact to water would not 
change; potential impacts would remain less than significant. LADWP’s 2010 Urban Water 
Management Plan provides water demand projections in 5-year increments through 2035, which 
are based on demographic data from the SCAG 2008 Regional Transportation Plan, as well as 
billing data for each major customer class, weather, and conservation. The City’s anticipated water 
demand is projected to be 652,012 acre-feet in 2020, 675,604 acre-feet in 2025, and 710,760 acre-
feet by 2035. The increase of 145 acre-feet in water demand generated by the proposed Enhanced 
Retail Alternative would constitute approximately 0.02 percent of the City’s total water demand in 
2020, 2025, and 2035. 

(4) Cumulative Impacts 

The 2006 ElR found that the estimated water demand of the Approved Project would have been 
within the service capabilities of LADWP and that the Approved Project would not have the potential 
to cause significant impacts related to demand for water. Therefore, cumulative impacts related to 
the demand for water were anticipated to be less than significant for the Approved Project. 

The proposed Modified Project would demand approximately 23 acre-feet per year more water than 
the Approved Project; however, LADWP has confirmed that it would be able to meet the proposed 
Modified Project’s water demand. The Enhanced Retail Alternative would demand approximately 
21 acre-feet per year more water than the Approved Project, which is a decrease in demand of 2 
acre-feet per year as compared to the Modified Project. Therefore, LADWP’s confirmation that it 
would be able to meet the demand of the Modified Project also applies to the Enhanced Retail 
Alternative. Accordingly, impacts associated with the long-term operation of the proposed 
Enhanced Retail Alternative would be less than significant, and LADWP would have sufficient water 
supply to meet future water demands for the service area with the addition of the proposed 
Enhanced Retail Alternative and related projects. Therefore, as compared to the Approved Project, 
the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would not involve new significant cumulative 
environmental effects or a substantial increase in the severity of previously identified cumulative 
significant effects related to water. For the reasons stated above, the proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative’s cumulative impacts to water supply would be less than significant as compared with 
existing and future conditions. 

(5) Project Design Features, Compliance Measures, and Mitigation Measures 

There are no Compliance Measures applicable to water supply and infrastructure capacity. There 
is one Project Design Feature for the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative that is applicable to 
water supply and infrastructure capacity. 

Project Design Feature WTR-1 Water Conservation. The proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative 
shall exceed the water conservation requirements contained in City Ordinance No. 180,822 and 
the LA Green Building Code through the utilization of additional water conservation measures. Such 
measures may include one or more of the following: 
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 All indoor faucets not already subject to the provisions of City Ordinance No. 180,822 and the 
LA Green Building Code shall have a flow rate of 1.5 gallons per minute or less; 

 No more than one showerhead per stall; 

 Weather-based irrigation controller; 

 Drought tolerant plant species to comprise at least 50 percent of total landscaping; 

 Drip/subsurface landscape irrigation; 

 Landscaping to be properly hydro-zoned (plants with similar water requirements will be 
grouped together); 

 Zoned irrigation; 

 Landscaping shall be contoured to minimize precipitation runoff; 

 Cooling tower pH conductivity controllers shall be used to monitor water treatment to limit 
concentration; and 

 Greywater system. 

With implementation of the Project Design Feature, no Mitigation Measures are required for the 
proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative. No significant adverse impacts relating to water supply have 
been identified. 

b. Wastewater 

(1) Construction Impacts 

No significant increase in wastewater flows is anticipated as a result of construction activities on 
the Project Site for either the Approved Project or the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative. 
Sanitary services during construction would likely be provided by portable toilet facilities, which 
transport waste off site for treatment and disposal. As such, impacts of the proposed Enhanced 
Retail Alternative as compared to the Approved Project would be similar and less than significant. 
For similar reasons, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would have less than significant 
impacts related to wastewater during construction as compared with existing conditions. 

(2) Operational Impacts 

The proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would be expected to generate 108,154 gallons per day 
of wastewater (a net increase of 103,236 gallons per day). The Approved Project would have 
generated approximately 94,980 gallons per day of wastewater (a net increase of 91,330 gallons 
per day). The Subsequent EIR concluded that the estimated wastewater generation totals for the 
Approved Project would not exceed the City of Los Angeles wastewater treatment requirements 
and would not have a significant impact on the City of Los Angeles wastewater system. It was also 
determined that there is adequate capacity at the Hyperion Treatment Plant to accommodate the 
additional wastewater generated by the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative as compared to the 
Approved Project and that the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would also have a less than 
significant impact on the City of Los Angeles wastewater treatment system. The Hyperion 
Treatment Plant currently processes average wastewater flows of approximately 350-375 million 
gallons per day. With a treatment capacity of 450 million gallons per day and using the upper 
average, the remaining capacity of the Hyperion Treatment Plant is approximately 75 million gallons 
per day or 17 percent of its total capacity. In addition, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative 
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would not cause a substantial increase in wastewater flows at a point where, and a time when, a 
sewer’s capacity is already constrained or that would cause a sewer’s capacity to become 
constrained. Accordingly, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would not have any new 
significant impacts beyond those of the Approved Project, nor would it increase the severity of any 
previously identified significant effects. For the reasons described above, the proposed Enhanced 
Retail Alternative is also concluded to have less than significant impacts related to wastewater as 
compared to existing conditions during operation. 

As to wastewater infrastructure, in the event that during the permitting and development process, 
local wastewater lines are found to contain insufficient capacity, be substandard, or in deteriorated 
condition, the Applicant would be required by City regulations to make necessary improvements to 
achieve adequate service in consultation with the Los Angeles Department of Public Works Bureau 
of Sanitation. As such, the Approved Project, Modified Project, and Enhanced Retail Alternative 
would not cause any impacts to the aging or potential deterioration of off-site infrastructure. 

(3) 2021 Horizon 

In the event that the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative build-out year were to be extended to 
2021 to coincide with the anticipated expiration of the amended Development Agreement, the 
conclusions regarding the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative’s impact on wastewater 
infrastructure and wastewater treatment facilities would not change; potential impacts would remain 
less than significant. The average dry weather flow for the Hyperion Treatment Plan is anticipated 
to be 511.5 million gallons per day in 2020, the closest year to 2021 for which projections exist. 
The Hyperion Treatment Plant is anticipated to have an available capacity of 39 million gallons per 
day in 2020, without consideration of the 20 million gallons per day increase in treatment capacity 
that may occur with implementation of the Integrated Resources Plan improvements. The proposed 
Enhanced Retail Alternative would require 0.3 percent of the anticipated available capacity in 2020. 

(4) Cumulative Impacts 

The 2006 EIR found that wastewater that would have been generated by the Approved Project 
would have been accommodated by the existing sewer system and wastewater treatment plants in 
the County and that the Approved Project would not have the potential to cause significant impacts 
relative to wastewater, and no mitigation measures were necessary. Therefore, cumulative impacts 
to the transport, treatment, reuse, and disposal of wastewater related to the Approved Project were 
anticipated to be less than significant for the Approved Project. 

The Subsequent EIR concluded that the related projects would generate approximately 1,950,662 
gallons per day of wastewater. The proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would generate 108,154 
gallons per day of wastewater. Therefore, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative in conjunction 
with the related projects would generate an increase of 2,058,816 gallons per day of wastewater. 
The Project site is within the Hyperion Service Area and is served by the Hyperion Treatment Plant. 
The Hyperion Treatment Plant currently has an available capacity of 75 million gallons per day. 
The increased wastewater generation from the related projects of 2,058,816 gallons per day could 
be accommodated by the Hyperion Treatment Plant’s current available capacity and would also be 
within the Hyperion Treatment Plant’s permitted annual flow increase of 5 million gallons per day 
per City Ordinance No. 166,060. The proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative and the related 
projects would account for approximately 3 percent of current available capacity. In addition, the 
cumulative wastewater figures in the Subsequent EIR are conservative in that they do not account 
for water conservation measures required by Title 20 and Title 24 of the California Code of 
Regulations or mitigation measures that would be applied to each of the related projects. 
Furthermore, the future wastewater demand throughout the Hyperion Treatment Plant service area 
is addressed in the City’s Integrated Resources Plan, which was developed to optimize the use of 
the City’s existing facilities and water resources. Lastly, the related projects would be required to 
obtain Los Angeles Department of Public Works Bureau of Sanitation approval and a sewer permit, 
and would be required to make necessary improvements to sewer lines or other infrastructure. 
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These processes would ensure that adequate sewer capacity is available prior to the start of 
construction for all related projects. Therefore, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative is 
concluded to have substantially the same impacts as the Approved Project with regard to the sewer 
system and wastewater treatment plants; therefore, cumulative impacts of the proposed Enhanced 
Retail Alternative would be substantially the same as the Approved Project and would be less than 
significant. Accordingly, as compared to the Approved Project, the proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative would not involve new significant cumulative environmental effects or a substantial 
increase in the severity of previously identified cumulative significant effects related to wastewater. 
For the reasons stated above, cumulative impacts of the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative on 
the transport, treatment, reuse, and disposal of wastewater would be less than significant as 
compared to existing and future conditions. 

(5) Project Design Features, Compliance Measures, and Mitigation Measures 

There are no Compliance Measures applicable to wastewater. There is one Project Design Feature 
for the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative that is applicable to wastewater services. 

Project Design Feature WTR-1 Water Conservation. The proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative 
shall exceed the water conservation requirements contained in City Ordinance No. 180,822 and 
the LA Green Building Code through the utilization of additional water conservation measures. Such 
measures may include one or more of the following: 

 All indoor faucets not already subject to the provisions of City Ordinance No. 180,822 and the 
LA Green Building Code shall have a flow rate of 1.5 gallons per minute or less; 

 No more than one showerhead per stall; 

 Weather-based irrigation controller; 

 Drought tolerant plant species to comprise at least 50 percent of total landscaping; 

 Drip/subsurface landscape irrigation; 

 Landscaping to be properly hydro-zoned (plants with similar water requirements will be 
grouped together); 

 Zoned irrigation; 

 Landscaping shall be contoured to minimize precipitation runoff; 

 Cooling tower pH conductivity controllers shall be used to monitor water treatment to limit 
concentration; and 

 Greywater system. 

With implementation of the Project Design Feature, no Mitigation Measures are required. No 
significant and unavoidable adverse impacts related to wastewater have been identified. 

c. Solid Waste 

(1) Construction Impacts 

During the construction phase of the Approved Project, the structures on the Project Site at that 
time would have been demolished prior to grading the Project Site. Materials generated during the 
demolition process would have been reused and/or recycled to the extent feasible. Based on the 
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limited amount of existing development on the Project Site at the time the Approved Project was 
being considered and the ability to reuse and/or recycle some of the materials from the structures 
being demolished, the Initial Study for the Approved Project found that solid waste that would have 
been generated during the demolition/construction phase of the Approved Project would have been 
accommodated by existing landfills in Los Angeles County. Therefore, the Subsequent EIR 
concluded that the Approved Project’s construction activities would not have had the potential to 
cause significant impacts related to solid waste generation during demolition/construction, and no 
Mitigation Measures were necessary. Similarly, solid waste generated during construction of the 
proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative (e.g., limited amounts of asphalt removed from existing 
parking areas) would be disposed of at any of the landfills in the region that accept 
demolition/construction waste. Given the limited quantities of asphalt, no new construction waste 
facilities would be required as a result of construction of the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative. 
In addition, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would divert/recycle a minimum of 70 percent 
of the solid waste generated during construction (refer to Compliance Measure SW-2). Therefore, 
potential impacts related to the generation of solid waste during construction of the proposed 
Enhanced Retail Alternative would be less than significant and less than those of the Approved 
Project. Accordingly, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would not have any significant new 
impacts beyond those of the Approved Project, nor would it increase the severity of any previously 
identified significant effects with incorporation of Compliance Measures related to construction solid 
waste. For the reasons stated above, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative’s impacts related 
to solid waste during construction would be less than significant as compared with existing 
conditions. 

(2) Operational Impacts 

The Initial Study for the 2006 EIR concluded that the Approved Project would have generated 
approximately 5,907 pounds (3 tons) of solid waste per day. However, taking into account the 
commercial and restaurant/nightclub uses that existed on the Project Site at the time the 2006 EIR 
was prepared, the Approved Project would have resulted in a net increase in solid waste generation 
of 4,538 pounds (2.3 tons) of solid waste per day. In comparison, the proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative would be expected to generate 15,448 pounds (7.7 tons) of solid waste per day, which 
is 10,910 pounds (5.5 tons) more per day than the Approved Project’s net impact or 9,541 pounds 
(4.8 tons) more than the Approved Project’s gross impact. Furthermore, by applying the 50 percent 
reuse and recycling requirements of the California Integrated Waste Management Act, which is 
conservative given the actual and projected waste diversion rates in the City, the solid waste that 
would have been generated by the Approved Project would have been reduced to 2,269 pounds 
(1.1 tons), and would be reduced to 7,724 pounds (3.9 tons) for the proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative. The combined remaining daily intake of Sunshine Canyon and Chiquita Canyon 
Landfills is 9,947 tons per day. As such, the landfills would have adequate capacity to 
accommodate the additional 5.5 tons per day of waste generated during operation of the proposed 
Enhanced Retail Alternative as compared to the Approved Project, and both the Approved Project 
and the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would have a less than significant impact related to 
solid waste generation. Accordingly, as compared to the Approved Project, the proposed Enhanced 
Retail Alternative would not involve new significant environmental effects or a substantial increase 
in the severity of previously identified significant effects related to solid waste. 

As stated above, operation of the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would result in ongoing 
generation of solid waste. The proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would be expected to 
generate 15,448 pounds (7.7 tons) of solid waste per day as compared to existing conditions. By 
applying the 50 percent reuse and recycling requirements of the California Integrated Waste 
Management Act, which is conservative given the actual and projected waste diversion rates in the 
City, the solid waste anticipated to be generated by the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative 
would be reduced to 7,724 pounds (3.9 tons). The combined remaining daily intake of Sunshine 
Canyon and Chiquita Canyon Landfills is 9,947 tons per day. As such, the landfills would have 
adequate capacity to accommodate the additional 3.9 tons per day of solid waste generated during 
operation of the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative, and the proposed Enhanced Retail 
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Alternative’s impacts with respect to solid waste would be less than significant as compared with 
existing conditions. 

(3) 2021 Horizon 

In the event that the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative build-out year were to be extended to 
2021 to coincide with the anticipated expiration of the amended Development Agreement, the 
conclusions regarding the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative’s impact on solid waste 
generation and landfill capacities would not change; potential impacts would remain less than 
significant. The City of Los Angeles adopted a 20-year plan (RENEW LA) to permanently alter 
waste disposal in the City with the goal of reaching “zero waste” (90 percent overall waste diversion) 
by 2025. The City of Los Angeles is now in the process of developing and adopting the Solid Waste 
Integrated Resources Plan to achieve this goal. It is expected that solid waste disposal will continue 
to decrease in the future as the City works toward achieving its waste diversion goals. 

(4) Cumulative Impacts 

The 2006 EIR found that solid waste that would have been generated by the Approved Project 
would have been accommodated by existing landfills in Los Angeles County and that the Approved 
Project would not have the potential to cause significant impacts relative to solid waste, and no 
mitigation measures were necessary. All related projects proposed at the time the 2006 EIR was 
prepared would have been required to comply with federal, State, and local statutes and regulations 
related to solid waste, including those regulations emphasizing resource conservation through 
reduction, recycling, and reuse of solid waste. Therefore, based on compliance with regulations in 
effect at that time, cumulative impacts to solid waste were anticipated to be less than significant for 
the Approved Project. 

The proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative is concluded to have substantially the same impacts as 
the Approved Project with regard to solid waste; therefore, cumulative impacts of the proposed 
Enhanced Retail Alternative would be substantially the same as the Approved Project and would 
be less than significant. As compared to the Approved Project, the proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative would not involve new significant cumulative environmental effects or a substantial 
increase in the severity of previously identified cumulative significant effects related to solid waste. 

Implementation of the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative in conjunction with 98 related projects 
would increase the total amount of solid waste generated in the City by approximately 116.79 tons 
per day. When accounting for the minimum diversion rate of 50% required by the California 
Integrated Waste Management Act, the anticipated amount of solid waste that would need to be 
landfilled as a result of the related projects and the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would 
be reduced to 58.4 tons per day, which is approximately 0.6 percent of the combined 9,947 tons 
per day of remaining daily capacity at the Sunshine Canyon and Chiquita Canyon Landfills. The 
proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative’s daily generation of solid waste of 7.7 tons would not be 
cumulatively considerable when compared to the total amount of solid waste that would be 
generated by the related projects. Because the landfill capacities would be sufficient to 
accommodate the solid waste generated by the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative and the 
related projects, the projects’ cumulative impact on landfill capacities would be less than significant, 
and the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would not result in a cumulatively considerable 
impact on landfill capacities as compared with existing and future conditions. 

(5) Project Design Features, Compliance Measures, and Mitigation Measures 

There are no applicable Project Design Features for solid waste. There are two Compliance 
Measures for the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative that are applicable to solid waste. 
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Compliance Measure SW-1 Designated Recycling Area. In compliance with Los Angeles Municipal 
Code, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative shall provide readily accessible areas that serve 
the entire building and are identified for the depositing, storage, and collection of nonhazardous 
materials for recycling, including (at a minimum) paper, corrugated cardboard, glass, plastics, and 
metals. 

Compliance Measure SW-2 Construction Waste Recycling. In order to meet the diversion goals of 
the California Integrated Waste Management Act and the City of Los Angeles, which will total 70 
percent by 2013, the Applicant shall salvage and recycle construction and demolition materials to 
ensure that a minimum of 70 percent of construction-related solid waste that can be recycled is 
diverted from the waste stream to be landfilled. Solid waste diversion would be accomplished 
though the on-site separation of materials and/or by contracting with a solid waste disposal facility 
that can guarantee a minimum diversion rate of 70 percent. In compliance with the Los Angeles 
Municipal Code, the General Contractor shall utilize solid waste haulers, contractors, and recyclers 
who have obtained an Assembly Bill (AB) 939 Compliance Permit from the City of Los Angeles 
Bureau of Sanitation. 

With implementation of the Compliance Measures, no Mitigation Measures are required. No 
significant adverse impacts relating to solid waste have been identified. 

12. Energy  

a. Electricity 

(1) Construction Impacts 

During construction of both the Approved Project and the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative, 
electricity would be used to provide lighting, power for office equipment, cooling/heating in 
construction offices, and possibly refrigeration in on-site mobile construction offices. Because 
electricity use during construction would be minimal, no disruption of power to adjacent properties 
is anticipated, and all connections would occur in accordance with Los Angeles Department of 
Water and Power’s (LADWP’s) policies, construction impacts with respect to electrical facilities 
would be similar for both projects and less than significant. Accordingly, the proposed Enhanced 
Retail Alternative would not have any significant new impacts, nor would it increase the severity of 
any previously identified significant effects related to energy use during construction. For similar 
reasons, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would have less than significant impacts related 
to electricity during construction as compared to existing conditions. 

(2) Operational Impacts 

The Approved Project would have used an estimated 2,826,000 kilowatt hours per year. The 
proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would use an estimated 9,482,168 kilowatt hours per year, 
which is a net increase of 6,656,168 kilowatt hours per year or 18,236 kilowatt hours per day when 
compared to the Approved Project due to the change from a residential development to a 
commercial office development, which uses more electricity. The proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative’s net increase in electricity demand compared to the electricity demand of the Approved 
Project (18,236 kilowatt hours [18.2 megawatt hours] per day, or 6,656,168 kilowatt hours [6,656 
megawatt hours] per year) represents 0.52 percent of the LADWP’s forecasted growth in annual 
net energy load by 2015. The proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would comply with Title 24 
standards as required by the California Building Code and enforced by the City of Los Angeles. In 
addition, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative is committed to a 20 percent reduction in 
electricity consumption beyond the requirements of Title 24 and related City standards as set forth 
in Project Design Feature NRG-1. This would reduce the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative’s 
electricity usage to 7,585,734 kilowatt hours per year, which is a net increase as compared to the 
Approved Project of 4,759,734 kilowatt hours per year or 0.37 percent of LADWP’s forecasted 
growth in annual electricity demand by 2015. 
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The net increase in power demand associated with the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative as 
compared to the Approved Project is anticipated to be within the service capabilities of LADWP and 
would not result in the need for new electricity supplies or adversely impact LADWP’s renewable 
energy resource supplies. The proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would also include energy 
conservation design features beyond State and City conservation standards that may allow the 
proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative to obtain LEED Platinum certification (or equivalent green 
building standards). Therefore, the increase in electricity demand required for the proposed 
Enhanced Retail Alternative when compared to the Approved Project would be less than significant. 
Accordingly, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would not have any significant new impacts, 
nor would it increase the severity of any previously identified significant effects related to energy 
use.  

As to electricity infrastructure, LADWP maintains a Power Reliability Program to maintain, expand, 
and modify electricity distribution infrastructure and systems to serve future growth in the City of 
Los Angeles as required in the normal process of providing electrical service. Because the power 
demand of the Enhanced Retail Alternative would be within the LADWP service capabilities, and 
improvements to off-site infrastructure are beyond the scope of the Enhanced Retail Alternative, 
no new electrical supply facilities and distribution infrastructure or expansion of existing facilities 
would be required beyond those that are part of LADWP’s regular maintenance and capital 
improvement program. 

For the reasons described above, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative is also concluded to 
have less than significant impacts related to electricity as compared to existing conditions during 
operation. 

(3) 2021 Horizon 

In the event that the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative build-out year were to be extended to 
2021 to coincide with the anticipated expiration of the amended Development Agreement, the 
conclusions regarding the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative’s impact on electricity supplies 
and the electricity distribution system would not change; potential impacts would remain less than 
significant. LADWP has estimated an annual growth rate in electricity demand of 0.16 percent 
between 2009-2016, 0.62 percent between 2009-2020, and 1.07 percent between 2009-2030. The 
estimated yearly demand for electricity in 2021 is 30,335 gigawatt hours. Under the City Charter, 
LADWP has an obligation to serve residents of the City. According to LADWP, the all-time peak 
demand for its service area was 6,142 megawatts, which occurred on September 27, 2010, and its 
system has an installed generation capacity of 7,977 megawatts. Furthermore, the LADWP’s Final 
2010 Integrated Resource Plan, which considers projected energy loads and resources through 
2030, concludes that by taking actions to achieve the recommendations set forth in the 2007 
Integrated Resource Plan, LADWP can continue to meet its goals of providing reliable service to 
its customers, remaining committed to environmental leadership, and maintaining a competitive 
price. Given the reliability of existing and future supply sources, the commitment of LADWP to serve 
its customers, and the very small percentage of the existing and future demand that the proposed 
Enhanced Retail Alternative would comprise, impacts would continue to be less than significant if 
the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative build-out year were to be extended to the anticipated 
expiration of the amended Development Agreement in 2021. 

(4) Cumulative Impacts 

At the time the Initial Study for the Approved Project was prepared, it was determined that because 
the electricity demand of the Approved Project was within the anticipated service capabilities of 
LADWP and the consumption factors used to calculate the Approved Project’s electricity demand 
did not account for the energy conservation measures that would be incorporated into the Approved 
Project, cumulative impacts were anticipated to be less than significant for the Approved Project. 
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The proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative is concluded to have substantially the same impacts as 
the Approved Project with regard to electricity demand and distribution; therefore, cumulative 
impacts of the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would be substantially the same as the 
Approved Project, would be less than significant, and would not involve new significant cumulative 
impacts to electricity demand and distribution. Accordingly, as compared to the Approved Project, 
the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would not involve new significant cumulative 
environmental effects or a substantial increase in the severity of previously identified cumulative 
significant effects related to electricity demand and distribution. 

Implementation of the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative in combination with the 39 related 
projects identified within the LADWP service area would increase the demand for electricity by 
approximately 77,249,685 kilowatt hours per year, or 211,642 kilowatt hours per day, which would 
represent approximately 6 percent of LADWP’s forecast growth in annual supply between 2010-
2015 (1,289,000 megawatt hours). The net increase in power demand for the proposed Enhanced 
Retail Alternative would represent approximately 0.73 percent of LADWP’s forecasted growth in 
annual supply. Therefore, the net increase in power demand associated with the proposed 
Enhanced Retail Alternative and cumulative related development is anticipated to be within the 
service capabilities of LADWP because the combination of projects represents a very small portion 
of the additional electricity supply that would be available at the time of the proposed Enhanced 
Retail Alternative’s buildout, and the increase associated with the proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative is not considered a substantial incremental contribution. In addition, LADWP plans to 
continue to provide reliable service to its customers as set forth in the Final 2010 Integrated 
Resource Plan and to upgrade the distribution system as necessary. For these reasons, the 
cumulative impacts of the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative related to electricity supplies and 
infrastructure are considered less than significant as compared with existing and future conditions. 

(5) Project Design Features, Compliance Measures, and Mitigation Measures 

There are no Compliance Measures applicable to electricity. There are two Project Design Features 
for the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative that are applicable to energy consumption. 

Project Design Feature NRG-1 Electricity and Natural Gas. The proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative shall incorporate a combination of energy conservation measures to exceed the 
requirements of Title 24 (2005) and City of Los Angeles codes in effect at the time of circulation of 
this Subsequent EIR by 20 percent, including one or more of the following: 

 A green roof with 90,000 square feet of open and planted space 

 High-performance facade to reduce solar heat gain 

 Exterior shading devices 

 Daylight illumination of occupied spaces 

 Centrally monitored electronic electricity metering network that allows for tenant submetering 

 Renewable energy generation (solar photovoltaics on the roof of the creative office space 
buildings) 

 Use of ice tanks to shift chilled water production to nighttime hours when the electricity grid is 
operating more efficiently 

 Any other energy conservation measures available at the time that building permits for the 
Project are submitted to the City of Los Angeles Building and Safety Department:  which may 
incorporate newly developed technology that has been proven to conserve energy 
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In the event Title 24 is amended such that the energy conservation requirements exceed Title 24 
(2005) by more than 20 percent, the Project shall comply with the amended Title 24. Plans 
submitted for building permits shall include written notes or calculations demonstrating exceedance 
of energy standards and shall be reviewed and approved by the Director of the City of Los Angeles 
Building and Safety Department, or designee, prior to issuance of building permits. 

Project Design Feature WTR-1 Water Conservation. The proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative 
shall exceed the water conservation requirements contained in City Ordinance No. 180,822 and 
the LA Green Building Code through the utilization of additional water conservation measures. Such 
measures may include one or more of the following: 

 All indoor faucets not already subject to the provisions of City Ordinance No. 180,822 and the 
LA Green Building Code shall have a flow rate of 1.5 gallons per minute or less; 

 No more than one showerhead per stall; 

 Weather-based irrigation controller; 

 Drought tolerant plant species to comprise at least 50 percent of total landscaping; 

 Drip/subsurface landscape irrigation; 

 Landscaping to be properly hydro-zoned (plants with similar water requirements shall be 
grouped together); 

 Zoned irrigation; 

 Landscaping shall be contoured to minimize precipitation runoff; 

 Cooling tower pH conductivity controllers will be used to monitor water treatment to limit 
concentration; and 

 Greywater system. 

With implementation of the Project Design Features, no Mitigation Measures are required. No 
significant and unavoidable adverse impacts related to electricity have been identified. 

b. Natural Gas 

(1) Construction Impacts 

It is not anticipated that natural gas would be required during construction of either the Approved 
Project or the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative. Therefore, no impacts related to natural gas 
demand during construction would occur for the Approved Project or the proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative. 

(2) Operational Impacts 

The Approved Project, once operational, would have consumed an estimated 85.49 thousand cubic 
feet of natural gas per day, or 31.2 million cubic feet annually. The Approved Project’s demand for 
natural gas was determined to be within the service capabilities of the Southern California Gas 
Company. Natural gas consumption by the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative is estimated to 
be approximately 49.37 thousand cubic feet of natural gas per day, or 18.0 million cubic feet per 
year. Based on the natural gas demand estimates, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would 
have an annual natural gas demand that is only 57 percent that of the Approved Project. Thus, the 
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proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would use significantly less natural gas than would the 
Approved Project, and like the Approved Project, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would 
be within the service supply capabilities of the Southern California Gas Company and would not 
require the need for new natural gas supplies. The Approved Project and the proposed Enhanced 
Retail Alternative therefore would result in a less than significant impact with respect to natural gas 
supplies. In addition, it is not anticipated that any new off-site natural gas distribution pipelines or 
infrastructure facilities would be constructed or expanded as a result of the Approved Project or 
proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative because California natural gas utilities, interstate pipelines, 
and instate natural gas storage facilities have increased their delivery and receipt capacity to meet 
natural gas demand growth. The proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative therefore would result in a 
less than significant impact with respect to natural gas supplies, and the proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative would not have any new significant impacts beyond those of the Approved Project, nor 
would it increase the severity of any previously identified significant effects. For the reasons 
described above, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative is also concluded to have less than 
significant impacts related to natural gas as compared to existing conditions during operation. 

(3) 2021 Horizon 

In the event that the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative build-out year were to be extended to 
2021 to coincide with the anticipated expiration of the amended Development Agreement, the 
conclusions regarding the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative’s impact to natural gas supplies 
and facilities would not change; potential impacts would remain less than significant. According to 
the most recent California Gas Report, Southern California Gas Company projects gas demand for 
all of its market sectors to decrease at an annual average rate of approximately 0.212 percent from 
2010 to 2030. Demand is expected to slightly decline for the next 21 years due to modest economic 
growth, California Public Utility Commission-mandated demand side management goals and 
renewable electricity goals, decline in commercial and industrial demand, continued increased use 
of nonutility pipeline systems by enhanced oil-related recovery customers, and savings linked to 
advanced metering modules. Given the overall decrease in anticipated area-wide demand by 2021, 
the reliability of existing and future supply sources, and the very small percentage of the existing 
demand that the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would comprise, impacts would continue to 
be less than significant if the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative build-out year were to be 
extended to the anticipated expiration of the amended Development Agreement in 2021. 

(4) Cumulative Impacts 

The 2006 EIR found that the estimated natural gas consumption for the Approved Project would 
have been within the service capabilities of the Southern California Gas Company and that the 
Approved Project would not have the potential to cause significant impacts related to demand for 
natural gas. Therefore, cumulative impacts related to the demand for natural gas were anticipated 
to be less than significant for the Approved Project. 

The proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would consume approximately 57 percent of the total 
natural gas consumed by the Approved Project. Therefore, cumulative impacts associated with 
natural gas for the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would be less than the cumulative impacts 
associated with Approved Project. Therefore, compared to the Approved Project, the proposed 
Enhanced Retail Alternative would not involve new significant cumulative environmental effects or 
an increase in the severity of previously identified significant effects associated with demand for 
natural gas. 

The cumulative study area for energy resources analysis pertaining to natural gas is Southern 
California Gas Company’s service area, which is all of central and southern California. 
Implementation of the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative in combination with the 98 related 
projects would increase the demand for natural gas by approximately 485,112,090 cubic feet per 
year. The related projects and the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would demand 
approximately 1.3 million cubic feet per day of natural gas, which is approximately 0.04 percent of 
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Southern California Gas Company’s daily withdrawal of 3,195 million cubic feet. The proposed 
Enhanced Retail Alternative represents a negligible increase (0.3 percent) in natural gas usage 
when compared to the natural gas demand for the 98 related projects. Therefore, the incremental 
additional natural gas demand of the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative, when compared to the 
related projects, would not be cumulatively considerable. The cumulative demand for natural gas 
that would result from implementation of the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative and the related 
projects is anticipated to be within the future service capabilities of the Southern California Gas 
Company. Therefore, cumulative impacts of the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative related to 
natural gas supplies and distribution infrastructure would be less than significant as compared with 
existing and future conditions. 

(5) Project Design Features, Compliance Measures, and Mitigation Measures 

There are no Compliance Measures applicable to natural gas consumption. There are two Project 
Design Features for the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative that are applicable to natural gas 
consumption. 

Project Design Feature NRG-1 Electricity and Natural Gas. The proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative shall incorporate a combination of energy conservation measures to exceed the 
requirements of Title 24 (2005) and City of Los Angeles codes in effect at the time of circulation of 
this Subsequent EIR by 20 percent, including one or more of the following: 

 A green roof with 90,000 square feet of open and planted space 

 High-performance facade to reduce solar heat gain 

 Exterior shading devices 

 Daylight illumination of occupied spaces 

 Centrally monitored electronic electricity metering network that allows for tenant submetering 

 Renewable energy generation (solar photovoltaics on the roof of the creative office space 
buildings) 

 Use of ice tanks to shift chilled water production to nighttime hours when the electricity grid is 
operating more efficiently 

 Any other energy conservation measures available at the time that building permits for the 
Project are submitted to the City of Los Angeles Building and Safety Department, which may 
incorporate newly developed technology that has been proven to conserve energy 

In the event Title 24 is amended such that the energy conservation requirements exceed Title 24 
(2005) by more than 20 percent, the Project shall comply with the amended Title 24. Plans 
submitted for building permits shall include written notes or calculations demonstrating exceedance 
of energy standards and shall be reviewed and approved by the Director of the City of Los Angeles 
Building and Safety Department, or designee, prior to issuance of building permits. 

Project Design Feature WTR-1 Water Conservation. The proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative 
shall exceed the water conservation requirements contained in City Ordinance No. 180,822 and 
the LA Green Building Code through the utilization of additional water conservation measures.  
Such measures may include one or more of the following: 

 All indoor faucets not already subject to the provisions of City Ordinance No. 180,822 and the 
LA Green Building Code shall have a flow rate of 1.5 gallons per minute or less; 
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 No more than one showerhead per stall; 

 Weather-based irrigation controller; 

 Drought tolerant plant species to comprise at least 50 percent of total landscaping; 

 Drip/subsurface landscape irrigation; 

 Landscaping to be properly hydro-zoned (plants with similar water requirements will be 
grouped together); 

 Zoned irrigation; 

 Landscaping shall be contoured to minimize precipitation runoff; 

 Cooling tower pH conductivity controllers shall be used to monitor water treatment to limit 
concentration; and 

 Greywater system. 

With implementation of the Project Design Features, no Mitigation Measures are required. No 
significant adverse impacts related to the supply of natural gas and the capacity of the natural gas 
distribution infrastructure have been identified. 

13. Geology and Soils 

a. Environmental Impacts 

For both the Approved Project and proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative, the potential for fault 
rupture on the Project Site is very low because the Project Site is not located in an Alquist-Priolo 
Fault Study Zone, and no active or inactive faults cross the Project Site. There are, however, 
several faults in the vicinity of the Project Site. Therefore, as with all of Southern California, the 
Project Site would be subject to strong ground motion resulting from earthquakes on nearby faults. 
As such, the buildings proposed as part of the Approved Project and the proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative would be designed to resist ground shaking through modern construction techniques 
pertaining to seismic design, site preparation and grading, foundation support, retaining walls and 
shoring, and site excavation. Compliance with the California Building Code and the Los Angeles 
Municipal Code and implementation of all applicable building safety regulations would ensure that 
adequate structural protection would be provided in the event of an earthquake for both the 
Approved Project and Enhanced Retail Alternative. Therefore, the potential to expose people to 
impacts from fault rupture resulting from seismic activity and seismic ground shaking would be less 
than significant for both the Approved Project and the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative. In 
addition, the potential for liquefaction at the Project Site is low based on the depth to groundwater, 
soil type, gradation, and soil density. Further, the potential ground settlement was estimated to be 
less than 1 inch for the design seismic event studied in the 2011 Updated Geotechnical Site 
Investigation Report prepared for the Subsequent EIR. Accordingly, the potential for seismic-
related ground failure and liquefaction is less than significant for the proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative as compared to the Approved Project. The proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would 
not have any new significant impacts, nor would it increase the severity of any previously identified 
significant effects related to geology and seismicity. For the same reasons, the potential for seismic-
related ground failure and liquefaction is less than significant for the proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative as compared to existing conditions. 

b. 2021 Horizon 
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In the event that the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative build-out year were to be extended to 
2021 to coincide with the anticipated expiration of the amended Development Agreement, the 
conclusions regarding the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative’s impact to geology and soils 
would not change; potential impacts would remain less than significant. Regardless of the 
construction time frame, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would include preparation of a 
final Geotechnical Investigation that provides final recommendations to address seismic safety and 
design requirements. The proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would comply with all applicable 
regulations related to geology and soils, including seismic hazards, in place at the time of 
construction. Therefore, impacts related to geology and soils would be the same as those analyzed 
above if the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative build-out year were to be extended to 2021. 

c. Cumulative Impacts 

The Approved Project’s Initial Study concluded that the potential for fault rupture and liquefaction 
on the Project Site is very low. However, because there are several faults in the vicinity of the 
Project Site and because the entire region is seismically active, the Approved Project’s Initial Study 
concluded that the Approved Project would be subject to similar seismic risks as other 
developments throughout the City of Los Angeles. The buildings proposed as part of the Approved 
Project would have been designed to resist ground shaking through modern construction 
techniques. Therefore, the Approved Project’s Initial Study found that, with adherence to applicable 
regulations, the potential to expose people to impacts from fault rupture resulting from seismic 
activity and seismic ground shaking would be less than significant. Therefore, the Approved Project 
would not contribute to or result in a significant cumulative impact related to seismic activity. 

The proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative is concluded to have substantially the same impacts as 
the Approved Project with regard to seismic activity, seismic ground shaking, and liquefaction; 
therefore, cumulative impacts of the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would be substantially 
the same as the Approved Project and would be less than significant. The buildings proposed as 
part of the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would be designed to resist ground shaking 
through modern construction techniques. Accordingly, as compared to the Approved Project, the 
proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would not involve new significant cumulative environmental 
effects or a substantial increase in the severity of previously identified cumulative significant effects 
related to seismic activity, seismic ground shaking, and liquefaction. Adherence to applicable 
building regulations and standard engineering practices would ensure that cumulative impacts 
would also be less than significant as compared to existing and future conditions. 

d. Project Design Features, Compliance Measures, and Mitigation Measures 

There are no Compliance Measures applicable to geology and soils. There is one Project Design 
Feature for the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative that is applicable to geology and soils. 

Project Design Feature GEO-1 Incorporation of and Compliance with the Recommendations in the 
Final Geotechnical Investigation. Prior to issuance of a grading permit, a qualified geotechnical 
engineer shall prepare and submit to the Department of Building and Safety a final Geotechnical 
Investigation that provides final recommendations to address seismic safety and design 
requirements for foundations and excavation. The final Geotechnical Investigation shall include all 
applicable recommendations included in the Updated Geotechnical Site Investigation Report 
(December 2011) prepared by GeoKinetics and included as Appendix L to the Subsequent EIR. A 
qualified geotechnical engineer shall be retained by the Applicant to be present on the Project Site 
during excavation, grading, and general site preparation activities to monitor the implementation of 
the recommendations specified in the Geotechnical Investigation as well as other 
recommendations made in subsequent geotechnical investigations prepared for the project subject 
to City review and approval. If needed, the geotechnical engineer shall provide structure-specific 
geologic and geotechnical recommendations that shall be documented in a report to be approved 
by the City and appended to the project’s previous geotechnical investigations. 
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With implementation of the Project Design Feature, no Mitigation Measures are required. No 
potentially significant impacts related to geology and soils have been identified. 

C. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS FOUND TO BE SIGNIFICANT 

Traffic 

1. Traffic Intersection Impacts 

a. Description of Significant Effects 

The proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would result in a significant and unavoidable impact to 
traffic and circulation. The following intersections would be significantly and unavoidably impacted 
under the Enhanced Retail Alternative with Published Rates scenario: (1) the intersection of Cotner 
Avenue & Santa Monica Boulevard during the afternoon peak hour in year 2011, as compared to 
existing conditions; (2) the intersection of Beverwil Drive & Pico Boulevard during the morning peak 
hour in years 2015 and 2021 as compared to the Approved Project and as compared to future 
without Project conditions; and (3) the intersection of Century Park East & Santa Monica Boulevard 
during the morning peak hour in year 2021 as compared to future without Project conditions. 
Regarding the intersection of Cotner Avenue & Santa Monica Boulevard, the Subsequent EIR 
found that this intersection would be significantly and unavoidably impacted if project buildout were 
to hypothetically occur in 2011 under the Published Rates analysis as compared to existing 
conditions, but this impact would be reduced to a less than significant level with the completion of 
the I-405 Sepulveda Pass Improvement Project, which was under construction at the time of the 
Subsequent EIR’s traffic analysis and is now substantially complete. Therefore, this impact would 
not occur at buildout of the Enhanced Retail Alternative in 2015 or 2021, but the intersection is 
found to be significantly and unavoidably impacted due to the existing conditions analysis. 

b. Mitigation Measures 

Mitigation Measure 4.2.1: This Mitigation Measure is applicable to all trip generation rates. The 
Applicant or its successor shall install or pay the Los Angeles Department of Transportation 
(LADOT) a fixed amount of $750,000 to provide for design and installation of closed-circuit 
television (CCTV) cameras and the necessary infrastructure (including fiber optic and interconnect 
tubes) at key locations in the Study Area to be determined by LADOT. The CCTV cameras shall 
be located as necessary to provide visual monitoring of traffic conditions and to provide automated 
counts of traffic volumes. This provides LADOT with the ability to monitor traffic operations and, 
through modification of signal timing and phases using the Adaptive Traffic Control System (ATCS), 
respond instantly to incidents that delay vehicles and transit service. These improvements shall be 
implemented prior to issuance of a certificate of occupancy either by the Applicant through the B-
permit process of the City of Los Angeles Bureau of Engineering, or through payment of the 
$750,000 fixed fee amount to LADOT to fund the cost of these improvements. If LADOT selects 
the payment option, then the Applicant shall be required to pay up to $750,000 to LADOT prior to 
issuance of a certificate of occupancy and LADOT shall design and construct these improvements 
in the Study Area prior to issuance of a certificate of occupancy. 

Mitigation Measure 4.2.2: This Mitigation Measure is applicable to all trip generation rates. The 
Applicant shall work with the Century City Transportation Management Organization (CCTMO) to 
develop a high-quality mobile (cell phone) application for the use of residents, employees, and 
visitors to the Study Area, and Century City in particular. The application shall be developed fully 
at the Applicant’s sole expense, and shall be maintained at the Applicant’s sole expense for a 
period of ten (10) years. This application shall: 

 Alert drivers of congestion on key routes serving Century City 
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 Identify alternate routes that bypass congestion 

 Identify real-time visitor parking availability within Century City 

 Identify transit options for travel to and from Century City 

The application would be promoted by the CCTMO and the Applicant and would help to relieve 
congestion, reduce vehicle miles travelled (VMT) through the identification of available parking, and 
promote transit usage by suggesting non-automotive methods of travel for a proposed route. The 
application would help reduce peak-hour vehicular trips throughout the Study Area, and particularly 
within Century City. 

Mitigation Measure 4.2.3: This Mitigation Measure is applicable to all trip generation rates. If the 
intersection of Merv Griffin Way and Santa Monica Boulevard (North [N]) is not signalized by the 
time the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative is constructed, the Applicant shall pay to install the 
traffic signal with an agreement from the City of Beverly Hills that, should one of the two 
developments currently responsible for the improvement commence construction, the Applicant 
shall be reimbursed for the cost. 

Mitigation Measure 4.2.5.1: Mitigation Measure 4.2.5.1 is applicable to the Enhanced Retail 
Alternative under any trip generation scenario (Empirical Rate, Economy Adjustment, Published 
Rates) if the Westside Subway Extension is not operating in Century City in year 2021 or by the 
date that the Certificate of Occupancy is issued for the Enhanced Retail Alternative, whichever is 
earlier. In order to provide additional transportation capacity and mitigate traffic impacts, the 
Applicant shall pay to provide additional peak hour bus service for the Metropolitan Transportation 
Authority (Metro) Rapid Line 704 on Santa Monica Boulevard. A new articulated bus for Santa 
Monica Metro Rapid Line 704 would be added that travels eastbound during the morning peak hour 
and westbound during the afternoon peak hour. The Applicant shall pay $750,000 toward the 
procurement of a new 40-foot bus and an average of $110,000 per year for 10 years ($1,100,000 
total) toward the operating and maintenance costs for morning and afternoon peak hour service. 
Farebox revenues and State and Federal transit subsidies shall be credited against operating and 
maintenance costs for the 10-year period. This bus shall no longer be required to be provided upon 
completion of the Westside Subway Extension to Century City. 

Mitigation Measure 4.2.5.2: The proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative shall be subject to on-going 
monitoring to ensure that the actual automobile trip generation is at or below the projected 
afternoon peak hour estimate for the Enhanced Retail Alternative with Economy Adjustment that 
would require the implementation of additional mitigation (392 afternoon peak hour automobile 
trips). LADOT has established this on-going monitoring program to determine if additional transit 
mitigation shall be required in the event that the Enhanced Retail Alternative exceeds 392 afternoon 
peak hour automobile trips. For this purpose, LADOT has established four afternoon peak hour 
automobile trip generation thresholds: (i) 392 trips; (ii) 451 trips; (iii) 510 trips; and (iv) 588 trips 
(together, the “Trip Generation Thresholds”), the exceedance of which shall require the Applicant 
to implement additional transit mitigation measures as provided below. 

Monitoring of automobile trips to and from the Project site shall occur on a real-time basis using 
video cameras mounted above the Enhanced Retail Alternative’s driveways. The cameras shall 
operate 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. The cameras and the count system shall be connected to 
the LADOT Traffic Management Center or another appropriate facility of LADOT’s selection. 

The Enhanced Retail Alternative’s trip generation level shall be the weekly average of the Monday 
through Friday afternoon peak hour automobile trips in and out of the Enhanced Retail Alternative 
driveways (excluding any Federal, State or local holidays). The Enhanced Retail Alternative’s 
building operator shall provide weekly reports of the average trip generation level to LADOT. 
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LADOT shall review the weekly reports and compare the Enhanced Retail Alternative’s weekly 
average trip generation level to the Trip Generation Thresholds. 

Should the Enhanced Retail Alternative’s weekly average afternoon peak hour trip generation level 
exceed any of the four Trip Generation Thresholds for four consecutive weeks, the Enhanced Retail 
Alternative shall undergo a three-month probationary period during which time the building operator 
shall be required to implement further trip reduction measures. Such measures may include, but 
are not limited to, modifications to the Transportation Demand Management Program (see Project 
Design Feature TRA-3). Weekly average afternoon peak hour trip generation measurements during 
the final four weeks of the three-month probationary period shall determine the effectiveness of the 
additional trip reduction measures. Pursuant to this process, if the Enhanced Retail Alternative’s 
weekly average afternoon peak hour trip generation level in the final four weeks of the three-month 
probationary period exceeds any of the four Trip Generation Thresholds, the phased mitigation 
program described below would apply based on the threshold exceeded. 

The phased mitigation program requires the implementation of the following transit measures at 
the time that each of the specified Trip Generation Thresholds is exceeded for the first time 
following the three month probationary period: 

 At 392 afternoon peak hour trips, a new 40-foot bus for Santa Monica BBB Rapid 7 
shall be added on Pico Boulevard that travels eastbound during the morning peak hour 
and westbound during the afternoon peak hour. 

 At 451 afternoon peak hour trips, a new 40-foot bus for Santa Monica BBB Line 5 shall 
be added on Olympic Boulevard that travels eastbound during the morning peak hour 
and westbound during the afternoon peak hour. 

 At 510 afternoon peak hour trips, a new 40-foot bus for Santa Monica BBB Line 5 shall 
be added on Olympic Boulevard that travels westbound during the morning peak hour 
and eastbound during the afternoon peak hour. 

 At 588 trips, a new 40-foot bus for Metro Line 4 shall be added on Santa Monica 
Boulevard that travels westbound during the morning peak hour and eastbound during 
the afternoon peak hour. 

If required by the phased mitigation program, the Applicant shall be responsible for the cost of 
procurement of the buses as well as a portion of the operating and maintenance costs for 10 years. 
For the 40-foot buses, the Applicant shall pay $500,000 each for procurement and an average of 
$103,000 per year for 10 years. Farebox revenues from each bus, as calculated by the appropriate 
transit agency (e.g., Metro or Santa Monica BBB) and applicable state or federal transit subsidies 
shall be credited against the Applicant’s operating and maintenance costs for the 10-year period.  

In addition, if the articulated bus on Santa Monica Boulevard as provided in Mitigation Measure 
4.2.5.1 has not been provided because the Westside Subway Extension has been completed to 
Century City, this bus shall be provided at 404 afternoon peak hour trips following the three month 
probationary period described above. The Applicant shall pay $750,000 for procurement and an 
average of $110,000 per year for 10 years for an articulated bus on Metro Rapid Line 704 traveling 
eastbound during the morning peak hour and westbound during the afternoon peak hour. Farebox 
revenues from this bus, as calculated by the appropriate transit agency, and applicable state or 
federal transit subsidies shall be credited against the Applicant’s operating and maintenance costs 
for the 10-year period. 

The monitoring program described in this mitigation measure shall continue for a minimum of five 
years after full occupancy of the Enhanced Retail Alternative (defined as having leased 88% of the 
building’s gross leasable area). If during that period the Enhanced Retail Alternative’s trip 
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generation level exceeds any of the Trip Generation Thresholds following the three month 
probationary period described above, the monitoring program shall continue for an additional five 
years following the exceedance. The monitoring program shall cease when five years of monitoring 
demonstrate a stable trip generation level (defined as not exceeding the next highest of the Trip 
Generation Thresholds). 

c. Adoption of Alternative 

Following their assessment of the alternatives, the Department of City Planning recommended and 
the City Planning Commission approved at its June 12, 2014 hearing Alternative 9 (Enhanced 
Retail) in lieu of the Modified Project. As discussed in Section 4.2 of the Draft Subsequent EIR and 
the Modified Project’s Transportation Study, the Modified Project under the Economy Adjustment 
Rate (as approved by LADOT) would generate a total of 3,607 daily trips, including 435 total A.M. 
peak-hour trips and 392 total P.M. peak hour trips. The Modified Project would result in a net 
increase of 1,588 daily trips from the Approved Project and net increases of 271 total A.M. peak-
hour trips and 208 total P.M. peak hour trips. 

As discussed in Chapter 3.0 of the Final Subsequent EIR, due to its reduction in office square 
footage as compared with the Modified Project, the Enhanced Retail Alternative would generate a 
total of 3,531 daily trips, including 426 total A.M. peak-hour trips and 384 total P.M. peak hour trips. 
The Enhanced Retail Alternative would result in a net increase of 1,512 daily trips from the 
Approved Project and net increases of 262 total A.M. peak-hour trips and 200 total P.M. peak hour 
trips. 

Therefore, the Enhanced Retail Alternative would reduce the number of trips generated as 
compared to the Modified Project and impacts related to the Enhanced Retail Alternative would be 
less than those of the Modified Project. For additional discussion, please see Chapter 3.0 of the 
Final Subsequent EIR. 

d. Finding 

Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the Modified Project which avoid 
or substantially lessen the significant environmental effect of the Modified Project upon Traffic and 
Circulation identified in the Final Subsequent EIR. Such changes include the adoption of the 
Enhanced Retail Alternative in lieu of the Modified Project, which will reduce the number of trips 
generated and therefore lessen identified significant effects, and all identified traffic mitigation 
measures. However, although such measures may reduce and possibly eliminate certain impacts, 
Traffic and Circulation impacts may be significant and unavoidable during operations. Specific 
economic, legal, social, technological, or other considerations, including considerations identified 
in Section IX of these Findings (Statement of Overriding Considerations), make infeasible additional 
Mitigation Measures or Project alternatives identified in the Final EIR. 

e. Rationale for Finding 

Even with implementation of Project Design Features and all feasible Mitigation Measures, under 
the Enhanced Retail Alternative Trip Generation with Published Rates scenario, the proposed 
Enhanced Retail Alternative would result in significant and unavoidable impacts to traffic and 
circulation. Impacts would occur at the following intersections: 

 Cotner Avenue & Santa Monica Boulevard during the afternoon peak hour in 2011 (the existing 
conditions analysis year), as compared to existing conditions. (Note: this intersection would be 
significantly and unavoidably impacted if project buildout were to hypothetically occur in 2011, 
but this impact would be reduced to a less than significant level with the completion of the I-405 
Sepulveda Pass Improvement Project, which was under construction at the time of the 
Subsequent EIR’s traffic analysis and is now substantially complete. Therefore, this impact 
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would not occur at buildout of the Enhanced Retail Alternative in 2015 or 2021, but the 
intersection is found to be significantly and unavoidably impacted due to the existing conditions 
analysis.) 

 Beverwil Drive & Pico Boulevard during the morning peak hour in 2015 and 2021, as compared 
to the Approved Project and as compared to future without Project conditions. 

 Century Park East & Santa Monica Boulevard during the morning peak hour in 2021 as 
compared to future without Project conditions. 

f. Reference 

For a complete discussion of impacts to Traffic and Circulation, please see Section 4.2 of the Draft 
Subsequent EIR and Chapter 3.0 of the Final Subsequent EIR. 

2. Site Access Impacts 

a. Description of Significant Effects 

A significant operational impact related to site access could occur at the intersection of 
Constellation Boulevard and the driveways of the Enhanced Retail Alternative and 2000 Avenue of 
the Stars if the intersection is not signalized or an alternative access configuration is not imposed. 
According to the Los Angeles CEQA Thresholds Guide, a project would have a significant site 
access impact if the intersection nearest the primary site access is projected to operate at level of 
service (LOS) E or F during the morning or afternoon peak hour under Future with Project 
conditions. If it remains unsignalized or an alternative access configuration is not imposed, the 
intersection of Constellation Boulevard and the driveways of the Enhanced Retail Alternative and 
2000 Avenue of the Stars would operate at LOS E during the morning peak hour under the 
Published Rates analysis in 2015 and 2021, and at LOS F during the afternoon peak hour under 
the Economy Adjustment or Published Rates analyses in 2015 and 2021. 

b. Project Design Components 

The Enhanced Retail Alternative proposes two feasible design configurations, either of which would 
reduce this potential impact to a less than significant level. First, the Enhanced Retail Alternative 
proposes to install a traffic signal at the intersection of Constellation Boulevard and the driveways 
of the Enhanced Retail Alternative and 2000 Avenue of the Stars. With installation of a traffic signal, 
the intersection is projected to operate at LOS A during the morning and afternoon peak hours in 
2015 and 2021 under all three trip generation scenarios. However, if the owners of 2000 Avenue 
of the Stars were to object to installation of a traffic signal at their driveway, it may not be feasible 
to implement a traffic signal at this location. As demonstrated in Comment Letter O-26 in the Final 
Subsequent EIR, the owners of 2000 Avenue of the Stars are currently objecting to the proposed 
traffic signal. 

Instead of the proposed traffic signal, Topical Response 6 and Response to Comment O-26-3 in 
the Final Subsequent EIR provided a feasible alternative that would involve limiting the Modified 
Project’s primary driveway on Constellation Boulevard to right-turn in, right-turn out access while 
allowing the 2000 Avenue of the Stars driveway to remain unsignalized. (Note:  Topical Response 
7 in the Final Subsequent EIR provides this analysis for the Enhanced Retail Alternative and 
demonstrates that it is a feasible alternative.) In order to enforce this alternative access 
configuration, a narrow concrete median island would be installed on Constellation Boulevard which 
would prohibit left turns in or out of the Enhanced Retail Alternative to the north while permitting left 
turns in and out of the existing driveway to 2000 Avenue of the Stars to the south. Under this 
configuration, the driveway to 2000 Avenue of the Stars would remain unsignalized as in its current 
condition, and it would not be affected by the Enhanced Retail Alternative driveway to the north. 
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The Enhanced Retail Alternative driveway would function as a three-way “T” intersection. Under 
this scenario, the Enhanced Retail Alternative driveway would operate at LOS A during the morning 
peak hour and LOS B during the afternoon peak hour under each trip generation scenario and 
analysis year. The driveway to 2000 Avenue of the Stars would operate at LOS C during the 
morning and afternoon peak hours under each trip generation scenario and analysis year, except 
in year 2021 during the afternoon peak hour under the Published Rates scenario, when it would 
operate at LOS D. Under this configuration, no significant site access impact would remain. 
However, approval of this alternative access configuration would be at the discretion of the Los 
Angeles Department of Transportation (LADOT), and if LADOT decides for policy reasons that this 
alternative access configuration cannot be installed, then a significant and unavoidable site access 
impact would remain. 

Accordingly, while the Enhanced Retail Alternative has proposed two different design scenarios, 
either of which would reduce the potentially significant site access impact at the intersection of 
Constellation Boulevard and the driveways of the Enhanced Retail Alternative and 2000 Avenue of 
the Stars to a less than significant level, this impact is conservatively concluded to be significant 
and unavoidable because is it is possible that neither of the proposed design scenarios may be 
feasibly implemented. 

c. Finding 

Design features have been incorporated into the Enhanced Retail Alternative which could avoid 
the significant environmental effect of the Enhanced Retail Alternative upon site access identified 
in the Final Subsequent EIR. This impact may remain significant and unavoidable, however, if: (i) 
the owners of 2000 Avenue of the Stars object to the installation of a traffic signal at the intersection 
of Constellation Boulevard and the driveways of the Enhanced Retail Alternative and 2000 Avenue 
of the Stars and that objection prevents implementation of this mitigation measure, and (ii) LADOT 
decides for policy reasons not to implement the alternative access configuration that would limit the 
primary driveway for the Enhanced Retail Alternative on Constellation Boulevard to right-turn in, 
right-turn out access through the installation of a concrete median in Constellation Boulevard that 
would also permit left turns in and out of the existing driveway to 2000 Avenue of the Stars as under 
existing conditions. Specific economic, legal, social, technological, or other considerations, 
including considerations identified in Section IX of these Findings (Statement of Overriding 
Considerations), make infeasible additional Mitigation Measures or Project alternatives identified 
in the Final Subsequent EIR. 

d. Rationale for Finding 

Though the Enhanced Retail Alternative has proposed two feasible traffic access configurations 
that would reduce the potentially significant site access impact at the intersection of Constellation 
Boulevard and the driveways of the Enhanced Retail Alternative and 2000 Avenue of the Stars to 
a less than significant level, it is possible that neither access configuration may be feasibly 
implemented. The impact is therefore conservatively concluded to be significant and unavoidable. 
There are no other feasible Mitigation Measures or Project alternatives which would reduce this 
impact to a less than significant level. 

e. Reference 

For a complete discussion of impacts to Traffic, please see Section 4.2 of the Draft Subsequent 
EIR and Chapter 3.0 of the Final Subsequent EIR. 

Noise 

3. Cumulative Construction Noise Impacts 
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a. Description of Significant Effects 

Significant cumulative construction noise impacts could occur at the noise-sensitive receptors that 
are located between these identified related projects and the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative 
due to concurrent construction activities at multiple locations. 

b. Mitigation Measures 

Mitigation Measure 4.8.1: Construction Noise Barrier. Prior to commencement of construction 
activities, and when construction activities are within 200 feet of the southwestern boundary of the 
Project Site, a temporary construction barrier with a minimum height of 8 feet shall be required 
along the southwest corner of the Project Site. The construction noise barrier shall extend a 
minimum of 200 feet east on Constellation Boulevard and 200 feet north on Avenue of the Stars. 
The construction barrier may be a 0.5-inch thick plywood fence or another material that has a 
minimum Sound Transmission Class (STC) rating of 28. 

Mitigation Measure 4.8.2: Construction Loading and Staging. Construction loading and staging 
areas shall be located on site. The construction contractor shall locate equipment staging in areas 
that will create the greatest distance between construction-related noise sources and noise-
sensitive receptors nearest the Project Site during all project construction activities. 

c. Finding 

Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the Enhanced Retail Alternative 
which avoid or substantially lessen the significant environmental effect of the Enhanced Retail 
Alternative upon noise identified in the Final Subsequent EIR. Cumulative noise impacts may be 
significant and unavoidable, however, if construction from other projects in the vicinity of the Project 
Site that are beyond the control of the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative occur at the same 
time as construction of the Enhanced Retail Alternative. Specific economic, legal, social, 
technological, or other considerations, including considerations identified in Section IX of these 
Findings (Statement of Overriding Considerations), make infeasible additional Mitigation Measures 
or Project alternatives identified in the Final Subsequent EIR. 

d. Rationale for Finding 

There are several related projects that are located within the immediate Project Site vicinity, 
including the Westfield New Century Plan, the 10000 Santa Monica Boulevard Project, and the 
Century Plaza Hotel Mixed-Use Development Project. The Subsequent EIR concluded that 
significant cumulative noise impacts could occur at the noise-sensitive receptors that are located 
between these identified related projects and the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative due to 
concurrent construction activities at multiple locations. Thus, the Subsequent EIR conservatively 
concluded that, even with implementation of the Project Design Features and Mitigation Measures, 
if nearby related projects were to be constructed concurrently with the proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative, noise impacts due to construction of the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative in 
combination with any of the related projects could remain significant and unavoidable. 

e. Reference 

For a complete discussion of impacts to Noise, please see Section 4.8 of the Draft Subsequent EIR 
and Chapter 3.0 of the Final Subsequent EIR. 

D. ALTERNATIVES TO THE PROJECT 

In addition to the proposed Modified Project, the Draft Subsequent EIR examined eight reasonable 
alternatives to the proposed Modified Project. These alternatives include: (1) No Project/No Build, 
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(2) Alternate Use (Residential), (3) Alternate Use (Hotel, Condominium, Restaurant), (4) Reduced 
Density (25 Percent Reduction), (5) Reduced Density (60 Percent Reduction), (6) Alternative Site 
– Northeast Corner of Veteran Avenue and Wilshire Boulevard, (7) Alternative Site – Southwest 
Corner of Sepulveda Boulevard and Ohio Avenue, and (8) Alternative Site – Northwest Corner of 
Wilshire Boulevard and La Brea Avenue. The Final Subsequent EIR examined a ninth reasonable 
alternative to the proposed Modified Project: (9) Enhanced Retail. In accordance with CEQA 
requirements, the alternatives to the Project include a “No Project” alternative and alternatives 
capable of eliminating the significant adverse impacts of the proposed Modified Project. These 
alternatives and their impacts, which are summarized below, are more fully described in Chapter 7 
of the Draft Subsequent EIR. 

Following their assessment of the alternatives, the Department of City Planning recommended and 
the City Planning Commission approved at its June 12, 2014 hearing Alternative 9 (Enhanced 
Retail) in lieu of the Modified Project. As described below, Alternative 9 (Enhanced Retail) proposes 
the same mix of land uses as the Modified Project, but with slightly reduced office space and 
increased retail space. Alternative 9 (Enhanced Retail) will result in reduced impacts in comparison 
to the Modified Project due to the reduction in automobile trip generation associated with Alternative 
9 (Enhanced Retail). 

Alternative 1 — No Project/No Build 

1. Description of the Alternative 

Under this Alternative, no new uses would be developed at the Project Site. The No Project 
alternative assumes that neither the proposed Modified Project nor the Approved Project would 
be developed. The Project Site would remain undeveloped and mostly vacant except for some 
of the remnant structures and prior foundation of the previously existing buildings that currently 
exist on site. It is assumed that the subway portal would not be built on the Project Site if the 
Project Site were to remain vacant. It is assumed that the subway portal would be built at an 
alternative, developed site (such as the Century Plaza Hotel site) in order to take advantage of 
a use that would provide ridership as opposed to a vacant site that would not generate transit 
patrons. The subway station would likely be designed to accommodate the development of an 
additional portal to the Project Site at some point in the future. However, the locations of the 
subway portals under this scenario are speculative and at the discretion of the Los Angeles 
County Metropolitan Transportation Authority. 

2. Impact Summary of Alternative 1 

The No Project/No Build Alternative would have negligible impacts for most issues associated 
with existing undeveloped site conditions. Alternative 1 would result in the avoidance of most 
of the less than significant impacts anticipated to occur with the development of the proposed 
Modified Project, including, among other areas: aesthetics; traffic and circulation; air quality; 
climate change; hazards and hazardous materials; hydrology/water quality; noise; population, 
housing, and employment; public services; utilities; and geology and soils. Additionally, the 
proposed Modified Project’s significant and unavoidable operational traffic impacts and 
cumulative construction noise impacts would be avoided under Alternative 1. 

3. Finding 

While Alternative 1 would avoid many of the proposed Modified Project’s impacts Alternative 1 
would result in greater impacts related to land use (plan/zoning consistency) and aesthetics 
than the proposed Modified Project, though such impacts would remain less than significant. 
In addition, Alternative 1 would eliminate net beneficial effects that would otherwise occur with 
implementation of the proposed Modified Project, including advancing key local and regional 
land use policies, and creating new employment opportunities. Further, Alternative 1 would not 
meet any of the Project Objectives. Therefore, the City finds that this alternative is infeasible 
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and less desirable than the proposed Modified Project and rejects this alternative for the 
reasons stated above. 

Alternative 2 - Alternate Use (Residential) 

1. Description of the Alternative 

Alternative 2 is nearly identical to the Approved Project analyzed in the 2006 EIR and the Draft 
Subsequent EIR. It would include the development of 483 residential condominiums in two 47-
story towers and one 12-story building for a total of approximately 1,292,358 square feet on 
the 5.5-acre Project Site. The 483 condominium units would be developed in three separate 
buildings, including two 47-story towers and one 12-story building (Loft Building). The total floor 
area of Alternative 2 would be approximately 1,292,358 square feet (net), with an overall floor-
area ratio (FAR) of approximately 6.0 (6:1 FAR). One tower would be located parallel to Avenue 
of the Stars, and the second tower would be located parallel to Constellation Boulevard. The 
Loft Building would be located in the northeastern portion of the Project Site. The two towers 
would each contain approximately 194 residential units, and the Loft Building would contain 
approximately 95 two-story lofts. Parking for residents of Alternative 2 would be provided at a 
ratio of two spaces per dwelling unit plus guest parking. Most parking would be contained in a 
four-level subterranean parking structure. Vehicular access to the Project Site would be 
provided from Constellation Boulevard and Avenue of the Stars. Alternative 2 would comply 
with all applicable open space requirements and would provide approximately 1.7 acres of 
open space. Excavation and grading for the alternative’s four-level parking structure and 
building foundations would involve approximately 225,000 cubic yards of cut and 40,000 cubic 
yards of fill. Approximately 185,000 cubic yards of material would be exported off site. Since 
the approval of the Approved Project, Metro has approved the Westside Subway Extension; 
therefore, it is assumed that Alternative 2 would be able to support a portal for the Century City 
Westside Subway Extension station, but would not provide a Transit Plaza since Alternative 
2’s residential uses would not be expected to provide sufficient support and demand for that 
use. 

2. Impact Summary of Alternative 2 

Alternative 2 would result in a significant cumulative construction noise impact that would be 
similar to that of the proposed Modified Project, and a significant climate change impact which 
would not occur with development of the proposed Modified Project. Long-term operational 
impacts of Alternative 2 would be greater than those of the proposed Modified Project with 
respect to aesthetics (views only), hydrology/water quality, public schools, library services, and 
natural gas, as would construction impacts related to traffic/circulation, hydrology/water quality, 
and electricity. Alternative 2’s construction impacts on aesthetics, air quality, 
hazards/hazardous materials, noise, population/housing/employment, fire protection, police 
protection, public schools, library services, water supply, wastewater, solid waste, natural gas, 
and the long-term operational impacts on aesthetics (light/glare and shade/shadow only), 
stationary air emission sources, hazards/hazardous materials, stationary noise sources, 
population/housing/employment, fire protection, police protection, land use, and geology/soils 
would be similar to those of the proposed Modified Project. Alternative 2 would also result in 
operational impacts related to traffic intersections that would be less to those of the proposed 
Modified Project (for the Economy Adjustment Rate) in 2011 and similar in 2015 and 2021. 
Further, Alternative 2 would result in lesser construction impacts with respect to water supply, 
wastewater, solid waste, and electricity, and less long-term operational impacts related to 
mobile air emission sources, and mobile noise sources, than the proposed Modified Project. 

3. Finding 

Alternative 2 would result in environmental impacts that are generally similar to those of the 
proposed Modified Project, although it would result in a significant and unavoidable climate 
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change impact that the proposed Modified Project would not create, due to the larger overall 
size of Alternative 2 and the inability of Alternative 2 to reduce GHG emissions below the same 
extent as the proposed Modified Project. In addition, Alternative 2 would not fully meet most of 
the Modified Project Objectives. Alternative 2 would construct residential units instead of a 
state-of-the-art commercial building and transit plaza that that would attract future businesses 
and employers to the City of Los Angeles and maximize employment opportunities in Century 
City (Objective 1). Alternative 2 would not develop creative incubator office space (Objective 
3), maximize employment density adjacent to existing and planned major transit lines 
(Objective 4), or encourage increased sales taxes or property taxes (Objective 9). In addition, 
while construction of Alternative 2 would create short-term construction jobs, it would create a 
limited number of permanent jobs in the City of Los Angeles (Objective 7). While it is assumed 
that Alternative 2 could be developed as an energy-efficient and environmentally conscious 
residential development, it is unlikely that the Alternative would seek to achieve Leadership in 
Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) Platinum rating (Objective 2). Alternative 2 would 
be designed and developed in such way so as to support a portal for the Century City Westside 
Subway Extension station (Objective 5), similar to the proposed Modified Project, but it would 
not sufficiently meet the goal of maximizing employment density adjacent to transit (Objective 
4). Further, Alternative 2 would maximize public and private open space on the property, but 
would not sufficiently meet the goal of maximizing public open space to the same extent as the 
proposed Modified Project (Objective 6). Finally, Alternative 2 would revitalize a currently 
underutilized site by providing high-end residential space and residential amenities, but such a 
use would not maximize the creation of jobs and encourage economic investment, nor would 
it include high-end office space (Objective 8). Therefore, the City finds that this alternative is 
infeasible and less desirable than the proposed Project and rejects this alternative for the 
reasons stated above. 

Alternative 3 - Alternate Use (Hotel, Condominium, Restaurant) 

1. Description of the Alternative 

Alternative 3: Alternate Use (Hotel, Condominium, Restaurant) assumes the development of a 
300-room hotel with 22,000 square feet of restaurants, meeting rooms, and retail commercial 
facilities; 125 condominiums; and approximately 9,500 square feet of additional restaurant 
uses. The hotel and condominiums would be located in two 47-story towers (570 feet above 
grade at the perimeter of the site) and the restaurant, meeting, and retail uses would be located 
in one low-rise building. This alternative would also establish a public transit-ready site with the 
ability to support a portal for the Century City Westside Subway Extension station, but would 
not provide a Transit Plaza. 

2. Impact Summary of Alternative 3 

Alternative 3 would result a significant cumulative construction noise impact similar to that of 
the proposed Modified Project. Long-term operational impacts of Alternative 3 would be greater 
than those of the proposed Modified Project with respect to aesthetics (views and 
shade/shadow only), mobile air emission sources (for the Empirical and Economy Adjustment 
Rate), hydrology/water quality, mobile noise sources (for the Empirical and Economy 
Adjustment Rate), and library services, as would construction impacts related to 
traffic/circulation (haul trips only) and climate change. Alternative 3’s construction impacts on 
traffic/circulation, aesthetics, air quality, hazards/hazardous materials, hydrology and water 
quality, noise, population/housing/employment, fire protection, police protection, public 
schools, library services, water supply, wastewater, solid waste, electricity, and natural gas, 
and the long-term operational impacts on aesthetics (light and glare only), stationary air 
emission sources, hazards/hazardous materials, population/housing/employment, fire 
protection, police protection, mobile air emission sources (for the Published Rates only), would 
be similar to those of the proposed Modified Project. Alternative 3 would also result similar 
operational impacts related to land use, traffic and circulation, and geology/soils and greater 
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operational impacts related to noise (for two of the three trip rates) compared to those of the 
proposed Modified Project. Alternative 3 would also result in operational impacts related to 
traffic intersections that would be less to those of the proposed Modified Project (for the 
Economy Adjustment Rate) in 2011 and similar in 2015 and 2021. Further, Alternative 3 would 
result in lesser construction impacts with respect to water supply, wastewater, solid waste, and 
electricity, and lesser long-term operational impacts related to mobile air emission sources (for 
the Published Rates only), climate change, mobile noise sources (for the Published Rates 
only), public schools, water supply, wastewater, solid waste, electricity, and natural gas than 
the proposed Modified Project. 

3. Finding 

Alternative 3 would result in a similar significant cumulative construction noise impact to that of 
the proposed Modified Project. Alternative 3 would not meet the majority of the Project 
Objectives, and the remaining Project Objectives it would not sufficiently meet to achieve the 
City’s policy goals.. Alternative 3 would not meet Objective 6 to the same extent as the 
proposed Modified Project because it would not provide a green roof. In addition, the City’s 
goal of maximizing open space (Objective 6) would not be sufficiently met because Alternative 
3 would have two towers in addition to a low-rise building, and therefore would result in greater 
building mass, and less open space, than the proposed Modified Project. Alternative 3 would 
not meet the intent of Objective 1 to the same extent as the proposed Modified Project because 
it would create far fewer permanent jobs and would not provide high-end office space. By not 
providing office space, Alternative 3 would fail to sufficiently meet the City’s goal of attracting a 
diverse set of future businesses and employers to a designated Regional Center (Objective 1). 
Alternative 3 would partially meet the intent of Objectives 4 and 5 by reinforcing public 
investment in and use of public transit and establishing a transit-ready site, but, again, it would 
not sufficiently meet the City’s goal of maximizing employment density adjacent to a planned 
transit line because it would create fewer permanent jobs than the proposed Modified Project 
(Objective 4). Similarly, Alternative 3 would encourage increased sales taxes and property 
taxes (Objective 9), but not to the same extent as the proposed Modified Project. Alternative 3 
would not meet the intent of Objective 2 because, although it may be energy-efficient, it is likely 
that it would not achieve LEED Platinum status, would not include an office building, and would 
not provide substantial sustainable elements. In addition, Alternative 3 would not develop 
creative incubator office space to meet the City’s goal of attracting emerging companies to Los 
Angeles and would therefore not meet the intent of Objective 3. Finally, while Alternative 3 
would create some new jobs, it would not do so through the provision of office space and thus, 
would not meet the intent of Objectives 7 and 8. Therefore, the City finds that this alternative is 
infeasible and less desirable than the proposed Modified Project and rejects this alternative for 
the reasons stated above. 

Alternative 4 — Reduced Density (25 Percent Reduction) 

1. Description of the Alternative 

Alternative 4 would include the development of 544,373 square feet of office uses, a 1,300-
square-foot Mobility Hub, a Transit Plaza, approximately 4,120 square feet of ancillary retail, 
and a partially subterranean parking structure. Based on the reduced square footage, 
Alternative 4 would provide a minimum of 1,106 parking stalls in the parking structure. For the 
purposes of this analysis it is assumed that the parking structure would include two 
subterranean levels and two aboveground levels. The parking structure would include a 
landscaped green deck for tenants and their guests. 

Under Alternative 4, the primary office tower would be 28 stories high (instead of 37 stories 
high) and the proposed low-rise office space component would be eliminated. The Alternative 
would incorporate an approximately 35,000-square foot open public Transit Plaza at the corner 
of Avenue of the Stars and Constellation Boulevard. The Transit Plaza would be designed to 
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accommodate a portal for the Century City Westside Subway Extension station. The Transit 
Plaza would be open-air and would be accessible to pedestrians using the sidewalks on 
Constellation Boulevard and Avenue of the Stars. An approximately 1,300-square-foot Mobility 
Hub structure would be located within the Transit Plaza to provide alternative forms of 
transportation, including bicycle rentals and smart transit information. Because of the reduced 
parking need, excavation and grading for Alternative 4’s subterranean parking structure and 
building foundations would be slightly less than that identified for the proposed Modified 
Project. 

2. Impact Summary of Alternative 4 

Alternative 4 would result in a similar significant cumulative construction noise impact to that of 
the proposed Modified Project. With mitigation, Alternative 4 would avoid the significant and 
unavoidable operational traffic and circulation impact anticipated to occur with the development 
of the proposed Modified Project (under the Published Rates) and would result in similar 
impacts using the Empirical and Economy Adjustment Rates.  Alternative 4’s construction 
impacts on aesthetics, air quality, hazards/hazardous materials, hydrology/water quality, noise, 
population/housing/employment, fire protection, police protection, public schools, library 
services, water supply, wastewater, electricity, and natural gas, and the long-term operational 
impacts on aesthetics (light and glare only), stationary noise sources, 
population/housing/employment, and library services would be similar to those of the proposed 
Modified Project. Alternative 4 would also result in impacts related to land use and geology/soils 
that would be similar to those of the proposed Modified Project. Further, Alternative 4 would 
result in lesser construction impacts with respect to traffic/circulation, climate change, and solid 
waste and lesser long-term operational impacts related to aesthetics (views and 
shade/shadow), stationary air emission sources, mobile air emission sources (for all three trip 
generation rates), climate change, water quality, mobile noise sources (for all three trip 
generation rates), fire protection, police protection, public schools, water supply, wastewater, 
solid waste, electricity, and natural gas than the proposed Modified Project. 

3. Finding 

Alternative 4 would not avoid the Modified Project’s significant cumulative construction noise 
impact, but would avoid the Modified Project’s significant and unavoidable operational traffic 
and circulation impact. Alternative 4 also would not sufficiently meet the City’s policy goals in a 
majority of the Project Objectives to the same extent as the proposed Modified Project. 
Alternative 4 would only partially meet the intent of Objectives 1, 7, and 8 through the 
development of the Project with office and retail uses that would encourage economic 
revitalization of the area through the creation of jobs and new transit infrastructure. It should 
be noted, however, that Alternative 4 would not maximize the creation of construction and 
permanent jobs, as it would create fewer employment opportunities than the proposed Modified 
Project. As such, Alternative 4 would not maximize construction or permanent employment 
opportunities and therefore would not sufficiently meet the City’s policy goals of maximizing 
employment in a designated Regional Center planned to accommodate additional employment 
and maximizing the creation of new jobs in the City (Objectives 1, 7, and 8). Similarly, 
Alternative 4 would only partially meet the intent of Objectives 4 and 5. Alternative 4 would 
reinforce public investment in and use of public transit (Objective 4) and establish a transit-
ready site (Objective 5), but, again, it would not sufficiently meet the City’s goal of maximizing 
employment density adjacent to a planned transit line because it would create fewer jobs than 
the proposed Modified Project. Although Alternative 4 would encourage increased sales taxes 
and property taxes (Objective 9), due to the reduced size of the project and the elimination of 
the creative office space, it would not maximize such revenues to the same extent as the 
proposed Modified Project. Alternative 4, however, could maximize public and private open 
space on the property, thereby meeting the intent of Objective 6. Alternative 4 would not meet 
the intent of Objective 3 because it would not provide incubator space that would provide 
opportunities for new and emerging companies to start in Century City where they can stay, 
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grow, and connect with other companies. In addition, although Alternative 4 could incorporate 
energy-efficient and environmentally conscious design techniques, it may not be feasible to 
achieve LEED Platinum status, and Alternative 4 would therefore not meet the intent of 
Objective 2. Therefore, the City finds that this alternative is infeasible and less desirable than 
the proposed Project and rejects this alternative for the reasons stated above. 

Alternative 5 — Reduced Density (60 Percent Reduction) 

1. Description of the Alternative 

Alternative 5 would include the development of a 15-story office tower, a Mobility Hub, ancillary 
retail space, a Transit Plaza, and a two-level above-ground parking structure for a total of 
approximately 299,420 square feet of development. The 15-story office tower would contain 
approximately 294,000 square feet of office space, the Mobility Hub and ancillary retail space 
would comprise a total of approximately 5,420 square feet, and the Transit Plaza would cover 
approximately 35,000 square feet. Alternative 5 would provide 588 parking spaces to serve the 
needs of the proposed office space. As such, Alternative 5 would not require a subterranean 
portion of the parking structure. Alternative 5 includes only the two-story above-ground portion 
of the parking structure with a landscaped green deck for tenants and their guests. Vehicular 
access would be provided from Constellation Boulevard and Avenue of the Stars. Alternative 
5 would comply with all applicable open space requirements and would provide both public and 
private open space areas. In addition, frontages along Avenue of the Stars and Constellation 
Boulevard would be designed as wide urban streetscapes with attractive landscaping. Street 
trees would create a natural tree canopy over the sidewalks to create a human scale for 
pedestrians in the area. 

2. Impact Summary of Alternative 5 

Alternative 5 would result in a similar significant cumulative construction noise impact to that of 
the proposed Modified Project. Using the Published Rates in 2021, Alternative 5 with mitigation 
would avoid the significant and unavoidable operational traffic and circulation impact 
anticipated to occur with the development of the proposed Modified Project. Alternative 5’s 
construction impacts on aesthetics, air quality, hazards/hazardous materials, noise, population, 
housing, and employment, fire protection, police protection, public schools, library services, 
water supply, wastewater, electricity, and natural gas and the long-term operational impacts on 
aesthetics (light and glare only), hazards/hazardous materials, stationary noise sources, 
population/housing/employment, and library services would be similar to those of the proposed 
Modified Project. Alternative 5 would also result in impacts related to land use and geology/soils 
that would be similar to those of the proposed Modified Project. Further, Alternative 5 would 
result in lesser construction impacts with respect to traffic/circulation, climate change, 
hydrology/water quality, and solid waste and lesser long-term operational impacts related to 
traffic intersections (for all three trip generation rates in 2011, 2015, and 2021), aesthetics 
(views and shade/shadow), stationary air emission sources, mobile air emission sources (for 
all three trip generation rates), climate change, fire protection, police protection, public schools, 
water supply, wastewater, solid waste, electricity, and natural gas than the proposed Modified 
Project. In regards to long-term mobile noise sources, impacts for Alternative 5 would be less 
using the Published Rates and similar for the Empirical and Economy Adjustment Rates 
compared to the proposed Modified Project. 

3. Finding 

Alternative 5 would not avoid the Modified Project’s significant cumulative construction noise 
impact, but would avoid the Modified Project’s significant and unavoidable operational traffic 
and circulation impact. Alternative 5 also would not meet the City’s policy goals in a majority of 
the Project Objectives to the same extent as the proposed Modified Project. Alternative 5 would 
partially meet the intent of Objectives 1, 7, and 8 through the development of the Project with 
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office and retail uses that would encourage economic revitalization of the area through the 
creation of jobs and new transit infrastructure. It should be noted, however, that Alternative 5 
would create fewer employment opportunities than the proposed Modified Project and as such 
would not maximize construction or permanent employment opportunities. As such, Alternative 
5 would not maximize construction or permanent employment opportunities and therefore 
would not sufficiently meet the City’s policy goals of maximizing employment in a designated 
Regional Center planned to accommodate additional employment and maximizing the creation 
of new jobs in the City (Objectives 1, 7, and 8). Similarly, Alternative 5 would partially meet the 
intent of Objectives 4 and 5. Alternative 5 would reinforce public investment in and use of public 
transit (Objective 4) and establish a transit-ready site (Objective 5), but, again, it would not 
sufficiently meet the City’s goal of maximizing employment density adjacent to a planned transit 
line because it would create substantially fewer jobs than the proposed Modified Project. 
Similarly, Alternative 5 would encourage increased sales taxes and property taxes (Objective 
9), but due to the reduced size of the project and the elimination of the creative office space, it 
would not encourage increased tax revenues to the same extent as the proposed Modified 
Project. Alternative 5 could maximize public and private open space on the property through 
the use of building orientation, design, and site layout, thereby meeting the intent of Objective 
6. Alternative 5, however, would not meet Objective 3 because it would not provide business 
incubator space in Century City to achieve the City’s policy goal of attracting emerging 
companies to the City. In addition, although Alternative 5 could incorporate energy-efficient and 
environmentally conscious design techniques, it may not be feasible to achieve LEED Platinum 
status (Objective 2). Therefore, the City finds that this alternative is infeasible and less desirable 
than the proposed Project and rejects this alternative for the reasons stated above. 

Alternative 6 — Alternative Site — Northeast Corner of Veteran Avenue and Wilshire Boulevard 

1. Description of the Alternative 

Alternative 6 assumes that the proposed Modified Project would be developed at an alternative 
site located at the northeast corner of Veteran Avenue and Wilshire Boulevard. The Alternative 
6 site is a portion of the 7.14-acre property located at the northeast corner of Veteran Avenue 
and Wilshire Boulevard. The property is currently developed with two buildings (Kinross 
Building and Kinross Building South) on approximately 2.64 acres that are used for the 
University of California at Los Angeles (UCLA) Department of Design and a recreation center, 
and the remaining 4.5 acres is a surface parking area (UCLA Parking Lot 36). Alternative 6 
would involve developing the proposed Modified Project on the 4.5-acre surface parking area 
and replacing the lost parking for the Kinross buildings with parking spaces in Alternative 6’s 
parking structure. 

Alternative 6 includes the construction of the proposed Modified Project at the Alternative 6 site 
using the same design, intensity, and mix of uses as the proposed Modified Project, with the 
modification described below. Alternative 6 includes the construction and operation of one 37-
story, approximately 700,000-square-foot office building, approximately 25,830 square feet of 
low-rise, one- and two-story office space, approximately 4,120 square feet of ancillary retail, 
and a partially subterranean parking structure with approximately 1,579 stalls to serve 
Alternative 6 plus 653 parking stalls to replace the lost parking for the Kinross buildings. The 
parking structure would include a landscaped green deck for tenants and their guests. Because 
of its location and the smaller size of the vacant portion of the site (4.5 acres compared to the 
5.5-acre Project Site in Century City), Alternative 6 would not include the approximately 1,300-
square-foot Mobility Hub or the Transit Plaza components of the proposed Modified Project. 

2. Impact Summary of Alternative 6 

Alternative 6 would have greater impacts related to plan/zoning consistency and geology/soils 
than those identified for the proposed Modified Project. However, after approval of discretionary 
actions for impacts related to plan/zoning consistency and mitigation for impact related to 
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geology/soils, these impacts would be less than significant. Prior to mitigation, Alternative 6 
would result in a greater operational traffic and circulation impact at intersections than the 
proposed Modified Project (as compared to both the Approved Project and existing conditions 
for the Empirical and Economy Adjustment Rates in 2011, 2015, and 2021, and as compared 
to the Approved Project for the Published Rates in 2011 only). A transportation mitigation 
program would be developed for Alternative 6, similar to the proposed Modified Project 
mitigation program. However, because the Alternative 6 site does not enjoy the unique 
combination of office density and transit availability that exists in Century City, its location could 
limit the effectiveness of the TDM program as well as the bus service improvements and other 
transit-related Mitigation Measures in the proposed Modified Project mitigation program. 
Therefore, the traffic and circulation impact of Alternative 6 is conservatively assumed to remain 
significant and unavoidable following the implementation of mitigation. Alternative 6 would also 
result in a similar significant cumulative construction noise impact to that of the proposed 
Modified Project. Long-term operational impacts of Alternative 6 would also be greater than 
those of the proposed Modified Project with respect to aesthetics (views only), mobile air 
emission sources (for the Empirical and Economy Adjustment Rates only), and mobile noise 
sources (for the Empirical and Economy Adjustment Rates only) as would construction impacts 
on traffic/circulation. Alternative 6’s construction impacts on aesthetics, air quality, climate 
change, hazards/hazardous materials, hydrology/water quality, noise, 
population/housing/employment, fire protection, police protection, public schools, library 
services, water supply, wastewater, solid waste, electricity, and natural gas and the long-term 
operational impacts on aesthetics (light/glare and shade/shadow only), stationary air emission 
sources, mobile air emission sources (for the Published Rates only), climate change, 
hazards/hazardous materials, stationary noise sources, mobile noise sources (for the 
Published Rates only), population/housing/employment, fire protection, police protection, 
public schools, library services, water supply, wastewater, solid waste, electricity, and natural 
gas would be similar to those of the proposed Modified Project. In addition, Alternative 6 would 
result in lesser long-term operational impacts related to hydrology/water quality than the 
proposed Modified Project. 

3. Finding 

Alternative 6 is assumed to result in a greater operational traffic and circulation impact to 
intersections than the proposed Modified Project because Alternative 6’s location does not 
enjoy the unique combination of office density and transit availability that exists in Century City, 
which could limit the effectiveness of the TDM program as well as the bus service 
improvements and other transit-related Mitigation Measures in the proposed Modified Project 
mitigation program. Alternative 6 would fully meet several of the Project Objectives; however, 
it would only partially meet several others due to its location outside of Century City. Therefore, 
Alternative 6 would not sufficiently meet several of the City’s policy goals in the Project 
Objectives to the same extent as the proposed Modified Project. Alternative 6 would meet the 
intent of Objectives 2, 6, 7, and 9 by maximizing public and private open space on the property 
(Objective 6), contributing to the creation of construction jobs and permanent jobs in the City 
of Los Angeles (Objective 7), and encouraging increased sales taxes and property taxes 
(Objective 9). In addition, Alternative 6 would incorporate energy-efficient and environmentally 
conscious design techniques in order to achieve LEED Platinum status or equivalent green 
building status (Objective 2). Alternative 6 would also provide high-end office space, which 
would intensify land use on a currently underutilized site by providing office and retail facilities, 
and would create construction and permanent jobs and encourage economic investment in the 
City of Los Angeles and develop creative incubator office space for new and emerging 
companies (Objectives 2, 3, and 8). However, due to its location, Alternative 6 would not create 
jobs, encourage economic development, or maximize employment opportunities in the 
designated Regional Center of Century City and would therefore not sufficiently achieve the 
City’s policy goals for Century City and would only partially meet the intent of Objectives 1, 3, 
and 8. While Alternative 6 would attract future businesses and employers to the City of Los 
Angeles, it would not maximize employment opportunities in Century City because it would be 
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developed at a location outside of Century City. Therefore, Alternative 6 would fail to advance 
numerous policy goals for this Regional Center identified in the General Plan Framework 
Element. Alternative 6 is not located on the site of a proposed station for the Westside Subway 
Extension, and, therefore, would not reinforce public investment in and use of public transit 
(Objective 4), and would not establish a transit-ready site (Objective 5). Accordingly, Alternative 
6 would fail to achieve the City’s goals of maximizing employment density around major transit 
lines with uses to support transit stations. Therefore, the City finds that this alternative is 
infeasible and less desirable than the proposed Project and rejects this alternative for the 
reasons stated above. 

Alternative 7 — Alternative Site — Southwest Corner of Sepulveda Boulevard and Ohio Avenue 

1. Description of the Alternative 

Alternative 7 assumes development of most elements of the proposed Modified Project on a 
5.42-acre property assembled from multiple lots located at the southwest corner of Sepulveda 
Boulevard and Ohio Avenue (the Alternative 7 site). The Alternative 7 site is currently 
developed with approximately 20 buildings containing commercial (primarily medical facilities), 
industrial, and single and multifamily residential uses. Alternative 7 assumes demolition of the 
approximately 20 existing buildings at this location and construction of one 37-story, 700,000-
square-foot office building, approximately 25,830 square feet of low-rise, one- and two-story 
office space, a Mobility Hub, approximately 4,120 square feet of ancillary retail, and a partially 
subterranean parking structure with approximately 1,579 stalls. The parking structure would 
include a landscaped green deck for tenants and their guests. However, unlike the proposed 
Modified Project, Alternative 7 would not include a Transit Plaza because this alternative site 
is not identified as a possible station location for the Westside Subway Extension. In addition, 
Alternative 7 would require permanent closure of Pontius Avenue, a local street that provides 
access to approximately 15 businesses and residences, between Ohio Avenue and 
Massachusetts Avenue. 

2. Impact Summary of Alternative 7 

Alternative 7 would have greater impacts related to plan/zoning consistency and geology/soils 
than those identified for the proposed Modified Project, and would result in significant and 
unavoidable land use conflicts, which would not occur under the proposed Modified Project. 
Prior to mitigation, Alternative 7 would result in a greater operational traffic and circulation 
impact than the proposed Modified Project. A transportation mitigation program would be 
developed for Alternative 7, similar to the proposed Modified Project mitigation program. 
However, because the Alternative 7 site does not enjoy the unique combination of office density 
and transit availability that exists in Century City, its location could limit the effectiveness of the 
TDM program as well as the bus service improvements and other transit-related Mitigation 
Measures in the proposed Modified Project mitigation program. Therefore, the traffic and 
circulation impact of Alternative 7 is conservatively assumed to remain significant and 
unavoidable following the implementation of mitigation. In addition, Alternative 7 would result 
in a similar significant cumulative construction noise impact to that of the proposed Modified 
Project. Long-term operational impacts of Alternative 7 would be greater than those of the 
proposed Modified Project with respect to aesthetics (views and shade/shadow only), mobile 
air emission sources (for the Empirical and Economy Adjustment Rates only), mobile noise 
sources (for the Empirical and Economy Adjustment Rates only), and 
population/housing/employment, as would construction impacts related to traffic/circulation, 
aesthetics (views only), hazards/hazardous materials, hydrology/water quality, solid waste, and 
electricity. Alternative 7’s construction impacts on aesthetics (light and glare only), air quality, 
climate change, noise, population/housing/employment, fire protection, police protection, 
public schools, library services, water supply, wastewater, and natural gas and the long-term 
operational impacts on aesthetics (light and glare only), stationary air emission sources, mobile 
air emission sources (for the Published Rates only), climate change, hazards/hazardous 
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materials, stationary noise sources, mobile noise sources (for the Published Rates only), fire 
protection, police protection and library services would be similar to those of the proposed 
Modified Project. Further, Alternative 7 would result in lesser long-term operational impacts 
related to hydrology/water quality, public schools, water supply, wastewater, solid waste, 
electricity, and natural gas than the proposed Modified Project due to the removal of the existing 
uses on the site. 

3. Finding 

Alternative 7 would result in several significant impacts that would be avoided by the proposed 
Modified Project, including a significant impact related to land use conflicts with surrounding 
uses and a greater operational traffic and circulation impact to intersections that would arise 
because the Alternative 7 site does not enjoy the unique combination of office density and 
transit availability that exists in Century City, meaning its location could limit the effectiveness 
of the TDM program as well as the bus service improvements and other transit-related 
Mitigation Measures in the proposed Modified Project mitigation program. In addition, 
Alternative 7 would result in a similar significant cumulative construction noise impact as the 
proposed Modified Project. Alternative 7 would fully meet several of the Project Objectives; 
however, it would only partially meet several others due to its location outside of Century City. 
Therefore, Alternative 7 would not sufficiently meet several of the City’s policy goals in the 
Project Objectives to the same extent as the proposed Modified Project. Alternative 7 would 
meet the intent of Objectives 2, 6, 7, and 9 by maximizing public and private open space on 
the property (Objective 6), contributing to the creation of construction jobs and permanent jobs 
in the City of Los Angeles (Objective 7), and encouraging increased sales taxes and property 
taxes (Objective 9). In addition, Alternative 7 would incorporate energy-efficient and 
environmentally conscious design techniques in order to achieve LEED Platinum status or 
equivalent green building status (Objective 2). Alternative 7 would also provide high-end office 
space, which would intensify land use on a currently underutilized site by providing office and 
retail facilities, and would create construction and permanent jobs and encourage economic 
investment in the City of Los Angeles and develop creative incubator office space for new and 
emerging companies (Objectives 1, 3, and 8). However, due to its location, Alternative 7 would 
not create jobs, encourage economic development, or maximize employment opportunities in 
the designated Regional Center of Century City and would therefore not sufficiently achieve 
the City’s policy goals for Century City and would only partially meet the intent of Objectives 1, 
3, and 8. Therefore, Alternative 7 would fail to advance numerous policy goals for this Regional 
Center identified in the General Plan Framework Element. Alternative 7 is not located on the 
site of a proposed station for the Westside Subway Extension. Therefore, it would not include 
a Transit Plaza and would not reinforce public investment in and use of public transit (Objective 
4), and would not establish a transit-ready site (Objective 5). As such, Alternative 7 would fail 
to achieve the City’s policy goals in Objectives 4 and 5 of maximizing employment density 
adjacent to planned transit lines and providing a site that will support a future subway station 
portal. Therefore, the City finds that this alternative is infeasible and less desirable than the 
proposed Project and rejects this alternative for the reasons stated above. 

Alternative 8 — Alternative Site — Northwest Corner of Wilshire Boulevard and La Brea Avenue 

1. Description of the Alternative 

Alternative 8 assumes development of the proposed Modified Project on a 5.06 acre property 
assembled from multiple lots located at the northwest corner of Wilshire Boulevard and La Brea 
Avenue (the Alternative 8 site). The Alternative 8 site is currently developed with a 1.25 acre 
parking lot owned by MTA, 7 multifamily residential buildings, 10 commercial buildings, one 
gas station, and one billboard. The Alternative 8 site is a future site of a Westside Subway 
Extension Portal. The Alternative 8 site is located approximately 4 miles from the Project Site, 
within the City of Los Angeles. Alternative 8 assumes demolition of approximately 18 existing 
buildings at this location and construction of one 37-story, 700,000-square-foot office building, 
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approximately 25,830 square feet of low-rise, one- and two-story office space, a Transit Plaza, 
a Mobility Hub, approximately 4,120 square feet of ancillary retail, and a partially subterranean 
parking structure with approximately 1,579 stalls. The parking structure would include a 
landscaped green deck for tenants and their guests. Although the general size and scope of 
the buildings proposed for Alternative 8 would be identical to those of the proposed Modified 
Project, because of the rectangular shape of the Alternative 8 site, the placement of the 
buildings and landscaping would differ from that of the proposed Modified Project. 

2. Impact Summary of Alternative 8 

Alternative 8 would have greater impacts related to plan/zoning consistency than those 
identified for the proposed Modified Project, and would result in significant and unavoidable 
land use conflicts, which would not occur under the proposed Modified Project. Prior to 
mitigation, Alternative 8 would result in a greater operational traffic and circulation impact to 
intersections than the proposed Modified Project. A transportation mitigation program would be 
developed for Alternative 8, similar to the proposed Modified Project mitigation program. 
However, because the Alternative 8 site does not enjoy the unique combination of office density 
and transit availability that exists in Century City, its location could limit the effectiveness of the 
TDM program as well as the bus service improvements and other transit-related Mitigation 
Measures in the proposed Modified Project mitigation program. Therefore, the traffic and 
circulation impact of Alternative 8 is conservatively assumed to remain significant and 
unavoidable following the implementation of mitigation. Alternative 7 would also result in a 
similar cumulative construction noise impact as the proposed Modified Project. Long-term 
operational impacts of Alternative 8 would be greater than those of the proposed Modified 
Project with respect to aesthetics (views only), mobile air emission sources (for the Empirical 
and Economy Adjustment Rates only), mobile noise sources (for the Empirical and Economy 
Adjustment Rates only), and population/housing/employment, as would construction impacts 
related to traffic/circulation, aesthetics, (views only), hazards/hazardous materials, 
hydrology/water quality, public schools, solid waste, and electricity. Alternative 8’s construction 
impacts on aesthetics (light and glare only), air quality, climate change, noise, 
population/housing/employment, fire protection, police protection, library services, water 
supply, wastewater, and natural gas and the long term operational impacts on aesthetics 
(light/glare and shade/shadow), stationary air emission sources, mobile air emission sources 
(for the Published Rates only), climate change, hazards/hazardous materials, stationary noise 
sources, mobile noise sources (for the Published Rates only), fire protection, and police 
protection associated with Alternative 8 would be similar to those of the proposed Modified 
Project. Alternative 8 would also result in impacts related to geology/soils that would be similar 
to those of the proposed Modified Project. Further, Alternative 8 would result in lesser long-
term operational impacts related to hydrology/water quality, public schools, library services, 
water supply, wastewater, solid waste, electricity and natural gas than the proposed Modified 
Project due to the removal of the existing uses on the site. 

3. Finding 

Alternative 8 would result in several significant impacts that would be avoided by the proposed 
Modified Project, including a significant impact related to land use conflicts with surrounding 
uses and a greater operational traffic and circulation impact to intersections that would arise 
because the Alternative 8 site does not enjoy the unique combination of office density and 
transit availability that exists in Century City, meaning its location could limit the effectiveness 
of the TDM program as well as the bus service improvements and other transit-related 
Mitigation Measures in the proposed Modified Project mitigation program. In addition, 
Alternative 8 would result in a similar significant cumulative construction noise impact as the 
proposed Modified Project. Alternative 8 would fully meet several of the Project Objectives; 
however, it would only partially meet several others due to its location outside of Century City. 
Therefore, Alternative 8 would not sufficiently meet several of the City’s policy goals in the 
Project Objectives to the same extent as the proposed Modified Project. Alternative 8 would 
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meet the intent of Objectives 2, 6, 7, and 9 by maximizing public and private open space on 
the property (Objective 6), contributing to the creation of construction jobs and permanent jobs 
in the City of Los Angeles (Objective 7), and encouraging increased sales taxes and property 
taxes (Objective 9). In addition, Alternative 8 would incorporate energy-efficient and 
environmentally conscious design techniques in order to achieve LEED Platinum status or 
equivalent green building status (Objective 2). Alternative 8 would also provide high-end office 
space, which would intensify land use on a currently underutilized site by providing office and 
retail facilities, and would create construction and permanent jobs and encourage economic 
investment in the City of Los Angeles and develop creative incubator office space for new and 
emerging companies (Objectives 2, 3, and 8). However, due to its location, Alternative 8 would 
not create jobs, encourage economic development, or maximize employment opportunities in 
the designated Regional Center of Century City and would therefore not sufficiently achieve 
the City’s policy goals for Century City and would only partially meet the intent of Objectives 1, 
3, and 8. Therefore, Alternative 8 would fail to advance numerous policy goals for this Regional 
Center identified in the General Plan Framework Element. Similarly, Alternative 8 would 
establish a transit-ready site, including a Transit Plaza, at the location of a proposed station for 
the Westside Subway Extension; however, the station would be located approximately 5 miles 
east of Century City. Therefore, Alternative 8 would fail to meet the City’s policy objectives of 
maximizing employment density adjacent to planned transit in Century City and providing a site 
to support a subway station portal in Century City. (Objectives 4 and 5). Therefore, the City 
finds that this alternative is infeasible and less desirable than the proposed Project and rejects 
this alternative for the reasons stated above. 

Alternative 9 — Enhanced Retail 

1. Description of the Alternative 

As analyzed in the Subsequent EIR, Alternative 9 would include the construction of one 37-
story, 700,000 square foot office building, approximately 10,450 square feet of low-rise one- 
and two-story office space, a 1,300-square-foot Mobility Hub, a Transit Plaza, approximately 
19,500 square feet of ancillary retail, and a partially subterranean parking structure with 
approximately 1,579 parking stalls on the Project Site. It is assumed that the parking structure 
would include three subterranean levels and two aboveground levels. The parking structure 
would include a landscaped green deck for tenants and their guests. 

Alternative 9 would include the same amount of built square footage as the proposed Modified 
Project (731,250 square feet); however, under Alternative 9, 15,380 square feet of the Modified 
Project’s proposed low-rise office space would be converted to ancillary retail space. The 
alternative would incorporate an approximately 35,000-square-foot public Transit Plaza at the 
corner of Avenue of the Stars and Constellation Boulevard. The Transit Plaza would be 
designed to accommodate a portal for the Century City Westside Subway Extension station. 
The Transit Plaza would be open-air and would be accessible to pedestrians using the 
sidewalks on Constellation Boulevard and Avenue of the Stars. An approximately 1,300-
square-foot Mobility Hub structure would be located within the Transit Plaza to provide 
alternative forms of transportation, including bicycle rentals and smart transit information. The 
addition of more ancillary retail space would serve to further activate the pedestrian experience 
around the Transit Plaza and provide a more walkable, transit and pedestrian-oriented 
environment for transit riders as well as employees and residents in Century City. Alternative 
9 was prepared during the EIR process based on public comments and input from the City of 
Los Angeles Planning Department concerning the desire to promote the pedestrian experience 
around the proposed Transit Plaza. Accordingly, Alternative 9 represents a refinement to the 
proposed Modified Project’s design to provide more amenities to transit users and pedestrians 
by providing additional retail uses surrounding and adjacent to the Transit Plaza. 

At its June 12, 2014 hearing on the Modified Project, the City Planning Commission approved 
a slightly modified version of Alternative 9 (the Enhanced Retail Alternative) in lieu of the 
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Modified Project. The modifications the Commission approved included: 10,338 square feet of 
one- and two-story low-rise, creative office space (approved) instead of 10,450 square feet 
(described in Final Subsequent EIR), resulting in total office square footage of 710,338 square 
feet (approved) instead of 710,450 square feet (described in Final Subsequent EIR); a 
decrease in ancillary retail space from 19,500 square feet (described in Final Subsequent EIR) 
to 17,102 square feet (approved); an increase in the size of the Mobility Hub from 1,300 square 
feet (described in Final Subsequent EIR) to 2,389 square feet (approved); and an increase in 
the size of the Transit Plaza from 35,380 square feet (described in Final Subsequent EIR) to 
39,037 square feet (approved). These modifications resulted in an overall decrease in 
occupiable square footage (729,829 square feet for the Enhanced Retail Alternative as 
approved by the Planning Commission compared to 731,250 square feet described in the 
Subsequent EIR). As approved by the Planning Commission, the Enhanced Retail Alternative 
would include the construction of one 37-story, 700,000 square foot office building, 
approximately 10,338 square feet of low-rise, one- and two-story office space, a 2,389-square-
foot Mobility Hub, a 39,037-square foot Transit Plaza, approximately 17,102 square feet of 
ancillary retail, and a partially subterranean parking structure with 1,5390 stalls on the Project 
Site. In addition, the Planning Commission required the Enhanced Retail Alternative’s 2.14-
acre landscaped green roof deck to be open to members of the public between 6:00 a.m. – 
8:00 p.m., seven days per week, as an additional public amenity. Due to the reduction in 
occupiable square footage, the Enhanced Retail Alternative approved by the Planning 
Commission is within the scope of the Subsequent EIR’s analysis of Alternative 9. 

2. Impact Summary of Alternative 9 

Alternative 9 would result in the same significant cumulative construction noise impact and 
operational traffic and circulation impact as the proposed Modified Project although Alternative 
9 would generate lower traffic volumes than the proposed Modified Project. Alternative 9 would 
also have greater, but still less than significant, operational impacts related to police protection, 
solid waste, electricity, and natural gas than those identified for the proposed Modified Project 
due to the increase in retail uses. Alternative 9’s construction impacts on land use, aesthetics, 
air quality, climate change, hazards/hazardous materials, hydrology/water quality, noise, 
population/housing/employment, fire protection, police protection, public schools, library 
services, water supply, wastewater, solid waste, electricity, natural gas, and geology/soils and 
the long term operational impacts on land use, aesthetics, stationary air emission sources, 
hazards/hazardous materials, hydrology/water quality, noise, population/housing/employment, 
fire protection, public schools, library services, and geology/soils would be similar or the same 
as those of the proposed Modified Project. Further, Alternative 9 would result in lesser long-
term operational impacts related to mobile air emission sources, climate change, water supply, 
wastewater than the proposed Modified Project. 

3. Finding 

Alternative 9 as modified and approved by the City Planning Commission would meet the intent 
of all the Project Objectives. Alternative 9 would meet the intent of Objectives 1, 7, and 8 
through the development of the Project with office and retail uses that would encourage 
economic revitalization of the area through the creation of jobs and new transit infrastructure. 
It should be noted that Alternative 9 would maximize the creation of construction and 
permanent jobs as it would create more permanent employment opportunities (1,467 
employees for Alternative 9 versus 1,464 permanent employees for the proposed Modified 
Project) than the proposed Modified Project and the same number of construction employment 
opportunities as the proposed Modified Project (2,600 temporary full-time equivalent 
construction jobs). As such, Alternative 9 would maximize construction and permanent 
employment opportunities (Objectives 1, 7, and 8). 

Similarly, Alternative 9 would meet the intent of Objectives 2, 4, 5, 6, and 9. Alternative 9 would 
be designed to incorporate energy-efficient and environmentally conscious design techniques 
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with the target of achieving LEED Platinum status or equivalent green building status, including 
but not limited to the use of recycled or energy-efficient materials, water-saving devices, and 
sustainable design elements that conserve energy (Objective 2). Alternative 9 also would 
reinforce public investment in and use of public transit (Objective 4) and establish a transit-
ready site (Objective 5), but to a greater extent than the proposed Modified Project, specifically 
by placing more retail uses around and adjacent to the proposed Transit Plaza than the 
proposed Modified Project, Alternative 9 would help activate the public realm surrounding the 
transit site by providing more amenities to transit users. These retail amenities further reinforce 
the public investment in transit in Century City. Further, Alternative 9 would maximize 
employment density adjacent to a planned transit line because it would create more jobs than 
the proposed Modified Project. 

Alternative 9 would maximize public and private open space on the property through the use 
of building orientation, design, and site layout to a greater extent than the Modified Project 
because Alternative 9 would open the landscaped green roof deck on the parking structure to 
members of the public between 6:00 a.m. – 8:00 p.m., seven days per week, whereas the 
Modified Project’s roof deck would have been private. (Objective 6). Similarly, Alternative 9 
would encourage increased sales taxes or property taxes (Objective 9), and due to the inclusion 
of additional retail space that would generate additional sales tax revenues, it would maximize 
such revenues to a similar degree as the proposed Modified Project. 

Alternative 9 would meet the intent of Objective 3 because it would provide incubator space 
that would provide opportunities for new and emerging companies to start in Century City where 
they can stay, grow, and connect with other companies. While Alternative 9 would provide less 
creative office space than the proposed Modified Project (10,338 square feet for Alternative 9 
versus 25,830 square feet for the proposed Modified Project), and Alternative 9 would meet 
Objective 3 to a lesser extent than the proposed Modified Project, Alternative 9 would provide 
increased retail space compared to the Modified Project that would further activate the Transit 
Plaza and pedestrian experience around the proposed subway portal and support the portal 
(Objective 5). In addition, Alternative 9 would provide increased Mobility Hub space as 
compared to the Modified Project, which would provide expanded bicycle and flex car rental 
and transit information amenities. The City finds that this alternative is feasible and meets most 
of the Objectives to substantially the same extent as the Modified Project. 

The City finds that the Enhanced Retail Alternative as approved by the City Planning 
Commission compares to the other Alternatives evaluated in the Subsequent EIR as follows: 

 Alternative 1 (No Project):  The City finds that the Enhanced Retail Alternative is 
preferable as compared to Alternative 1 because Alternative 1 would result in greater 
impacts related to land use (plan/zoning consistency) and aesthetics than the 
Enhanced Retail Alternative, Alternative 1 would eliminate net beneficial effects that 
would otherwise occur with implementation of the Enhanced Retail Alternative, 
including advancing key local and regional land use policies and creating new 
employment opportunities, and Alternative 1 would not meet any of the Project 
Objectives. 

 Alternative 2 (Alternate Use – Residential):  The City finds that the Enhanced Retail 
Alternative is preferable as compared to Alternative 2 because Alternative 2 would 
result in a significant and unavoidable climate change impact that the Enhanced Retail 
Alternative would not create, due to the larger overall size of Alternative 2 and the 
inability of Alternative 2 to reduce GHG emissions to the same extent as the Enhanced 
Retail Alternative. In addition, Alternative 2 would not sufficiently meet the City’s policy 
goals in most of the Project Objectives. Alternative 2 would not develop creative 
incubator office space (Objective 3), maximize employment density adjacent to existing 
and planned major transit lines (Objective 4), or encourage increased sales taxes or 
property taxes (Objective 9). In addition, while construction of Alternative 2 would 
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create short-term construction jobs, it would create a limited number of permanent jobs 
in the City of Los Angeles and would fail to achieve the City’s policy goal of maximizing 
employment opportunities in the Regional Center of Century City (Objectives 1 and 7). 
While it is assumed that Alternative 2 could be developed as an energy-efficient and 
environmentally conscious residential development, it is unlikely that the Alternative 
would seek to achieve Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) 
Platinum rating (Objective 2). Further, Alternative 2 would maximize public and private 
open space on the property, but would not sufficiently meet the goal of maximizing 
public open space to the same extent as the Enhanced Retail Alternative (Objective 
6). Finally, Alternative 2 would revitalize a currently underutilized site by providing high-
end residential space and residential amenities, but such a use would not achieve the 
City’s goals of maximizing the creation of jobs and encouraging economic investment 
in Los Angeles and Century City, nor would it include high-end office space in a 
designated Regional Center planned for increased office uses (Objective 8). 

 Alternative 3 (Alternate Use – Hotel, Condominium, Restaurant):  The City finds that 
the Enhanced Retail Alternative is preferable as compared to Alternative 3 because 
Alternative 3 would result in a similar significant cumulative construction noise impact, 
would not meet the majority of the Project Objectives, and it would not sufficiently meet 
the remaining Project Objectives to achieve the City’s policy goals. Alternative 3 would 
not meet Objective 6 to the same extent as the Enhanced Retail Alternative because 
it would not provide a green roof. In addition, the City’s goal of maximizing open space 
(Objective 6) would not be sufficiently met because Alternative 3 would have two 
towers in addition to a low-rise building, and therefore would result in greater building 
mass, and less open space, than the Enhanced Retail Alternative. Alternative 3 would 
not meet the intent of Objective 1 to the same extent as the Enhanced Retail Alternative 
because it would create far fewer permanent jobs and would not provide high-end 
office space. By not providing office space, Alternative 3 would fail to sufficiently meet 
the City’s goal of attracting a diverse set of future businesses and employers to a 
designated Regional Center (Objective 1). Alternative 3 would partially meet the intent 
of Objectives 4 and 5 by reinforcing public investment in and use of public transit and 
establishing a transit-ready site, but, again, it would not sufficiently meet the City’s goal 
of maximizing employment density adjacent to a planned transit line because it would 
create fewer permanent jobs than the Enhanced Retail Alternative. Similarly, 
Alternative 3 would encourage increased sales taxes and property taxes (Objective 9), 
but not to the same extent as the Enhanced Retail Alternative. Alternative 3 would not 
meet the intent of Objective 2 because, although it may be energy-efficient, it is likely 
that it would not achieve LEED Platinum status, would not include an office building, 
and it would not provide substantial sustainable elements that go beyond the 
requirements of the City’s Green Building Ordinance. In addition, Alternative 3 would 
not develop creative incubator office space to meet the City’s goal of attracting 
emerging companies to Los Angeles, and would therefore not meet the intent of 
Objective 3. Finally, while Alternative 3 would create some new jobs, it would not do 
so through the provision of office space in a designated Regional Center planned for 
additional office development and thus, would not meet the intent of Objectives 7 and 
8. 

 Alternative 4 (Reduced Density – 25 Percent Reduction):  The City finds that the 
Enhanced Retail Alternative is preferable as compared to Alternative 4 because 
Alternative 4 would not avoid a significant cumulative construction noise impact or 
sufficiently meet the City’s policy goals in a majority of the Project Objectives to the 
same extent as the Enhanced Retail Alternative. Alternative 4 would only partially meet 
the intent of Objectives 1, 7, and 8 through the development of the Project with office 
and retail uses that would encourage economic revitalization of the area through the 
creation of jobs and new transit infrastructure. It should be noted, however, that 
Alternative 4 would not maximize the creation of construction and permanent jobs, as 
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it would create fewer employment opportunities than the Enhanced Retail Alternative. 
As such, Alternative 4 would not maximize construction or permanent employment 
opportunities and therefore would not sufficiently meet the City’s policy goals of 
maximizing employment in a designated Regional Center planned to accommodate 
additional employment and maximizing the creation of new jobs in the City (Objectives 
1, 7, and 8). Similarly, Alternative 4 would only partially meet the intent of Objectives 4 
and 5. Alternative 4 would reinforce public investment in and use of public transit 
(Objective 4) and establish a transit-ready site (Objective 5), but, again, it would not 
sufficiently meet the City’s goal of maximizing employment density adjacent to a 
planned transit line because it would create fewer jobs than the Enhanced Retail 
Alternative. Although Alternative 4 would encourage increased sales taxes and 
property taxes (Objective 9), due to the reduced size of the project and the elimination 
of the creative office space, it would not maximize such revenues to the same extent 
as the Enhanced Retail Alternative. Alternative 4 would not meet the intent of Objective 
3 because it would not provide incubator space that would provide opportunities for 
new and emerging companies to start in Century City where they can stay, grow, and 
connect with other companies. In addition, although Alternative 4 could incorporate 
energy-efficient and environmentally conscious design techniques, it may not be 
feasible to achieve LEED Platinum status and meet the City’s goal of providing 
substantial sustainable elements that go beyond the requirements of the City’s Green 
Building Ordinance, and Alternative 4 would therefore not meet the intent of Objective 
2. 

 Alternative 5 (Reduced Density – 60 Percent Reduction):  The City finds that the 
Enhanced Retail Alternative is preferable as compared to Alternative 5 because 
Alternative 5 would not avoid a significant cumulative construction noise impact or 
sufficiently meet the City’s policy goals in a majority of the Project Objectives to the 
same extent as the Enhanced Retail Alternative. Alternative 5 would partially meet the 
intent of Objectives 1, 7, and 8 through the development of the Project with office and 
retail uses that would encourage economic revitalization of the area through the 
creation of jobs and new transit infrastructure. It should be noted, however, that 
Alternative 5 would create fewer employment opportunities than the Enhanced Retail 
Alternative and as such would not maximize construction or permanent employment 
opportunities. As such, Alternative 4 would not maximize construction or permanent 
employment opportunities and therefore would not sufficiently meet the City’s policy 
goals of maximizing employment in a designated Regional Center planned to 
accommodate additional employment and maximizing the creation of new jobs in the 
City (Objectives 1, 7, and 8). Similarly, Alternative 5 would partially meet the intent of 
Objectives 4 and 5. Alternative 5 would reinforce public investment in and use of public 
transit (Objective 4) and establish a transit-ready site (Objective 5), but, again, it would 
not sufficiently meet the City’s goal of maximizing employment density adjacent to a 
planned transit line because it would create substantially fewer jobs than the Enhanced 
Retail Alternative. Similarly, Alternative 5 would encourage increased sales taxes and 
property taxes (Objective 9), but due to the reduced size of the project and the 
elimination of the creative office space, it would not encourage increased tax revenues 
to the same extent as the Enhanced Retail Alternative. Alternative 5 would not meet 
Objective 3 because it would not provide business incubator space in Century City to 
achieve the City’s policy goal of attracting emerging companies to the City. In addition, 
although Alternative 5 could incorporate energy-efficient and environmentally 
conscious design techniques, it may not be feasible to achieve LEED Platinum status 
(Objective 2), and therefore would be inconsistent with the City’s goal of providing 
substantial sustainable elements that go beyond the requirements of the City’s Green 
Building Ordinance. 

 Alternative 6 (Alternative Site – Northeast Corner of Veteran Avenue and Wilshire 
Boulevard):  The City finds that the Enhanced Retail Alternative is preferable as 
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compared to Alternative 6 because Alternative 6 is assumed to result in a greater 
operational traffic and circulation impact at intersections than the Enhanced Retail 
Alternative because Alternative 6’s location does not enjoy the unique combination of 
office density and transit availability that exists in Century City, which could limit the 
effectiveness of the TDM program as well as the bus service improvements and other 
transit-related Mitigation Measures in the Enhanced Retail Alternative mitigation 
program. Alternative 6 would fully meet several of the Project Objectives; however, it 
would only partially meet several others due to its location outside of Century City. 
Therefore, Alternative 6 would not sufficiently meet several of the City’s policy goals in 
the Project Objectives to the same extent as the Enhanced Retail Alternative. Due to 
its location, Alternative 6 would not create jobs, encourage economic development, or 
maximize employment opportunities in the designated Regional Center of Century City 
and would therefore not sufficiently achieve the City’s policy goals for Century City and 
would only partially meet the intent of Objectives 1, 3, and 8. Alternative 6 would attract 
future businesses and employers to the City of Los Angeles, but would not maximize 
employment opportunities in Century City because it would be developed at a location 
outside of Century City. Therefore, Alternative 6 would fail to advance numerous policy 
goals for this Regional Center identified in the General Plan Framework Element. 
Alternative 6 is not located on the site of a proposed station for the Westside Subway 
Extension, and, therefore, would not reinforce public investment in and use of public 
transit (Objective 4), and would not establish a transit-ready site (Objective 5). 
Accordingly, Alternative 6 would fail to achieve the City’s goals of maximizing 
employment density around major transit lines with uses to support transit stations. 

 Alternative 7 (Alternative Site – Southwest Corner of Sepulveda Boulevard and Ohio 
Avenue):  The City finds that the Enhanced Retail Alternative is preferable as 
compared to Alternative 7 because Alternative 7 would result in several significant 
impacts that would be avoided by the Enhanced Retail Alternative, including a 
significant impact related to land use conflicts with surrounding uses and a greater 
operational traffic and circulation impact to intersections that would arise because the 
Alternative 7 site does not enjoy the unique combination of office density and transit 
availability that exists in Century City, meaning its location could limit the effectiveness 
of the TDM program as well as the bus service improvements and other transit-related 
Mitigation Measures in the Enhanced Retail Alternative mitigation program. In addition, 
Alternative 7 would result in a similar significant cumulative construction noise impact 
as the Enhanced Retail Alternative. Alternative 7 would fully meet several of the Project 
Objectives; however, it would only partially meet several others due to its location 
outside of Century City. Therefore, Alternative 7 would not sufficiently meet several of 
the City’s policy goals in the Project Objectives to the same extent as the Enhanced 
Retail Alternative. Due to its location, Alternative 7 would not create jobs, encourage 
economic development, or maximize employment opportunities in the designated 
Regional Center of Century City, and would therefore not meet the City’s policy goals 
for Century City and would only partially meet the intent of Objectives 1, 3, and 8. 
Therefore, Alternative 7 would fail to advance numerous policy goals for this Regional 
Center identified in the General Plan Framework Element. Alternative 7 is not located 
on the site of a proposed station for the Westside Subway Extension. Therefore, it 
would not include a Transit Plaza and would not reinforce public investment in and use 
of public transit (Objective 4), and would not establish a transit-ready site (Objective 
5). As such, Alternative 7 would fail to achieve the City’s policy goals in Objectives 4 
and 5 of maximizing employment density adjacent to planned transit lines and 
providing a site that will support a future subway station portal. 

 Alternative 8 (Alternative Site – Northwest Corner of Wilshire Boulevard and La Brea 
Avenue): The City finds that the Enhanced Retail Alternative is preferable as compared 
to Alternative 8 because Alternative 8 would result in several significant impacts that 
would be avoided by the Enhanced Retail Alternative, including a significant impact 
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related to land use conflicts with surrounding uses and a greater operational traffic and 
circulation impact to intersections that would arise because the Alternative 8 site does 
not enjoy the unique combination of office density and transit availability that exists in 
Century City, meaning its location could limit the effectiveness of the TDM program as 
well as the bus service improvements and other transit-related Mitigation Measures in 
the Enhanced Retail Alternative mitigation program. In addition, Alternative 8 would 
result in a similar significant cumulative construction noise impact as the Enhanced 
Retail Alternative. Alternative 8 would fully meet several of the Project Objectives; 
however, it would only partially meet several others due to its location outside of 
Century City. Therefore, Alternative 8 would not sufficiently meet the City’s policy goals 
in the Project Objectives to the same extent as the Enhanced Retail Alternative. Due 
to its location, Alternative 8 would not create jobs, encourage economic development, 
or maximize employment opportunities in the designated Regional Center of Century 
City and would therefore not meet the City’s policy goals for Century City and would 
only partially meet the intent of Objectives 1, 3, and 8. Therefore, Alternative 8 would 
fail to advance numerous policy goals for this Regional Center identified in the General 
Plan Framework Element. Similarly, Alternative 8 would establish a transit-ready site, 
including a Transit Plaza, at the location of a proposed station for the Westside Subway 
Extension; however, the station would be located approximately 5 miles east of 
Century City. Therefore, Alternative 8 would fail to meet the City’s policy objectives of 
maximizing employment density adjacent to planned transit in Century City and 
providing a site to support a subway station portal in Century City (Objectives 4 and 5). 

E. ENVIRONMENTALLY SUPERIOR ALTERNATIVE 

Section 15126.6(e)(2) of the CEQA Guidelines indicates that an analysis of alternatives 
to a project shall identify an Environmentally Superior Alternative among the 
alternatives evaluated in an EIR. In addition, Section 15126.6 of the CEQA Guidelines 
states that: “If the environmentally superior alternative is the ‘no project’ alternative, 
the EIR shall also identify an environmentally superior alternative among the other 
alternatives.” 

The selection of an Environmentally Superior Alternative is based on an evaluation of 
the extent to which the alternatives reduce or eliminate the significant impacts 
associated with the project, and on a comparison of the remaining environmental 
impacts of each alternative. 

Of the alternatives analyzed in the Subsequent EIR, Alternative 1 (No Project) would 
be the Environmentally Superior Alternative, as it would result in lesser environmental 
impacts relative to the Modified Project than the other alternatives. However, as 
indicated herein, Alternative 1 (No Project) would not meet the Project Objectives. 

In accordance with the CEQA Guidelines’ requirement to identify an Environmentally 
Superior Alternative other than the No Project Alternative, a comparative evaluation of 
the remaining alternatives indicates that Alternative 5 (Reduced Density – 60 Percent 
Reduction) is the Environmentally Superior Alternative. Alternative 5 would have 
relatively smaller environmental impacts than the Modified Project or any of the other 
alternatives, other than the No Project Alternative.  

However, as discussed herein, the City finds that the Enhanced Retail Alternative as 
compared to Alternative 5 is preferable because Alternative 5 would not sufficiently 
meet the City’s policy goals in the Project Objectives, which would be achieved through 
development of the Enhanced Retail Alternative. Therefore, despite the fact that 
Alternative 5 would result in comparatively smaller environmental impacts than the 
Enhanced Retail Alternative, and pursuant to the Statement of Overriding 
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Considerations provided below, the City approves Alternative 9 (the Enhanced Retail 
Alternative) in lieu of both Alternative 5 and the Modified Project. 

FINDINGS REGARDING OTHER CEQA CONSIDERATIONS 

1. Significant Irreversible Environmental Changes 

Construction of the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative or the Approved Project would 
require the use of nonrenewable resources, such as wood, the raw materials in steel, metals 
such as copper and lead, aggregate materials used in concrete and asphalt such as sand and 
stone, water, petrochemical construction materials such as plastic, and petroleum-based 
construction materials. In addition, fossil fuels used to power construction vehicles would also 
be consumed. 

Operation of the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative or the Approved Project would involve 
the ongoing consumption of nonrenewable resources, such as electricity, petroleum-based 
fuels, fossil fuels, and water, which are commonly consumed in the existing surrounding urban 
environment. Energy resources would be used for heating and cooling of buildings, lighting, 
and transporting of residents to and from the Project Site. Operation of the proposed Enhanced 
Retail Alternative or the Approved Project would occur in accordance with Title 24, Part 6 of 
the California Code of Regulations, which sets forth conservation practices that would limit the 
amount of energy consumed by the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative or the Approved 
Project. The proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative’s energy consumption would be further 
reduced compared to a typical development of comparable use and intensity through its design 
to achieve a Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) Platinum rating or 
equivalent green building standards. Nonetheless, the use of such resources would continue 
to represent a long-term commitment of essentially nonrenewable resources. Operation of the 
proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative or the Approved Project would also result in an 
increased commitment of public maintenance services such as waste disposal and treatment 
as well as increased commitment of the infrastructure that serves the Project Site. 

The limited use of potentially hazardous materials contained in typical cleaning agents and 
pesticides for landscaping would occur on the site. Such materials would be used, handled, 
stored, and disposed of in accordance with applicable government regulations and standards, 
which would serve to protect against a significant and irreversible environmental change 
resulting from the accidental release of hazardous materials. 

In summary, construction and operation of the Approved Project or proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative would commit the use of slowly renewable and nonrenewable resources and would 
limit the availability of these resources on the Project Site for future generations or for other 
uses during the life of the Approved Project or proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative. However, 
the continued use of such resources during operation would be on a relatively small scale and 
consistent with regional and local urban design and development goals for the area. As a result, 
the use of nonrenewable resources in this manner would not result in significant irreversible 
changes to the environment under both the Approved Project and the proposed Enhanced 
Retail Alternative. Accordingly, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would not involve 
new significant environmental effects or a substantial increase in the severity of previously 
identified significant effects related to significant irreversible environmental changes. 

2. Growth-Inducing Impacts of the Proposed Project 

The Approved Project would have involved the construction of 483 residential units, which 
would have generated an approximate population of 980. The proposed land use and the 
prospective residents would have represented a direct, incremental increase in population. The 
Approved Project and the incremental growth were the subject of each of the analyses of 
Approved Project impacts upon the various environmental categories presented in Section IV, 
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Environmental Impact Analysis, of the 2006 EIR. The Approved Project would have had 
environmental effects relative to land use, visual resources, traffic and parking, air quality, 
noise, water quality, hazardous materials, and public services, including fire, police, schools, 
libraries, and parks. The effect of the Approved Project related to these environmental 
categories was not considered growth-inducing because it would not have created an impetus 
for growth beyond the Project Site itself. 

In comparison, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would not cause or result in direct 
population growth because the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would not provide 
housing on the Project Site. The increase in employment anticipated with implementation of 
the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would not exceed the employment forecast provided 
by the Southern California Association of Governments for the subregion, City, or the West Los 
Angeles Community Plan area. Furthermore, although the proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative would increase the number of employees at the Project Site, most of these 
employees would not be expected to relocate to the subregion. The Project Site is located in a 
highly urbanized area, and Century City is designated as a Regional Center intended to serve 
as the focal point of regional commerce, identity, and activity. As such, Century City serves as 
an employment center for the west side of Los Angeles. Therefore, a permanent increase in 
population or an increased demand for housing in the Project Site area would not be expected 
to occur. Therefore, although neither project would result in substantial direct population 
growth, potential direct population growth attributable to the proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative would be less than that of the Approved Project. 

The Approved Project’s approximately 980 residents would have produced a demand for goods 
and services, which would not have been satisfied within the Approved Project. 

The demand for services would have indirectly induced off-site growth necessary to 
accommodate this demand, if the existing supply of goods, commercial services, or public 
services in the area was not adequate to provide for the Approved Project. The adjacent, 
surrounding developed community, including Century City, West Los Angeles, Westwood, the 
Wilshire Corridor, and the City of Beverly Hills, currently provide a broad range of goods and 
services. The Approved Project represented less than 1.14 percent of the West Los Angeles 
Community estimated 2003 residential population of 71,808. The 1.14 percent increase in 
population would have been within the general growth parameters of existing business and 
would not have caused the need for the development of substantial new commercial uses. The 
proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would provide long-term employment for approximately 
1,467 employees. It is anticipated that on-site employees would patronize local businesses and 
services both on the Project Site (i.e., the retail component of the proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative) and within Century City, which would incrementally foster economic growth. While 
commercial office uses associated with the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative may also 
generate demand for secondary services, it would be to a lesser extent than the Approved 
Project. The adjacent communities, including Century City, West Los Angeles, the Wilshire 
Corridor, and the City of Beverly Hills currently provide a broad range of goods and services. 
Therefore, any additional demand for off-site commercial goods and services is anticipated to 
be met by the existing retail, service, and other resources already located within proximity to 
the Project Site under both project scenarios. Accordingly, the proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative would not involve new indirect growth-inducing impacts related to economic effects. 

As discussed in the Draft Subsequent EIR in Section 4.10, Public Services, the Project Site is 
currently served by all public service providers, including police protection services, fire 
prevention services, public transit, schools, and libraries. Both the Approved Project and the 
proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would increase demand for police and fire protection, 
schools, and libraries, but neither project would exceed the existing capacity of these public 
facilities or cause the construction of new public facilities. Existing and planned facilities are 
sufficient to accommodate the demand for services generated by the Approved Project or the 
proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative. Expansion of public services beyond what is currently 
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planned for, and encouragement of other new growth, would not result from implementation of 
either project. Accordingly, the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would not involve new 
indirect growth-inducing impacts related to the expansion of public services. 

Due to the scope of the Approved Project relative to existing on-site uses, improvements to 
existing utility infrastructure would have been made to serve the proposed development and 
would have been sized according to projected demands, including maximum daily demands. 
Likewise, improvements to existing on-site utility infrastructure would be made to serve the 
proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative and would be sized according to projected demands. In 
addition, existing utility facilities in Avenue of the Stars and Constellation Boulevard would be 
extended to the Project Site; these extensions would provide sufficient tie-ins to the existing 
utility system to serve the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative. Since distribution 
infrastructure already existed in the area, the Approved Project’s utility infrastructure 
improvements would have been required to meet only the Approved Project’s flow and 
distribution needs and would not have expanded services to off-site areas. Similarly, the 
existing infrastructure in the surrounding area would have adequate capacity to serve the 
proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative. The Los Angeles Department of Water and Power 
found that the 12-inch water main in Avenue of the Stars and the existing 8-inch water main in 
Constellation Boulevard currently exceed the City’s minimum residual water pressure 
requirement of 20 pounds per square inch and are capable of achieving the anticipated 9,000 
gallons per minute fire flow requirement for the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative. In 
addition, the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power also confirmed that installation of a 
new regulator pump station for Century City is anticipated to be completed in 2014. The Los 
Angeles Department of Water and Power has confirmed that the pump station will alleviate 
water pressure issues in Century City which, in turn, will further ensure adequate fire flow 
capacity for the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative. Because the proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative is not anticipated to be completed until 2015, the pump station would be operational, 
and additional pressure and fire flow capacity would be available at the time of building 
occupancy. While this service capacity enhancement would not accelerate development in an 
undeveloped area or introduce unplanned infrastructure that was not previously evaluated in 
the adopted Community Plan or General Plan, it could indirectly facilitate additional 
development or redevelopment in Century City. It is, however, important to note that the area 
surrounding the Project Site is already fully developed with residential and commercial uses 
and would continue to be governed by the area’s zoning restrictions, as established by the 
West Los Angeles Community Plan, the Century City North Specific Plan, and the Los Angeles 
Municipal Code. The proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would not result in changes to 
existing regulations pertaining to land development that would induce substantial new growth. 
As such, the potential growth-inducing effect of any additional capacity in the water line in 
Constellation Boulevard would be limited by existing zoning and General Plan policies. As such, 
the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would not indirectly generate substantial growth in 
the area by removing an existing impediment to growth. 

The Project Site is in a highly urbanized area of the City of Los Angeles that is served by 
existing roadways. The existing system would have had sufficient capacity to accommodate 
the Approved Project. The Approved Project provided an irrevocable offer to dedicate an area 
for a future street width along Constellation Boulevard. The dedication would not have been 
growth-inducing as it would not have induced new population into the area. The proposed 
Enhanced Retail Alternative would not introduce any new public roadways. Construction of 
driveways to access the Project Site from Avenue of the Stars and Constellation Boulevard and 
roadway maintenance would facilitate vehicular circulation but would not induce growth. As 
previously recorded, the irrevocable offer to dedicate an area for future street improvements 
along Constellation Boulevard or Avenue of the Stars is now part of the existing condition and 
would not be growth-inducing, as it would not induce new population into the area of removal 
or be an obstacle to additional growth. 
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In summary, implementation of the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would indirectly 
contribute to the growth of the area surrounding the Project Site, and would result in some 
direct growth that is consistent with what is already anticipated in adopted plans. However, as 
a development project occurring in an urban and substantially built-out area, the proposed 
Enhanced Retail Alternative would result in beneficial impacts related to growth. The proposed 
Enhanced Retail Alternative would improve the tax base in Century City, contribute economic 
benefits to local businesses in the City of Los Angeles and the City of Beverly Hills, and would 
increase job opportunities, all of which would be beneficial impacts. Therefore, impacts related 
to growth would be less than significant. 

Further, approval of the Applicant’s request for an Alternative Calculation of Trip Generation 
Factors pursuant to Section 6 of the Century City North Specific Plan (CCNSP) would not 
induce growth or cause an increase in density in Century City. The purpose of the CCNSP is 
to assure orderly development and provide street capacity and other public facilities adequate 
for the intensity and design of development in the CCNSP area. One of the ways in which the 
CCNSP limits the scope and intensity of future development is through the allocation of “Trips” 
(defined in CCNSP Section 2 as a “unit of real property development rights pursuant to this 
Specific Plan and means a calculation of daily arrivals at and daily departures from a building 
or structure by motor vehicles of four or more wheels”) to certain parcels in the CCNSP area. 
CCNSP Section 2 provides Trip generation factors for certain uses, which are based on trip 
generation rates used by the City when the CCNSP was adopted in 1981. The CCNSP has 
always included Section 6, which allows any person who disputes any of the Trip generation 
factors to apply for an alternative Trip generation factor to be applied to a particular project, 
provided that application is supported by a traffic study that is reviewed and approved by 
LADOT. Here, the Applicant has applied for an alternative Trip generation factor for the 
commercial office uses in the Enhanced Retail Alternative; this application was supported by a 
traffic study and empirical trip generation study which were reviewed and approved by LADOT. 
LADOT recommended approval of an alternative Trip generation factor of 4.97 Trips per 1,000 
square feet in a memo dated October 28, 2013. In its memorandum to the Department of City 
Planning dated August 8, 2014, LADOT confirmed that its October 28, 2013 determination also 
applies to the Enhanced Retail Alternative, which contains the same uses as the Modified 
Project but would generate fewer automobile trips due to a reduction in office square footage. 

Approval of this request will not induce growth or density in Century City for several reasons. 
First, the CCNSP regulates density through limits on floor area ratio (FAR). Approval of an 
alternative Trip generation factor is an acknowledgment that the trip generation potential of a 
particular project’s mix of uses is not accurately captured in the CCNSP Section 2 Trip 
generation rates, and approval of an alternative factor confirms that a particular project will 
generate no more total traffic than was projected when the CCNSP was adopted. Because the 
CCNSP limits the total number of Trips that can be generated on a property, and a project with 
an approved alternative Trip generation factor still cannot exceed the number of trips available 
to its property, the approval of an alternative Trip generation factor cannot create more Trips 
and development intensity than was contemplated for future growth when the CCNSP was 
adopted. Second, approval of a request for an Alternative Calculation of Trip Generation 
Factors is project-specific. Any other person who wishes to utilize an alternative Trip generation 
factor must submit an application to the City with a traffic study that is reviewed and approved 
by LADOT, and must go through the same public hearing and discretionary approval process 
that the Applicant has undertaken. Approval of one alternative Trip generation factor does not 
transfer that rate to other properties. 

Therefore, given that approval of an alternative Trip generation factor pursuant to CCNSP 
Section 6 does not increase density or intensity beyond what was contemplated for future 
growth in the CCNSP, and such alternative factors are project-specific and only available when 
supported by an LADOT-approved traffic study, the approval of the Applicant’s request for an 
Alternative Calculation of Trip Generation Factors for the Enhanced Retail Alternative will not 
induce growth or density in Century City beyond what is contemplated in the CCNSP. 
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STATEMENT OF OVERRIDING CONSIDERATIONS 

The Final Subsequent EIR has identified unavoidable significant impacts that will result from implementation 
of the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative. Section 15093(b) of the CEQA Guidelines provides that when 
the decision of the public agency allows the occurrence of significant impacts that are identified in the EIR 
but are not at least substantially mitigated, the agency must state in writing the reasons to support its action 
based on the completed EIR and/or other information in the record. 

Based on the analysis contained in this Final Subsequent EIR, the Enhanced Retail Alternative could result 
in significant unavoidable impacts to traffic (operational impacts to intersections) and noise (construction-
related cumulative impacts). 

Accordingly, the City adopts the following Statement of Overriding Considerations. The City recognizes that 
significant and unavoidable impacts will result from implementation of the Enhanced Retail Alternative. 
Having (i) adopted all feasible Mitigation Measures, (ii) rejected alternatives to the Enhanced Retail 
Alternative discussed above and found that the Enhanced Retail Alternative is preferable to those 
alternatives, (iii) recognized all significant, unavoidable impacts, and (iv) balanced the benefits of the 
Enhanced Retail Alternative against the Enhanced Retail Alternative’s significant and unavoidable impacts, 
the City hereby finds that the benefits outweigh and override the significant unavoidable impacts for the 
reasons stated below. 

The below stated reasons summarize the benefits, goals and objectives of the proposed Enhanced Retail 
Alternative, and provide the rationale for the benefits of the Enhanced Retail Alternative. These overriding 
considerations of economic, social, aesthetic, and environmental benefits for the Enhanced Retail 
Alternative justify adoption of the Enhanced Retail Alternative and certification of the completed Final 
Subsequent EIR. Many of these overriding considerations individually would be sufficient to outweigh the 
adverse environmental impacts of the Enhanced Retail Alternative. 

1. The Enhanced Retail Alternative will build upon the existing vitality and diversity of uses in Century City 
by providing needed commercial uses within an existing Regional Center. 

2. Implementation of the Enhanced Retail Alternative will maximize employment opportunities by 
providing commercial office space to help attract future business and employers to the commercial core 
of Century City and within close proximity to transit opportunities. 

3. The Enhanced Retail Alternative will revitalize a currently underutilized site. The Project will maximize 
the value of the site through the addition of high-end office space and amenities consistent with 
anticipated market demands. 

4. The proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative will provide creative incubator office space that will provide 
opportunities for new and emerging companies to start in Century City where they can stay, grow, and 
connect with other companies, contributing to the long-term economic health of the region. 

5. Implementation of the Enhanced Retail Alternative will maintain and enhance the economic vitality of 
the region by providing temporary job opportunities associated with the construction of the proposed 
Enhanced Retail Alternative and permanent job opportunities during the Enhanced Retail Alternative’s 
operation. 

6. The Enhanced Retail Alternative will result in an approximately $350 million investment in the City and 
a total economic impact of over $290 million, over 25 years, and it will add approximately 4,067 jobs, 
of which approximately 1,467 will be permanent jobs directly related to the Enhanced Retail Alternative 
operation. 

7. The proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative would maximize revenues to the City of Los Angeles in the 
form of increased sales, documentary transfer, business license, and property taxes while also 
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contributing economic benefits to local businesses in the City of Los Angeles and the City of Beverly 
Hills. 

8. Implementation of the Enhanced Retail Alternative will result in an energy-efficient and environmentally 
conscious office building with the target of achieving LEED Platinum status or equivalent green building 
standards through such means as the use of recycled or energy-efficient materials, water-saving 
devices, and sustainable design elements that conserve energy. 

9. The Enhanced Retail Alternative will create a state-of-the-art commercial building and transit plaza in 
close proximity to housing, public transit, shops, restaurants, and entertainment uses. The proximity of 
residential uses and transit connections to commercial uses would support Century City’s existing 
range of services and commercial activities, thereby supporting the economic future of the region. 

10. The development of the Enhanced Retail Alternative in an established urban center served by existing 
infrastructure would minimize the need for the development of new infrastructure and make more 
efficient use of existing facilities. 

11. The Enhanced Retail Alternative facilitates modes of travel other than by private automobiles by 
locating the proposed development within close proximity to transit and providing a comprehensive 
Transportation Demand Management (TDM) Program, including a mobility hub to promote use of transit 
services and other measures. 

12. The Enhanced Retail Alternative will help develop a high-quality mobile cell phone app with the Century 
City Transportation Management Organization for the use of residents, employees, and visitors to 
Century City to help relieve congestion, reduce vehicle miles traveled, and promote transit usage by 
suggesting non-automotive methods of travel. 

13. The Enhanced Retail Alternative will promote bicycle usage by providing bike racks, lockers, storage, 
and a bike-sharing service, and will offer shared vehicle rentals, as well as carpooling and vanpooling 
services, to promote modes of travel as alternatives to solo driving. 

14. The Enhanced Retail Alternative reinforces public investment in and use of public transit by maximizing 
employment density adjacent to existing and planned major transit lines. 

15. Implementation of the Enhanced Retail Alternative will provide sufficient parking to ensure the parking 
needs of the Enhanced Retail Alternative’s tenants, visitors, staff, maintenance personnel, and delivery 
vehicles. 

16. Implementation of the Enhanced Retail Alternative will create a landmark high-rise commercial building 
and unified site design that complements the aesthetic character of the area through appropriate scale 
and high-quality architectural design and detail. 

17. The Enhanced Retail Alternative would enhance existing uses in Century City by creating greater 
pedestrian amenities, and reinforcing the strength and character of Century City with new architecture, 
landscaping, and other street-level amenities. 

18. Implementation of the Enhanced Retail Alternative would enhance the appearance of the existing 
commercial district by redeveloping an underutilized and primarily vacant site with high-end office space 
and amenities. 

19. The Enhanced Retail Alternative’s extensive landscaping along the public street and sidewalks would 
enhance, and be in character with, adjacent and surrounding land uses. 

20. Implementation of the Enhanced Retail Alternative would provide a pedestrian path along its eastern 
boundary, which would be linked to a mid-block pedestrian path across Constellation Boulevard. By 
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providing a pedestrian walkway along the eastern boundary of the Project Site, the Enhanced Retail 
Alternative would enhance pedestrian activity and street life in the Project area. 

21. The pedestrian environment of the area would be enhanced with upgraded landscaping along the public 
streets and sidewalks, including such proposed elements as a canopy of shade trees, flower gardens, 
water features, landscaping lighting features, broad landscaped setbacks, and streetscape amenities 
including seating areas for pedestrians. 

22. The landscape features of the proposed Enhanced Retail Alternative will provide natural character and 
texture in an urban environment and enhance the visual character of the unified development. 

23. Implementation of the Enhanced Retail Alternative would provide public and private open space areas 
to serve the needs of the community. The parking structure would feature an approximately 2.14-acre 
(approximately 93,000 square feet) landscaped green roof deck open to members of the public between 
6:00 a.m. – 8:00 p.m., seven days per week, subject to reasonable rules and regulations, including the 
allowance for periodic use of the deck by the Applicant for private, non-public events, and the Applicant 
proposes providing approximately 39,037 square feet of additional public open space on site, including 
a Transit Plaza. 

24. The Enhanced Retail Alternative directs growth into an existing intensely urban area, protecting and 
preserving surrounding low-density neighborhoods from the encroachment of incompatible land uses. 

25. As set forth in the First Amendment to Development Agreement between the City of Los Angeles and 
the Applicant, the Enhanced Retail Alternative would provide additional public benefits to the City, 
including: contribution of community benefit funds to be dedicated to planning studies, regional 
transportation planning, the construction and development of transportation improvements in the 
West Los Angeles area, and a contribution to the City’s Affordable Housing Trust Fund. 

26. As set forth in the First Amendment to Development Agreement between the City of Los Angeles and 
the Applicant, the Enhanced Retail Alternative would provide funding to establish and operate a private 
shuttle service between Century City and the Metropolitan Transportation Authority’s Expo Line, which 
would further reduce vehicle trips in Century City and the surrounding area and encourage the use of 
transit. 

27. As set forth in the First Amendment to Development Agreement between the City of Los Angeles and 
the Applicant, the Enhanced Retail Alternative would be designed to accommodate a portal for the 
Metropolitan Transportation Authority’s Century City Purple Line station in Century City, if the Project 
Site is selected as the station portal location. This would further the City’s goals of making Century City 
a more walkable, pedestrian and transit-oriented environment and would support Century City’s existing 
range of services and commercial activities, thereby supporting the economic future of Century City 
and the region. 

 


